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INTRODUCTION
This book is about the philosophical implications of meditative
practice. More specifically, it is a case-study of certain infra-Buddhist
controversies about the nature and implications of a particular, precisely defined altered state of consciousness,1 attained by way of an
equally well defined set of meditational practices. It may seem at the
outset as though this has rather little to do with philosophy as understood in the analytical traditions of the West: it may be suggested
that we are instead dealing here, as Louis de La Valise Poussin put
it, with:
. . . Indian 'philosophumena' concocted by ascetics . . . men
exhausted by a severe diet and often stupified by the practice of
ecstacy. Indians do not make a clear distinction between facts and
ideas, between ideas and words; they have never clearly recognized
the principle of contradiction.2

Poussin was one of the greatest historians of Indian Buddhism the
West has yet produced, and while he was clearly correct in his view
that the practice of meditation was and is of fundamental importance
for Buddhism, he was equally clearly incorrect, as I hope to show, in
thinking that this resulted in any lack of clarity in philosophical argumentation, much less in a failure to recognize the 'principle of
contradiction'.
It is upon meditative practice that the religious life of the Buddhist
virtuoso is based and from such practice that systematic Buddhist
philosophical and soteriological theory begins. The experiences produced as a result of meditative practice have therefore historically
been of great importance to Buddhist philosophical theory; it would
hardly be an exaggeration to say that the whole of the magnificently
complex edifice of Buddhist philosophy is a drawing out and systematization of the implications of such experience. The Buddha
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himself (insofar as we can say anything about him; the historical
problems associated with making judgements about the teaching of
the historical Buddha are great) seems to have placed great emphasis
on the significance of meditative experience and to have regarded it
as both the origin and guarantee of his more strictly philosophical
teaching.3
Rather than judging the significance of meditational practice in
Buddhism to allow no place for clear philosophical analysis, a useful
method of gaining access to the rationale and significance of some
key Buddhist doctrines might be to examine their connections with
those meditative practices with which they almost always operate in
symbiosis. It is not that specific meditative practices straightforwardly give rise to specific doctrines, though this kind of simple and direct causal relationship is sometimes suggested both by Western critics of Buddhism and by Buddhist scholars working from within the
tradition.4 Rather, philosophical beliefs shape meditative techniques,
provide specific expectations, and thus have a formative influence on
the kinds of experience which are actually produced, as well as on
the philosophical conclusions which are drawn from these experiences.5 Similarly, the results of meditative practice inform the philosophical views of practicing Buddhists with new experiences, and
thus suggest new ways in which the philosophical system can be
modified and developed. To examine the philosophical use made of
(the results of) a specific set or sets of meditative practices may therefore provide useful insights into both the origins of Buddhist philosophical doctrine and the functions of Buddhist psychotropic technique.6 This work is therefore intended as a case study in the
relationship between philosophical theory and soteriological practice
in Indian Buddhism. It takes as its presupposition the idea that there
is indeed such a relationship—something which is not always obvious from a reading of the works of students and critics of Buddhism
from both within and without the tradition—and applies the presupposition to a particular case: that of the 'attainment of cessation'
(nirodhasamapatti) as this was described, recommended, analyzed
and discussed in the philosophical texts of early Indian Buddhism.
The attainment of cessation is a particularly interesting case for the
kind of study envisaged here. The term, and its equivalent, 'cessation of sensation and conceptualization' (samjhavedayitanirodha),7
denote a specific very precisely defined altered state of consciousness, one which occurs as the direct result of specified meditative
techniques. While the term is rooted in the earliest strata of the texts
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available to us, and though the altered state of consciousness denoted by it is attributed by such texts to the Buddha himself,8 its unusual nature, coupled with the fact that it has no obvious connections
with mainstream Buddhist soteriology, meant that from the beginning it produced a set of problems for Buddhist theoreticians. These
problems arise from the fact that the term 'cessation of sensation and
conceptualization' denotes a state of (un)consciousness in which no
mental functions occur, and that such a condition is frequently given
high recommendation in the texts, and sometimes seems to be
equated with Nirvana, the ultimate goal of all virtuoso Buddhist
soteriological practice. Given that this is the case (and the evidence
for it will be presented in the body of this work) a number of interesting philosophical problems arise.
The first set of problems has to do with the nature of salvation, the
ultimate goal of virtuoso religious practice as this was conceived by
Indian Buddhists. There appears to be some tension between a view
which regards dispassionate knowledge of the way things are9 as a
sine qua non and constituent factor of enlightenment, and a view
which sees complete unconsciousness, the cessation of all mental
functions, as essential to, or even identical with, enlightenment. This
is, therefore, a problem for Buddhist soteriological theory, a problem
created by a witness within the tradition to variant and even contradictory sets of soteriological practices. Some of the significant elements of this debate will be presented and analyzed in what follows.
The second set of problems has to do with the relationship between mind and body—or, more precisely, between the mental and
the physical—as this was conceived by Buddhist thinkers. If there is
indeed a condition in which all mental events come to a halt (as the
canonical texts say), and if this condition is sometimes temporary
and reversible (that is, if mental events can sometimes, as it were,
start up once again from a condition of cessation), then some explanation of the mechanism by which this occurs is called for. The
canonical definitions of the condition denoted by the term 'attainment of cessation' make it clear that no mental events—and thus by
extension only physical events—occur when any given individual is
in this state. How then is it that the stream of mental events (brought
to a halt by the meditative techniques which produce the attainment
of cessation) can begin once again when there exist only physical
events from which they can arise? Almost all the possible answers to
this question were suggested by Buddhist philosophers in the course
of the early Indian debates on the issue, and the examination of
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these debates will provide an interesting set of perspectives on Buddhist views of the mind-body problem.
My study will restrict itself to an analysis of the debates on the
attainment of cessation in early Indian Buddhism. I shall therefore
consider mostly material from the systematic philosophical texts of
Indian scholastic Buddhism,10 beginning with the discussions in the
Pali Collections (Nikaya) as representative of the earliest available traditions. The Collections are a body of texts which present themselves
as verbatim reports of the discourses of the historical figure now
given the honorific title of 'Buddha' (enlightened one). Historical research makes it clear that these texts do not in fact give us access to
the ipsissima verba of the Buddha, but they do preserve a witness to a
reasonably early stage in the development of the Buddhist tradition,
and thus make a useful starting point for the investigation.
In addition to this material I shall also make use of Buddhaghosa's
commentarial discussions of the Collections together with his systematization of the material contained in them in the influential text
called Path to Purity (Visuddhimagga). The comments by Dhammapala, the author of a large commentary on the Path to Purity,11 will
also be discussed. An examination of the material on the attainment
of cessation in these texts should thus provide an historically accurate overview of the understanding of this phenomenon arrived at
by the Theravada12 tradition, a tradition to which all these texts belong.
The Theravada tradition was not the only one of the early schools
to carry on extensive discussions of the attainment of cessation. With
the Theravada view I shall compare the extensive discussions found
in Vasubaridhu's important text called Commentary on the Treasury of
Metaphysics (Abhidharmakosabhasya), a work which sets forth the views
of the Vaibhasika13 school, and which offers in addition a critique of
these views from the Sautrantika viewpoint.14 Use will also be made
of the major Indian commentaries to this work, especially those of
Sthiramati and Yasomitra.15 These texts contain full discussions of the
views of all the major Indian Buddhist schools on the issue.
Finally, I shall analyze the discussion of the same issue found in
some key Yogacara texts; in these works the same issue is treated
from the standpoint of the Yogacara school,16 a perspective which
results in a radically different philosophical solution to the problem.
The intentions of this study as a whole, therefore, are (at least)
threefold: 1) to shed some light on the history of Buddhist views
about a specific altered state of consciousness and its relationship to
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specified soteriological goals; 2) by analyzing the philosophical discussions surrounding this altered state, to increase our understanding of the way in which the relationship between the physical and
the mental was conceived in early Indian Buddhism; and 3) to ask
and attempt to answer some questions about the adequacy of the
Buddhist view of the causal relations between the mental and the
physical.
This third goal, the asking of questions about the adequacy of Buddhist views on the relations between mental and physical, raises
some philosophical difficulties, which require some methodological
remarks. I originally conceived this work as a historical and exegetical study of a set of Indian Buddhist controversies about certain
kinds of meditational practice. In the process of research and writing
it has come to be something both less and more than that. In addition to the planned descriptive and historical study it is now also an
exercise in cross-cultural philosophizing; the philosophizing found
in this work both rests upon and illustrates an important general
thesis about rationality. Briefly stated, this thesis is that philosophy
is a trans-cultural human activity, which in all essentials operates
within the same conventions and by the same norms in all cultures.
These are, broadly speaking, the conventions and norms which demarcate what in the West has sometimes been called 'rationality'.
This is not an uncontroversial view; it is probably true to say that the
current intellectual orthodoxy in the Western academic disciplines of
philosophy, anthropology, sociology, history (especially history of
religions) and literary criticism is opposed to it. The development of
a sociology of knowledge,17 superficial understandings (and misunderstandings) of the late Wittgenstein and the classical Quine,18 the
pervasive adherence to varieties of relativism in the work of important anthropological theorists,19 the fuss in philosophy of science
over the early Kuhn's incommensurability thesis and Feyerabend's
fulminations against method,20 and the vogue for deconstructionist
readings of any and all genres of text21—all these have combined to
create an intellectual climate in which it is problematic even to suggest that rational discourse may be a phenomenon which operates
by recognizably similar rules and with effectively identical goals
cross-culturally, and is thus a tool available in a relatively straightforward manner for cross-cultural communication and assessment.
The view that the functions, nature, and limits of rationality are
conceived similarly in all cultures has as its corollary the idea that
cross-cultural assessment of philosophical views and arguments is
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possible. It suggests that I, as a twentieth-century English-speaking
Westerner, am theoretically capable of both understanding and passing judgement upon philosophical arguments and conclusions
presented by fifth-century Indian Buddhists writing and thinking in
Sanskrit. This too is problematic, given the current intellectual climate in which terms such as 'pluralism' and 'dialogue' have become
almost numinous, denoting an orthodoxy in the direction of which it
is necessary to make at least a ritual obeisance.22 Even if such crosscultural attempts at normative judgement can avoid offending
against one or more of the intellectual orthodoxies just mentioned,
they tend to be regarded as symptoms of cultural imperialism and
intellectual triumphalism.
Clearly, then, there are important systematic problems involved
with the view that it is legitimate to move from historical and expository writing about philosophical debates located in a culture distant
in space and time from one's own, to an analytical and critical study
of such debates which is in part concerned to pass judgement upon
them. Among these systematic problems are the questions of
whether the functions, goals and limits of rationality are understood
in essentially similar ways cross-culturally; whether cross-cultural assessments of truth (in propositions) and validity (in arguments) can
escape the pitfalls of parochialism and arrogance; and whether, pace
the sociologists of knowledge,23 there are distinctions to be made
between the contingent causes for the holding of a particular belief,
and the non-contingent grounds for holding that belief. Ideally, such
systematic problems should be resolved systematically; only thus can
the objections of the adherents of the pluralistic view be properly
answered. Such a systematic enterprise is possible, I think, but is a
task too large for this study. Instead, the presence of attempts at
critical assessment of the arguments and conclusions of the sources
with which I deal in this work, are best understood as an attempt to
provide some indirect evidence for the truth of the thesis that rationally grounded normative discourse is an appropriate tool for undertaking the activity of cross-cultural philosophizing. At the very least,
the effective completion of a case-study of the kind essayed here
requires (logically) the falsity of the thesis that cultures (and their
norms of rationality) are radically incommensurable. Its effective
completion does not, of course, demonstrate the truth of the proposition that they are straightforwardly commensurable, much less that
rationality operates under much the same rules in all cultures. At
most it provides contributory evidence for the truth of a limited version of that thesis.
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I shall, then, undertake in what follows the analysis of a set of
(rational) arguments from the Indian Buddhist traditions about the
nature of the relationship between the mental and the physical.
Where it seems appropriate I shall not hesitate to offer critical assessments of both the arguments presented in those traditions and of the
truth of the premisses involved therein. I undertake this enterprise
with the humility appropriate to all philosophical enterprises—the
knowledge, among other things, that I am likely to be frequently
wrong. But I reject that humility which, all too often in those Western academic circles where the study of Buddhist thought is carried
on, refuses to take its material with philosophical seriousness. As I
hope will become clear, this material presents interesting and complex arguments which claim to be valid and which also claim therefore (given the truth of their premisses) to lead to true conclusions.
We do the tradition a disservice if we refuse to move beyond the
exegetical mode of academic discourse to the normative, the judgemental.
A close study of the material discussed in this work makes it increasingly apparent that the authors of these texts took themselves
to be engaging in a normative enterprise, and one, moreover, that
they thought to be capable of support by persuasive, and at times
demonstrative, rational arguments. To ignore, as is so often done by
historians of religion, this fundamentally important dimension of the
material is a failure to seriously consider the intentions of the texts'
authors in their own terms, and such a failure necessarily results in
partial and inadequate views about the importance of normative discourse in almost all religious and philosophical traditions. It was, in
part, an increasingly strong desire to avoid such a partial and inadequate representation of my sources that reshaped what was originally conceived as a historico-exegetical study into what is now also
a philosophico-critical study. The presence in the following study of
normative elements—of the putting to my sources such potentially
unpleasant questions as: Ts that a good argument?' or 'What reason
do we have to think that the premisses of that argument are true?'—
proceeds, then, from the logic of the sources themselves.
A full defence and explanation of asking (and the theoretical possibility of answering) such normative questions of texts (or persons)
from different cultures and different periods would require the
elaboration of (negatively) a critique of the varieties of relativism,
and (positively) a theory of rationality and a theory of truth. Aside
from these prefatory remarks I shall offer neither, but will content
myself for the moment with a utilitarian and hermeneutical defence:
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on the first (utilitarian) ground the directing of normative questions
to philosophical and religious traditions foreign to those of the questioner is almost certain to result in an increased awareness on the
part of the questioner of the weaknesses and strengths of his own
position, something which I take to be an intrinsic good; also, this
approach makes it possible to ask questions which, by using traditional history of religions methodology, simply cannot be asked.
And this also is an intrinsic good, even if the questions should turn
out finally to have been misconceived. On the second (hermeneutical) ground, a serious listening to our sources, a genuine fusion of
horizons (to use Gadamer's phrase in a sense of which he would be
unlikely to approve),24 requires that when those sources are explicitly
normative in their claims and methods we, as interpreters, take that
aspect of them seriously and deal with them on that level. Neither
the utilitarian nor the hermeneutical defence will serve for long as a
justification of this way of doing cross-cultural philosophy; they are
stated here only as pointers toward what needs to be done, and as a
stop-gap rationale for the undertaking of a study in what is very
close to being a new field of enquiry: the attempt to address, in a
cross-cultural mode, normative questions as these relate to largescale and sophisticated conceptual systems, and to elaborate and
state cross-culturally valid norms of rationality on the basis of which
such assessment can properly take place.25
I intend that this work should be of use and interest to at least
three groups which do not communicate with each other as often as
might be hoped. First, I hope that the philosophical discussions of
the mind-body issue, as these arise from the historical and textual
analyses of the work, will be of interest to those philosophers concerned with the same issue in the Western traditions, and to that
(happily increasing) group of Western philosophers interested in Indian philosophical thought in its own right. Second, I hope also that
the discussions given here of a particular type of Buddhist soteriological practice and its resultant altered state(s) of consciousness will
be of interest to those trained in the history of religions; we have
here a case study of an especially interesting type of virtuoso religious technique, one, moreover, which has interesting connections
with techniques fostered and recommended in other traditions. Finally, on the technical and historical level this monograph is intended to be of use to Buddhologists, those who are professionally
concerned with the history of Buddhist thought and practice. It is at
this group that the textual, historical and linguistic discussions in the
extensive notes are aimed.
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Since this work is written with the intention that it will be accessible and useful to those who are not specialists in the history of Buddhism and not competent in the major Buddhist canonical languages, the use of technical terminology in the original languages
principally Pali and Sanskrit, but also occasionally Tibetan) in the
x)dy of the text has been kept to an (unavoidable) minimum. Where
:echnical Buddhist philosophical terminology is concerned, my pracice is generally to give the original term, in parentheses, upon its
irst occurrence in the text, to establish my preferred translation, and
:hereafter to use only English. A glossary is provided at the end,
jiving my standardized English equivalents and the terms which
:hey translate. A similar practice is followed for text-names in the
x>dy of this study: they are given consistently in English with the
3iiginal provided in parentheses upon the first occurrence of the
:ext-name in question. In the notes, in contrast, extensive use is
nade of (sometimes untranslated) technical terms in the relevant
anguages, and of abbreviations for text-names. Most of these techni:al terms and abbreviations will be familiar to those professionally
:oncerned with the history of Buddhism—at whom the notes are
primarily aimed—but a complete listing of all abbreviations is to be
:
ound at the end of the work. Brief bibliographical essays on the
:exts which have been of major importance for this study are also
ncluded in the bibliography; these essays describe the editions I
lave used, discuss any major problems, and explain the system of
reference adopted.
There are three types of exception to this practice of eschewing the
ase of Sanskrit in the body of the text: the first concerns technical
:erms (in Sanskrit) which have become effectively naturalized into
English: the obvious examples are Buddha, dharma, karma and Nir/ana. These will generally be given (as here) without italicization or
diacritics and with a somewhat inconsistent set of practices in regard
:o initial capitalization. The second concerns names of persons,
which will be left in the original without comment or translation.
The non-Sanskritist, sadly, will miss a great deal here since Indian
3uddhist philosophers tend to have delightful names. For example,
nanasrimitra means 'he whose beloved friend is knowledge' and
ithiramati means 'he whose intellect is firm'.) The third exception
zoncerns school and sect names which will also be left in the original
n the body of the text (largely because of the difficulty of finding
English equivalents which stop short of polysyllabic multi-hyphenated chaos), but which will be discussed in full where relevant, either
n the notes or in the body of the text.
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All discussions that have to do primarily with technical matters,
textual, philological or historical, have been relegated to the notes.
All translations are my own unless a specific translation credit is
given, although where I provide translations of previously-translated
texts I am, of course, indebted to and dependent upon the work of
my predecessors, even in cases where I have chosen not to follow
them. Full details of all translations consulted will be found in the
bibliography. I have supplied in the notes the full original text of all
extracts translated from canonical Buddhist languages; this, as anyone who works in this field is aware, is a courtesy verging upon the
essential, since few of us have access to libraries in which all these
texts are easily available. For the representation of Sanskrit and Pali
in roman type I follow the systems introduced at the end of the last
century and now universally accepted among scholars;26 for the representation of Tibetan I follow the system developed by Turrell V.
Wylie and other scholars of the Inner Asia Project at the University
of Washington:27 this system is simple and consistent and has been
gaining ground as the standard in the West, though sadly it is less
frequently used by Japanese scholars; for the representation of Japanese I follow the system used in Andrew Nelson's dictionary;28 finally, in the (rare) cases in which Chinese characters are represented
in roman type, the Pinyin system has been used.

CHAPTER ONE

THE ATTAINMENT OF
CESSATION IN THE
THERAVADA
TRADITION
1.1 THE THERAVADA TRADITION
Theravada is that form of Buddhism which takes as canonical an
extensive body of Pali literature and which is now dominant in the
countries of South and South-East Asia, especially Burma, Thailand,
and Sri Lanka; it is one of the major forms of Buddhism still currently
active and influential. Its canonical texts are written (and chanted) in
the Pali language and consist of a large and heterogeneous body of
literature, the earliest parts of which date (in their written form) from
around the beginning of the Christian era. Both before and after the
reduction of the canonical texts to writing, they were preserved and
handed on by a complex system of memorization and public recitation, and there is little doubt that some of the early orally preserved
traditions upon which the written texts are based go back to a very
early period indeed, perhaps even a period close to the time of the
Buddha himself, whose words the texts often represent themselves as
preserving.
The canonical literature of Theravada Buddhism is usually described in the West as 'the Pali canon' in an attempt to differentiate it from the considerably more extensive collections of canonical
literature preserved in, for example, Tibetan, Chinese and Japanese.
It is not precisely defined and delimited; the borders between the
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canonical and the non-canonical are fuzzy, and some texts which
usually appear in our contemporary canonical collections have at various times had their canonical status debated.1 But both the core texts
and the broad outline of the collection are the same in all cases. The
collection is traditionally divided into three sections: the first purports
to preserve the words of the Buddha himself in the form of sermons
and discourses; the second contains material pertaining to monastic
discipline and early Buddhist history; and the third lists and classifies
the major terms and concepts of Buddhist doctrine, using more or less
well-developed organizational schemata. There is little doubt that the
material preserved in the first two sections of the canonical collection
is for the most part older than that contained in the third. It is in the
discourses and sermons and in the regulations governing monastic
conduct that we can approach most closely the shape, both intellectual
and institutional, of primitive2 Indian Buddhism. My remarks in what
follows will be based largely upon material from the first section of the
tripartite canonical collection, largely because it is this section, the
collection of discourses and sermons, which preserves material most
appropriate for my purposes. Also, using this section of the Pali canon
will allow me to root my analysis of the attainment of cessation in an
early stage of the development of the Buddhist tradition, since much
of the material contained in the first section of the canonical collection
reaches back beyond the limits of our knowledge of primitive Buddhism and brings us close to the origins of the tradition.3
The first section of the tripartite canon is itself subdivided into five
parts, called Collections.4 The first four of these—the Long Collection,
the Intermediate Collection, the Linked Collection and the Gradual Collec-

tion—contain material which is comparatively homogeneous in form
and style, and which undoubtedly preserves the core content of normative Theravada Buddhist doctrine. The fifth collection is considerably more heterogeneous. Although it contains extremely old material
it also contains some of the latest and most problematic books of the
entire tripartite canonical collection. Because of the,heterogeneity of
this fifth collection and its concomitant historical-critical problems, I
shall not make use of it in the study that follows.
Even restricting the first part of this study to the first four Collections, a very substantial body of literature must be dealt with. In the
romanized editions produced by the Pali Text Society, it runs to
something over 4500 pages. Fortunately, this bulk is largely the result pi extensive repetition of stereotyped formulae and lists—repetition which is itself a direct result of the way in which the canonical
texts came to take their present form—and it is possible to give an
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accurate and coherent presentation of early Theravada doctrine by
considering in detail a comparatively small number of text-places. This
is the approach that will be taken in what follows.
In addition to the tripartite canonical collection, there is also an
enormous later commentarial and systematic philosophical literature, the production of which continues among Theravadin intellectuals up to the present day. While much of this literature was composed in Pali from the fifth century AD onwards, there is also a
substantial body of Buddhist texts available in vernacular languages
of the major Theravada cultures—Burmese, Thai, Sinhala and so
forth. Clearly, no attempt will be made in this study to survey all
discussions of the attainment of cessation produced in all of this
literature. Nevertheless, the fact that the material in the four Collections
is not, for the most part, systematic and precise in its discussion of
the problem of the attainment of cessation makes it necessary to go
beyond it in order to gain an accurate idea of what the tradition has
to say on this subject. Therefore, I shall make some use of the interpretations and glosses given to it by Buddhaghosa—perhaps the
most influential intellectual figure in the history of Theravada Buddhism—in his commentarial works. This does not suggest that Buddhaghosa's interpretation of the canonical material is either the only
possible one or, necessarily, historically reliable. There are often alternative ways of understanding the canonical material and Buddhaghosa, living 800 years or more after the earlier parts of the canon had
taken something like their present form, was in many instances in no
better position than we are to understand historical and doctrinal
oddities. Nevertheless, Buddhaghosa's interpretations are the most
thorough and comprehensive available, and they do represent the
orthodox views of the developed Theravada tradition. I shall therefore
treat them with the respect they deserve.
Buddhaghosa's commentaries probably date from the fifth century
AD5 and thus represent a much later stage in the development of the
Theravada tradition than does the material from the Collections which
will form the basis of my exposition. A very extensive opus is attributed to Buddhaghosa by the tradition, including complete commentaries extending to many thousands of pages on all of the first four
Collections of the discourse section of the canon, although it remains
unclear to what extent Buddhaghosa was the author of these commentaries and to what extent a redactor and translator of earlier material in language(s) other than Pali.6 But Buddhaghosa was not
merely a commentator; he was also a creative philosophical thinker
and a comprehensive systernatizer of the tradition as he found it.
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This creative philosophizing and systematization is especially apparent in Buddhaghosa's magnum opus, the Path to Purity, a text which,
more than any other, defines doctrinal orthodoxy for the Theravada
tradition in all its cultural variants. Much of what is said in the following study will be based, more or less explicitly, upon Buddhaghosa's
intellectual contribution to the systematization of his tradition as this
is visible in the Path to Purity and in his commentaries to the four
Collections.

A still later stage may be seen in the commentarial and systematic
works of Dhammapala, a Theravadin scholastic whose dates are
even more uncertain than those of Buddhaghosa, but who certainly
lived later than Buddhaghosa—perhaps as late as the ninth and tenth
centuries AD—and who wrote sub-commentaries on some of his
works.7
One of Dhammapala's most important works is a large sub-commentary on the Path to Purity, Buddhaghosa's main systematic work,
called Casket of the Supreme Meaning (Paramatthamahjusa). This work

analyzes and systematizes Buddhaghosa's already systematic study
of the issue still further and often contains useful clarifications of
Buddhaghosa's comments from which I have profited greatly. The
Casket has not yet (so far as I am aware) been translated into any
Western language (nor, I think, even into Japanese) and deserves
much more systematic treatment than I have been able to give it in
this study.
It needs to be said that the attainment of cessation was not an
issue of major significance for the scholastic thinkers of the Theravada tradition; for reasons that will become apparent, the altered state
of consciousness denoted by this term was not regarded by the orthodox as of central soteriological value, and the discussions accorded it
thus remained on the margins, as it were, of the complex intellectual
edifice developed by the architects and systematizers of Theravada
Buddhism. But just as it is often the marginal annotations to a text
which hold the most interest for the scholar, and often the stones
which do not quite fit into their allotted places in a carefully planned
building which reveal the points of stress and weakness in an architectural scheme, so also the study of this particular piece of Buddhist
psychotropic marginalia sheds light on some key points in the conceptual system of Buddhism as a whole.
I should point out, by way of warning to those who think that the
only proper way to study Buddhism—or indeed any other religious
tradition—is through the practices of living Buddhists,8 that this
study will treat the Theravada tradition almost exclusively from the
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perspective of the history of ideas. Whether or not there actually are
or were virtuoso practitioners who claim to be able to enter the interestingly altered state of consciousness denoted by the term 'attainment of cessation' is not an issue that will be discussed here; the
sociological and anthropological implications and dimensions of the
ideas analyzed here will not be considered. Instead, Theravada tradition will be treated as a set of more-or-less clearly expressed ideas set
down in texts and will be discussed exclusively on that level. Whether
this involves excessive distortion of the tradition, and whether indeed
this is a valid method of undertaking the study of any tradition whatever, are large philosophical issues which I cannot discuss here. It
should be obvious, though, even if not quite obvious enough to go
without saying, that the kind of intellectual programme being undertaken here carries with it a large number of philosophical and hermeneutical presuppositions, among which are the following: that the
texts of the Theravada (or any other) tradition express meanings which
are accessible to readers from drastically different religious and cultural groups; that these meanings can, in appropriate cases, properly
be analyzed, considered and judged simply as meanings in isolation
from the socio-cultural contexts which gave them birth (though of
course a proper understanding of the appropriate socio-cultural context is desirable when possible and will, in many cases, be a necessary
condition for the consideration of meaning), and finally that such
cross-cultural intellectual evaluation is likely to have positive effects
upon both those undertaking the evaluation and those being evaluated.
In summary, therefore, a range of diachronic textual data representing what I take to be Theravadin orthodoxy (and, at least as
important, what the intellectual representatives of the tradition took
to be orthodoxy) on the matter of the attainment of cessation will be
set forth and critically considered in what follows.
1.2 THE NATURE OF THE ATTAINMENT OF
CESSATION
At the outset, it is important to get a precise idea of the nature of
the attainment of cessation, initially as it was perceived and described in the Buddhist texts devoted to it and then as it might be
described in the psychological idiom of the West. This will involve
some exposition of texts and an attempt to restate the meanings of
those texts in a more accessible form. A purely phenomenological
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approach, in which an altered state of consciousness is described
without a highly ramified set of interpretive concepts9 in terms that
hope to capture the way it appears to the experiencing subject, is not
likely to be of much use for the analysis of the attainment of cessation since the central point about this altered state is that it permits
no experience while it endures. The reasons for this, and its implications, should become clearer as the investigation proceeds.
I shall begin with an interesting passage in the Intermediate Collection which discusses whether, and in what way, the attainment of
cessation can be distinguished from death. The general context is a
discussion between Kotthita and Sariputta, two prominent disciples
of the Buddha, on a number of doctrinal issues.10 The passage runs
thus:
What is the difference, Reverend, between a dead person who has
passed away and a monk who has attained the cessation of
sensation and conceptualization? Reverend, the physical, verbal and
mental functions of the dead person who has passed away have
ceased and subsided; his vitality is destroyed, his heat is
extinguished and his sense organs are scattered. But although the
physical, verbal and mental functions of the monk who has attained
the cessation of sensation and conceptualization have ceased and
subsided, his vitality is not destroyed, his heat is not extinguished,
and his sense organs are purified. This, Reverend, is the difference
between a dead person who has passed away and a monk who has
attained the cessation of sensation and conceptualization.11

The key terms here are 'physical functions' (kaya-sankhara), 'verbal
functions' (vacl-sankhara), 'mental functions' (citta-sankhara), 'vitality'
(ayu) and 'heat' (usma). The passage states that both a dead man and
one in the attainment of cessation no longer possess the first three of
these, physical, verbal and mental functions. The difference between
the two lies in the fact that the dead man has also lost vitality and
heat, whereas the person who has reached cessation is still in
possession of these. Finally, the sense-organs of the dead man are
'scattered', whereas those of the man in cessation are 'purified'. Buddhaghosa's commentarial discussion of this passage will provide
some clarification of the technical terminology:
'Physical functions' means in-breathing and out-breathing. 'Verbal
functions' means reasoning and deliberation. 'Mental functions'
means conceptualization and sensation. 'Scattered7 means destroyed
or lost. On this matter some say that the sentence: 'The mental
[functions] of one who has attained cessation have ceased' means
that the mind has not ceased, and that therefore this attainment
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possesses mind. The proper reply to them is: [if your view is
correct], the sentence: The verbal functions' of one [who has
attained cessation] have ceased' would mean that such a person's
speech had not ceased, with the result that one who had attained
cessation would be able to sit down to discuss doctrine and perform
recitation. Further, the sentence: 'the mental functions of one who
has died and passed away have ceased' would [on this view] mean
that [such a person's] mind had not ceased, with the result that he
would, when already dead, be able to perform actions bringing
immediate retribution by killing parents or enlightened beings.12
[Rejecting these absurd arguments] the meaning [of these sentences]
should be ascertained by relying on the reasoning of teachers and
not by becoming attached to words in this way. For meaning is the
point of reference, not words.13
'Sense organs are purified' means that when actions are being
performed the sense organs are, as it were, wearied, hindered and
soiled in regard to those things with which they come into contact,14
and in regard to the clarity15 [with which they perceive] external
objects. It is just as with a mirror set up at a crossroads, [which is
soiled] by the dust stirred up by the wind and so forth. Just as,
indeed, a mirror put into a bag and placed in a box or something
similar shines brilliantly there, so also the five [sensory] clarities of
the monk who has attained cessation shine with great brilliance in
cessation. Therefore it is said: 'sense organs are purified'.16

Buddhaghosa tells us here that the term 'physical functions' refers
to breathing in and breathing out, the process of respiration; 'verbal
functions' to reasoning and deliberation; and 'mental functions' to
sensation and conceptualization.17 All these functions, it is agreed,
no longer occur for both a dead man and one who has entered the
attainment of cessation. The debate that he describes, however, between different understandings of what the cessation of physical,
verbal and mental functioning might mean, gives us our first real
insight into the central problems connected with the attainment of
cessation.
In standard Indian fashion, Buddhaghosa begins by presenting the
view with which he disagrees; also in standard Indian fashion he
does not name the opponent, using the anonymous formula 'some
say . . .' The point at issue is the meaning of the statement that
physical, verbal and mental functions cease for both a dead man and
one in the attainment of cessation. The opponent takes it to mean
that, although mental activity may have ceased, this doesn't necessarily mean that the mind simpliciter has ceased. On such a view
the terms 'mental functions' and 'mind' are not synonymous, and
it is therefore possible for the opponent to suggest the preservation
of some continuing mental element even for one who has entered
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the attainment of cessation. The opponent's conclusion is that the
attainment of cessation 'possesses mind'. This, as we shall see, is to
be one of the major issues in the discussion of the attainment of
cessation in all the Indian schools: if this altered state is really mindless, the philosophical problems involved in accounting for the process of both entering and leaving it become acute.
Buddhaghosa, however, rejects the view that anything mental endures in the attainment of cessation on two grounds. The first is
logical, an example of reductio ad absurdum. If, as the canonical texts
state and as both Buddhaghosa and his opponent therefore perforce
agree, a dead man and one who has entered the attainment of cessation are alike in their loss of physical, verbal and mental functions,
then the opponent's view that the loss of mental functioning can still
permit the retention of mind must apply not just to the possessor of
the attainment of cessation but also to the dead man. And this, as
Buddhaghosa points out, leads to absurd consequences. It would,
for example, mean that a dead man, since he still possesses mind,
would be able to perform heinous crimes such as the killing of parents and enlightened beings.18 Or that a dead man, still possessing
the faculty of speech, would be able to engage in discussions of doctrine and similar activities.
Buddhaghosa's second ground for the rejection of the opponent's
view is hermeneutical: he judges that the attempt to preserve mind
in the attainment of cessation is based on a verbal quibble rather
than on an attempt to understand the intentions of the canonical text
and is therefore inadmissible. He implicitly suggests—and it is hard
to disagree—that the intentions of the canonical text's description of
the attainment of cessation are clearly to state that nothing mental
exists in this condition, and that the use of the term 'mental functions' is therefore meant to exclude not only mental activity but also
mind itself, if indeed this is to be considered as something other than
its activities.
The implications and ramifications of this debate will be taken up
again at a later stage of this investigation. For the moment I shall
concentrate on arriving at a more precise assessment of the nature of
the attainment of cessation. So far, it has become clear that the attainment of cessation is (following for the moment Buddhaghosa's
interpretation) completely without physical functions (which means
that the process of respiration, taken as the paradigm case of physical function, has ceased); completely without verbal functions (which
means that the processes of intellection and ratiocination—and
therefore by extension also the activity of speech—have ceased) and
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completely without mental functions (which means that consciousness does not exist and that the processes of sensation and conceptualization have come to a complete halt). What then remains? According to the canonical text only two things: vitality and heat. Neither of
these terms is given an explicit gloss in Buddhaghosa's commentary;
they are, however, explained at some length in the immediately
preceding passage of the same canonical text which provided the
original discussion, translated earlier, of the difference between a
dead man and one in the attainment of cessation. The passage on
vitality and heat reads thus:
Reverend, what does vitality depend upon?
Vitality depends on heat.
Reverend, what does heat depend on?
Heat depends on vitality.
Reverend, now we understand what Sariputta has said in this
way: vitality depends on heat and heat depends on vitality; but how
is the meaning of these words to be understood? Reverend, I shall
make a simile for you, since by means of a simile some of the
intelligent men here understand the meaning of what has been said.
It is just as with an oil lamp: the light is seen because of the flame
and the flame because of the light. In just the same way vitality
depends on heat and heat on vitality.
Further, Reverend, are the vital functions states to be experienced
or other than states to be experienced?
Reverend, the vital functions are not states to be experienced; for
if they were states to be experienced it would not be possible to
demonstrate emergence [from the attainment of cessation] for a
monk who has obtained the cessation of sensation and
conceptualization. But since, Reverend, the vital functions are other
than states to be experienced, emergence [from the attainment of
cessation] for a monk who has obtained19 the cessation of sensation
and conceptualization is demonstrated.
The interdependence of vitality and heat is clearly stated here,20
and it is further said that the Vital functions' are not things which
can be directly experienced by the subject. The text says, somewhat
obscurely, that this is because emergence from the attainment of cessation would not be possible if it were the case that the vital functions are directly experienceable events. Buddhaghosa explains this
by using the analogy of fire-making: when one wants to extinguish a
fire with the thought that at a later period one might want to restart
it, one might sprinkle it with water and cover the embers with ash.
Later, in order to rekindle the flames, one might remove the cover-
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ing of ash, stir up the (still glowing) embers, add fresh fuel and blow
or fan the embers into new life.21 The case is similar, Buddhaghosa
suggests, with emergence from the attainment of cessation; the embers covered with ash are likened to the corporeal life-faculty,22 and
the removing of the ash-covering at the time when rekindling of the
fire is desired is likened to the expiration of the time-period during
which it is possible to remain in the attainment of cessation.23 Although Buddhaghosa does not explicitly say so, it seems fair to draw
the conclusion that vitality and heat cannot be said to be experienceable in the attainment of cessation, since, if they were, experiences
would occur (which is contrary to the very definition of the condition), and the analogy of the invisibly glowing embers (to which the
vitality and heat of the practitioner in the attainment of cessation are
compared) would not hold.
This image illuminates strikingly the meaning of 'vitality' and
'heat' in the translated passage. It suggests that an individual in the
attainment of cessation is conceived of as being without all but the
most basic autonomic physical functions. Respiration has ceased
completely, and it is likely (though not explicity stated by these texts)
that heartbeat, blood pressure, body temperature and metabolic levels in general have fallen to a very low level. All that remains is a
certain minimal level of bodily heat coupled with a dormant, but still
present, 'life-principle'—which seems to mean little more than that
*he practitioner has the possibility of leaving this condition and restarting normal physical activities, just as a charcoal fire, carefully
banked and covered with ash, may appear to be dead but can in
reality be rekindled without too much difficulty. The physical condition of a practitioner in the attainment of cessation, then, is like
nothing more than that of a mammal in the deepest stages of hibernation; there also the physical functions slow to an almost imperceptible minimum, and it is possible for the untrained observer to judge
the creature dead rather than in hibernation. It is on this model that
the physical condition of one who has attained cessation should be
understood.
So much for the physical aspects of the attainment of cessation.
What about the mental and experiential aspects? Buddhaghosa, as
we have seen, makes his views on this unambiguously clear; the
practitioner in the attainment of cessation is without mental functions of any kind; the condition is 'mindless' and it is explicitly stated
that the ordinary mental functions of sensation, perception and concept-formation do not occur in this condition. Furthermore, all types
of ratiocination—which are a necessary condition for the occurrence
of verbal behaviour—have ceased to occur. Perhaps the closest
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analogy in Western psychological parlance to this condition would
be some kind of profound cataleptic trance, the kind of condition
manifested by some psychotic patients and by long-term coma patients. In these cases also no responses to stimuli occur, and it seems
reasonable to assume that sensation and perception are not occurring; certainly, in the more extreme examples of catalepsy, speech
does not occur and there is no initiation of any kind of action, no
volition. On these levels, then, cataleptic trance bears some analogy
to the Buddhist condition of cessation. However, it seems that the
attainment of cessation is even more radical in its rejection of mental
activity than are the dominant Western models for the understanding of catalepsy. For the Buddhist the attainment of cessation suggests not only that there is no reaction to stimuli and no initiation of
action, but also that there is no internal mental life of any kind. This
is not so clear in the Western understanding of catalepsy; the possibility of the existence of a complex inner fantasy life which has no
outer behavioural manifestations remains open—certainly in some
forms of psychosis, where this may even be the explanation for the
lack of behavioural response to stimuli and initiation of activity.
There is one more point in the canonical description of the attainment of cessation translated above which needs some elucidation:
this is the condition of the sense-organs, which are described as
'purified'. Buddhaghosa, as I have shown, explains this with another
analogy, this time of a mirror wrapped in a bag and placed in a box.
Such a mirror, he says, even though not actually reflecting anything,
shines with unpolluted radiance in its wrappings. The point is that
since there is nothing around in such an environment to dim its
brightness it will naturally shine with full brilliance; the contrast
Buddhaghosa draws is with a mirror set up at a public crossroad,
which will always be polluted and dimmed by the dust stirred by the
wind. The case is similar with the sense-organs; when they are in
use for perceiving external objects, their natural clarity is soiled and
dimmed by the inevitable distractions and passions belonging to
their user. But when their user has entered the attainment of cessation no such distractions occur, and the natural clarity of the senseorgans is unimpaired. This does not, of course, mean that the practitioner in the attainment of cessation is actually perceiving anything;
merely that his sense-organs, like a mirror carefully wrapped in a
velvet bag, are ready to perform their functions when (as emergence
from cessation takes place) they are called upon to do so. It should
be remembered that, according to the psychological theory of almost
all Indian Buddhist schools, sense-perception takes place partly in
virtue of a natural radiance or clarity possessed by the sense-organs.
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Indeed, the standard view is that the sense-organs (those of sight,
taste, smell, hearing and touch) consist in a peculiar kind of physical
form possessing an innate radiance, and that it is this innate quality
which differentiates them from other kinds of physical form and
makes it possible for them to come into contact with external objects
and thus for sense-perception to occur.
To conclude this attempt to gain an understanding of exactly how
the attainment of cessation is presented in the texts of the Theravada
tradition, a look at Buddhaghosa's schematic definition of that condition in the Path to Purity will prove useful. In the 23rd and final
chapter of that work he says:
What is the attainment of cessation? It is the non-occurrence of
mind and24mental concomitants as a result of their successive
cessation.
Dhammapala comments on this passage:
'As a result of their successive cessation7 means as a result of the
successive cessation of the three kinds of activity [viz: physical,
verbal and mental]. This occurs by way of the cessation of obstacles
to this [condition] and by way of the obtaining of the eight
attainments accompanied by insight. The meaning is that the
attainment of cessation is the non-occurrence25 of mind and mental
concomitants for as long as they are cut off.
The same themes are stressed once again. Physical, verbal and
mental activities have ceased in the attainment of cessation and there
is a complete absence of mental events. Buddhaghosa provides some
entertaining stories intended to illustrate the profundity of the attainment of cessation and the degree to which it prevents the practitioner from reacting to stimuli in his immediate environment. One of
these stories, which makes concrete and immediate the rather abstract descriptions discussed so far, concerns the elder Mahanaga, a
monk who entered the attainment of cessation in the meditation-hall
of his mother's village. While he was in cessation, the meditation-hall
caught fire and all the monks except Mahanaga fled; he, being in the
attainment of cessation, was not aware of the fire encircling him and
remained in trance while the villagers brought water, put out the fire,
removed ashes, undertook repairs and scattered flowers around
him.26 Mahanaga did not emerge from the attainment of cessation
until the predetermined time: external events, no matter how dramatic, could have no effect upon him.
On the basis of the selectively chosen but representative material
we now have a reasonably accurate idea of the way in which the
attainment of cessation was understood by the canonical and com-
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mentarial works of Theravada Buddhism. It is, in brief, a condition
in which no mental events of any kind occur, a condition distinguishable from death only by a certain residual warmth and vitality in the
unconscious practitioner's body.
1.3 METHODS OF REACHING THE ATTAINMENT OF
__
CESSATION
In the preceding section I have shown how the attainment of cessation is described in some significant texts of the Theravada tradition and made an attempt to interpret that description. I now want to
turn to a consideration of how the altered state of consciousness in
question is attained, and in order to properly understand that it will
be necessary to make some preliminary general remarks about Theravada Buddhist soteriological theory.

1.3.1 Soteriological Methods and Soteriological Goals
The canonical and commentarial texts of Theravada Buddhism describe a number of different types of soteriological method. A full
analysis of the range of methods described together with their concomitant soteriological goals cannot be given in this study; I can only
note the commonplace fact—commonplace both to the Theravada
tradition itself and to non-Theravadin scholars studying that tradition
.from without—that the.soteriological methods witnessed and recommended by the tradition resolve themselves phenomenologically into
two main types, which I shall call the analytic and the enstatic.27
The standard Pali terms for the two types are: 'the cultivation
of insight' (vipassana-bhavana) and 'the cultivation of tranquility'
(samatha-bhavana). Stated very briefly, the former is concerned with
repeated meditations upon standard items of Buddhist doctrine—the
four truths, the 12-fold chain of dependent origination and so forth
—until these are completely internalized by practitioners and their
cognitive and perceptual systems operate only in terms of them.
Such analytical meditations are designed, then, to remove standard
cognitive and perceptual habit-patterns and to replace them with
new ones. Furthermore, these techniques are designed to teach the
practitioner something new about the way things are, to inculcate in
his consciousness a whole series of knowledges that such-and-such
is the case. In contrast, the enstatic meditations are designed to
reduce the contents of consciousness, to focus awareness upon a
single point and ultimately to bring all mental activity to a halt.
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It should be obvious that there is a prima facie tension between the
two types of technique and so, necessarily, between the soteriological goals at which they are aimed. The thesis that there is some
tension between these two types of technique is of course nothing
new, either to the tradition or to Western scholars studying the tradition; as long ago as 1937 Louis de La Vallee Poussin stated it very
clearly, and it has been explored since then by a number of Western
scholars.28 Unfortunately, it is not possible to discuss this creative
tension at any length here; almost all of the material that I want to
study falls firmly within the sphere of the 'cultivation of tranquillity',
and the details of the scholastic attempts to combine and reconcile the
two methods fall very largely outside my scope. However, a brief
summary of the problem is in order, simply because there are a number of points in the Theravadin treatment of the attainment of cessation which only make sense in the light of this basic tension.
In outline, then, the tension between those techniques which are
aimed at the cultivation of tranquillity and those aimed at the cultivation of insight is closely related to different views of both the root
cause of the unsatisfactoriness29 of human existence and the proper
means of going beyond it. Those who follow and advocate the analytic techniques tend to perceive the basic human problem as one of
ignorance, an inaccurate understanding of the way things are and a
deeply rooted tendency to consistently misinterpret and misunderstand human experience and the nature of the world within which it
occurs. The result of a consistent and determined effort to internalize
the categories of Buddhist thought by way of the practice of analytic
meditations is, it is said, identical with the removal of ignorance, the
attainment of knowledge, and the development of the ability to perceive things as they really are. When this accurate knowledge and
clear perception is continuously possessed by the practitioner, the
root cause of bondage is removed and salvation attained. In drastic
contrast, the practitioners of the enstatic techniques aimed at tranquillity tend to perceive the basic human error as one of attitude
rather than cognition; the key Buddhist term here is 'thirst' (tanha), a
term that denotes all types of passionate desire and attachment. To
be subject to desire of this kind is to be subject to a profound attachment to the world, an attachment which is not justified, according to
Buddhist theory, either by the nature of the world or by the nature
of the person showing attachment to it. A method of overcoming
this profound attachment to the world—perhaps the most thoroughgoing imaginable—is the practice of those enstatic techniques which
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culminate in the attainment of cessation, a condition in which, as has
already been suggested, no experience of any kind is able to occur,
much less experience of a kind which encourages passionate attachments.
Put very crudely, the cultivation of tranquillity centres upon
manipulation of the practitioner's emotional attitudes and the cultivation of insight centres upon manipulation of the practitioner's cognitive skills. The adherent of the former destroys passions by withdrawing from all contact with the external universe, whereas the
practitioner of the latter asserts control over the universe by learning
to know it as it is. This polarity may be expressed in different ways
and is related to a similar contrast which is visible throughout the
history of Indian thought on soteriological method.30
One side of this dichotomy consists in the identification of salvation with knowledge and with what is taken to be the inevitable
effect of knowledge, control. On the view, an individual's subjection
to suffering and the endless round of rebirth and redeath is explained by the fact that the person does not properly understand the
mechanics of the process and is thus at its mercy; control over a
process presupposes understanding of it, and it is understanding
and power which, on this view, are the ultimate soteriological goals.
The significance of knowledge as a soteriological tool can be traced to
a very early period in Indian thought; it is stressed even in some of
the Vedic hymns31 and is, of course, central to many of the Upanisads. According to such texts, a gnostic penetration to the nature of
things issues in a kind of magical immortality, a transcendence of the
cycle of redeath the existence of which posed the basic soteriological
problem for Indian thought. This view is very clearly expressed in
some of the Upanisadic texts, especially in the famous description,
found in the Taittiriya Upanisad of the liberated person as one who
knows and one whose knowledge gives immortality and the ability
to use all of the universe as food, the means of sustaining immortality. The lyrical hymn to this knowledge-based food-sustained powerimbued magical immortality is worth quoting:
I am food! I am food! I am food!
I am the eater of food! I am the eater of food! I am the eater of food!
I am a verse-maker! I am a verse-maker! I am a verse-maker!
I am the first-born of the cosmic order,
Earlier than the Gods in the navel of immortality!
Who gives me away has indeed aided me!
I, who am food, eat the eater of food!
I have overcome the whole world!32
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This view of salvation is paradigmatically ecstatic: the gnostic's
knowledge reaches beyond self and gives power to manipulate the
universe, to metaphorically consume it. A similar kind of knowledge
and power is sought by the Buddhist who practices the analytic
meditations with the hope of gaining true insight into the nature of
the universe: Nirvana, understood on this model, becomes an ecstatic magical immortality, bestowing limitless power upon its possessor.33
The alternative to seeking immortality by way of knowledge and
power is the central concern of this study. It centres upon the practice of enstatic technique, withdrawal from contact with the outside
world, suppression of emotional and intellectual activity and is to be
identified with what, in Buddhist terms, is called 'the cultivation of
tranquillity'. Here the problem of bondage to the cycle of rebirth and
redeath is solved by attempting to attain complete affective disentanglement from the universe, to excrete the cosmos instead of eating it,
to die without returning rather than to gain a magical immortality. It
is at this goal that the enstatic techniques briefly set forth already are
aimed, and it is with this goal that the attainment of cessation is to be
paradigmatically identified. The root error here is passionate involvement with the world, and, as should become clearer in the course of
this study, involvement of any kind is quite impossible for an individual in the attainment of cessation.
With this important typological distinction in mind, the following
discussion of the traditions about methods of obtaining the attainment of cessation should become clearer. One basic point to bear in
mind is that most of the oddities and tensions found in Buddhist
analyses of the attainment of cessation arise from attempts to introduce elements from one system of views about salvation into another. Throughout Buddhist history, intellectuals have attempted to
reconcile thought-systems which are on the face of it, irreconcilable,
systems which have different ideas of what salvation is and concomitantly different ideas of the methods which are appropriate for its
attainment. Thus, I suggest, Buddhist intellectuals have frequently
attempted to assimilate the soteriological goal of the attainment of
cessation—which is essentially part of the enstasy/withdrawal/isolation complex of thought—to that of Nirvana conceived as a dispassionate intellectual comprehension of the way things are—which is
part of the knowledge/power/immortality complex of thought. It
should not be hard to see that problems will inevitably arise from
any such attempt.
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1.3.2 Obtaining Cessation: The Basic Unit of Tradition
The attainment of cessation is usually presented in Theravada
texts as the culminating point in an ascending fivefold series of altered
states of consciousness. This fivefold series in turn occurs as an element in various other sets of hierarchically organized altered states of
consciousness. Before offering a brief survey of the variety of contexts
within which the fivefold series is found, I shall translate and discuss
the basic fivefold series by itself. The unit of tradition used to preserve
the standard fivefold series runs thus:
(i) By the transcendence of all conceptualizations of form, by the disappearance of conceptualizations based upon sense-data, by paying no
attention to conceptualizations of manifoldness, having attained to
the sphere of infinite space [the practitioner] remains therein, thinking 'space is unending'.
(ii) By entirely transcending the sphere of infinite space, having attained
to the sphere of infinite consciousness [the practitioner] remains
therein, thinking 'consciousness is infinite'.
(iii) By entirely transcending the sphere of infinite consciousness, having
attained to the sphere of nothing at all, [the practitioner] remains
therein, thinking 'there is nothing'.
(iv) By entirely transcending the sphere of nothing at all, having entered
the sphere of neither conceptualization nor non-conceptualization,
[the practitioner] remains therein.
(v) By entirely transcending the sphere of neither conceptualization nor
non-conceptualization, having attained the cessation of sensation and
conceptualization [the practitioner] remains therein.34

The first four of these five stages—the 'sphere of infinite space',
the 'sphere of infinite consciousness', the 'sphere of nothing at all'
and the 'sphere of neither conceptualization nor non-conceptualization'—are, in Buddhist thought, both cosmological spheres and altered states of consciousness. They are frequently known as the 'four
formlessnesses'35 and are conceived as cosmological realms in which
it is possible to be born and live out one (or many) lives. There are
thought to be classes of divine beings who inhabit these realms, all
of whom are characterized chiefly by the fact that they have no
physical bodies36 since no physical form of any kind can exist in
these realms. But for the purposes of this study the main importance
of this series is that it is also understood as an hierarchically ordered
ascending series of altered states of consciousness, states which are
accessible to an inhabitant of the realms of form by the practice of
certain meditative disciplines.
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These meditative disciplines are only hinted at in the unit of tradition translated above; in the first case, that of transcending the conceptualizations of physical form and attaining the sphere of infinite
space, the practitioner achieves his goal, it seems, by taking the
sphere of infinite space as the object of contemplative exercise. It
seems that the practitioner is intended to actively think—even to
verbalize37—that space is infinite and to contemplate this idea until
the possibility of cognizing physical form in any way has completely
vanished. The practitioner will then be established in a condition
wherein the only object of cognition that occurs to him is that of
featureless, formless undifferentiated space. Much the same applies
to the second and third formless spheres—those of the infinity of
consciousness and of nothing at all. Here also progress is achieved
by the use of active thought and verbalization—on the one hand that
consciousness is infinite and on the other that nothing whatever exists.
It is evident that the content of consciousness becomes increasingly attenuated as the practitioner progresses through the stages of
formlessness. By the third stage, the practitioner has developed the
ability to cognize nothingness or, more precisely, to empty the content of awareness of everything except the consciousness that nothing exists. But even this is not the highest stage possible; in the third
stage, the sphere of nothing at all, the ability to form concepts and
the concomitant ability to verbalize them (if indeed the two can properly be distinguished) remains. In the fourth stage—that of neither
conceptualization nor non-conceptualization—even this vanishes,
and the ability to form concepts exists in such an attenuated form
that it is neither thought proper to say that it exists or that it does
not. Finally, in the attainment of cessation, otherwise called the cessation of sensation and conceptualization, even this vanishes, and
the practitioner enters a cataleptic trance, the nature of which I have
already outlined.
The techniques used by the practitioner when passing through
these stages are, therefore, essentially enstatic. That is, they are designed initially to progressively withdraw the practitioner from all
sensory contacts with the external world and then to progressively
bring to a halt all inner mental activity. The process culminates in the
attainment of cessation, wherein there are no mental events and no
contacts with the external world. Actions are not initiated and stimuli are not responded to; the continuum of mental events which constitutes the psychological existence of the practitioner according to
Buddhist theory runs out into silence. There is some evidence, as we
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shall see, that this kind of cessation was identified by some Buddhists at some periods with Nirvana and was thus thought of as the
ultimately desirable goal for all Buddhists.
1.3.3 Contextual Analysis
The basic unit of tradition translated and discussed in the preceding section occurs frequently in the canonical texts of Theravada
Buddhism38 but not always in the same context. The unit of tradition
describing the attainment of cessation occurs linked with several other
units of tradition, describing a variety of meditative methods and
soteriological goals. Also, the standard description of the attainment
of cessation is itself sometimes qualified by statements which attempt
to reconcile it with methods and goals which do not cohere well with
its essential nature, and this indicates, among other things, that this
unit of tradition and the techniques and goals which it describes
presented something of a problem for early Buddhist meditationtheorists. It is, I think, possible to discern within the early canonical
texts of Theravada Buddhism a number of different attempts to make
sense of the attainment of cessation. Most of these try to make it
cohere with standard Buddhist soteriological theories about the importance of intellectual analysis and reasoned knowledge to the attainment of enlightenment. It should be clear enough, even from the bare
outline of the attainment of cessation and the techniques which lead
to it given so far in this study, that there are substantial intellectual
difficulties involved in reconciling and combining into a coherent
soteriological system the paradigmatically enstatic techniques involved in attaining cessation and the paradigmatically ecstatic techniques involved in intellectual analysis aimed at knowledge, power
and immortality. It is beyond the scope of this study to pursue all the
twists and turns taken by Buddhist meditation-theorists in their attempts to produce such a coherent soteriological system; it is important, however, to take brief note of the basic contexts within which the
basic unit of tradition occurs in the canonical texts, since an informed
discussion of the philosophical and systematic problems occasioned
by the attainment of cessation must rest upon an awareness of the
steps actually taken by the tradition to deal with the issue.
First, then, the techniques aimed at the attainment of cessation are
frequently found as a sequel to a preliminary set of four altered
states of consciousness, usually called the 'four jhana of form'. Jhana
(jhana is the plural form) is one of the few technical terms that I shall
leave untranslated throughout this study since I have been unable to
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find an appropriate single-word English translation that is not either
positively misleading or inadequate.39 Stated briefly, the term
denotes (any one of) a series of precisely defined altered states of
consciousness, altered states which are characterized by an increasing attenuation of the practitioner's emotions. Thus, in the fourth
and highest jhana of form, the only emotional response left to the
practitioner is that of equanimity; ratiocination, pleasure, pain and
indeed all intense emotional reactions have been left behind.40 The
techniques used to gain the four jhana of form are also enstatic, designed to withdraw the practitioner from emotional attachments to
and contacts with the external world, as well as from the tendency to
rationally analyze his experience. They therefore move in the same
general sphere as those techniques aimed at the attainment of cessation—the central concern of this study—and when the two sets of
techniques are combined, a coherent and far-reaching set of enstatic
practices is produced, comprising nine distinct altered states of consciousness. These nine altered states are not infrequently referred to
as the 'nine successive attainments' or the 'nine successive abodes'.41
The nine altered states in this series, therefore, consist of the four
jhana of form, combined with the four formless states (see the extract
translated in Section 1.3.2), culminating in the attainment of cessation itself.
A typical example of this type of context for the attainment of
cessation may be found in the Discourse on Much to be Experienced
(Bahuvedanlyasutta) of the Intermediate Collection. The context is a debate on the nature and classifications of sensation and especially on
the nature of pleasant sensation. The Buddha expounds the ninefold
series of altered states of consciousness outlined in the previous
paragraph, stating that each stage consists in a happiness 'more
pleasing and more excellent' than that belonging to the stage which
has gone before.42 The conclusion of this discourse notes that there is
something of a problem involved in calling the attainment of cessation pleasurable, since this state is defined as being entirely free from
all sensation whatever. The commentary explains:
[The attainment of] cessation is called pleasurable since it
possesses that pleasure which consists in absence 7of sensation. That
which is called 'pleasure that consists in sensation occurs by way of
the five qualities of sensual pleasure [i.e., ordinary sense-pleasures
which occur before the practitioner has begun enstatic practice] and
the eight attainments [i.e., the eight altered states of consciousness
up to, but not including, the attainment of cessation]. But cessation
is defined as possessing that pleasure which consists in absence of
sensation. For whether we speak of pleasure that consists in
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sensation or pleasure that consists in absence of sensation there is
only a single category 'pleasure' which has the meaning of pleasure
that is designated the condition of the absence of suffering.43

The general point here is that 'pleasure' can be predicated of the
attainment of cessation even though it is defined as being without
any kind of sensation. This is so because 'pleasure' means the absence of suffering, and it is certainly true that suffering is not possible for one who has reached the attainment of cessation.
This glance at the Discourse on Much to be Experienced provides a

representative instance of the use of the attainment of cessation as
the culminating point of a tightly structured series of enstatic practices; in this instance there is no attempt to introduce any elements
of thought or practice from the knowledge/power/immortality complex of soteriological thought. The discourse provides instead a coherent presentation of the enstatic complex of thought and practice,
and moreover a presentation which appears, prima facie, to consider
the attainment of cessation as the ultimate soteriological goal of the
practicing Buddhist. The issue of the varying and often contradictory
valuations placed upon the attainment of cessation in the Theravada
tradition will have to be returned to in the next section of this study;
for the moment it is important to note that this context for the employment of the standard fivefold unit of tradition describing the attainment of cessation is unrelievedly enstatic in nature.
A rather different context for the standard fivefold unit of tradition
is that in which it is preceded by a unit of tradition describing a
threefold set of altered states of consciousness. When the fivefold
unit (four formless states plus the attainment of cessation itself) is
combined with this threefold unit, there emerges a complex unit of
tradition describing a set of eight altered states of consciousness together with the concomitant practices leading to them. This also is
essentially a unified and tightly structured set of enstatic practices,
devoted to a progressive reduction of the contents of the practitioner's consciousness and aimed ultimately at the cessation of all
mental events whatsoever. It differs from the context described in
the preceding paragraph simply in that the preliminary practices and
altered states are different: in the former case (that of the four jhana
of form), the tradition presents the process leading tc the attainment
of cessation as beginning with a fourfold set of enstatic practices
aimed at reducing the affective content of the practitioner's consciousness and the range of emotional response available, and then
follows this with the fivefold set that has already been discussed (in
Section 1.3.2). In the latter case, the process begins with a threefold
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set of what are essentially visualization exercises and passes from
there to the fivefold set of practices already examined. The eightfold
set thus produced is usually called the 'eight liberations' (uimokkha),
and while there are many problems connected with this particular
set of soteriological practices,44 problems which for the most part lie
outside the purview of this study, the important thing about it for
my purposes is that here too, as with the ninefold set, the context for
the attainment of cessation is unrelievedly enstatic. There is no attempt to bring in techniques from the ecstatic/analytic tradition.
Along with these two essentially enstatic contexts for the unit of
tradition describing the attainment of cessation, there are also some
interesting contexts wherein an attempt is made to combine these
enstatic practices with the analytic methods which I have suggested
provide the other basic modality of soteriological practice in Theravada Buddhism. The most common way in which this is done is by
inserting, at the very end of the standard fivefold unit of tradition, a
small pericope45 describing the application of wisdom (panna) to the
practitioner's condition. The final part of the standard fivefold unit
of tradition together with this unit of tradition reads thus:
By entirely transcending the sphere of neither conceptualization
nor non-conceptualization, having attained the cessation of sensation
and conceptualization [the practitioner] remains therein. Also, upon
seeing by means of wisdom, his fviz: the practitioner's] defilements
are completely destroyed.46
Given this version of the attainment of cessation—which sees the
exercise of wisdom, or conceptual/verbal analysis of the way things
are, as occurring after the attainment of cessation (which has already
been shown to be a condition in which no mental events are possible, much less the kind of complex intellectual analysis denoted by
the term 'wisdom')—the obvious difficulty is to explain why it
should be thought that the gaining of the attainment of cessation
should make a favourable prelude for the exercise of intellectual
analysis and the concomitant destruction of 'defilements'. On the
face of it quite the opposite should be true; phenomenological analysis of the attainment of cessation suggests that intellectual activity is
incompatible with such a condition and that the attainment of cessation makes sense as a soteriological goal, as I have already suggested, only when it is considered as the answer to a specific problem, that of passionate attachment. The exercise of wisdom, or
reasoned analysis, on the other hand, makes sense as a soteriological
goal when it is considered as the answer to the problem of igno-
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ranee. It appears, then, that we have here an excellent example of
the uneasy bringing together of two radically different sets of soteriological methods and two radically different soteriological goals.47
A historical explanation for this particular case is not too difficult
to arrive at, though it is not of paramount interest for my study.
Simply and briefly put, the probable historical explanation for the
last-minute injection of methods and goals appropriate to the
analytical/intellectual mode into a context which is otherwise exclusively enstatic is that at a very early stage in the development of the
Buddhist tradition, soteriological orthodoxy arrived at the position
that proper soteriological method must necessarily involve some degree of analytical/intellectual meditation upon central items of Buddhist doctrine. Put still more simply, it quickly became orthodoxy for
Indian Buddhist intellectuals that salvation must involve some degree of intellectual appropriation of doctrine, and any canonical material which appeared to present a self-consistent and coherent set of
soteriological practices which involved no such intellectual activity
therefore needed to be emended to accord with such orthodoxy. The
details of the development of this orthodoxy are now lost; we do not
know when it became firmly established, whether there were ever
substantial Buddhist communities whose soteriological practices
were exclusively enstatic, and why some elements of the canonical
material still reflect an exclusively enstatic set of practices rather than
an exclusively analytic one, (or, more commonly, a mixed set).
Nevertheless, I believe that this general picture can effectively be
used to account for many of the oddities encountered in the texts of
the four Collections.48

The problem for Buddhist theoreticians, the scholastic thinkers
who produced the great systematic works of the Indian Buddhist
tradition, thus quickly became one of what to do with the elements
of their tradition which clearly illustrate a very positive view of the
attainment of cessation, coming close at times to considering it as an
independently valid soteriological goal, identical with Nirvana. The
complex historical and philosophical process by which such theoreticians did accommodate such elements of their tradition cannot even
be outlined here, since my main interest is in the philosophical questions raised by the attainment of cessation and not in the development of Buddhist scholastic theory per se. All that I want to do here
is to complement the outline picture of the varied contexts provided
for the attainment of cessation in the Collections with a glance at the
place provided for it by Buddhaghosa in the Path to Purity and at the
comments on this by Dhammapala in the Casket of the Supreme Meaning-
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Buddhaghosa treats the attainment of cessation in the final chapter
of the Path to Purity and defines it as one of the four 'benefits of
cultivating wisdom'. The term translated here as 'wisdom' is panna, a
key term which is located firmly within the sphere of analytic understanding of the nature of things and is presented throughout the
Path to Purity—and indeed throughout the Theravada tradition—as
resulting directly from those techniques that I have been calling analytic. Why then does Buddhaghosa define the attainment of cessation
as a benefit of the cultivation of wisdom when it is difficult to see that
it is even tangentially related to analytic knowledge? Why should an
increase in the scope and depth of the practitioner's knowledge of the
way things are lead to the attainment of cessation? Buddhaghosa's
answer is that the necessary conditions for entering the attainment of
cessation are the following: first, that one has reached one of the two
highest stages on the Buddhist path (those of having begun one's last
life before attaining enlightenment and of having already attained
enlightenment);49 the idea here is that anyone less spiritually advanced than this would be hindered by the continued existence within
the mental continuum—to use for a moment non-personalistic Buddhist language—of various passions and defilements. Second, that
one be fully adept at the cultivation of both insight and tranquillity,
which is to say that one must be master of both the enstatic and the
analytic methods of meditative practice and that one must therefore
have eradicated all passion and all ignorance or intellectual misapprehension. Having stated these necessary conditions, conditions which
naturally rule out the possibility of the attainment of cessation being
regarded as simply and solely the result of enstatic practice, Buddhaghosa goes on to give a detailed description of the means by which
the practitioner actually enters the attainment:
How is it [viz: the attainment of cessation] attained? Such
attainment belongs to one who has done the preparatory tasks and
who strives with tranquillity and insight; [it occurs] as a result of
[the practitioner] causing the cessation of the sphere of neither
conceptualization nor non-conceptualization. [In contrast], the
person who strives only with tranquillity reaches the sphere of
neither conceptualization nor non-conceptualization and remains
there, and the person who strives only with insight reaches the
attainment of fruit and remains there. But the person who strives
with both [tranquillity and insight] after doing the preparatory tasks
causes the cessation of the sphere of neither conceptualization nor
non-conceptualization—he attains it [viz: the attainment of
cessation]. This is a brief outline. In more detail: A monk who
desires to attain cessation, the duties connected with his meal
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completed and his hands and feet thoroughly washed, sits down
upon a well-prepared seat in a secluded place. Crossing his legs,
making his body erect and placing his attention to the front he
attains the first jhana, and upon emerging therefrom perceives the
formations therein as impermanent, unsatisfactory and without an
individuating essence . . -50 [so also for the other jhana and formless
states until the practitioner] attains the sphere of neither
conceptualization nor non-conceptualization. Then, after one or two
turns of consciousness have passed, he becomes mindless and
reaches cessation. Why is it that [moments of] consciousness do not
occur [for him] after [these] two [turns of] consciousness? This is
because of [the practitioner's] effort toward cessation, since this
monk's ascent through the eight attainments [viz: four jhana and
four formless states] by yoking together the qualities of tranquillity
and insight is an effort toward successive cessation [of all mental
events] and not toward the attainment of the sphere of neither
conceptualization nor non-conceptualization. Thus it is because of
[his] effort toward cessation that no more than two [turns of]
consciousness occur.51
Dhammapala's comments on this passage read:
'With tranquillity and insight' means with those [qualities] yoked
together, mutually helping one another. '. . . reaches the sphere of
neither conceptualization nor non-conceptualization and remains
there' is said because of the absence of insight and the presence
simply of tranquillity above that [stage for such a practitioner]. The
person who strives only with insight . . .' If a noble person has the
goal of the attainment of fruit52 [only], then having reached the
attainment of fruit which is appropriate to him, he remains
there. . . . 'He reaches cessation' means just that [he reaches] a
mindless condition. 'Because of [the practitioner's] effort toward
cessation' means: (i) because of a condition of effort [on the part of
the practitioner] aimed at cessation of mind; (ii) because of the
cessation of mind which is concomitant with an effort aimed at
producing the two powers [viz: tranquillity and insight] and so
forth. 'By yoking together the qualities of tranquillity and insight'
means that endowment with the powers of tranquillity and insight
and the condition of mastery over the states of knowledge and
concentration are sought by the reciprocal transcendence [of
tranquillity and insight]. 'An effort toward successive cessation [of
all mental events]' means an effort aimed at the successive cessation
and destruction of the first jhana and so forth [viz: including the rest
of the jhana and the formless states], together with their realization.53

While some of the scholastic technicalities in these passages may
remain unclear—and to fully analyze all of them would take many
pages—the overall picture is, I think, clear enough: the practitioner
performs certain physical preliminaries and then progresses through
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the entire hierarchy of enstatically produced altered states of consciousness regarding each in turn, as the practitioner exits from it, as
possessing the three characteristics which, according to Buddhist
theory, define all conditioned things: that is, the enstatically produced states of consciousness are transitory, unsatisfactory and insubstantial. Another way of saying this is that they are not soteriologically ultimate. After reaching and emerging from the eighth and
highest of the attainments, immediately preceding the attainment of
cessation itself, the practitioner's efforts turn consciously towards
cessation and, after one or at most two further moments of consciousness ('turns' of consciousness in the extract translated above)
the practitioner enters the attainment and becomes mindless.
Buddhaghosa's description of the process, together with his emphasis on the fact that the attainment of cessation can only be
reached by one who already has substantial analytic achievements,
shows that he was concerned to try and accommodate the attainment within a coherent and comprehensive soteriological schema
and therefore to provide links between the enstatic and the analytic
modes of practice. This much is clear even from his definition of the
attainment as a 'benefit of cultivating wisdom', and the impression is
confirmed by Dhammapala's comments on the passage just translated. A key point is Buddhaghosa's phrase 'yoking together the qualities of tranquillity and insight', and Dhammapala's notion of this
yoking as a 'mutual helping' and a 'reciprocal transcendence', an
ascent through the series of enstatically produced altered states of
consciousness by an alternating use of the twin powers of tranquillity
and insight, each being necessary in order for the practitioner to
transcend the stage reached previously. The image is one of yoking,
joint harnessing, two horses with different capacities pulling the same
carriage in the same direction. The image is not, however, fully explained: just why are both tranquillity and insight necessary for a
practitioner to enter the attainment of cessation? The power of insight,
it appears, is used to review the characteristics of the altered states
attained by way of tranquillity, and to make judgements about them;
this, it would seem, is a second-order activity, one that may be useful,
even essential, for the practitioner's full development of the capacity
to analyze phenomena and come to an understanding of their nature,
but not for the ability to simply enter the altered states in question.
Similarly, in order to make correct judgements about the processes
involved in running a four-minute mile I am likely to need certain
analytic capacities and to be possessed of certain pieces of knowledge
—such as knowledge about the physiological mechanisms by which
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oxygen intake is processed—but it is far from clear that I need such
capacities or such knowledge in order to actually run a four-minute
mile.
The analogy, like all analogies, is imperfect but suggestive. It
leaves open the question of whether the influential attempt by Buddhaghosa and Dhammapala to accommodate the traditions about the
attainment of cessation, and about enstatic technique generally, into
the sphere of observationally analytic technique, and thus to arrive at
a unified soteriological system, can be judged a success.54 This is not
a question that can be fully explored here; I have noted it only to
provide an adequate context for developing an understanding of the
more purely philosophical problems surrounding the attainment of
cessation.
This brief survey suggests that by the time of such systematic
thinkers as Buddhaghosa and Dhammapala the attainment of cessation was not given an especially prominent place as a soteriological
goal. That this is so reflects the broad consensus on the nature of
enlightenment and the methods appropriate to gaining it which had
emerged in the Theravada tradition by this period: the methods of
observational and intellectual analysis and the transformation of the
perceptual and cognitive skills of the practitioner which goes with
them had become normative and it was therefore impossible for the
paradigmatically enstatic methods connected with the attainment of
cessation to be anything more than marginal. This consensus is, if
anything, still more marked among the orthodox intellectuals of contemporary Theravada Buddhism.55 It only remains, then, before turning to the more strictly philosophical problems raised by the existence
and recommendation of the attainment of cessation within the tradition, to look briefly at some explicit evaluations given to the attainment of cessation within the Theravada tradition.

1.4 EVALUATIONS OF THE ATTAINMENT OF
CESSATION
I have tried to show that the attainment of cessation has a significant place within the Theravada tradition as an independently valid
soteriological goal, and that there are important sets of meditational
techniques designed to lead the practitioner to it. The question remains, precisely how is this altered state of consciousness evaluated
by the tradition?
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In the early texts—specifically the discourses and sermons preserved in the four Collections—there are extremely positive evaluations of the attainment of cessation. For example, in a discourse of
the Intermediate Collection, a hierarchy of soteriological goals is established, beginning with leaving the householder's life and 'going
forth' into the life of a religious mendicant. The next highest goal is
correct ethical conduct. Then comes concentration, followed by
'knowledge and vision'—identical with what I have been calling the
analytic methods—and finally, more excellent than any of these, the
four jhana of form, the four formless attainments and cessation itself.56 In this discourse, then, it appears that the attainment of cessation is regarded as in some sense soteriologically superior to the intellectual and verbal knowledges gained by analytic methods.
Buddhaghosa's commentary on the relevant passage of this discourse says:
How is it that the jhana [and the other enstatic states, including
the attainment of cessation] are more excellent than knowledge and
vision? It is because they are the basis for [attaining] cessation.
Whereas the lower jhana [and other enstatic states] are the basis for
[realizing] insight, these \jhana and enstatic states] are the basis for
[attaining] cessation, and should therefore be understood as 'more
excellent' [than knowledge and vision].57

Buddhaghosa here distinguishes two different kinds of jhana: the
first apparently acts as a basis for the attainment of insight and the
second as a basis for the attainment of cessation, and the second is
superior to the first. The clear implication is that the goal of cessation
is superior to that of insight or, to put this another way, that a paradigmatically enstatic goal is superior to an analytic one.
Then, in the Gradual Collection the attainment of cessation is explicitly identified with Nirvana as it is experienced in the practitioner's
present life, and in a discourse of the Intermediate Collection the attainment of cessation is described as a 'comfortable abode' than which
there is nothing greater or more excellent.58 Further, another passage
of the same Collection states that there is no 'fetter' (a technical term
in Buddhist psychology, denoting various kinds of exhaustively
analyzed attachment to the things of the world, things which do not,
given the Buddhist analysis, warrant any such attachment) which
remains unremoved for one who has reached the attainment of cessation.59 This also is a very positive evaluation of the attainment of
cessation, since the removal of all 'fetters' is close to, if not actually
identical with, Nirvana itself.
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Buddhaghosa also appears to identify the attainment of cessation
with Nirvana, at least insofar as this can be experienced while still
alive. In answer to the question of why anyone should want to attain
the cessation of sensation and conceptualization, he says:
Why do they attain it [viz: the attainment of cessation]? Tired of
the occurrence and dissolution of formations [viz: everything that is
caused and so impermanent] they think: 'Let us live in happiness
having become mindless here
and now and having attained that
cessation which is Nirvana.'60
There are a number of problems with this explanation of the motive for attaining cessation. The most obvious is that it is unclear how
a condition in which no mental events occur can possess affective
tone as appears to be suggested. Presumably it would be more accurate to describe the attainment of cessation as a condition which is
free from both happiness and sadness and indeed from all affective
tone whatever. Dhammapala was clearly aware of this problem and
says that 'happiness' in this passage means simply 'the absence of
suffering'.61 He thus neatly sidesteps the problem of attributing affective tone to the attainment of cessation. Naturally, if there are no
mental events in the attainment of cessation, there can be no mental
events involving suffering, and, according to Dhammapala, this is
simply what is meant by 'happiness'.
The second major problem with Buddhaghosa's evaluation of the
attainment of cessation as Nirvana is that this seems to approach
-uneasily close to a standard Buddhist heresy: identifying Nirvana,
the soteriological ultimate, with cessation. Such a heresy appears to
be a variant of what is frequently described in the canonical Pali texts
as the 'annihilation view',62 a view which suggests that the individual is identical with the psycho-physical processes which constitute
him—that there is no 'further fact' of self-identity—and that at
death, when these psycho-physical processes cease, the individual
also necessarily ceases. Many Buddhist texts, especially those which
discuss the question of the nature of Nirvana, do in fact read as
though they embrace just this 'annihilation view'. But it needs always to be borne in mind that Buddhist orthodoxy on Nirvana is that
no views about it can be true and that this, together with the fact that
the Buddha can by definition hold no false views, entails that the
Buddha holds no view about Nirvana and thus a fortiori certainly not
one that identifies Nirvana with annihilation. This position has its
own philosophical problems which I can't explore here other than to
say it appears prima facie incoherent: if all views about Nirvana are
false, then the view 'all views about Nirvana are false' is also false.63
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However this may be, it certainly seems as though this text of
Buddhaghosa's, identifying the attainment of cessation with Nirvana, is one of those that encourages some version of the 'annihilation view'. I am encouraged in this judgement by the fact that Buddhaghosa's commentator, Dhammapala, also appears to have been
somewhat uneasy with this simple identification and qualifies it doubly. First, he glosses Buddhaghosa's simple 'Nirvana' with the more
technical term 'Nirvana without remainder', a term that reflects the
basic division of Nirvana into two types: that which occurs in a practitioner's individual life and yet still leaves enough of a 'remainder' (of
the effects of past actions) such that the practitioner is able to continue
living and acting, and that which occurs upon the enlightened practitioner's death. The paradigm case of the first kind of Nirvana, naturally, is that of the Buddha himself, who was said to have attained
'Nirvana with remainder' when he reached enlightenment by sitting
in meditation under the Bo tree, but who attained 'Nirvana without
remainder' only after his physical death.64 Dhammapala, then, wants
to identify the attainment of cessation with the second type of Nirvana, that which usually follows upon physical death. He does not
elaborate upon his reasons for making such an identification; I assume
that he makes it because 'Nirvana with remainder' permits continued
thought, action, intention and so forth, whereas the attainment of
cessation clearly does not. If the attainment of cessation is to be identified with any kind of Nirvana, then it must be with 'Nirvana without
remainder'. The great similarities between the attainment of cessation
and death (discussed in Section 1.2) are here suggested once again.
But Dhammapala is uneasy even about this. He adds a further
explanation, saying: ' "Having attained [that cessation which is] Nirvana" means as though having attained Nirvana without remainder.'65 Once again, he does not elaborate, though the use of the Pali
particle viya—'as though', 'like', 'as it were'—suggests some uncertainty on Dhammapala's part about Buddhaghosa's simple identification of cessation with Nirvana. The reason for this is that,
phenomenologically speaking, the only kind of Nirvana which the
attainment of cessation can possibly be like is Nirvana without remainder, and yet part of the standard definition of this kind of Nirvana is
that the practitioner attains it only after (physical) death. And, since
the practitioner in the attainment of cessation is clearly still alive (even
if only just), Dhammapala is forced to add his 'as though'.
By looking in some detail at the thought underlying Buddhaghosa's and Dhammapala's evaluations of the attainment of cessation I
hope to have shown once more that the existence of this altered state
within their tradition provided a severe problem of classification, in
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several different ways, for the intellectuals and systematizers of Theravada Buddhism. The canonical orthodoxy is that the attainment of
cessation is (more or less) the same as Nirvana, and this reflects the
enstatic strand of Buddhist soteriological theory. Here, the attainment
of cessation is the culmination of a process of retreat from interaction
with the world and is thus Nirvana-in-life. But, as soon as orthodoxy
began to regard the analytic strand as paramount and to define Nirvana-in-life through the paradigm of the Buddha's post-enlightenment preaching and teaching career, such a straightforward identification became impossible. The soteriological status of the attainment of
cessation had to be changed and lowered, so much so that there is an
obvious tension, if not an outright contradiction, between Dhammapala's definition of it as 'something like Nirvana without remainder'
and the canonical definition, mentioned above, which approaches
closely to simply identifying the attainment of cessation with Nirvanain-life. This ambiguity persists throughout the Theravadin attempts to
make sense of the attainment of cessation and is therefore reflected in
its evaluations of this condition.
1.5 DEBATES ON EMERGING FROM THE ATTAINMENT
OF CESSATION
So far in this chapter I have tried to show how the attainment of
cessation was defined by the tradition, the kinds of practice which
were thought to give rise to it and the evaluations given to it. The
obvious question that remains, and the one which brings us to real
philosophical meat, is: given that a mindless condition of this kind is
possible—one wherein no mental events occur—how can the practitioner who attains it emerge from it?
To sharpen this question somewhat, it's important to set forth a
basic metaphysical postulate of the Theravada system, namely the
universal fact of causality, the Buddha's discovery of which is usually
expressed in the following terse formula:
When x exists y exists;
from the arising of x, y arises.
When x does not exist y does not exist;
from the cessation of x, y ceases.66
There is considerable debate as to just how this should be spelled
out. The following reformulation seems adequate:
(1) For the occurrence of any given event Y, there exists a necessary and sufficient condition X
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Some, at least, of the standard Theravadin glosses upon this formulation support this interpretation. They understand the first two
lines of the verse ('When x exists y exists; from the arising of x, y
arises.') as parallelismus membrorum, expressing the relationship of
sufficient conditionality (simply, 'If x then y', or 'x entails y'), and
the last two lines of the verse ('When x does not exist y does not
exist; from the cessation of x, y ceases.') in the same manner, as
expressing the relationship of necessary conditionality (simply, 'If
not-x then not-y' or 'the absence of x entails the absence of y').67 It is
true that the universal application of (1) is not explicitly stated, nor
perhaps even suggested, by the standard formulation translated
above. It is supplied by me on the basis of other texts and is, I think,
clearly what is intended.68 Another problem with (1) is that, in the
formulation I have given it, it appears to rule out:
(1') For the occurrence of any given event Y, there may be a variety
of sufficient conditions XI . . . Xn, none of which are necessary
This is a problem because there are many canonical texts which
appear to adhere to (1') rather than (1), while it seems clear that the
philosophical orthodoxy of Theravada Buddhism wishes to assert (1).
David Kalupahana, a noted scholar of Theravada, solves this problem
by suggesting that the verse translated above does indeed express
Theravadin orthodoxy on the issue of causality, that (1) is an adequate
reformulation of it (though he does not in fact formulate (1) quite as
I have) and that the frequent uses of something very much like (1') in
the Pali canon are explicable on the grounds that: 'Buddha was reluctant to confuse the minds of the latter (viz: untrained ordinary people)
speaking of highly philosophical theories . . . the Buddha spoke to an
ordinary man in terms intelligible to him.'69 While having some doubts
about Kalupahana's apparent easy satisfaction with the use of falsehood as a pedagogical tool, I agree with him that (1) rather than (1')
does indeed accurately reflect Theravadin orthodoxy and shall make
use of it in what follows.
Now (1), of course, is a version of the principle of sufficient reason
(PSR), the view suggesting that every existent has a reason for its
existence. In Leibniz's classical formulation, this principle states:'. . .
that no fact can be real or existent, no statement true, unless there be
a sufficient reason why it is so and not otherwise.'70 An alternative
(though not quite equivalent) way of putting this is to say that every
event—or fact—has an explanation. It is notorious that there are difficulties with this principle; I think that these difficulties are especially pressing when we have to do with a strong form of PSR, as in
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(1). For (1) states that X entails Y and that for any Y there is an X. But
this seems to lead inevitably to the position that the series of entailments leading to (explaining) Y is infinite once it is accepted (as I
think the metaphysicians of the Theravada would) that there are no
events (facts) which provide the necessary and sufficient conditions
for their own existence. That is, if there are no self-explanatory events,
every event must be explained by some other event. And this results
in infinite regress. The Theravadin, perhaps, would not be perturbed
by this, since he is likely to hold axiomatically the proposition that, as
a matter of contingent fact, the occurrence of any given event Y is
preceded by an infinitely long chain of preceding events. This probably does not matter as long as the major point of (1) is to state simply
that it is in principle possible to specify the necessary and sufficient
conditions for the occurrence of any Y at any time; the infinite regress
will matter, though, if the object at hand is to specify the total explanation of any Y, since the version of PSR supported by Theravada theorists appears to make such a total explanation in principle impossible.71
This will provide a problem for Theravadins if, as sometimes seems
to be the case, they want to suggest that the Buddha (being omniscient) can in fact provide such a total explanation of any given event.
For not even an omniscient being can evade the requirements of the
form of PSR enshrined in (1): that in principle no explanation of
(specification of the necessary and sufficient conditions for the occurrence of) any existent's existence can be total. But the whole question
of the philosophical problems surrounding Buddha's omniscience is
not one that can be entered into here.721 wish only to note that (1),
the Theravadin strong form of PSR, presupposes the Buddhist axiom
that the chain of caused events which constitutes the universe is
beginningless.
Applying (1) *° *he question of emergence from the attainment of
cessation, we need to know what the necessary and sufficient conditions are for such emergence to occur. The universality of (1) rules
out the possibility that emergence can occur spontaneously, in an
uncaused manner: there have to be (in principle) specifiable conditions for its occurrence. One important result obtained in our descriptive analysis of the attainment of cessation is:
(2) No mental events occur in the attainment of cessation
Bearing (1) and (2) in mind for a moment, let's look at what the
texts say about emergence from the attainment of cessation. An explicit statement is found in a text of the Intermediate Collection:
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. . . it does not occur to a monk who is emerging from the
attainment of cessation 'I will emerge from the attainment of
cessation' or 'I am emerging from the attainment of cessation' or 'I
have emerged from the attainment of cessation'. Rather, his mind
has been previously so developed that it leads him to that condition
[of emerging from the attainment of cessation]. 73

Clearly, emergence from the attainment of cessation does not occur as a result of an intention formed on the part of the practitioner
while in the attainment. This is so since:
(3) All intentions are mental events
and their occurrence while in the attainment of cessation would violate (2). Nevertheless, the text translated above suggests that emergence does occur as a result of something mental, that is to say the
previous development of the practitioner's mind. Buddhaghosa
makes this a little more explicit:
How is it [viz: the attainment of cessation] made to last? It lasts
for the time predetermined for its attainment unless interrupted by
death, the waiting of the community, or the call of the Teacher.
How does emergence from it come about? In two ways: either by
the fruition of non-return in the case of the non-returner, or of
arhatship in the case of the arhat.7*

The phrase 'the time predetermined for its attainment' indicates
clearly that Buddhaghosa thinks that emergence from the attainment
of cessation is determined at least partly by the intentions of the
practitioner at the time of entering the attainment. This would also
be the meaning of the reference to previous development of the
mind in the extract from the Intermediate Collection above. The references to the possible interruption of the attainment by death, the
waiting of the community (to enact some communal administrative
judgement which requires the presence of the monk in cessation)
and the 'call of the Teacher' (which here means the summons of the
Buddha himself) also highlight the importance of the practitioner's
intentions upon entering cessation, since it appears that the practitioner can decide when entering cessation to emerge at the appropriate time if any of these eventualities should occur (though there are
problems with this to which I shall return later).
Buddhaghosa's final words in the extract translated here, the references to the two 'fruitions', refer us to the division of the Buddhist
soteriological process into four 'paths' and four 'fruits'; the two
'fruits' referred to here are the two highest resultant stages upon the
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Buddhist path, the 'fruit of arhatship' being identical with enlightenment itself. The phraseology and intention of this last part of the
passage are not entirely clear. It is possible that Buddhaghosa could
mean that the occurrence of these two 'fruits' is the direct cause of
emergence from the attainment of cessation; this is one understanding of his use of the instrumental case here.75 But this would be
paradoxical. The fruits are, at least in part, mental events and cannot
therefore be part of the attainment of cessation. By extension of (2)
above, no mental event that occurs subsequent to the time at which
the practitioner enters the attainment of cessation can itself be part of
that attainment. As soon as any mental event occurs the attainment
has come to an end. Indeed, the occurrence of any mental event
defines the end of the attainment. I think, then, that it is preferable
to take Buddhaghosa's mention of the occurrence of the 'fruits' as
descriptive of the first mental events that occur upon leaving the
attainment of cessation and not as in any real sense a cause of such
leaving.76
Bearing this exegesis in mind, the following possible causes for
emergence from the attainment of cessation are, I think, envisaged
by the texts:
(4) The necessary and sufficent cause for emergence from the attainment of cessation is the practitioner's act of intention
immediately preceding entry into that state
This expresses the mainstream Theravada view. It is consistent
with both (1) and (2) since it provides a necessary and sufficient
condition for emergence from the attainment and does not postulate
the existence of mental events within the attainment. What are the
problems involved with this view? Firstly, it requires causal efficacy
at a temporal distance. That is to say, if (3) and (4) are true, and given
that there is always and necessarily some temporal gap between entry
into the attainment of cessation and emergence from it, it must also
be true that:
(5) The necessary and sufficient cause X, for any event Y, need not
be temporally contiguous with that event
In the case under consideration here, the events X and Y are mental events (the intention to emerge from the attainment of cessation
and emergence from it), but, presumably, the same could be true of
physical events, or, indeed, of other types of event if such are allowed into the system of classification. If (3) through (5) are true,
then the scholastics of the Theravada tradition are faced with the
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likelihood of contradicting another basic metaphysical tenet of their
system: that of impermanence, the view that all existents are transitory, which, in its later and more developed stages, became the view
that every existent is momentary, i.e., endures for the shortest possible temporal interval. This postulate may be expressed:
(6) Every existent exists only for a short space of time
(7) For any existent X, causal efficacy can be predicated of X only
while X exists
This formulation of the impermanence principle could be tightened somewhat by following Buddhaghosa and the later Theravada
in adopting a strict theory of momentariness which suggests that all
existents/events (either term will do here as a translation of the fundamental Pali term dhamma)77 last only for just long enough to exercise
the causal power which in fact defines them. On this view, an existent just is what it does, and what it does is done extremely quickly—
'in a snap of the fingers, the blink of an eye' to use a favourite Buddhist image. But this view is not expressed with any degree of precision in the early texts, and I shall therefore content myself with the
looser formulation of the principle of impermanence contained in (6)
and (7).
Now clearly, (4) and (7) taken together entail:
(8) The practitioner's act of intention immediately preceding entry
into the attainment of cessation still exists at the time of the
practitioner's emergence from that attainment
which in turn probably entails the falsity of (6), a proposition fundamental to the metaphysical structure of Theravada Buddhism.
Whether the falsity of (6) is entailed or not depends on just what is
meant by 'a short space of time', something about which the tradition
itself—at least in the earlier stages of its development—is not clear.
However, whatever exactly is meant, it seems pretty clear that since
both canonical and commentarial texts often speak of the attainment
of cessation as lasting seven days,78 and that it is sometimes suggested
that it can last still longer,79 at least the spirit if not the letter of (6) is
contradicted. The general point is that, on the Buddhist view, causal
efficacy requires the existence of that which is causally efficacious, and
given Buddhist views about impermanence it is far from clear in what
sense a past mental event—such as the intentions to enter the attainment of cessation and to emerge from it after a given interval—can
properly be said to still exist seven days or more after its original
occurrence.
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Another option would be to hold (3) through (6) and abandon or
reformulate (7). But this, given certain other Buddhist views on causation, would necessitate something like:
(7') For any existent X, causal efficacy can be predicated of X when
X no longer exists if and only if there is an (in principle) specifiable causal chain connecting X to its putative effects
(8') The practitioner's act of intention immediately preceding entry
into the attainment of cessation is connected to emergence
therefrom by an (in principle) specifiable causal chain
and this provides its own problems, of which the most obvious is
that, given (2)—that no mental events occur in the attainment of
cessation—apparently the only kind of causal chain that could be
specified is a chain of physical events. And this in turn would mean
that the Theravadin would be forced to accept the thesis that mental
events can be caused by physical events, something that in other
circumstances the tradition is not willing to do. Intentions, in Theravada theory of mind, just are not the kinds of existent/event which can
properly be said to have as their directly antecedent cause a purely
physical event: mental events do not arise directly from the body,
though there are, of course, manifold and complex kinds of interaction
between the mental and the physical, interaction which is described
most clearly in Theravadin analyses of the perceptual process.80 The
fact that there is no suggestion in Theravadin texts that the mental
event of emerging from cessation can have a purely physical cause is,
by itself, a good indication that Theravadins are dualists in the sense
that they perceive a fundamental difference between the mental and
the physical.81 The difference is, on one level, phenomenological:
mental events and physical events simply appear different from one
another and have different specifiable characteristics, but it is also, I
think, metaphysical.82
The only other significant possibility imaginable if (3) through (6)
are held and (7') and (8') are asserted is that there might be some
kind of especially subtle mental causal chain which persists throughout the attainment of cessation and which connects the practitioner's
act of intention upon entering the attainment with the mental events
that occur upon leaving it. To take this route would be to contradict
the canonical definitions of the attainment of cessation, which, as I
have suggested (in Section 1.2), make it abundantly clear that no
mental events of any kind occur in the attainment of cessation. Such
a price might be worth paying for the Buddhist intellectual, however,
since it would allow the preservation of standard theories of causation
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and would account for the emergence of consciousness from the attainment of cessation. I shall show in subsequent chapters that this
route was in fact taken by some Buddhist thinkers, though it does not
occur clearly in the Theravada tradition.
That this option does not occur in the Theravada is all the more
surprising when it is realized that, by the time of Buddhaghosa, the
tradition had developed what appears to be an ideal concept to deal
with precisely the problem that concerns us, and yet this concept was
not applied in the way that might have been expected. This concept
is that of the 'subliminal consciousness' (bhavanga), a type of consciousness which operates without an object and which continues
when all empirically observable mental events in a particular continuum have ceased to occur.83 This concept, which is not systematically evidenced in the Theravada tradition beiore Buddhaghosa,84 appears to have been constructed to account for a number of problems
which are not easy to explain on the normative canonical Theravadin
view of consciousness. Very briefly, and somewhat too simply, if
consciousness is identified with empirically perceptible mental events,
and if all mental events must be intentional in the sense of possessing
an object—which is, in essence, the canonical view—then there are
clearly many states in which there are no mental events. Dreamless
sleep is one; the attainment of cessation is another and the death/
rebirth process is yet another. In all of these conditions, there are no
empirically perceptible intentional mental events and therefore, by
definition, no consciousness, no mental events of any kind. How,
then, can the emergence of mental events from conditions such as
dreamless sleep be explained? There are a number of facets to this
problem: on one level it is a variant of a problem basic to Buddhist
psychology, that of accounting for continuity of identity. If mental
events simply stop in dreamless sleep or the attainment of cessation
and then, by some process that cannot be easily explained, begin
again, in what sense is the continuum of mental events that restarts
'the same as' that which ceased? On another level it is a problem, as
I have already tried to show, in the systematic causal theory which is
such an important part of Buddhism: what causal account can be given
for the emergence of consciousness from mindless states?
The 'subliminal consciousness' theory, then, was constructed to
deal with some of these problems. Its main use in the Theravada was
in accounting for the death/rebirth process. Buddhaghosa suggests
that the subliminal consciousness of an individual at death and that
of the newborn baby who is 'the same as' the dying individual are
causally connected as part of the same stream, even though there may
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be no empirically perceptible intentional mental events at all stages of
the process.85 The theory was also used to account for the emergence
of consciousness from dreamless sleep. Most interestingly for the
purposes of this study, though, it does not appear to have been used
to account—causally—-for the emergence of consciousness from the
attainment of cessation. Historically it remains very unclear why this
obvious intellectual move was not made; if it had been, many of the
problems analyzed here would not have arisen or would have arisen
in a much less severe form. All that Buddhaghosa would have needed
to do would be to assert that despite the canonical definitions of the
attainment of cessation as mindless, one kind of consciousness, the
subliminal consciousness, does indeed endure within that attainment,
and it is this that provides the required causal connection [propositions (7') and (8')] between the practitioner's final intentions before
entering the attainment of cessation and the mental events which
constitute emergence from it. However, neither he nor his commentators appear to have made any such move.
There is one final set of possible causes for the emergence of consciousness from the attainment of cessation which does appear to be
at least envisaged by the tradition. This comprises sets of events
which occur altogether outside the continuum of events which defines the practitioner who has entered the attainment of cessation
and thus provides a quite different perspective on the issue, though
not one that is given any kind of systematic development by the
tradition. I mentioned earlier (Section 1.3) that part of Buddhaghosa's description of the methods by which cessation is attained has
to do with the practitioner's self-assurances that certain events will
not occur during the time the practitioner plans to be in the attainment of cessation. These events included the practitioner's death,
the community needing the practitioner for a communal administrative act, a summons from the Buddha and others. The interesting
point about these events is that if they do occur while the practitioner is in the attainment of cessation they appear to provide a sufficient condition for consciousness to begin functioning again. Thus
Buddhaghosa describes what happens to a monk who is not careful
to ascertain whether he is due to die before he emerges from the
attainment of cessation in these terms:
The monk should consider very carefully the limit of his life's
duration. He should attain [cessation] only after thinking: 'Will my
vital functions continue for seven days [i.e., the standard length of
time that a practitioner remains in the attainment of cessation] or
not?' For if he attains [cessation] without thinking whether the vital
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functions will cease within seven days, then since the attainment of
cessation is not able to prevent death and, because there is no death
within the attainment of cessation, he then emerges from the
attainment of cessation.86

The term 'vital functions' refers to the processes of the autonomic
nervous system which necessarily endure in the attainment of cessation: they are what distinguish it from death. When these cease, life
comes tc an end, and it appears from this passage (and the same is
true for the other passages discussing what happens if the other
events outlined—the community's need, the Buddha's call and so
forth—should occur) that the occurrence of death provides a sufficient condition for the emergence of consciousness from the attainment of cessation. Dhammapala's comment makes this still clearer
and in an interesting way. In explaining why death cannot occur while
the practitioner remains in the attainment of cessation he brings in the
idea of the 'subliminal consciousness', saying that the process of dying
requires this subliminal consciousness and implying thereby that the
practitioner must emerge from the attainment of cessation in order to
die because there is no subliminal consciousness in the attainment.87
This view clearly entails that there are a variety of sufficient conditions for the emergence of consciousness from the attainment of cessation, none of which need be necessary. Thus (1) is abandoned and
(1') accepted, something which I have already suggested is contrary
to Theravadin orthodoxy on the subject of causality.
Further, the view suggests, or comes close to suggesting, that the
continuum of physical events which constitutes the practitioner in
the attainment of cessation can act as the direct cause for the emergence of consciousness, at least in the case of death mentioned in the
extract translated above. This is so because death here is defined as
'interruption of the vital functions'—a purely physical event.
Finally, and oddest of all, in the other cases in which the practitioner's consciousness can be caused to emerge from the attainment
of cessation, for example by the needs of the community or the summons of the Buddha, the events which cause this have nothing
whatever to do with the continuum of physical events that defines
the practitioner in the attainment of cessation. The needs of the community are, presumably, collections of mental and physical events
which are, in some more or less well-defined sense, external to the
practitioner. Further, the practitioner cannot be aware of these
events, because then some mental event would be occurring in the
continuum that constitutes the practitioner. This would violate the
canonical definition of the attainment of cessation. There must,
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therefore, be some kind of (in principle specifiable) type of causal
connection between the collection of mental and physical events that
constitutes the needs of the community and the continuum of physical events that constitutes the practitioner in the attainment of cessation. It is not easy to see what kind of connection this could be, given
that it cannot be one of direct awareness on the part of the practitioner. And in fact the texts make no effort to develop this possibility
or to specify the kind of causal connection that obtains; the questions
I have been asking in the last few paragraphs are nowhere asked or
answered by the texts, a fact that indicates the non-centrality of the
possibilities suggested here to the tradition. Nevertheless, these possibilities are both present and articulated and thus deserve mention.
In conclusion, the Theravada tradition does not offer a clear answer to our problem, and the answers that it does suggest are fraught
with problems. Propositions (1) through (4) express the usual Theravadin view of the attainment of cessation and of the emergence of
consciousness from it. The major problem with this position is that (1)
through (4), taken in conjunction with their entailment (5), entail the
falsity of (6) and/or (7), both fundamental postulates of Theravada
metaphysics. A different way of putting this is to say that (1) through
(5), taken together with (7), entail (8), which stands in direct contradiction to (the spirit of) (6). The alternative, of accepting (1) through (6)
but not (7) leads inevitably, given certain other Theravadin postulates,
to something like (7') and (8'). But this in turn requires either that the
emergence of consciousness from the attainment of cessation is caused
by a physical event—which stands in tension with Theravada dualism
about mental and physical events—or that some kind of mental continuum endures within the attainment of cessation—which contradicts the standard canonical definitions of that state.
The Theravada tradition does not, therefore, succeed in resolving
the dilemma, though its attempts to do so are illuminating in several
ways. They highlight the Theravadin tendency towards a profound
dualism in regard to mental and physical events, a dualism which
perceives these as different in kind, capable of interaction of various
kinds but not of acting as direct efficient causes of one another. They
also bring into sharp relief the pan-Buddhist view of strict impermanence, which creates for Buddhist metaphysicians their major difficulties, those of accounting for various types of continuity. One such
problem area is the questions surrounding the emergence of consciousness from the attainment of cessation; others are accounting for
memory, for continuity of character traits, and for the preservation of
personal identity across many lives. Radical impermanence and con-
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tinuing identity make uneasy bedfellows.88 The preceding analysis of
the attainment of cessation in the Theravada tradition gives what I
believe to be a peculiarly sharp illustration of the philosophical problems that can be generated—and fudged—by a tradition that espouses
doctrines of radical impermanence and universal causality and is yet
forced, by philosophical pressures from without and hermeneutical
pressures from within, to account for continuity in purely causal terms
where no such account can easily be given. This theme will arise again
in my discussions of the Vaibhasika and Yogacara answers to this
problem, both of which are more systematic than the Theravada version examined in this chapter.

CHAPTER TWO

THE ATTAINMENT OF
CESSATION IN THE
VAIBHASIKA
TRADITION
2.1 THE VAIBHASIKA TRADITION
Three centuries after the origin of Buddhism in India the tradition
had split into a number of distinct schools. These schools appear to
have been only partly defined by their differing philosophical views.
It was probably at least as much the case that they came into being in
virtue of their geographical separation one from another as because
of intellectual disagreement,1 and it is clear that assent to even radically opposed doctrinal positions did not, throughout much of Buddhist history of India, prevent those who held such opposed positions from inhabiting the same monastic institutions and living
together in (comparative) harmony.2 Nevertheless, the schools did
come to be defined by significantly different intellectual positions,
and much of the scholastic literature is occasional and polemical in
the sense that it is directed against specific opposed philosophical
views. So, even though the schools probably originated as a result of
geographical separation rather than intellectual disagreement, and
even though much of the disagreement that did develop was not
necessarily reflected by concomitant institutional and practical divisions, it still makes a good deal of sense from the viewpoint of the
history of ideas to regard the schools as representing contrasting
intellectual positions, and this is the standpoint that will be taken
here.
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From this standpoint, then, the Vaibhasika tradition may be considered as a complex and systematic set of philosophical positions
expressed in texts composed in Sanskrit from approximately the first
to the fifth centuries of the Christian era.3 These texts represent the
views of an influential group of Buddhist intellectuals who worked
largely in Mathura, Gandhara and Kashmir and who based themselves upon the texts regarded as canonical by the Sarvastivadin
school,4 though they by no means limited themselves to the concepts
or principles of taxonomy found in those canonical texts. For the sake
of convenience the intellectual development of the tradition may be
divided into four major phases, each represented by a text or group
of texts, and each showing marked advances and changes over its
predecessor. The brief survey of these phases offered in the following
pages should be taken as no more than an outline since few of these
texts are available in reliable editions and still fewer have been subjected to critical study by philosophers working from outside the traditions.
I shall call the first phase the 'unsystematic commentariar. It
is represented by what became the basic text for the Vaibhasikas, the
work which gives the school its name, The Great Book of Options
(Mahavibhasa).5 This is an enormous, sprawling text, one of the three
longest single texts in the entire Chinese canonical collection; it has
the approximate form of a commentary on the canonical works of the
Sarvastivada and is remarkable chiefly for its length and for its apparent attempt to say something significant about every philosophical
controversy then current. It, like the other Vaibhasika texts, was originally composed in Sanskrit but is now extant only in Chinese translation. It has not yet been systematically worked on by Western scholarship though when this is done it promises to yield a vast treasure of
information, both historical and philosophical, relating to early
scholastic Buddhism. The text is frequently quoted and referred to
with veneration by later Vaibhasika authors.6 It may date from the first
century AD.
The second phase I shall call the proto-systematic; it consists in a
variety of comparatively short texts, all more or less dependent upon
the Great Book of Options but exhibiting a greater tendency towards
coherent systematization of the available range of material. These
texts also are largely available only in Chinese translation, although
they were originally written in Sanskrit. Two of the most important
are Ghosaka's Nectar of Metaphysics (Abhidharmamrta) and DharmaSri's Essence of Metaphysics (Abhidharmahrdaya). Both of these works
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are available in recent translations, the former in French and the
latter in both French and English. The latter's organizational structure appears to have been especially influential upon all later texts in
the Vaibhasika tradition including the Treasury of Metaphysics itself.7
Most of the intellectual energy of the authors of these protosystematic texts went into an attempt to provide organizational schemata which could comprehensively, coherently and economically describe the way things are by providing a system of classification into
which every existent, potential or actual, can be allotted its appropriate place. This, of course, is no mean intellectual ambition, and, like
all such attempts at comprehensive system-building, it has certain
key weak points. I do not intend, in this monograph, to offer an
in-depth discussion of the nature of this systematic attempt at worldexplanation, much less to analyze its failures, but it is important to
say something about the nature of the enterprise in order to place
the Vaibhasika discussion of the attainment of cessation in its proper
intellectual context.
Briefly, then, the theoreticians of the Vaibhasika tradition were
operating under two major constraints in their attempt to categorize
and define every existent. The first constraint was that of the tradition
itself: Indian philosophers, and in this the Vaibhasika thinkers are
typical, do not happily abandon any significant element of their own
tradition, even when they do not understand it or no longer find
it persuasive and significant. The Vaibhasika theoretician was therefore constrained to find a place in his system for every significant
element in the tradition available to him, even when such elements
sat very uneasily within the context of the system being developed.
Many oddities in the Vaibhasika system can be explained by this
constraint—including, I think, the intellectual acrobatics performed by
the Vaibhasikas in their attempts to accommodate the attainment of
cessation. The second constraint was that of comprehensiveness: to
create a system in the full sense of that term the Vaibhasikas were
constrained to try and account for everything. They were engaged in
trying to show that the Buddhist system of categorizing existents was
indeed comprehensive in that it could satisfactorily account for all
types of experience and thus for the totality of (actual and possible)
existents. It was this constraint which led to the creative developments
in Vaibhasika thought during the proto-systematic period. As the
thinkers of this school became aware of possible holes in the system
(eventualities which had not previously been envisaged), new and
more complex organizational schemata and occasionally even new
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categories to fit within those schemata had to be created. This process
reached a kind of culmination with the composition, in the fifth century AD, of the most influential text in the Vaibhasika tradition and
one of the most influential in the entire Indian Buddhist tradition, the
Treasury of Metaphysics (Abhidliarmakosa).

The Treasury is itself to be identified with the third phase in my
schematic history of the Vaibhasika school, simply because of its
pivotal importance. I shall turn in Section 2.2 to a discussion of the
senses in which it is pivotal and to a brief outline of the nature of the
work itself as well as of the system to which it gives expression.
The fourth phase in the intellectual history of the Vaibhasika
school consists in the orthodox reaction to the views expressed in the
Treasury. Such a reaction was felt to be required by intellectuals of
the tradition because many extended philosophical discussions in
the Treasury end in rejecting Vaibhasika orthodoxy as this had been
defined by the Great Book of Options and refined in the texts of the
proto-sy sterna tic phase. Three texts are of special significance here:
two by Samghabhadra, a great exponent of Vaibhasika orthodoxy,
and one by an unknown author who frequently explicitly quotes and
attempts to refute arguments found in the Treasury, in an interesting
work called the Lamp of Metaphysics (Abhidharmadipa).8 These texts are

of great importance for the later history of the Vaibhasika school.
The Vaibhasika tradition is no longer part of living Buddhism in
the sense that there are no monastic communities which are identifiable as Vaibhasika communities. It is, rather, part of Buddhist intellectual history, but a part which was peculiarly influential in India for
more than a millennium and which still has influence upon the
scholastic traditions of Tibetan and Japanese Buddhism. Considerable
work is needed by Western scholars before the riches of this intellectual tradition can become fully available; even the basic level of textual
work—the production of reliable editions and good translations—has
scarcely begun, and this monograph will make only a marginal contribution to this basic spadework.
2.2 THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE TREASURY OF
METAPHYSICS
The Treasury of Metaphysics is of pivotal importance in at least three
senses, and it is largely because of the pivotal position held by the
text that my exposition of the Vaibhasika views on the attainment of
cessation will make almost exclusive use of it and its commentarial
interpretations.
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First, then, the Treasury was pivotal for the Vaibhasika school itself; its comprehensiveness, the precision of its definitions and the
success of its systems of classification meant that in spite of the
unorthodoxy of some of the viewpoints expressed by its author, Vasubandhu,9 therein, no subsequent thinker working in this tradition
could afford to ignore it. Even the 'orthodox' Vaibhasika reactions to
it treat the Treasury with the sincerest form of respect: imitation. Both
Samghabhadra, one of the leading orthodox Vaibhasika thinkers who
reacted against the Treasury, and the anonymous author of the Lamp
of Metaphysics borrow many of the verses which form the framework
of the Treasury for use in their own works.
Second, the Treasury was (and is) pivotal for the Indo-Tibetan Buddhist intellectual tradition as a whole and also, to a somewhat lesser
extent, for some schools of the Sino-Japanese tradition. It has been
used as a basic pedagogical text in the monastic educational curricula
of the Buddhist schools of Tibet and Central Asia generally until the
present day,10 and its precise definitions of central technical terms
obtained virtually canonical status among the Indian Buddhist intellectuals of many schools. The Treasury also quickly gave rise to a vast
commentarial and polemical literature, initially in India and then
later also in Tibet, Mongolia, China and Japan. In this study I shall
make use only of the surviving commentaries produced in India—of
which there are no less than seven, all preserved in Tibetan and one
preserved also in the original Sanskrit11—and not systematically or
comprehensively even of those. The size of these texts make any
attempt at a complete study of the commentarial literature to the
Treasury quite impossible at this stage of scholarly investigation.
Nevertheless, the importance of this work for later Buddhist
thought, even in schools which radically disagreed with its basic presuppositions, can scarcely be overstressed. The text became a kind of
Buddhist encyclopaedia and work of reference in which novice
scholastics could find—and often memorize—definitions of key technical terms.
The third and final sense in which the Treasury is pivotal is in its
significance for Western scholarship; the first two phases of the
Vaibhasika intellectual tradition—the unsystematic commentarial and
the proto-systematic—are, except for minor fragments, available to
the scholarly world only in their Chinese versions, a fact which creates
extreme semantic difficulties in coming to grips with these texts in the
context of Indian intellectual history. Chinese and Sanskrit are, after
all, very different linguistically and the translation methods adopted
by those who translated these works from Sanskrit into Chinese often
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makes the Sanskrit original, even of specific technical terms and still
more of particular sentences, difficult to get at. Then, in contrast, the
post-Treasury commentarial and polemical literature is, for the most
part, available only in its Tibetan versions,12 a historical fact which
creates similar, if slightly less extreme, linguistic difficulties. It is
only the Treasury itself that survives complete in all three of the major Buddhist canonical languages, Sanskrit, Tibetan and Chinese,
and this fact alone makes it of unparalleled significance for the scholarly study of Indian Buddhism.
Before turning to a detailed analysis of what the Treasury and its
commentaries have to say on the problems surrounding the attainment of cessation, I want to give a brief overview of the contents and
nature of the text and of some basic metaphysical views expressed
therein; this will be a too brief and too superficial exposition, but
something of the kind is necessary in order that the details and technicalities of the discussions of the attainment of cessation in the Treasury might make some sense.
First, then, a few words on metaphysics and dharma. Vasubandhu, almost at the end of the Treasury, defines his purpose in composing that work in these words (the translation in upper case represents the verse, the Treasury proper; that in lower case represents the
Commentary on the Treasury of Metaphysics):
I HAVE MOSTLY EXPLAINED THAT METAPHYSICAL SYSTEM
WHICH IS ESTABLISHED ACCORDING TO THE
INTERPRETATIONS OF THE VAIBHASIKAS OF KASHMIR; I AM
TO BLAME FOR WHATEVER IS MISAPPREHENDED HERE, SINCE
ONLY THE SAGES ARE AUTHORITIES FOR THE
INTERPRETATION OF THE TRUE DOCTRINE.
For the most part I have stated the metaphysical system which is
established by the interpretation of the Vaibhasikas of Kashmir; I am
to blame for whatever I have misapprehended here, since only
Buddhas and sons of Buddhas are authorities for the interpretation
of the true doctrine.13
Here Vasubandhu states what he has tried to do in the Treasury,
using the usual method of verse-plus-commentary which is difficult
to render into English in any way that appears other than pleonastic.
He has, it appears, set forth a complete metaphysical system, a metaphysical system for which the Sanskrit term is abhidharma, a term
related semantically in a complex and interesting manner to the most
fundamental category of the entire system, that of dharma itself.14
Towards the beginning of the Treasury, Vasubandhu defines (true)
metaphysics (abhidharma) as 'flawless wisdom' and notes that the
term also refers to the text(s) which help in producing that wisdom.
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'Flawless wisdom' here means investigation of dharmas, observational analysis of what there is in the world; and what there is in the
world is just dharmas, existents that possess their own uniquely defining characteristic15 The fundamental soteriological importance of
such observational analysis and categorization of the existents that
make up the world is described thus:
APART FROM CLOSE INVESTIGATION OF EXISTENTS THERE
IS NO MEANS OF PACIFYING THE PASSIONS; AND IT IS
BECAUSE OF PASSIONS THAT THE WORLD WANDERS IN THIS
OCEAN OF BEING. HENCE, THEY SAY THAT THE TEACHER
SPOKE THIS [TEXT].
Because there is no means of pacifying the passions without close
investigation of existents, and because it is the passions that cause
the world to wander in this great ocean of transmigration, therefore
they say that the teacher—which means the Buddha—spoke this
metaphysical system aimed at the close examination of existents. For
a student is not able to closely investigate existents without teaching
in metaphysics.16
A stronger claim for the importance of philosophy could scarcely
be made: correct (propositionally expressible) knowledge about the
existents which comprise the universe is seen as a necessary condition for the 'pacifying of the passions' which is in turn a necessary
condition for, or in some formulations identical with, the attainment
of salvation itself. And the Treasury attempts to provide a systematic
presentation of precisely this knowledge, basing itself upon the category of dharma.
In the terms of the Treasury itself, a dharma is that which possesses its own unique defining characteristic (svalak$ana) and that
which exists inherently (svabhava). There are, naturally, many things
which exist but which do not have their own inherent existence; for
Vasubandhu, examples of such existents would be tables, chairs,
persons and numbers. Such things are not dharmas, though they do
exist in the somewhat limited sense of being possible objects of cognition and possible referents of propositions. A dharma, therefore, is
not the only kind of existent, simply one which possesses a special
kind of existence, an existence which marks it off from all other possible existents (by the possession of a unique defining characteristic)
and which is irreducible because inherent.
Samghabhadra, in his critique of the Treasury, made the distinction
between different kinds and levels of existence very clear.17 Dharmas
exist substantially or genuinely and possess the kind of inherent irreducible existence already mentioned: they cannot be reduced by
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observational or logical analysis into component parts, since they
possess none, and the defining characteristic of any particular
dharma is not shared by any other since this defining characteristic is
unique. In contrast to this substantial existence (dravyasat)™—the
kind of existence properly predicated of dharmas—there is existence
as a designation (prajnaptisat), the kind of existence belonging to
things simply in virtue of there being linguistic conventions which
refer to them. This secondary existence, the result of linguistic convention, belongs to complex compounded entities which are composed of those entities (dharmas) which possess primary or substantial existence. Secondary existence is conventional—though still
existence—because the way in which the world is classified and labelled by language is, it is argued, largely the result of specific individual and societal needs and will thus change as these needs
change. So, for example, it is said that we use person-language, a set
of discourse which uses proper personal names and speaks of individuals acting, intending, living and dying, largely because there is
utility in so doing; person-language is not used because there actually (ultimately, substantially) are persons to whom proper personal
names refer. And in this it differs, of course, from dharma-language
since there actually (ultimately, substantially) are dharmas to which
such language refers.
In Vaibhasika theory, then, there are two types of discourse
which correspond to two types of existent. To put this another way,
Vaibha§ika theory recognizes an ontological distinction between irreducibly real inherently existent uniquely definable existents (dharmas) and conventionally real existents whose (conventional) existence
depends upon the dharmas which comprise them. It recognizes also
a corresponding linguistic distinction—between dharma-discourse
which can possess a truth-value based upon its correspondence (or
lack thereof) to reality, and conventional discourse, whose truth-value
is necessarily a function of the linguistic and cultural conventions
which make it possible. Sarpghabhadra expresses this succinctly:
Existents are of two sorts: those which exist substantially,
inherently, and those which exist as designations. These two
categories correspond, in effect, to the distinction between ultimate
truth and experiential truth.19
Propositions about dharmas can therefore be true or false simpliciter; propositions about persons, tables or chairs can be true or false
only in so far as: (i) they obey the conventions and rules which give
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them sense; and (ii) they can.be translated into propositions about
dharmas. On criterion (i), the truth of propositions framed in conventional discourse is simply defined by the adherence or otherwise
of such propositions to the appropriate conventions. On criterion
(ii), the truth of propositions framed in conventional discourse is
logically dependent upon their translatability into propositions
framed in dharma-discourse.
This points up another useful way of viewing the whole abhidharma enterprise, or at least the metaphysical enterprise of the
Vaibhasika theoreticians: it can be viewed as an attempt at a consistent, coherent and complete translation of all conventional discourse
into dharma-discourse, an attempt which involves making the claim
that such a translation is possible. This is a reductionist enterprise, an
enterprise that involves reducing talk of medium-sized perceptible
objects to talk of dharmas—which, in the system of the Treasury and
thus of normative Vaibhasika theory in general—are momentary, irreducible, inherently existent uniquely definable things. There are
obvious structural affinities between the Vaibhasika enterprise viewed
in this way and the efforts of the Vienna Circle, including especially
the early Carnap, to reduce or translate all factual knowledge-claims
into claims about actual or possible experience. There are also obvious
differences, the most prominent of which is the fact that the empiricist
tendencies of at least some among the Vienna Circle are much less
apparent among the Vaibhasika theoreticians. But the structural
similarity is clear and important, since many of the logical and practical difficulties faced by Carnap and others, difficulties which ended in
the effective abandonment of the enterprise, are also faced by the
Vaibhasika thinkers, and it is not clear that the attempts on the part
of the Vaibhasika thinkers to deal with these problems are any more
successful than those of the Vienna Circle.
But I don't intend to pursue the question of the systematic difficulties facing any such reductionist translation enterprise, other than to
note that there are real problems in even formulating the method
without violating its principles. For example, the proposition: 'All
propositions possess truth-value just in case they are propositions
possessing dharmas as referents' produces a common variety of selfreferential incoherence resolvable only by assuming that its referent
('all propositions') is itself a dharma—an assumption that produces
its own difficulties and tends to end in infinite regress. To pursue
such systematic issues, however, would take me far from my goal
here, which is simply to provide a sufficiently detailed background
account of the Vaibhasika metaphysical enterprise to make sense of
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the debates in the Treasury and its commentaries on the attainment
of cessation.
Thus far, then, I have suggested that the metaphysical system of
the Vaibha§ikas is an attempt to systematically translate conventional
discourse into dharma-discourse, an attempt based upon an ontological distinction between substantially real entities and conventionally
real entities. We now need to look a little more closely at the nature
of the ultimately real entities, dharmas, as these are understood by the
Vaibhasika theoreticians. I've already suggested that a dharma has (or
is; the formulations in the Treasury are not consistently clear as to
whether a dharma is anything over and above its individuating characteristic, or whether its existence is to be defined solely in terms of
its causal efficacy) a uniquely individuating characteristic and that it
exists inherently and irreducibly in the sense that it cannot be further
reduced or analyzed into component parts.
In addition to the its uniquely individuating characteristic, each
dharma also possesses four general characteristics, four qualities
which belong to each and every dharma in virtue of its being a
dharma.20 These general characteristics are origination, decay, endurance and impermanence; they are meant to explain in precisely
what sense each existent is impermanent and what becomes of a
dharma when it makes the transition from the present to the past,
that is, when it ceases to be a functioning existent located in present
time and becomes a non-functioning existent located in past time.
The extensive scholastic debates surrounding this question in the
Treasury show how problematic this question was for the theorists of
the Sarvastivada school. Their problems were largely caused by the
necessity of holding together the idea that everything is impermanent
with the idea that past existents must still in some sense exist in the
present since they are capable of being both objects of cognition (for
example, in memory) and referents of propositional truth-claims. The
essentially intentional model of consciousness used by the theorists of
the Sarvastivada requires that every object of cognition and every
referent of a proposition should exist: according to this model one
cannot cognize a non-existent. And since it is clearly possible to both
cognize and speak about past events, there must be a sense in which
past events continue to exist in the present. The attempt to provide
an account of how this can be the case produces metaphysical constructions which are peculiar, among Buddhists, to the Vaibha§ika
philosophers; its details cannot be pursued here,21 and I mention it
only to point out that each uniquely individuated and substantially
existing dharma also has general characteristics which it shares with
every other dharma.
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The most important, for the purposes of this study, of the general
characteristics shared by all dharmas is that of impermanence. In the
Treasury this is defined very strictly in the sense of momentariness.
All dharmas are said to be momentary in the following sense:
What is a moment? To predicate the term 'momentary' of
something is to say that immediately it obtains existence it is
destroyed22 . . . Since every conditioned thing does not exist
subsequently to obtaining existence, it is destroyed precisely where
it came to be.23

Momentary existence, predicated of all dharmas, therefore appears to be existence for the shortest imaginable time-span. The
Vaibhasikas come close, on occasion, to defining a moment in terms
of the time it takes for a dharma to perform its required causal activities,24 and thus to defining a dharma solely in terms of what it effects
causally. But this is not a consistently held view, and there are also
attempts to define a moment in more precise temporal terms. For
example, there is the view that there are more than 65 moments in the
time it takes for a strong man to snap his fingers.25 But the central point
is that dharmas are momentary and that a moment is intended as the
shortest possible unit of time.
Vaibhasika metaphysics, as classically expressed in the Treasury,
distinguishes a totalof 75 dharmas and divides and classifies them in
•numerous ways depending upon the objects at hand. The most common classification is a fivefold one to which I shall return in a moment. It is important to realize that the scheme of 75 dharmas, defined and exhaustively discussed in the Treasury, which intended to
provide an exhaustive account of what there is in the world, an exhaustive ontology, is not intended to claim that there are only 75
momentary, uniquely individuated existents in the world. If such
were the case, presumably the world—everything that is the case—
would exist for (at most) 75 moments (assuming that the 75 dharmas
existed serially and not simultaneously), or, given the measure just
mentioned, for only slightly longer than it takes a strong man to
snap his fingers. This is clearly not what is intended by the 75dharma scheme; rather, the 75 dharmas are meant to provide an
exhaustive taxonomy, a classification of all the possible types of existent. For example, there is a dharma called 'ignorance' (avidya).
There is not just one uniquely individuated momentary occurrence
of ignorance. Instead, the dharma 'ignorance' refers to a theoretically
infinite set of momentary events, all sharing the same uniquely individuating characteristic and all sharing the same kind of inherent
existence. Dharmas are therefore uniquely individuated, marked off
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from all other possible events, not in the sense that there can be no
other momentary event sharing the individuating characteristic of a
given momentary event, but rather in the sense that each and every
momentary event within a particular set of such events is marked off
from each and every momentary event within every other possible
set. And there are (according to the Vaibha$ikas; other schools differ)
only 75 such sets, each containing a theoretically infinite number of
members. Finally, the conclusion follows that every member of a given
set must be phenomenologically indistinguishable from every other
member since all share the same essential existence and the same
individuating characteristic. They can be distinguished one from another only in terms of their spatio-temporal locations.
Dharma-discourse is thus primarily taxonomic in intent, though,
as I have suggested, it also has very definite ideas as to the ontological status of the events it classifies. My final task in this introductory
section, then, is to say something of the categories defined by the
Treasury in its attempt to provide a complete classification of all types
of existent. I shall follow here the standard fivefold division without
attempting to cover every one of the 75 dharmas.26 According to this
fivefold division, then, there are physical dharmas, mental dharmas,
dharmas related to mind, dharmas separate from both matter and
mind and unconditioned dharmas.27 Under the heading of physical
dharmas, Vasubandhu provides a list of categories designed to allot
a place to all possible physical events, and this is done through the
categories of sense-organ and sense-object (five of each) plus one
category of 'unmanifest physical form' which has a special place in
Vaibhasika karmic theory.28 Such things as taste, smell and tangibility
are therefore dharmas. Under the heading of mental dharmas there
is a single category; that of mind itself. Under the heading of dharmas
related to mind there are 46 categories, covering all types of mental
event regarded as both phenomenologically and essentially distinct
one from another.
The relative weighting of the dharma-lists between the mental (a
total of 47) and the physical (a total of 11) shows where the major
interests of the architects of this metaphysical system lay and, I
think, suggests something about the historical origins of the entire
system. It is arguable, though by no means certain, that the abhidharmic taxonomic enterprise had its origins in the practice of certain
types of introspective analytical meditation which were highly
valued in the early Buddhist tradition and which essentially require
the practitioner to deconstruct the gestalt of everyday experience into
its component parts and to learn to label and identify the separate
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and transient mental events from which Buddhist theory thinks the
continuities of everyday experience are constructed.29 Once the importance of such meditational practices was assumed by the tradition, a corresponding significance was granted to the intellectual enterprise of developing a systematic metaphysic which was adequate
to the task of classifying the mental events perceived! by introspection. This historical explanation goes some way towards explaining
the greater interest of the systems in mental events than in the nature of the physical universe.
At this point some terminological clarification is in order, since
there are a number of important Buddhist technical terms having to
do with mind and the mental for which it is not easy to find precise
and useful English equivalents. Briefly, 'consciousness' (vijhana) refers, for the most part, to that specific kind of mental event in which
an object is apprehended; the occurrence of such events is causally
dependent upon interaction between sense-organs and their objects,
and they are thus subdivided into six kinds in accordance with the
division of sense-organs into six—the mental faculty, the olfactory,
the tactile, the gustatory, the visual and the auditory. There are thus
six groups or classes of mental events which are referred to in this
study by the term 'consciousness'.30 Intentionality is thus a key element of consciousness; to be conscious, on this view, is to be conscious of something. By way of contrast, 'mind' (citta), sometimes
also translated 'mental events', is a more general term. As I have
already pointed out, 'mind' is the second of the standard five divisions, and 'dharmas related to mind' is the'third; between them,
these two categories account for 47 of the 75 dharmas, and it is
generally true to say that the 46 mind-related dharmas are, both conceptually and etymologically, parasitic upon the category of mind.
'Mind' or 'mental events' then, in this study, will refer technically to
any event classified by the Vaibhasika theoreticians as not belonging
to any of the other three divisions (those dharmas considered to be
physical; those considered to be neither mental nor physical and those
termed 'unconditioned'). Less technically, this means that 'mind'
('mental events') will include attitudes, emotions, the activity of category-formation and all instances of consciousness.31 Thus when the
question of how mind can emerge from a mindless condition is asked
(in Section 2.3), the intention is to cover any possible mental event,
and when we find debates about the possible existence of consciousness in the attainment of cessation (in Section 2.3.3), the point is to
ask whether there can be any intentional mental act in that condition.
This distinction should become clearer as we proceed.
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Another question which has been somewhat pressing in recent
Western philosophy of mind is that of whether there are any criteria
which can be used to effectively demarcate mind from body, the
mental from the physical. This is not a question explicitly discussed
at any length in the systematic texts of the Vaibhasika tradition; the
thinkers working within that tradition seem to have found the distinctions sufficiently obvious to be unproblematic. By using the definitions of physical form found within the key texts of the traditions and
abstracting somewhat therefrom, we can arrive at the position that the
key defining characteristic of the physical for this school was taken to
be resistance, which requires extension and spatial location.32 It is this,
above all, which distinguishes physical dharmas from mental: the
former have extension and location, the latter do not. Physical and
mental dharmas also, as I shall show in more detail when discussing
the debates surrounding the possible causal relations between them,
have different functions, different kinds of effect. Perhaps most notable here is the connection of mind and the mental with action-theory
and ethics. According to Vaibhasika theory (and, indeed, most Buddhist theory on such matters), only dharmas classified as mental can
have morally qualified effects upon the future of the continuum in
which they originally occurred. Indeed, only mental dharmas can be
morally qualified.
The Vaibha§ika dualism between mental and physical, then (it
should also be remembered that there are categories of dharma which
are neither mental nor physical; but to discuss them in detail here
would complicate the picture needlessly), is not quite appropriately
described either as a dualism of substance or a dualism of attribute.
Both mental and physical dharmas are substantial in the sense already
indicated, but their substantiality does not have a great deal to do with
the distinction between them. It is not the case, as it was for Descartes,
that there are fundamentally two substances in the universe, a res
cogitans and a res extensa, and the problem is therefore not, as it was
for him, to provide an account of the interactions between them.
Rather, for the Vaibhasikas, there are 75 distinct classes of substance
in the world, each class possessing an infinite number of members,
and each member existing (inherently and substantially) for only an
instant. It is not that each mental event (or physical event) is a property
of a substance, as is the case on the usual Western dualistic models.
Instead, the substantiality of each event, physical or mental, is definable in terms of its functions. What a given event is, is (usually) reducible to what it does. On this model, then, the broad overarching distinction (additional to the 75-fold classification) between physical and
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mental is constructed phenomenologically and refers to different
kinds of function. The problem for the Vaibhasika theorist is to construct a theory which will specify all the possible complex kinds of
causal interaction which can obtain between the (infinitely many)
members of the dharma-sets designated 'physical' and 'mental'. To
put this another way, the Vaibhasika theorist must decide how thoroughgoing the functional dualism between physical and mental actually is, and how close the causal connections between the two classes
may therefore become. One aspect of this debate will become clear in
my analysis of the discussions surrounding the attainment of cessation.
To return to the fivefold division of dharmas. The fourth division
points to dharmas that are separate from both matter and mind.
There are 14 dharmas under this heading, providing categories such
as 'homogeneity of species', 'origination' and so forth. This is an
extremely miscellaneous list. The only obvious common factor
among the categories presented here is that none of them can easily
be placed within the basic division between matter and mind and
that they are all ad hoc creations, categories designed to deal with a
specific problem internal to the system rather than categories required by the tradition. It is significant that there is no precise analogue to this set of categories in the developed metaphysics of the
Theravada tradition.
The fifth and final division is that of the 'unconditioned dharmas',
comprising only three categories.33 These are distinct from the other
four groups in that there is a sense in which they do not share the
basic characteristic of all the other dharmas, that of momentaruiess.
This provides some qualification to my earlier discussion of momentariness as though it applied to all existents, but it is not one that
need concern us further here, since the problems connected with
this category have no relevance to the attainment of cessation.
To recapitulate, the Treasury distinguishes between dharma-discourse and conventional ordinary-language discourse, claiming that
the latter is entirely translatable into the former and that only the
former possesses truth-value. The referents of dharma-discourse,
naturally enough, are dharmas, momentary uniquely individuated
existents, each of which can be classified as belonging to one of 75
categories. The basic division among these categories, simplifying
the fivefold division discussed above, is that between physical dharmas, mental dharmas and those which are neither physical nor mental but which are, by and large, ad hoc categories designed to deal
with specific problems. The attainment of cessation, my major con-
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cern in this study, is itself a dharma-category and is one of those 14
dharmas which are neither physical nor mental. It shares, of course,
all the other characteristics of dharmas in general; it is momentary,
possesses a uniquely individuating characteristic and exists inherently. To a more detailed presentation of the Vaibhasika debates surrounding it I shall now turn.

2.3 THE ATTAINMENT OF CESSATION IN THE
TREASURY OF METAPHYSICS AND ITS
COMMENTARIES
Much of the discussion in Chapter One (especially Sections 1.2
and 1.3) also applies here, since the canonical discourses from which
the definitions of the attainment of cessation were drawn in the Theravada tradition were also recognized and used by the Vaibhasikas.
I shall not go over once again the ground covered there; what is
said here will concentrate instead upon what is distinctive in the
Vaibhasika treatment of the attainment of cessation.
The Treasury of Metaphysics, as already indicated, treats the attainment of cessation as a dharma and classifies it as neither physical nor
mental. It is, nevertheless, a dharma, or rather a set of dharmas, a
set of momentary events which exist substantially—as things—and
which are marked off from the members of every other such set by
their unique defining characteristic(s). The definitions given of the
attainment of cessation in the Treasury, then, are best understood as
an attempt to describe these characteristics and thus to justify the
postulation of the attainment of cessation as a (set of) dharmas.
Vasubandhu begins by defining the attainment of cessation as 'the
cessation of mind and mental events' and stating that it is identical in
this respect to another dharma which is neither physical or mental,
the attainment of unconsciousness. The place of this dharma, an
altered state of consciousness phenomenologically indistinguishable
from the attainment of cessation, within the Vaibha^ika presentation
of the path to salvation is presented diagramatically in Appendix A.
Like those of the Theravada, the Vaibhasika theoreticians preserve the
structure of four dhyanas of form and four formless attainments, culminating in the attainment of cessation; they differ in that they include this extra altered state of (un)consciousness, phenomenologically identical with the attainment of cessation but obtainable at a
lower stage of the hierarchy and by different classes and grades of
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practitioner. Like the attainment of cessation, the attainment of unconsciousness also permits no mental events to occur while it is in
operation, and, also like the attainment of cessation, it is obtained by
enstatic methods, a gradual reduction of the contents of consciousness by progressive withdrawal of the practitioner from interaction
with the outside world. The reasons which prompted the Vaibhasika
theoreticians to introduce this category into their system are complex
and have to do almost exclusively with matters raised by the internal
logic of the system itself; a discussion of them here would not further
the investigation of the philosophical problems surrounding the attainment of cessation. In what follows I shall ignore many of the
scholastic details and concentrate instead upon the philosophical issues; my treatment of Vasubandhu's text and of the commentaries
upon it will therefore be extremely selective.
Having defined the attainment of cessation as cessation of mind
and mental events, Vasubandhu then points out that it can be
reached only by 'noble individuals', those persons who have entered
upon the practice of the Buddhist path proper and are differentiated
thereby from ordinary people.34 One reason why the attainment of
cessation is not regarded by the Vaibhasikas as open to ordinary
people, non-practitioners of the noble Buddhist path, has some
philosophical interest. Vasubandhu tells us that ordinary people
cannot enter the attainment of cessation because they would regard
it as non-existence simpliciter and would therefore fear it. Why then,
Yasomitra asks, do ordinary men not fear entry into the attainment of
unconsciousness—which is open to them—since this also involves the
complete cessation of mental events? The answer given is that ordinary men do not fear non-existence when they enter the attainment
of unconsciousness because this attainment occurs in the sphere of
form, and the physical body of the practitioner therefore continues to
exist. There is thus some reason for an ordinary man to think that he
will not completely cease to exist if he enters the attainment of unconsciousness. His body provides an anchor of sorts, and, as Yasomitra
points out, most of us are reasonably attached to our bodies and come
close to identifying our continued identity with their continued identity. In contrast, the attainment of cessation occurs on the formless
plane, after the mastery of the formless attainments, and thus in it
even the body ceases to exist.35
Much of the remainder of Vasubandhu's discussion of the attainment of cessation is concerned with debates on matters such as
whether, once attained, it can be lost, how it differs from the attainment of unconsciousness, whether its attainment results from effort
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or is spontaneous and so forth. The philosophically interesting part
of his discussion begins when he asks the question: 'How can mind
arise once again from a mind long since brought to cessation?'36 Both
Vasubandhu and his commentators distinguish a number of possible
positions on this issue and attribute them to different schools.
YaSomitra's commentary to this section of the Treasury gives a useful
programmatic statement of the position of the schools on the key
issue of whether the attainment of cessation permits the continued
existence of mind (citta):
On this question the Vaibha$ikas and others attribute
mindlessness to the attainments of cessation and unconsciousness
together with [the state of] unconsciousness; the Elder Vasumitra
and others say that these attainments possess mind—an unmanifest
thinking consciousness; the Yogacarins, among others, say that these
attainments possess mind—the store-consciousness. Such is the
division of the schools.

Vasubandhu's Treasury expounds each of these basic positions, together with a number of subsidiary positions, in some detail. I shall
discuss them following the order in which they are treated in the
Treasury.

2.3.1 The Vaibhasika Position
The first position distinguished by Ya£omitra, that the attainment
of cessation is mindless, is attributed to the Vaibhasikas and is indeed,
as I have already suggested, the normative Vaibhasika position.37
Vasubandhu goes on to expound this position in the following terms:
The Vaibhasikas claim tha! there is an immediately antecedent and
similar condition [for the arising of mind from mindlessness] because
of the [continued] existence of what is past.

To understand what this Vaibhasika view means, it is necessary
to know something of the Buddhist theory of causation, since the
Vaibhasikas are here claiming that a particular kind of cause—the
'immediately antecedent and similar condition' (samanantarapratyaya)
—accounts for the emergence of mind from the attainment of cessation. For the Vaibhasikas, as for all representatives of scholastic Buddhism, to ask for an explanation of something is essentially to ask for
an account of its cause(s). This has already been discussed in Section
1.5 in terms of the Theravada school, but the basic principle applies
equally to the Vaibhasika. Events do not occur spontaneously for these
Buddhist theoreticians, and there is a specifiable (set of) necessary and
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sufficient conditions for the occurrence of every event. A large part of
the Treasury is devoted to explaining, classifying and defining the
various kinds of cause which provide connections between events in
the world, and the 'immediately antecedent and similar condition' is
one of these types of cause. It is explained by Vasubandhu elsewhere
in the Treasury as a condition (pratyaya) which is of the same kind as
(samam) and immediately antecedent to (anantaram—without interval, either temporal or spatial) its effect.38
According to standard Vaibhasika theory, almost every mental
event both has and is an immediately antecedent and similar cause,
that is, it has as a necessary condition for its occurrence the immediately preceding mental event in the relevant mental continuum, and
itself acts as a necessary condition for the occurrence of the immediately following mental event in the same continuum. The exceptions
to this rule include the last moment in the mental continuum of a
practitioner of the appropriate soteriological techniques before he attains final Nirvana. This mental event possesses an immediately antecedent and similar condition but is not itself one since no mental
events follow it.39 The question then arises as to whether the last
moment of consciousness preceding entry into the attainment of cessation, like the last moment of consciousness before entering Nirvana,
possesses an immediately antecedent and similar condition but is not
itself one. Conversely, it needs to be asked whether the first moment
of consciousness occurring after emergence from the attainment of
cessation should be understood as occurring without an immediately
antecedent and similar condition while itself being one for the moment
that follows it.
The Vaibhasika view previously quoted suggests, then, at least the
following: first, that the initial moment of consciousness emerging
from the attainment of cessation does possess an immediately antecedent and similar condition; second, that this immediately antecedent
and similar condition cannot be temporally contiguous with its effect
because there are no mental events within the attainment of cessation;
and third, by entailment from the first and second points, that it is
theoretically possible for an event, X, temporally distant from a subsequent event, Y, to act as the immediately antecedent and similar
condition which is a necessary condition for the occurrence of Y. This
is the meaning of the assertion that what is past continues to exist.
Sthiramati's comment upon this passage draws out the implications:
'Because of the [continued] existence of what is past'—if
something continues to exist, in what sense is it 'past'? The
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Vaibhasika answers: what is past does not possess function, but its
essential nature is not lost [and in that sense it exists]. Therefore the
Vaibhasikas claim that both something which ceased immediately
before [what follows it] and something which ceased long before
[what follows it] can be immediately antecedent and similar
conditions.

It is required, then, by the standard Vaibhasika view of causation,
that every mental event both have and be an immediately antecedent
and similar condition (with the possible exception of the last moment
of consciousness before the entry of a given continuum into Nirvana).
The last moment of consciousness before entry into the attainment of
cessation and the first moment of consciousness emerging from that
attainment cannot escape this requirement. Since the Vaibhasika
metaphysic requires that all dharmas, all members of the small number of sets of uniquely-defined events which are the only things of
which existence can properly be predicated, exist trans-temporally, it
is not difficult for adherents of this school to move to the position that
even a long past event can act as an immediately antecedent and
similar condition for a present event, since there is a sense in which
that long past event still exists.40
The Vaibhasikas, then, stress that the 'immediately antecedent
and similar condition' for any given mental event must be 'similar' in
the sense that it must also be a mental event. But they are more willing
to stretch the meaning of the 'immediately antecedent' requirement
and to allow a temporal distance between cause and effect. The Treasury in fact openly asks whether a dharma which possesses a mental
event as its immediately antecedent and similar condition (and all
mental events must fulfil this requirement) must thereby necessarily
follow without temporal interval upon the mental event which acts
as its immediately antecedent and similar condition. That absence of
temporal interval between cause and effect is not an entailment of
possessing an immediately antecedent and similar condition is
shown (to the satisfaction of Vaibhasika theoreticians at least)
by means of the standard Buddhist logical device of the tetralemma
(catuskoti). This device takes two characteristics, X and Y (in the case
under consideration here, X is 'possessing a mental event as immediately antecedent and similar condition' and Y is 'following without
temporal interval upon that mental event'), and attempts to provide
instances of an existent characterized by X but not Y, an existent
characterized by Y but not X, an existent characterized by both X and
Y and an existent characterized by neither X nor Y. If instances can
be given in all four categories, clearly the relationship between X and
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Y is contingent. Possession of X does not entail possession of Y and
possession of Y does not entail possession of X. Neither are the two
mutually exclusive. The Vaibhasikas think that they can provide instances of each of the four possibilities, and while the details of their
demonstration of this fall outside the scope of this study,41 it is worth
noting that the first moment of consciousness to occur after emerging
from the attainment of cessation is seen by them as an example of an
existent which possesses a mental event as its immediately antecedent
and similar condition and yet which occurs after a substantial time has
elapsed between that condition and itself, i.e., of an existent which
possesses X and not Y in the terms of the tetralemma outlined.
The upshot of this discussion is that the Vaibhasikas assert (i)
there are no mental events in the attainment of cessation, (ii) the
emergence of consciousness from the attainment of cessation must
have an immediately antecedent and similar condition, (iii) the
immediately antecedent and similar condition of any event may be
temporally separated from that event and finally (iv) the immediately
antecedent and similar condition for the emergence of consciousness
from the attainment of cessation is the last moment of consciousness
to occur before entering that attainment. Conclusion (iv) is stated
explicitly both in the Treasury42 and in another work by Vasubandhu
in which the same issue is given some discussion:
[When the stream of mental events has been interrupted for a
long time in the attainment of cessation] how may it begin again? It
begins again because it has as its immediately antecedent and similar
condition that moment of consciousness
wherein [the practitioner]
entered the attainment [in question].43
I shall show in what follows that the other possible positions outlined in the Treasury on the issue of the emergence of consciousness
from the attainment of cessation take issue with the Vaibhasikas in a
variety of ways on all four conclusions outlined.

2.3.2 The Sautrantika Position
The Sautrantika theorists disagree with the basic metaphysical
postulate that makes the Vaibhasika solution to the problem of the
attainment of cessation possible; they reject the idea that it is in any
sense meaningful to talk of the continued existence of a past object.
They therefore also reject the third Vaibhasika conclusion discussed
in Section 2.3.1: that the immediately antecedent and similar condition
of any event may be temporally separated from that event. Yasomitra,
writing from an avowedly Sautrantika perspective, says this quite
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explicitly and uses the image of a balance-beam to illustrate the causal
relations between past and present events: what is past conditions
what is present in the same way that the descent of one end
of a balance-beam conditions the rise of the other.44 No temporal
gap is possible. The disagreement between the Sautrantikas and the
Vaibhasikas, then, centres upon the issue of whether causation at a
temporal distance is possible. Because the Vaibhasikas think it is, they
are able to suggest that the immediately antecedent and similar condition of the consciousness which emerges from the attainment of cessation is the last moment of consciousness before entry into that condition. This option is not open to the Sautrantika theorist, who is
therefore forced to look for another way of dealing with the issue. The
Sautrantika position is described in the Treasury thus:
But other former teachers ask how it is that physical form arises
again for those, born in the formless realms, whose physical form
has long since ceased. Their answer is that in such a case physical
form arises only from mind and not from physical form; similarly,
mind [for one in the attainment of cessation] arises only from the
body with its senses and not from mind. For the mind and the body
with its senses mutually seed one another.
Vasubandhu does not, in the Treasury, explicitly attribute this view
to the Sautrantikas, but both Yasomitra and Sthiramati do so in their
commentaries, and it is clear from other texts that this is the standard
Sautrantika view.45 The view amounts to this. The consciousness that
emerges from the attainment of cessation has as its immediately antecedent and similar condition the physical body of the practitioner in
the attainment of cessation. This is possible because, according to the
Sautrantika theoreticians, mind and body, the physical and the mental, 'mutually seed one another'—that is, each is capable of planting
seeds in the other, seeds which may lie dormant until the proper time
for their maturation occurs. This is an image, a metaphor, rather than
a systematized view. It strongly suggests that the Sautrantikas agree
with the Vaibhasikas that the attainment of cessation permits no mental events to occur, since there exist only the seeds of mental events
planted in the physical continuum. What happens, then, on this view
appears to be that the last moments of consciousness before entry into
the attainment of cessation plant seeds in the continuing stream of
physical events—'the body with its senses'—and that in due time
these seeds ripen and produce their fruit, the emergence of consciousness from the attainment of cessation. The analogy mentioned in the
extract from the Treasury translated above is that of the emergence of
physical events—the coming into being of a new body—for those
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who have for a time entered the formless realms where no bodies
exist. For those in the formless realms only mental events occur, and
yet it is generally accepted by all Buddhist schools that it is perfectly
possible, and indeed common, for practitioners to frequently go back
and forth between the realms of form and formlessness, and that
when they do so new bodies come into being for them with mental
events as their immediately antecedent and similar conditions. Why
not then, say the Sautrantikas, allow that the same can happen in
reverse?
I suggested in Section 2.3.1 that the Vaibhasikas wanted to preserve the idea that the consciousness emerging from the attainment
of cessation does in fact have an immediately antecedent and similar
condition, but that in allotting this function to the temporally distant
last moment of consciousness before entering the attainment they
were prepared to loosen the stringency of the 'immediately antecedent' part of the definition. The Sautrantikas also wish to preserve the
necessity of an immediately antecedent and similar condition for the
emergent consciousness, but by allotting that function to the 'seeded'
physical body they are forced to loosen, almost to the point of disregarding, the requirement that the relevant condition be 'similar'. For
it is difficult to see even a 'seeded' physical body, a continuum of
physical events, as being generically the same kind of thing as a
continuum of mental events. And it is precisely on this ground that
Sthiramati, in his commentary to the Treasury, offers criticism of the
Sautrantika view. It should be remembered, when reading what follows, that Sthiramati is writing essentially from the Yogacarin viewpoint. Sthiramati's comment reads thus:
If [as the Sautrantikas claim] consciousness can arise from the
body with its senses without reference to the cause which assures
homogeneity of species, then, when there exists both basis and
object, consciousness would occur simultaneously everywhere. But
if, on the other hand [as the Vaibhasikas claim], mind arises
subsequently by way of connection to that state of mind which
existed prior [to it], then, since there is no immediately antecedent
and similar condition for the second [i.e., subsequent] state of mind
the conclusion is that, even when basis and object exist, there could
be no simultaneous arising [of the relevant consciousness]. And if it
is asked how, in the absence of mind, [mind] can arise from a seed
by means of the mindless body with its senses, [the answer is] that
this is not possible because there is no distinct cause [for such a
thing to occur].

Sthiramati here makes three separate points. First, he suggests
that the Sautrantika view must be wrong because it ignores the necessity to take into account the 'cause which ensures homogeneity of
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species' (nikayasabhagahetu), a cause which ensures that an effect is in
some significant way like its cause. This causal principle, for example, is the one which ensures that the sexual intercourse of two human beings always produces other human beings as its result and
not, say, elephants.46 To assert that the mind can arise with the body
and its senses as cause, thinks Sthiramati, is to assert that it can arise
from something different in kind from itself. The result is that the
kind of consciousness which occurs at any given moment need not
be causally dependent upon the combination of sense-organ (described by Sthiramati in the translated extract as 'basis'—asraya, a
standard term for the sense-organs) and sense-object. For example,
when the eye (visual sense-organ) and a visual sense-object come
into contact, the function of the 'cause which ensures homogeneity
of species' is (among other things) to guarantee that visual consciousness results rather than, say, auditory or olfactory consciousness. Thus Sthiramati suggests that if the cause which ensures homogeneity of species is ignored—as the Sautrantikas appear to do
with their theory of mind originating from body (or, more precisely,
from mental 'seeds' in a physical continuum)—then any kind of consciousness whatever could result, or many types at once. Sthiramati's
first point, then, amounts to the view that to allow that something
physical may be the primary cause of a (series of) mental events is to
create a totally aroitrary causal system. Restrictions on what can cause
what would no longer apply.
Sthiramati's second major point is directed more towards the
Vaibhasika position expounded in Section 2.3.1. If every mental event
requires a previous mental event as its immediately antecedent and
similar condition, and if—as this position entails—the body cannot be
the immediately antecedent and similar condition of any mental
event, then there can be no such condition for that mental event which
consists in emergence from the attainment of cessation, not even
when sense-organs come into contact with appropriate sense-object
(usually a sufficient condition for the occurrence of a particular type
of consciousness).
Sthiramati's third point is a criticism of the Sautrantika image of
seed. From Sthiramati's point of view, in order that mental events may
begin again after entry into the attainment of cessation a distinct and
specific cause is required—an immediately antecedent and similar
condition. The general fact of the continued existence of the 'seeded
body' in the attainment of cessation will not suffice. What mechanism
accounts for the ripening of the seeds of consciousness at a given time?
How, exactly, can seeds (which are mental insofar as they are 'planted'
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by mental acts, intentions, and insofar as they can be a direct cause
for the reemergence of mental events from a condition of cessation)
subsist in a physical continuum? I shall return to these problems later
in Section 2.4.
In sum, the Sautrantika position—if indeed it can be formalized
sufficiently to dignify it with the name—amounts to the following: (i)
there are no mental events in the attainment of cessation (this in
agreement with the Vaibhasikas, with the caveat that the 'seeds'
with which the physical continuum in the attainment of cessation
is endowed may mature into mental events); (ii) the emergence
of consciousness from the attainment of cessation must have an
immediately antecedent and similar condition (implied but not stated
explicitly; again, this is in agreement with the Vaibhasikas); (iii) the
immediately antecedent and similar condition of any event may not
be temporally separated from that event (again, I draw this conclusion
from what is suggested by the material surveyed above. This is contra
the Vaibhasika position) and (iv) the immediately antecedent and
similar condition for the emergence of consciousness from the attainment of cessation is the continuing physical continuum (the body)
with its senses and its 'seeds' of future mental events. Once again, a
clear statement of this position is found in another work of Vasubandhu's, the Treatise Establishing Karma (Karmasiddhiprakarana):
Others say that [the consciousness which emerges from cessation]
comes from the seeds of [the consciousness which entered
cessation], based upon the body with its senses.47

This position involves some complications not yet mentioned; to
expound those it is necessary to turn to the debate between Vasumitra and Ghosaka on this question outlined in the immediately following section of the Treasury.

2.3.3 The Debate between Vasumitra and Ghosaka
Following his statement of the Vaibhasika and Sautrantika positions, Vasubandhu gives some details of a debate on whether mental
events actually can occur in the attainment of cessation. He begins by
stating the views of Vasumitra:
The Bhadanta Vasumitra, on the other hand, says in the
Pariprccha: "This [i.e., the question of how mind arises from
mindlessness] is a problem for one who thinks that the attainment
of cessation is mindless; in my view, though, this attainment
possesses mind [so there is no problem].'
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Vasumitra, then, sidesteps the question of how mind can re-emerge
from a mindless condition by denying that the condition in question
—the attainment of cessation— is really mindless. As shown by the
commentators quoted and discussed in the translation of this passage in Appendix B, the kind of mental events which Vasumitra
thinks continue to exist in the attainment of cessation are described
by the phrase 'unmanifest thinking consciousness' (aparisphutamanovijnana). In Vasubandhu's Treatise Establishing Karma, it is made a
little clearer what this is supposed to be:
There are two kinds of mind: one that accumulates many 'seeds';
another that is multiple in virtue of its varieties of different objects
and modes [of functioning]. [The attainment of cessation] is called
'mindless' because it does not possess the second, just as a seat with
only one leg is said to be without legs.48
The 'unmanifest thinking consciousness', then, appears to be a
kind of receptacle for the 'seeds' (already discussed in my analysis of
the Sautrantika position). It is, in essence, a consciousness with no
intentional object, a consciousness that does nothing but provide a
continuing mental 'something' which ultimately will act as cause for
the re-emergence of mental events (active consciousness, consciousnesses with intentional objects) from the attainment of cessation.
There is an obvious objection to the postulation of this kind of consciousness, raised at once by Gho$aka, Vasumitra's opponent in the
debate recorded by Vasubandhu in the Treasury:
The Bhadanta Gho?aka says that this is incorrect, since the Lord
has said: 'Where consciousness exists there is contact, which is the
conjunction of the three. Further, sensation, conceptualization and
volition are conditioned by contact.' Hence, [if consciousness does
exist in the attainment of cessation as Vasumitra suggests] sensation
and conceptualization could not cease therein.
This is somewhat telegrammatic as it stands, Sthiramati's commentary makes clear exactly what Gho$aka's position amounts to.
He thinks that the existence of consciousness entails also the existence
of sense-organ and sense-object, and that the existence of these three
together is both a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence
of 'contact' (spar§a). 'Contact' is in fact defined in the extract translated here as the 'conjunction of the three', the three being senseorgan, sense-object and sensory consciousness. The occurrence of
contact, understood in this sense, is, on Gho§aka's view, a sufficient
condition for the occurrence of sensation, conceptualization and so
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forth. His conclusion is that if any kind of consciousness whatever is
allowed to exist in the attainment of cessation—and this, as I have
shown, is what Vasumitra wishes to suggest—there can be no possibility of sensation and conceptualization ceasing as they are supposed
to do in this trance state.
Ghosaka is here expounding the standard Vaibhasika view of the
nature of consciousness and the mechanisms by which it arises;49
according to this model, consciousness is always intentional in something approaching Brentano's sense of the term. Every instance of
consciousness possesses an intentional object and is the direct result
of the interaction of certain classes of mental and physical events: this
is the meaning of the definition of 'contact' given by Ghosaka, and if
this model is followed, the conclusion must be that to be conscious is
always to be conscious of something. Vasumitra's response to this
objection is:
It may be suggested that [contact] could occur [without sensation
and conceptualization following]. [This might be suggested because],
just as desire is described as conditioned by sensation, and yet it
does not arise for an arhat when sensation arises for him, so also,
when contact occurs, sensation and so forth may not necessarily
follow.
Ghosaka, as I have just shown, asserted that the occurrence of any
consciousness requires contact, which is in turn a sufficient condition
for the occurrence of sensation and conceptualization. Vasumitra replies by disputing this interpretation of the Sanskrit term translated
here as 'condition' (pratyaya). To say that X acts as a condition for Y
does not, on Vasumitra's interpretation, mean that the occurrence of
X entails the occurrence of Y, and he illustrates his point by making
an analogy. It is a commonplace in Buddhist thought that sensation
acts as a condition for the occurrence of desire. If Ghosaka's interpretation of conditionality is correct, we would expect that sensation is
a sufficient condition for the occurrence of desire. But Vasumitra
points out that it is equally commonplace in Buddhist thought to say
that sensation can occur without giving rise to desire: the paradigm
case here is that of the arhat, the 'worthy one' who has eradicated all
passions but who is still capable of having sensations. Vasumitra
thus provides a counterexample to Ghosaka's interpretation of conditionality and suggests that the interpretation supported by this
counterexample is the correct one to apply in the case of the relationship between contact and sensation-conceptualization. But Ghosaka
has a reply:
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But this case is different because of the specification of that
[sensation which conditions desire]: desire is described as occurring
in dependence upon sensation which results from contact with
ignorance. But there is no such specification of contact with regard
to the arising of sensation.

Ghosaka denies the validity of Vasumitra's counterexample. In that
proposed counterexample, he says, it is not said that any and every
type of sensation acts as a condition for the occurrence of desire. It is
only said that 'sensation which results from contact with ignorance'
so acts—a very particular kind of sensation. That is to say, a distinction
or specification is made among different types of sensation with regard to their ability to produce desire, but no such differentiation is
made with regard to contact as condition for the arising of sensation
and so forth. In the latter case, Ghosaka suggests, there is a straightforward relationship of sufficient conditionality; in Vasumitra's
proposed counterexample, there is also such a relationship once the
kind of sensation being referred to has been specified with enough
precision.
The debate between Ghosaka and Vasumitra centers, then, upon
one substantive issue: is it permissible to allow the continuance of any
mental events in the attainment of cessation? Vasumitra wishes to do
so in an attempt to avoid the problems involved in accounting for the
re-emergence of mind from a mindless condition and describes the
mental events that so exist as being constituted by an 'unmanifest
thinking consciousness'. Ghosaka will not accept this possibility because he uses the standard Vaibhasika definition of consciousness as
intentional and thus cannot conceive of a kind of consciousness which
could be 'unmanifest' in the sense of operating only as a receptacle for
mental 'seeds'. I shall return to the philosophical implications of this
debate in Section 2.4 and in my discussion of the Yogacarin attempt
to develop Vasumitra's view in Chapter Three.
2.4 CRITIQUE OF THE POSITIONS
Thus far I have presented an outline account of the major positions
on the question of the emergence of mind from the attainment of
cessation as these are stated in the Treasury and its commentaries. I
shall now undertake a more formal restatement of these positions
together with some critical assessment of them.
First, consider the major presuppositions. I suggested in my discussion of the Theravada position (Section 1.5) that some version of
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the principle of sufficient reason (PSR) was held by that school, and
I formulated it there in fairly broad terms:
(1) For the occurrence of any given event, Y, there exists a necessary and sufficient condition, X
The discussions of the 'immediately antecedent and similar condition' (samanantarapratyaya) outlined in Section 2.3 require, I think, a
rather different formulation for the scholastic positions outlined in
the Treasury. The adherents of all those positions agree that:
(2) For the occurrence of any given event, Y, there exists a necessary condition, X, which is temporally contiguous with, and
phenomenologically similar to, Y
To this may be added:
(3) There are two kinds of event: mental and physical
This, as I have suggested (in Section 2.2), is something of an oversimplication, since there are events which do not belong to either of
these classes. But since the existence and status of such events is a
matter for intense and complex debate between the schools, and
since the details of that debate are beyond the scope of this study,
the oversimplification expressed by (3) will suffice. Consider now:
•(4) Every event is located in a continuum; every continuum can be
(theoretically) individuated from every other continuum
This (4) expresses (part of) the Vaibhasika (and largely pan-Buddhist)
view of personal identity: a person simply is a continuum (samtana)
of events—where an event is a dharma and every dharma is a
uniquely individuated momentary existent—connected by (theoretically) specifiable causal connections and capable of individuation
from other such continuua by (largely) empirical criteria. This is too
complex an issue to pursue here, other than to note that the major
problem with such a view is to specify the criteria which individuate
one continuum from another without at the same time postulating
an entity which is something other than a momentary existent, a
constituent of one continuum. The whole issue of the coherence and
explanatory power of Buddhist views of the self deserves much more
space than I can give it here; I note (4) only as an important presupposition shared by all the schools discussed in the Treasury. To (4)
should be added:
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(5) It is possible that, in a given continuum, C, at a given time, T,
there be a complete absence of mental events while physical
events continue
(6) It is possible that, in C at T-plus-n, mental events may begin
again
These two, (5) and (6), express the canonical definition of the attainment of cessation which occasioned the discussions outlined in
Sections 2.1-2.3. If all of (2)-(6) are assented to, there appears to be
no way in which some degree of inconsistency can be avoided. Briefly, from (5) and (6) in conjunction with (2) it follows that the first
mental event in a continuum wherein for a time there have been
none must have a necessary condition which is temporally contiguous to it and phenomenologically similar to it. Presupposition (3)
suggests that the only kinds of event which could be phenomenologically similar to the first mental event in a purely physical continuum
—(6)—are those which belong to the class of mental events. Then,
from (5) and (6) we learn that no member of that class can be temporally contiguous to the mental event described in (6), since there is, of
necessity, a period of time (T to T-plus-n) during which no mental
events occur in the continuum in question. The only remaining possibility which meets the criteria set forth in (2), (3), (5) and (6) seems
to be that the mental event referred to in (6)—the re-emergence of
mind from the attainment of cessation—might be caused by an event
from a continuum other than C: only thus cduld it be caused by an
event phenomenologically similar to it (and thus mental) and temporally contiguous with it. But this possibility is meant to be ruled
out by (4); an entailment of the fact that any given continuum can be
individuated from any other is (at least for Vaibhasika theorists) that
mental events in one continuum cannot act as necessary conditions—
in the sense intended by (2)—for mental events in another. The upshot
is that the re-emergence of mind referred to in (6) can be accounted
for only by modifying one or more of the conditions outlined here.
This provides the dynamic tension underlying the debates outlined in
Sections 2.1-2.3.
The debates in the Treasury suggested several possible ways of
modifying the requirements set out in (2)-(6). The Vaibhasika position (Section 2.3.1) modified (2) by allowing that, although any given
event required for its occurrence an event of the same type, this event
need not be temporally contiguous with its result. Thus, for the Vaibhasika, the last mental event before entry into the attainment of cessation could properly be described as the necessary condition for the
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re-emergence of mental events (perhaps after a substantial temporal
gap) in that same continuum. The central difficulty with this solution
to the problem, as I have already suggested, is the entailment that
non-existent events—in this case the long past final mental event
before entry into the attainment of cessation—can have causal efficacy. This is intuitively a little odd; it is difficult to see how something
which doesn't exist can bring anything about unless there are specifiable causal intermediaries between it and its postulated effect. The
Vaibhasika theorists themselves were well aware of this and even
stated it explicitly and precisely themselves (though in a rather different context): 'A non-existent can effect nothing/ 50 They are therefore
forced to bring into play at this point their celebrated thesis that
'everything exists', which means simply that (temporally) past events
still exist just insofar as they are able to be objects of cognition and
referents of linguistic formulations of various kinds. An extension of
this thesis, required by problems such as that under discussion here,
is that past events are also, in special cases, able to exert causal influence. Vaibhasika theorists, though, were never able to give an account
which proved satisfactory to the remainder of the Buddhist intellectual
world, of just how this could work—why, for example, does a long
past event exert causal efficacy at one particular later time rather than
another?—or of how it could be reconciled with another fundamental
pan-Buddhist thesis which states that all existents are momentary.
A contrast to the Vaibhasika position is that held by Sautrantika
theorists (Section 2.3.2). The Sautrantikas also feel that they must
modify (2), though they do so by adjusting the requirement that the
necessary condition for the occurrence of any event must be
phenomenologically similar to it. They suggest, in effect, that the
necessary condition for the occurrence of the first mental event in a
continuum which has until that point been without mental events for
a while can be a physical event, or at least a somewhat peculiar mixture
of physical events and mental potentialities. The Sautr.antikas call this,
as I have shown, the physical body 'seeded' with mental events. This,
as other Buddhist critics have pointed out, is a metaphor rather than
an argument. If pushed it reduces either to the position that: (i) there
really are mental events in the attainment of cessation—and thus (5)
is rejected; or (ii) the re-emergence of mind referred to in (6) is actually
caused by purely physical events—and thus (2) is modified. The Sautrantika tends, I think, more towards (i) than (ii); the dualism between
mental events and physical events which has been perceptible in
virtually all the Buddhist theorists discussed so far runs deep enough
that it cannot easily be forfeited. The one thing that Buddhists are
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almost universally reluctant to do is to allow that an event of either
class, mental or physical, can act as a sufficient condition for the
occurrence of an event belonging to the other. This is not to say that
there can, from the various Buddhist perspectives on the relations
between the physical and the mental, be no causal relations between
mental and physical events. The discussions of sensory consciousness
and 'contact' in the debate between Vasumitra and Ghosaka (Section
2.3.3) show that some forms of causal interaction are required; Buddhists are not adherents of Leibnizian parallelism. However, they also
will not allow that, in the complete absence of mental events, any
given physical event can bear a relationship of sufficient conditionality
to any given mental event; at most it can be an adjunct necessary
condition. I suggest, then, that the Sautrantika metaphor of 'seed', in
this instance at least, tends to reduce to position (ii), and to suggest
that there really are mental events in the attainment of cessation, even
if they are mental events which are, in some undefined sense, inactive
or unmanifest.
This is clearly also Vasumitra's view (Section 2.3.3) with his postulation of an 'unmanifest thinking consciousness' in the attainment of
cessation. He wishes to escape the dilemma by rejecting (5) and allowing as the cause for the mental event described in (6) other mental events which are directly temporally contiguous with it. The
lengthy debate between Vasumitra and Ghosaka on the logical implications of suggesting that consciousness of some kind endures in
the attainment of cessation is important because it illustrates effectively the essentially intentional model of consciousness with which
the Vaibhasikas were working. For them, any moment of consciousness always has an intentional object, and Ghosaka concludes from
this that the presence of an intentional object entails the occurrence
of sensation and of all the other mental events which go with it. Put
differently, adherence to the intentional model of consciousness entails that there can be no 'unmanifest' consciousness—no consciousness without an object—as Vasumitra wishes to suggest. Vasumitra
seems to have no effective answer to Ghosaka's criticisms, since such
an answer would require the development of a model of consciousness different from that standardly held by the Vaibhasikas, and
Vasumitra appears not to have taken that step.
None of the alternatives discussed by Vasubandhu in the Treasury,
then, appears to be entirely satisfactory, even in terms of the intellectual system within which it operates. The requirements of that system, with its rigid separation between mental and physical events
and its equally tight and specific causal requirements, mean that
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there is no way of adequately accounting for the attainment of cessation as this was canonically defined. Many philosophical problems
outlined in this chapter have their parallels to those discussed in the
first chapter on the Theravadin attempts to deal with this issue; the
major difference lies in the greater rigour with which the Vaibhasika
theorists state the problem, and in the realization, explicitly stated in
the debate between Vasumitra and Ghosaka that a full and consistent
answer to the difficulty would require the construction of a different
model of consciousness to the intentional one espoused by both Theravadins and Vaibhasikas. This, in essence, is what the Yogacarin
theorists attempted, and the third chapter of this study will deal in
outline with their use of the attainment of cessation to demonstrate the
existence of a different kind of consciousness.

CHAPTER THREE

THE ATTAINMENT OF
CESSATION IN THE
YOGACARA
TRADITION
3.1 THE YOGACARA TRADITION: HISTORY AND
TEXTS
The origins of the Yogacara tradition in India are largely lost to us.
The few available pieces of evidence are sufficiently problematic that
it is difficult to draw any definite historical conclusions. We simply do
not know exactly when, where or, in any detail, why Indian Buddhist
thinkers began to develop those philosophical views which have come
to be judged by Buddhist historians and Western scholars as especially
characteristic of the Yogacara.1
The most that can be said with anything approaching certainty is
that there begins to become apparent, in some Indian Buddhist texts
composed after the second century AD or thereabouts, an increasing
stress on the philosophical importance of considering and analyzing
the nature of consciousness and the cognitive process. Such questions had, naturally, been of significance for Buddhist thinkers long
before the second century AD, but both the ways in which they are
discussed by adherents of the Yogacara after this period and, in
many cases, the philosophical conclusions drawn by such thinkers,
are new. This novelty was in large part prompted by an increasing
awareness on the part of Buddhist systematic thinkers that there are
problems inherent in the largely intentional model of consciousness
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which had, until the development of the Yogacara, been standard.
Among these are the fact that it is very difficult to give a coherent
account of the attainment of cessation.2 An outline account of these
new emphases will be given in Section 3.2 and related to the attainment of cessation in Sections 3.3 and 3.4; at this point, I want simply
to give a historical overview of the development of the Yogacara. In
order to do this I shall designate four major phases of the Yogacara
tradition and will outline the major textual resources available for the
study of each.
The first phase can be called the pre-systematic and includes the
scattered mentions of key Yogacara themes in sacred texts—texts
known as sutras, purporting to contain the words of the Buddha but
clearly in these cases, composed long after the time of the Buddha—
which span a period from the second to the fourth centuries AD. The
key phrase here is one which suggests (although its interpretation is
not without problems) that the universe in toto is a mental phenomenon, that the only thing which actually exists is mind.3 This is a key
Yogacarin emphasis. The earliest surviving version of this phrase
occurs in a sacred text originally composed in Sanskrit but now extant
only in Chinese translation; the Chinese translation can be dated fairly
precisely to 179 AD, which means that the Sanskrit original must
have been composed before that date. Thereafter, the assertion that
everything is mind occurs not infrequently in sacred texts, until the
famous and explicit uses of it in the Sacred Text Which Reveals What is
Hidden (Samdhinirmocanasutra) from (perhaps) the fourth century AD.4
These increasingly explicit statements of the idea that the cosmos is
simply a mental phenomenon are in no sense philosophically systematic, largely because of the genre of the material in whidv.they
appear. Texts of this kind do not provide analytical philosophical
discussion since they are intended to present the word of the Buddha to his faithful hearers; for such analytical discussion we must
turn to the texts of the next major phase of the Yogacara tradition.
This phase may be called the early systematic and is preserved for
us in the text called Stages of Spiritual Practice (Yogacarabhumi) and in

what have come to be known, following the Tibetan tradition, as the
'five books of Maitreya'. The historical and critical problems surrounding these works are enormous; most of them centre upon
questions of date and authorship, issues which fortunately are of
only marginal relevance for this study. Here I shall do no more than
note the textual resources available for the study of this phase of the
Indian Yogacara tradition and provide some pointers towards the
major historical controversies currently under debate by scholars
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working in this field. Representing the early systematic phase of Indian Yogacara, then, we have four works of major importance: The
Stages of Spiritual Practice (Yogacarabhumi), The Ornament of the Sacred
Texts of the Great Vehicle (Mahayanasutralamkara), The Discrimination Between Middle and Extremes (Madhyantavibhaga) and The Discrimination
Between Things and Reality (Dharmadharmatavibhaga).5

The first, Stages of Spiritual Practice, has already been mentioned.
This is an enormous work, partially extant in Sanskrit and entirely
extant in both Tibetan and Chinese;6 it is attributed, almost unanimously by both the Buddhist traditions and by much contemporary
Western scholarship, to Asanga, perhaps the most famous and influential of the Indian Yogacara theorists, a philosopher who probably
lived at the end of the fourth and the beginning of the fifth century
AD.7 This attribution is in fact not unproblematic; it is more probable
that the Stages is, as Lambert Schmithausen has suggested, a scholastic compilation rather than the work of a single author, since it seems
to show internal evidence of growth and change.8 This hypothesis
does not, of course, exclude the possibility that Asanga had a hand
in at least some parts of the text as it now stands. The Stages, then,
is an invaluable and encyclopaedic source for the early systematic
phase of the Yogacara tradition, It evidences many characteristically
Yogacarin emphases but does not develop them to the full and systematic extent visible in the later phases of the Yogacara.
The last three works mentioned differ from the Stages in that they
all consist of verses together with a prose commentary or commentaries. The verses alone, in all three cases, are attributed by the Tibetan tradition to the semi-mythical celestial figure of Maitreya,9 and,
whether or not this attribution is regarded as historically meaningful
or acceptable, it is certainly the case that the verse-texts alone are
sufficiently terse to make developing a philosophical analysis based
only upon them problematic in the extreme. They were not in fact
read this way within the Indian traditions; there are major prose
commentaries to each of them produced by later (or in some cases
almost contemporaneous) Indian Buddhist thinkers, and it is
through the medium of such later commentaries that these texts are
best approached. When they are so approached—as they invariably
will be when they are used in this study—the result is that we gain
access not to what I am calling the early systematic phase of Indian
Yogacara, but rather to some later phase represented by the commentators). 10 Thus no more need be said about these early systematic
verse-texts here, important though they are for a full historical understanding of the tradition.
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The third stage in the development of the Indian Yogacara, and for
the purposes of this study by far the most important, is what I shall
call the 'classical' stage. This is associated above all with works by
Asanga and Vasubandhu, the two greatest scholastic thinkers of middle-period Indian Buddhism. Something has already been said about
Vasubandhu and his relationship to the Vaibhasika tradition in Sections 2.1 and 2.2, and a fairly detailed discussion of the historical
problems surrounding any attempt to date Vasubandhu will be found
in the notes to those sections. I shall adopt the position that Asanga
was a somewhat earlier contemporary of Vasubandhu, that their joint
period of intellectual activity occurred probably towards the end of the
fourth and the beginning of the fifth centuries AD, and that together
they laid the systematic foundations for all later Yogacara thought in
China and Tibet as well as India.
The textual resources for the study of this classical period are substantial: from Asanga's hand we have the Compendium of the Great
Vehicle (Mahayanasamgraha) and the Summary of Metaphysics (Abhidharmasamuccaya), as well as whichever parts of the Stages of Spiritual

Practice can properly be attributed to him.11 Both the Compendium and
the Summary will be used extensively in the discussion that follows.
From Vasubandhu we have commentaries upon two texts from the
'early systematic' period, a commentary to Asanga's Compendium,
and three important short works—The Twenty Verses, The Thirty
Verses and the Treatise on the Three Aspects.12 These works also will be

of importance for the discussion that follows.
The fourth and final stage in the development of Indian Yogacara
consists in the commentarial stage. All texts mentioned thus far attracted the attention of later commentators, some of whom, notably
Dharmapala, Sthiramati and Asvabhava, developed the ideas contained therein and added interesting new philosophical emphases.
The extent of this literature is enormous, and since I shall make only
occasional and partial use of it in what follows (notably of Sthiramati's
commentaries to Asanga's Summary of Abhidharma and Vasubandhu's
Thirty Verses and of Asvabhava's commentaries to the The Ornament
of the Sacred Texts of the Great Vehicle and to Asanga's Compendium of

the Great Vehicle13), it requires no more than a mention here.
The production of texts in this tradition naturally continued outside India, especially in China and Japan and to a lesser extent in
Tibet. The major centre today for the study of the Yogacara in all its
historical and cultural forms is Japan: the almost unbelievable quantity
of first-rate scholarship on the history and philosophy of Buddhism
currently being produced in Japan can be seen at its best in the area
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of Yogacara studies, and it is also in this area that the contrast with
Western scholarship is most striking. Yogacara thought, whether in
its Indian, Tibetan, Chinese or Japanese forms, has been and remains
neglected by most Western scholars studying Buddhism. There are
signs that this is changing, but it will be a long time before Western
scholarship can approach the achievements of Japanese scholars in
this area, if indeed it ever happens. My own debts to Japanese scholarship in what follow are substantial.
In summary, then, the Yogacara tradition as discussed in this
study should be understood as a clearly enunciated set of philosophical positions, -expressed classically in Sanskrit texts by Asanga and
Vasubandhu dating from the fourth and fifth centuries AD.

3.2 THE YOGACARA TRADITION: KEY
PHILOSOPHICAL IDEAS
3.2.1 Ontology: Representation and Mind
The basic ontological question—what is there in the world?—is
answered unambiguously by the Indian Yogacara theorists of the
classical period: they say that there is nothing but mind (cittamatra).
Many ways of making this assertion are found in the texts, and there
are many synonyms used for the basic term 'mind', but the central
point is always the same. Vasubandhu makes a classical and clear
statement of this position at the beginning of his Twenty Verses.14
There he says that the entire cosmos—standardly divided into three
'realms' by Buddhist cosmologists15—is nothing but 'representation'
(vijhapti). This is a technical term which, in contexts such as this,
refers to all mental events with intentional objects, all mental events
wherein something is 'represented' or communicated to the experiencer. This means that, for example, all instances of sense-perception are necessarily also instances of 'representation'. If, as we
have seen was the case for the Vaibha$ika theoreticians, consciousness is conceived exclusively on an intentional model, involving the
idea that to be conscious is always to be conscious of something, it
would seem that all mental events without remainder will have to be
understood as instances of 'representation' since all of them have
intentional objects and all of them thus 'represent' something to the
experiencer. This, I think, is what Vasubandhu intends in the Twenty
Verses. For him, the class of 'representations' is co-extensive with the
class of mental events in its entirety. This is suggested by his explicit
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identification of the term 'repiesentation' with 'mind' (citta)—the
most general of the many Buddhist terms denoting the mental.
This idea that all mental events are instances of representation is
not surprising given what has been said in the preceding chapter
about the significance of the intentional model of consciousness.
There is, however, an exception for the classical Yogacara theorists
(including Vasubandhu in his Yogacarin phases) to this general rule
that every act of consciousness must be intentional, an exception
which, though rarely stated unambiguously, seems to allow for a class
of mental events which are not intentional. This class is to be identified
with the 'store-consciousness'. The importance of this exception for an
understanding of the Yogacarin treatment of the attainment of cessation will become clear later in this chapter; that there is an exception
to the general rule of the i^itentionality of consciousness does not
affect the central ontological point being made, which is that all instances of experience which appear to be experiences of objects other
than themselves are actually nothing but representation, nothing but
mind.
The cosmos, then, is straightforwardly said to be nothing more
than mental events, and, as Vasubandhu points out, mental representations do not necessarily (perhaps necessarily do not, though
this interpretation is questionable) possess, or have as their intentional objects, physical objects external to the mind. Vasubandhu's
illustration of this point in the first verse of the Twenty Verses is illuminating: the cosmos, he says, is a series of representations of
non-existent objects in just the same way that a man with faulty
vision (the Sanskrit term used here, timira, can mean partial blindness or some eye-defect which results in double vision) sees things
which really aren't there, things which look like hairs but are really
only imperfections in the eye, or an image which appears to be of
two moons when there is really only one. In such cases, Vasubandhu suggests, there is no external object corresponding to the mental
representation, and he wishes to extend this analogy to all of the
objects in the three-realmed cosmos.
It might appear that these two examples—seeing what seems to be
a hair but is really a defect in the retina and seeing two moons where
there is really only one—have differing philosophical import. The
first might be taken to be an example not of seeming to see something which is really nonexistent, but rather of misinterpreting one's
perception of something that actually does exist. In contrast, the second (two moons) example seems unambiguously to be an instance of
seeing something which actually isn't there. Despite this apparent
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ambiguity I think Vasubandhu's central point is clear: he means to
speak only of seeing objects which actually do not exist; it is these to
which the (apparent) objects in the three-realmed cosmos are compared.16
There is clearly a radical difference between the ontology of the
Yogacarin theorists and that of the Vaibhasikas expounded in the
preceding chapter. There we saw a realistic and pluralistic substancebased ontology; here we find an idealistic-sounding firmly anti-substance ontology whose interest is centred almost exclusively upon the
workings of consciousness. The question of how and why the Yogacarin theorists developed this new ontology is largely a historical issue
and thus not strictly relevant to the purposes of this study. All that
need be said about it here is that the idealism of the classical Indian
Yogacara was slow to develop (it is not clearly expressed, for example,
in most of the Stages of Spiritual Practice, one of the earliest systematic
texts of the Yogacara tradition), and that it appears to have arisen out
of an attempt to make ontological generalizations from experiences
produced by meditative practices. Buddhist meditational practice has,
since the earliest times, included visualization techniques which,
among other things, are designed to 'deconstruct' the meditator's
everyday experience of enduring medium-sized perceptual objects
and to replace it with images over which the meditator has complete
control.17 Such techniques, when taken as relevant to and even necessary for the attainment of Nirvana, salvation, tend to encourage practitioners in the belief that the way things appear as a result of these
techniques is likely to be closer to the way they actually are than is the
everyday subject-object structure of experience. The important step
from the epistemological and psychological point that one can learn
to control to a very large extent—perhaps even completely—the nature of one's experience, to the metaphysical and ontological point
that all experience represents only itself appears not to have been a
difficult one for the Yogacara theorists to take.18
More important than the purely historical issue, though, is the
systematic one of exactly how the Yogacarin ontological position as
stated so far should be understood. There has been substantial disagreement among scholars, both Western and Japanese, as to whether
the Yogacarin ontology should properly be called idealistic.19 There is
disagreement, for example, on the question of whether Asanga and
Vasubandhu in the key classical texts already mentioned, are putting
forward a primarily epistemological point (that all we have access to
is mental representation) or a primarily ontological one (that mental
representation is all there actually is). Stated briefly, the position taken
in this study is that the ontology of the classical Indian Yogacara is
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strictly idealist in the sense that: (i) it explicitly denies that there are
any extra-mental entities, and (ii) its whole philosophical interest is
centred upon an examination of the workings of consciousness. I find
it impossible to understand the Twenty Verses, the Thirty Verses and
the Treatise on Three Aspects in any other way.
Support for this view of the classical Indian Yogacara may be
found by looking at the kinds of objection raised against it by Indian
philosophers. Vasubandhu outlines some of these objections in his
prose commentary to the second verse of the Twenty Verses, and it is
clear that they are just the kinds of question which have been asked
of idealists in the West. They amount to this: if all there is in the
world is mental events how can one explain the (apparent) spatiotemporal location of such events? How is it that these events are
intersubjective, that they are apparently perceived and experienced
simultaneously by a large number of different experiences? And finally, how is it that mental representations, which have no corresponding external object, can do the kinds of things which (real)
external objects can do? One's empty stomach is, after all, not satisfied by food eaten in a dream, and the sword-cuts suffered in a
dream-fight are not usually fatal.
I don't wish to pursue in detail Vasubandhu's answers to these
questions, given in the remainder of the Twenty Verses and, from a
rather different perspective, in the Thirty Verses. It must suffice to say
that he uses examples of dream and collective hallucination to try
and show that limitation in time and place, intersubjectivity and
causal efficacy can all be explained on the 'nothing but representation' model. There are, as might be expected, severe philosophical
problems with this attempt, but they are not directly relevant to the
purposes of this study. I shall simply note, therefore, that Vasubandhu asserts unambiguously that only mental events exist, whether
designated as 'representations', 'consciousness', 'mind' or 'the
thinking consciousness', and that, given this presupposition, his major attempt at explaining the intersubjective and collective nature of
our experience centres upon the image of the dream or the collective
hallucination! Thus, in the seventeenth verse of the Twenty Verses
(upper case) and in his prose commentary thereto (lower case) Vasubandhu says:
ONE WHO HAS NOT WOKEN UP DOES NOT UNDERSTAND
THAT THE THINGS HE SEES IN A DREAM DO NOT EXIST (17cd)
In this way the world sleeps, its sleep impregnated with the
habit-patterns of false mental construction, seeing unreal objects as
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though in a dream; not being awake one does not properly
understand that these [objects] do not exist. But when one awakes
obtaining that transcendent knowledge which makes no false
constructions and which acts as an antidote to that [false
construction], then, as a result of being face-to-face with a
subsequently attained pure mundane knowledge, one properly
understands that the objects of sense-perception do not exist. The
principle is the same [in the case of awakening from a dream as in
the case of realizing that the objects of sense-perception do not
exist].20

Buddhas, enlightened beings, are of course those who are fully
awake (this is one of the meanings of the verbal root from which the
term 'Buddha' is derived), and Vasubandhu here suggests that when
one is fully awake one will realize that external objects do not exist
and that the only thing which does exist is 'mind' or 'representation'.
And it is precisely upon the nature of the mental, the operations of
consciousness in constructing a world of experience, that all the attention of the Yogacara theorists is focussed; it was primarily to explain its operations that they developed the theory of the 'three aspects' (trisvabhava) under which experience—which, it must be
remembered, is all that there is—functions. To this theory I now
turn.

3.2.2 The Functioning of Mind
The idea that experience has three aspects21 is fundamental to Yogacarin soteriology and epistemology. The notion is a complex one and
will not be given a systematic and complete exposition in what follows; I shall concentrate upon those elements of the theory which will
be of most relevance for understanding the Yogacarin treatment of the
attainment of cessation.
At the beginning of a work devoted exclusively to discussing the
three aspects, Vasubandhu defines them thus:
The three aspects are the imagined, the relative, and the
perfected. This is said to be the profound thing which wise men
know.
That which appears is the relative because it occurs in dependence
upon conditions. The way in which it appears is the imagined
because it is simply imagination.
The eternal non-existence of the mode of appearance of what
appears should be understood as the perfected aspect; this is
because it does not change.22
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The three aspects, then, are the 'imagined' (parikalpita), the 'relative' (paratantra) and the 'perfected' (parini$panna). These are not ontologically distinct; I have already suggested that for Vasubandhu
the only thing which actually exists is mind or representation. Thus
the three-aspect theory simply describes different ways in which
mind can function, different modes under which experience can appear to the experiencer.
The centrepiece of the theory is the relative aspect of experience.
This is simply identified with mind,23 mind undertood as experience
in toto. It is called 'relative' because, as Vasubandhu says in the extract quoted, it is 'dependent upon causes and conditions'. Asanga,
in his Compendium of the Great Vehicle, makes this a little more specific
If the relative aspect [of experience] is simply representation, the
basis for the appearance of external objects, in what sense is it
'relative' and why is it called 'relative'? [It is 'relative'] because it
issues from the seeds which are its own tendencies, and is thus
dependent upon conditions other [than itself]. It is called 'relative'
because as soon as it has arisen it is incapable of enduring by itself
for even a moment.24

This extract introduces some more technical terms which need explanation. Asanga tells us that the relative aspect of experience is
relative because it is causally dependent upon 'the seeds which are
its own tendencies'. Both 'seed' (bija) and 'tendency' (vasana) are extensively discussed by Asanga in the first chapter of his Compendium;
there he tells us that tendencies to do this or that—to be passionate,
to be hateful, to be greedy—are the result of seeds planted by previous actions. This point is illustrated with the exremely common image of the sesame seed. The sesame seed, itself 'perfumed' by the
plant which bore it with the 'tendency' to produce plants which are
similarly perfumed, produces the 'tendency' in the flowering plant
which grows from it to have a certain perfume, even though the seed
itself no longer exists; in just the same way, actions of any kind
produce (sow) seeds which in turn issue in 'tendencies' or 'capacities' which will have their effects upon the future actions of the original agent.25
The developed form of the seed-tendency theory, found in the
classical texts of the Yogacara, is essentially an attempt to formulate
a theory according to which it is possible to combine talk of tendencies
or capacities on the part of persons with a metaphysic which denies
(i) that there are enduring individuals, and (ii) that there are enduring
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events. This is one of the basic problems of Buddhist metaphysics, and
the peculiar Yogacarin answer to it involves the construction of a
theory of mind which goes a long way towards providing a theory
which can coherently allow for talk of capacities and tendencies belonging to persons. The cost, of course, is that the theory stands in
some tension with earlier Buddhist theories of the person, theories
which stress radical impermanence and are thus hard put to it to
account for enduring character traits.
However, in the extract from the Compendium quoted above the
seed-tendency theory is used only to explain what the 'relative' aspect of experience is relative to. It explains that the causes and conditions which govern the ways in which mind functions—the kinds of
experience which occur—are essentially the tendencies or habit-patterns produced in the mental life of that particular experiencer by his
past actions and intentions. This suggests that the relative aspect of
experience, which consists simply in mental representations, mental
events of all kinds, is all that there is, but that these mental events
can operate in different ways, appear under different aspects, according to the 'seeds' and 'tendencies' of the continuum of mental
events in which they occur. And this brings us to a consideration of
the other two aspects under which experience can occur: the imagined and the perfected.
Vasubandhu has already told us that the imagined is 'simply
imagination' and that it consists in the way in which things appear,
the way in which experience constructs a world for itself, in contrast
to the fact of its functioning which he identified with the relative
aspect of experience. Later in the same text he specifies exactly what
this means: the way in which experience functions (for all but enlightened beings) is as duality, in terms of the relationship between
subject and object. The imagined aspect of experience consists essentially in dualism, a subject-object structure which does not reflect the
way things (according to this theory) actually are. It should be
remembered that there is no radical ontological distinction between
the relative and the imagined aspects of experience: the latter is simply a mode of the former, a way in which the former sometimes
functions or appears. This intimate link between the relative and the
imagined is illustrated by the fact that the important technical term
'imagination of the unreal' (abhutaparikalpa), while used normally of
the relative aspect, is also sometimes applied to the imagined aspect.
The identification of the imagined aspect of experience with a dualistic subject-object structure is made especially clear in Vasubandhu's
commentary to the Discrimination Between Middle and Extremes and in
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Sthiramati's sub-commentary to that work. Vasubandhu begins in
that text by defining the dual structure which is essential to the
imagined aspect of experience: he says that it consists simply in the
imaginative construction of a dichotomy between subject and object.
It is precisely this, he says, which is the 'imagination' of the 'unreal'.
Sthiramati goes on to say:
The term 'imagination of the unreal' means either that in which
the duality [of subject-object] is imagined, or, alternatively, that by
which such a duality is imagined. The use of the word 'unreal'
indicates that one imaginatively constructs this [world] through the
categories of subject and object, when [in fact] it does not exist
[according to those categories]. The use of the word 'imagination'
indicates that external objects do not exist in the way that they are
imagined. In this way it had been made clear that the defining
characteristic of this [imagination of the unreal] is completely free
from [the duality of] subject and object.26
Here Sthiramati explains that the imagination of the unreal, which
links the first (relative) aspect of experience to the second (imagined)
aspect of experience, is characterized by duality, the duality of subject and object, and that in actuality there are neither subjects nor
objects. He continues:
What then is this [imagination of the unreal]? Broadly speaking,
the imagination of the unreal is the [totality of] mind and mental
phenomena which relate to past, present and future, which consist
in causes and effects, which belong to the three-realmed cosmos,
which have no beginning, which issue in Nirvana and which
conform to Samsara. Specifically, though, it is the imagination of
subject and object. Here, 'imagination of object' means
consciousness appearing as living beings and inanimate objects; and
'imagination of subject' means [consciousness] appearing as that
representation which is the 'self'.27
Here it becomes especially clear that the distinction between the
imagined and relative aspects of experience is phenomenological
rather than substantive. Sthiramati makes it clear that the 'imagination of the unreal' is simply everything there is, every kind of mental
phenomenon; the list of 'mind and mental phenomena' in the extract
translated above is meant simply as a series of different ways of
saying 'all mental phenomena'—those which occur in any time,
which are caused or have effects, which issue in salvation or which
belong to the world of rebirth and suffering. There is no remainder.
This inclusive definition, it will be remembered, is also the definition
of the first aspect of experience, the relative. That too is the same as
mind or mental representation, which in turn is simply, according to
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classical Indian Yogacara, what there is in the world. Thus there is a
sense in which the first aspect of experience and the second are identical; the difference between them is one of mode or phenomenological
flavour. Vasubandhu says in the Treatise on the Three Aspects, as I
have already noted, that the relative aspect of experience is simply
experience as it appears; the imagined aspect of experience is that
same experience (which is all there is) appearing in the mode of a
subject—a person—cognizing objects. Both of these are called 'imagination of the unreal' because, ontologically speaking, there are
neither persons nor objects; there is only experience.
There is a similar identity-in-difference between the relative and
perfected aspects of experience. The perfected is tersely defined by
Vasubandhu in the Treatise on the Three Aspects as the absence of
duality28 and more extensively by Asanga in the Compendium as the
complete absence of the imagined aspect of experience.29 The major
point is that the perfected aspect of experience is that wherein
experience just occurs, no longer characterized by the (imagined)
duality of subject and object. This perfected aspect of experience,
then, is also not ontologically distinct from the relative aspect (or the
imagined aspect), since the relative is all there is. It is simply the
relative aspect of experience occurring without (erroneously) constructive mental activity. It is also, of course, the kind of experience
possessed by Buddhas.
It should have become clear in the course of the preceding brief
and somewhat abstract account of the three-aspect theory of experience developed by the classical Yogacara that what we are dealing
with here is essentially a theory of the ways in which consciousness
operates, the ways in which mental activity occurs. It's true that this
theory is apparently based upon an ontological postulate, that only
mental events exist (Section 3.2.1), but it is equally true that this
ontological postulate is not, for the most part, where the central interest of the Yogacara theorists lay. They were concerned primarily with
describing the operations of consciousness and suggesting how they"
might be modified with the soteriological goal of producing the experience of Buddhas, a ceaseless stream of 'perfected experience'. To this
end they developed a theory of mind substantially different from
those already surveyed in Chapters One and Two of this study, and
to this, most especially to the idea of the 'store-consciousness' (alayavijnana), I shall turn in Section 3.2.3. Before doing so, though, all that
has been said in the preceding pages about the ontological importance of mental representations and the complex relationships
among the three aspects of experience needs to be drawn together;
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that can hardly be done better than by using one of the many similes
used by the Yogacara theorists to explain their position. I shall use
the simile of the magically produced elephant,30 given in many Yogacara texts31 but stated concisely and clearly in the Treatise on the Three
Aspects. There Vasubandhu says:
It [viz: the three aspects of experience considered collectively] is
just like something which, being made by magic using incantations,
appears as an elephant. In such a case there is nothing but an
appearance; there is no elephant at all.(27)
The elephant is the imagined aspect [of experience] and its
appearance is the relative; the non-existence of the elephant in such
a case is considered to be the perfected [aspect of experience].(28)
Thus the imagination of what does not exist appears, based upon
the underlying consciousness, as duality [of subject and object]. But
duality is completely non-existent; there is nothing but appearance
in such a case. (29)
The underlying consciousness is like the magical spell; reality is
considered to be like the wooden object [from which the magician
constructed his elephant-illusion]; imagination should be undertood
as like the appearance
of the elephant; duality is like the
elephant. (30)32
The analogy used here presents the following picture: we have a
magician using spells to construct, for some onlookers, the illusion
of an elephant. The raw material used for this illusion—the magician's props—are some pieces of wood. The process begins with the
use of a mantra or magical spell; this is the efficient cause for the
appearance of the illusion in question. This, Vasubandhu tells us,
corresponds to the 'underlying consciousness', a synonym for the
already mentioned 'store-consciousness', to be discussed further in
Section 3.2.3. It is by the constructive operations of the mind, here
corresponding to the magical power used by the magician, that the
illusory elephant is created, and it is the 'appearance' or representation of this elephant in the mind which Vasubandhu identifies with
the relative aspect of experience. This identification points up the
fact that what the classical Indian Yogacara means by the relative
aspect of experience is simply the totality of (intentional) mental
events, all the mental images that actually occur. In the case of the
illusory elephant, the mental image or representation that actually
occurs is simply one that can appropriately be labelled 'elephant'—
without, of course, such occurrence and such labelling entailing or
even suggesting anything about the ontological status of the elephant
in question.
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The imagined aspect of experience, then, continuing to interpret
the analogy already set forth, is the way in which the experience of
the elephant occurs; not merely the occurrence of the experience, but
also the occurrence of the experience in subject-object mode, expressible in the proposition 'I am now seeing an elephant'. This
proposition, according to classical Yogacara theory, erroneously hypostasizes two entities: the subject doing the perceiving and the object
being perceived. Neither has any real existence on this theory, and to
think that they do—or rather, for experience to occur within these
categories—is precisely to be subject to the imagined aspect of experience and thus to hold as true a whole series of propositions which,
on this theory, are manifestly false.
At this point it might appropriately be asked what it might be like
to experience an elephant, magically created or otherwise, without
doing so through the medium of subject-object categories. While no
explicit answer is given to this, the classical Yogacara theorists are
quite clear that to experience things without such experience being
filtered through subject-object categories is precisely to experience
them in the perfected mode. The interpretation given by Vasubandhu
of the perfected aspect of experience in the case of the magically
created elephant stresses that it involves (at least) the realization of the
truth of the propositions 'no elephant exists' and (remembering that
the magician in the example used pieces of wood as the material basis
for the magical creation) 'what actually exists is the wood from which
the magician created the elephant in question'. It does not seem that,
by identifying the pefected aspect of experience with 'reality'33 (in
verse 30 of the extract quoted earlier) and by correlating this 'reality'
with the pieces of wood used by the magician, Vasubandhu intends
to suggest that there actually is some material sub-stratum from which
the magical illusion of the cosmos is created. In fact, the treatment of
the same simile in another Yogacara text extends the analogy and
makes clear what is meant: it is said that just as the pieces of wood
used by the magician are the material cause for the perception of an
illusory elephant, so the imagination of the unreal (identified here
with the relative aspect of experience) is the material cause of the
judgement T am perceiving an elephant'. Experience in its perfected
aspect simply sees (in the former case) that what there is is not an
elephant but some pieces of wood and, in the latter case, that what
there is is not a subject perceiving an object but simply the (erroneously) constructive functioning of the 'imagination of the unreal'.34
To summarize, the three-aspect theory of experience developed by
the classical Indian Yogacara was intended primarily as a descriptive
analysis of how consciousness actually functions. It suggests that
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consciousness is usually intentional, which means that, phenomenologically speaking, it usually operates dualistically. And this is the
imagined aspect of experience. Further, it suggested that the nature
of those representations or mental images which make up the flow of
everyday consciousness is dependent upon causes and conditions;
this is the characteristically Yogacarin way of expressing the panBuddhist assumption that everything is caused (for a discussion of
which view in its Theravada form see Section 1.5). And this aspect of
experience is called the relative. Finally, the three-aspect theory suggests that it is possible for experience to function nondualistically: this
is the perfected experience of enlightened beings, the phenomenological nature of which is sometimes said by the texts to be strictly ineffable, but which clearly involves at least a realization (and an expressible
realization) that everything is just mind or just representation. It is
with this realization that the connection between the three-aspect
theory and the ontological points made in Section 3.2.1 becomes
apparent: while the three-aspect theory may be intended primarily
as a descriptive analysis of experience, it makes sense only within
the context of the (ontological) theory that what there is is just mind.
But there is more to the Yogacara theory of consciousness even than
this. The term 'store-consciousness' has already been introduced, and
since the elaboration of this concept, involving as it does an important
move away from the intentional model of consciousness used by the
Vaibhasikas and largely presupposed by the three-aspect theory, is of
central and direct relevance to the Yogacarin treatment of the attainment of cessation, I shall now briefly describe it.

3.2.3 The Store-Consciousness
The 'store-consciousness' theory, perhaps the most prominent defining characteristic of the philosophical systems developed by the
theoreticians of classical Indian Yogacara, is best understood as an
attempt to systematize an image. The image, already pointed to, is
that of seed and growth; its philosophical purpose is to provide a
picture by means of which Buddhist thinkers could try to make sense
of the experienced facts of the continuity of personal identity, such
things as memory, continuity of character traits, the continuing sense
that each person has of himself as identifiably an individual, identifiably different from other individuals and identifiably the same person
as he was in the past. Accounting for such experienced facts (the
existence of which, interestingly, no Buddhist thinker makes any
serious attempt to deny) becomes a problem, as I have already suggested, when thinking philosophically within the constraints of a
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system which holds it to be axiomatic that there are no enduring
substances, and, ex hypothesi, that there are no enduring substances
to which personal proper names refer. Without such enduring substances, it is unclear how the experienced facts of personal continuity can be explained, and the problem is made significantly more
pressing when the axiom that there are no enduring substances to
which personal proper names refer is held together with other, almost equally basic, axioms about the efficacy of action, which is to
say of karma.
Briefly, the point is this: Buddhist theoreticians have consistently
held as true both the axiom that there are no persons (if persons are
understood as enduring substances) and the axiom that every morally qualified volitional action has morally qualified volitional effects
upon its agent in the future. The second axiom—which encapsulates
in over-simplified form the essentials of Buddhist theories about karma, about action and its effects—seems to require a degree of continuity between the agent of an action and the experiencer of its
result which is prima facie somewhat difficult to reconcile with the
first axiom. It seems to require that, in some more-or-less strong
sense, the person performing an action at time T be 'the same' as the
person experiencing the results of that action at (say) T-plus-100. We
have here, then, two logically separable but historically closely related issues. The first is a problem of explanation: how is it that the
experienced facts of personal continuity (including, of course, the
issue of rebirth, of multiple lives experienced by 'the same' individual) can be explained while still holding to the truth of the no-self
axiom? The second is a problem of internal consistency: how can the
axioms dealing with the efficacy of action and its 'location' in persons
be coherently combined with the axioms which deny the continued
existence of such persons?
The history of Buddhist attempts to deal with these issues is a long
and complex one; its details are far beyond the scope of this study.35
I mention it here only to point to the rationale underlying the development of theories about the store-consciousness. I have already
said that the store-consciousness may best be understood as an attempt to systematize an image; the image in question, that of seed
and growth, was used by Buddhist thinkers long before the period of
the classical Yogacara and was particularly prominent in the works
of the Sautrantika theorists.36 In its unsy sterna tized form the image
merely says that each action deposits 'seeds' in the continuum of
caused momentary events which comprises the 'person' who performed the action, and that these seeds may have no immediate effects
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upon that continuum. Only later will they 'mature' and bear fruit,
which means that only later will they have specifiable effects upon the
future of that continuum wherein they were originally planted.
The use of such an image immediately raises questions: where, for
example, are the seeds located while they are ripening? Real seeds
require a locus, a basis, some earth in which to grow. Can the seedimage be extended in this way, and if it can what sort of locus or
basis is intended? The Sautrantika theorists, who first made extensive use of the seed-image, did not provide a systematic answer to this
question. The systematic answer provided by the Yogacarin theorists
was simply that there is such an enduring locus or basis and that it
is called the store-consciousness. Indeed, one of the majcr descriptive
epithets applied to the store-consciousness is 'that which possesses all
seeds'. Asanga, in the first chapter of his Compendium of The Great
Vehicle, describes the store-consciousness in such terms, and the
same epithet is used in almost all Indian Yogacara texts of the classical period.37
The essential point is that the store-consciousness is a philosophical construct designed to account conceptually for the kinds of continuity issue mentioned above, and that the major way in which it
does this is through what I have been calling the seed-tendency
theory. Briefly stated, this theory suggests that an agent's actions
sow seeds in that agent's store-consciousness; these seeds in turn
, produce—or, perhaps more accurately, simply are—tendencies,
character traits, future possibilities of action. They are located in the
store-consciousness and will mature and have their effects upon the
( functions and activities of the agent in the future.
r,,. That the store-consciousness is an ad hoc category, designed to
$4eai with philosophical problems which could not, on the prevailing
vVaibhasika and Sautrantika models of consciousness, effectively be
^explained, is shown strikingly by the ways in which the existence of
such a consciousness is argued for by the theorists of classical Yogacara. Such arguments (to be treated in more detail in Section 3.3) are
c almost always of two kinds. The first is scriptural and hermeneutical—
rto the effect that the historical Buddha really intended to speak of the
£ store-consciousness, even though the record of his pronouncements
is scarcely explicit as to his having done so;38 these scriptural arguments, while vital for the tradition itself and fascinating for the histoi^rian of Buddhism, are not of primary interest for the historian of ideas.
^Members of the second class of arguments usually have the form of
^negative counterfactuals: without X, Y would not have occurred. Or,
^Without X, Y cannot be explained. And since Y (here standing for such
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phenomena as the experienced facts of the continuity of personal
identity, the enjoyment of karmic effect by 'the same person' as the
agent of the original action and trans-life continuity of personal identity) does occur and requires explanation, X (here representing the
store-consciousness) must necessarily exist. Such argument-forms are
scattered throughout the texts of classical Indian Yogacara; I shall
point to just a few examples.
First, arguments of this form link the store-consciousness with the
process of rebirth. The store-consciousness 'grasps' or 'appropriates'
a new physical body after the death of the old, and thus the storeconsciousness provides the required trans-life principle of continuity.39 Second, arguments of this type are used to explain how the
processes of defilement by passion and purification from passion—
key soteriological ideas, of course for all of Buddhism—are possible.
The theorists of the classical Yogacara suggest that these processes,
which require that there be cumulative effects of good or bad actions
upon an agent, cannot properly be explained without postulating an
enduring locus for the karmic seed-tendencies of the purifying or
defiling actions in question.40
The major functions of the store-consciousness considered as a
category in classical Yogacara theory, then, are explanatory. It
should be clear even at this point, to anticipate the argument somewhat, that one of the phenomena which the store-consciousness
might be used to explain—which, in fact, it appears to have been in
part designed to explain—is that of the attainment of cessation. I shall
show in what follows that the classical eightfold proof of the existence
of the store-consciousness developed by Yogacara thinkers stresses
this explanatory function of the store-consciousness, and that the
attainment of cessation plays an important part therein. It should not
pass unremarked that the store-consciousness was thought of even by
those who defended it as an innovative and controversial idea; this is
sufficiently demonstrated by the fact that it was thought to need proof.
Uncontroversial ideas, in Buddhism or anywhere else, rarely need
proof. But before doing so, something more needs to be said about the
ontological status of the store-consciousness and its relationship to the
three-aspect theory of experience, since an understanding of these
questions will be important for a proper understanding of the Yogacara treatment of the attainment of cessation.
First, then, the question of ontological status: if the store-consciousness was constructed as an ad hoc explanatory category, and if
the kinds of problem it was designed to answer were essentially
those connected with continuity, is it regarded by classical Yogacara
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thinkers as possessing 'permanence', and if this does turn out to be
the case how is the inevitable tension with the earlier and theoretically
binding Buddhist stress on radical impermanence dealt with? The
Yogacara theorists were, of course, aware of this problem, since they
were not infrequently accused by non-Buddhist (and even some Buddhist) opponents of re-introducing a permanent self, a permanent
locus for the continuity of personal identity, into Buddhist theory.41
The standard reply to this accusation is simply that the store-consciousness too is impermanent, that the seeds and tendencies of which
it consists are transitory existents defined solely in terms of their
causal efficacy, and that the postulation of the store-consciousness
does not, therefore, offend against the Buddhist axiom of impermanence.42 The issue of whether this answer is philosophically satisfactory cannot be pursued here other than to note that it sounds suspiciously like an instance of special pleading. No Indian Buddhist
philosopher, simply in virtue of being such, could happily assent to
the proposition that any element of his system is permanent; but there
is no doubt that, considering the purposes for which the category of
the store-consciousness was developed and the ways in which it is
often discussed by Yogacara theorists, it approaches more closely to
permanence than any earlier Buddhist mode of discussing personal
identity. Nevertheless, the standard definitions assert simply that the
store-consciousness is itself composed of a series of momentary
(though self-reproducing) seed-tendencies.
The store-consciousness is clearly also related intimately to the
three-aspect theory of experience outlined in Section 3.2.2. Essentially it is the cause of the relative aspect of experience, since it is only
in virtue of the seeds and tendencies accumulated in the store-consciousness that conscious experience can occur at all.43 It is thus, by
extension, also the cause of the imagined and perfected aspects of
experience, since, as I have suggested, these differ one from another
only in the mode under which they operate.
However, the store-consciousness is not strictly identical with any
of the three modes of experience since—and this distinction will be
very important in what follows—those things in which it consists
(seeds and tendencies) do not produce experience while they remain
in the store-consciousness. Experience, understood in the sense of
conscious intentional mental events, happens only outside the storeconsciousness, when the seeds and tendencies therein 'mature'
to bring it about. This suggests an important conclusion: the storeconsciousness, even though it is in an instance of 'consciousness'
(vijhana) and thus should follow the standard Buddhist definitions of
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consciousness as something which cognizes, something which has
an intentional object,44 does not in fact consist of intentional mental
events. The classical Yogacara texts, in fact, are somewhat equivocal
about this; they show a marked disinclination for a straightforward
assertion that the store-consciousness simply consists of mental
events without objects though this is clearly the direction in which the
logic of their thought pushes them. Instead we find them saying that
the 'objects' of the store-consciousness are not such that an agent can
be consciously aware of them, that they are extremely subtle and that
conscious experience does not therefore occur in the store-consciousness.45 This represents a substantial change in the use of the Sanskrit
term I am translating as 'consciousness' and it was essentially this
change which made the distinctive Yogacara treatment of the attainment of cessation a possibility.46
In summary, then, the store-consciousness of the classical Yogacara theorists in India will be treated in this study as an ad hoc intellectual construct designed to account for problems of continuity in Buddhist theories of personal identity. It is, of course, much more than
this. It has substantial and interesting effects upon the soteriology of
the Yogacara theorists, but these effects—and indeed Yogacarin
soteriology as a whole—will have to remain almost entirely outside the
purview of this study.
3.3 THE EIGHTFOLD PROOF OF THE
STORE-CONSCIOUSNESS
From an early stage in the development of Yogacara thought, the
theorists of that tradition felt it necessary to demonstrate that their key
concept, that of the store-consciousness, played an essential explanatory function. Without it, they argue, it becomes impossible to explain,
among other things, the processes of death and rebirth, the interrelationships among the six sense-consciousnesses, and individual's
gradual purification through appropriate soteriological practice, and
his final attainment of Nirvana, and—most significant for the purposes of this study—both the fact of entering into and the possibility
of exiting from the attainment of cessation.
To formalize and systematize this demonstration, the Indian Yogacara thinkers of the classical and commentarial period developed an
eightfold proof. This proof is found, enshrined in a brief mnemonic
verse coupled with detailed prose exegesis, in substantially identical
form in both Asanga's Stages of Spiritual Practice and in Sthiramati's
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commentary to Asanga's Summary of Metaphysics.*7 My exposition
will be based upon this version of the proof of the existence of the
store-consciousness, though it is by no means the only one available.48 Each argument has the form of a negative conditional: without
the store-consciousness certain phenomena cannot be explained or
cannot occur, phenomena which do occur and which thus require an
explanation.

3.3.1 The Impossibility of Appropriating a New Body
The first argument has to do with the 'appropriation' or taking on
of a physical body and with the need to postulate the store-consciousness, or some functional equivalent, in order to explain this
process. According to standard pan-Buddhist (and indeed pan-Indian) theories about death and rebirth, every individual undergoes
more than one life and thus possesses more than one physical body
over time. Put differently, the individual does not cease to exist
when a particular physical body dies. This position is somewhat
modified in Buddhism because of idiosyncratic non-substantialist
theories about what an individual is. But in spite of such difficulties
it is still necessary for Buddhist theorists to provide some account of
how new bodies are 'appropriated7 at the beginning of new lives,
and the first argument suggests that no such account can be given
unless the existence of the store-consciousness is agreed to.
The first argument turns upon some important presuppositions,
the most significant of which are the definition of the six 'functioning
consciousness' (pravrtti-vijhana) and certain ideas about karma, action and its effects. The 'functioning consciousnesses' are the standard six sense-consciousnesses (the familiar five plus the mental consciousness—the organ of thought is, for Buddhists as for most
Indian theoreticians, just as much a sense as the eye or the ear). Each
of the six senses has a consciousness belonging to it; this means
simply that all intentional mental events may be divided into six
categories depending upon which sense-organ they are primarily related to. Thus we have 'visual-consciousness-events', mental events
which have as their object something cognized by the eye, and similar classes of event belonging to the other sense-organs. Further, the
occurrence of any specific mental event in any one of these categories can be completely explained (that is, an exhaustive categorization of its causes can be given) by listing certain events that are either
contemporaneous with or immediately preceding it. As our text puts
it:
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The functioning consciousnesses—for example the visual
consciousness—are caused by present conditions. In more detail
[this means that] the functioning of the six sense-consciousnesses
has been described as occurring on the basis of sense-organ,
sense-object, and attention [which are present conditions].

To rephrase this, the necessary and sufficient conditions for the occurrence of any mental event which has an intentional object are that
there be present, at time T, the appropriate sense-organ, a possible
object and attention to the object on the part of the experiencing
subject. Yet if this is true, and if a complete account of conscious
experience (the 'functioning consciousnesses') can be given without
reference to past events, then no place is allowed for the causal efficacy of karma, of actions performed in the past. And this in turn
would mean that no account could be given of why a particular individual 'appropriates' or takes on a particular body, rather than some
other, when reborn, since the event of being reborn cannot involve
any of the six functioning consciousnesses and thus has to be explained by the causal efficacy of past actions. And it is here that the
store-consciousness comes in as an explanatory category, for it is the
store-consciousness, caused as our text says by 'prior karmic formations', which can provide a locus for karmic effect and thus an explanation of how the rebirth process occurs. The store-consciousness
can function in this way because, unlike the six sense-consciousnesses, a complete causal account of its operations in terms of
present events cannot be given. Above all else, the store-consciousness provides a locus, a basis, a principle of continuity; in it karmic
effect can be located—largely through the image of seed and growth
—and thus by it the present causal efficacy of long past events can be
explained.
There are other ramifications to this somewhat complex first argument which I shall not enter into in any detail. Most of them can be
understood under the general rubric of the necessity for providing
continuity within the continuum of events that constitutes an individual, together with the need for providing an account of the way
in which past actions can have effect in the present. The structure of
the argument is the usual one of negative conditional: without the
store-consciousness there's no way to provide continuity or account
for the causal efficacy of past action since the only other possible
candidates—the six sense-consciousnesses—function only in terms
of present causes and conditions. Further details will be found in the
translation of the entire text in Appendix C.
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3.3.2 The Impossibility of Origination and Simultaneous
Functioning of the Sense-Consciousnesses
The second of the eight arguments runs thus: suppose that at time
T a person P desires to perceive with the senses a particular object O.
If the only kinds of consciousness which exist are the six transitory
sense-consciousnesses which, according to some Buddhist theories,
can function only one at a time, then: (1) Simultaneous cognition of
O with more than one sense-organ at T would be impossible; (2) The
initial moment of consciousness—either in a new life or with regard
to the perception of a particular object—could not be causally explained. The store-consciousness allows for both (1), the simultaneous functioning of more than one sense-organ, and (2), the initial
moment of consciousness. This argument stresses that without the
store-consciousness or something similar no explanation for (1) and
(2) can be given.
This argument also rests upon specific and somewhat technical
Buddhist ideas about causation already discussed in Chapter Two.
To briefly recapitulate, the theory says that for each and every moment of consciousness there must be an immediately (temporally)
preceding and (qualitatively) similar condition for its occurrence. The
radically discontinuous model of the functioning of consciousness
provided, for example, by the Vaibhasika theoreticians required that
for each moment of, say, visual consciousness there be an immediately
preceding moment of visual consciousness, and so for all the other
kinds of sense-consciousness. This model, according to the Yogacarins, will not explain the first moment of a particular kind of senseconsciousness in a particular continuum: where is the immediately
preceding and similar condition for the occurrence of visual consciousness in the mind of a man whose eyes have been closed for hours?
Neither, they say, will it explain the simultaneous functioning of
several different sense-consciousnesses, as when we see, hear, touch
and smell an object all at the same time. In contrast, the store-consciousness, say the Yogacarins, will provide such an explanation since
it can act as the immediately preceding and similar condition for every
moment of consciousness. This is the point of the common image of
waves and water used (though not explicitly as part of the eightfold
argument) to explain the relationship between the store-consciousness and the six sense-consciousnesses. In his Commentary to the
Thirty Verses Sthiramati says (quoting another unnamed text):
. . . when there is a condition for the arising of a single wave in a
great flood of water only a single wave occurs; and when there is a
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condition for the occurrence of two or three or many waves, then
just so many occur. [In such a case] it is not that the great flood of
water streaming along ceases to exist; it is simply that there is no
sense in designating it as such. Similarly, when there is a condition
for the occurrence of a single [sensej-consciousness based upon and
located in the store-consciousness—which is like a flood of
water—then only the visual consciousness functions [for example].
But if there is a condition for the arising of two or three
[sense]-consciousnesses, then as many as five may function at the
same time.49

We find here, then, another example of the store-consciousness being used as a principle of continuity, an explanatory category to account for phenomena difficult to explain on the model of radical
impermanence and discontinuity evidenced by both Theravada and
Vaibhasika theoreticians.

3.3.3 The Impossibility of Clear Mental Consciousness
The third argument approaches the problem of the simultaneous
functioning of different consciousnesses from a different angle, concentrating this time upon the operations of the mental consciousness
(manovijhana). Once again, according to standard Buddhist theory of
mind, the intentional objects of instants of mental consciousness
must themselves be mental events, which means that they must be
moments of cognition produced by the other five sense-consciousnesses. If, as the opponents of the store-consciousness theory suggest, different sense-consciousnesses cannot function simultaneously, then by the time the mental consciousness gets around to
considering those moments of cognition produced by other senseconsciousnesses they have receded into the past and what we have
is an instance not of sensory cognition (which must be of a present
object) but of memory. And memory-events, for Buddhists, are
phenomenologically distinct from sensory cognitions; the former are
indistinct or unclear whereas the latter are distinct or clear. Thus our
text says:
. . . at just the moment when one remembers an object
experienced in the past, mental consciousness functions in an
unclear manner. But the manner in which the mental
[consciousness] functions when its object is present is not unclear in
this way. . . .

And, continues the argument, since mental consciousness as a matter of fact does operate in a clear and distinct manner, its object must
be present. And this means that it must function simultaneously
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with those other sense-consciousnesses whose cognitions provide its
objects, and this in turn, as our text has already argued, can only be
the case if the existence of the store-consciousness is agreed to.
3.3.4 The Impossibility of Mutual Seeding
This argument begins from the observed fact that qualitatively different mental events—those that have mutually incompatible qualities or belong to mutually incompatible psycho-cosmic realms50—succeed one another very rapidly in most mental continuua. Thus, for
example, one can pass from a mental event which is unambiguously
ethically good, such as the impulse to donate food or land to the
monastic order, to one which is equally unambiguous in its ethical
negativity, such as sexual desire for one of the monks (or nuns) to
whom one was just about to donate. Given the following presuppositions: (1) that all mental events are caused by an immediately
preceding mental event, (2) that no two qualitatively incompatible
mental events can co-exist in a single continuum at the same time,
and (3) that no mental event can have as its cause a qualitatively
different mental event, it becomes somewhat difficult to provide a
causal explanation for the observed fact with which the argument
begins. This, so the Yogacarins would have us believe, is the position that we are left with by the metaphysical presuppositions of either
the Vaibhasikas or the Sautrantikas. The answer to the problem is the
store-consciousness, which can act as a locus within which mutually
incompatible 'seeds' can exist and have their respective effects.
The point of mentioning 'mutual seeding' as the summary title of
this argument is to criticize Sautrantika ideas about seed and growth:
that idea suggested that the sense-consciousnesses can mutually
'seed' (have direct causal effects upon) one another, and, by extension, that mental events with mutually incompatible qualities can act
as sufficient conditions for one another's occurrence. For the Yogacarins, by contrast, this is not possible. What is needed is a locus within
which seeds of qualitatively mutually incompatible mental events can
reside and from which they can mature. This is the understanding of
the seed and growth metaphor defended by the theorists of the classical Yogacara in India, and, of course, the required locus is identified
with the store-consciousness.
3.3.5 The Impossibility of Action
The term translated here as 'action' (karma) actually has a somewhat wider connotation in this context. It refers to the structures of
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experience in general or, perhaps more precisely, to mental action
which, given the ontological presuppositions of the Yogacara, is the
only kind of action there is in any case. It is explained in our text by
the term 'representation' (vijfiapti), a key Yogacarin technical term,
explained and discussed previously in Section 3.2.1 above. This, it will
be remembered, is an umbrella term us£d to refer to the processes of
the mental life in their entirety. What there is in the world, on this
theory, is consciousness representing itself to itself; the various ways
in which these representations appear (as subject, as object and so
forth) account for the fact that we ordinarily think of ourselves as
perceiving subjects seeing objects external to us. This subject-object
structure is fundamental to everyday experience and is further subdivided in this argument into four aspects, i.e., the inanimate universe, the animate universe (selves and other minds), the experience
of self as subject and the operations of cognition. The first two subdivisions are equivalent to the object aspect of the standard subject/
object division of experience, and the latter two are equivalent to the
subject aspect.
The essential point made in this fifth argument is that this fourfold
structure of experience is continually present; it makes no sense to
split it up and attribute it separately to each sense-consciousness, as
would have to be done if the store-consciousness is denied and it is
asserted that the sense-consciousnesses cannot operate simultaneously. The only way, argue the Yogacarin theorists, in which this
continuing fourfold structure of all experience can adequately be explained is to say that it is located in the store-consciousness. Once
again we can see the importance of the store-consciousness as a category designed to explain continuity—in this case the continuing structures of experience.
3.3.6 The Impossibility of Physical Experience
Here the argument begins from the perceived fact that at any given time physical experience for a given individual is variegated. The
argument is reminiscent of the fourth argument, which began from
the observed fact of the rapid succession of qualitatively different
mental events in a single continuum. Here, the argument centres
upon the physical, stressing that if it is true that there is non-uniform
physical experience for a particular individual at a particular time,
and if it is also true that non-uniform experience requires non-uniform causes for its occurrence, then it would seem that it is difficult
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to explain where these non-uniform causes are to come from if the
Vaibhasika/Sautrantika model of one-[state of] consciousness-at-atime is held to. So our text says:
Why can there be no bodily experience if there is no
store-consciousness? This is so because, for one who is thinking or
pondering correctly; for one who is thinking or pondering
incorrectly; for one whose mind is concentrated; or for one whose
mind is unconcentrated—[for all these] those bodily experiences
which occur would neither be nor be experienced as manifold and
variegated [as in fact they are]. Thus there is a store-consciousness.

The point is that the uniformity of an individual's conscious state of
mind at any given time (concentrated, pondering and so forth) cannot by itself explain the variegated nature of the physical experience
undergone by that same individual. The store-consciousness is postulated for that purpose, since only the store-consciousness can hold
'seeds' of various and mutually incompatible qualities at one and the
same time. The argument by now should be a familiar one.
3.3.7 The Impossibility of Mindless Attainments
This seventh argument is the most important for our purposes.
The Yogacarin theorists clearly opt here for a redefinition of the attainment of cessation, a redefinition which is prepared to allow that
this altered state of consciousness is mindless (acitta or acittaka), but
not that it is without consciousness (vijhana). Yet they clearly recognize that the attainment of cessation must be without consciousness
if what is meant by 'consciousness' is intentional consciousness, consciousness of something by one or more of the sense-organs. For the
canonical definitions of the attainment of cessation, as we have seen,
leave no doubt on this matter: there are no intentional mental events
in this condition. But to be without consciousness simpliciter would
be, for the purposes of this argument, to be dead. And this also is
something which would go against the canonical definitions of the
attainment of cessation. Therefore, the argument goes, there must be
consciousness of a sort in this condition, and the only option remaining is that this consciousness be the store-consciousness:
Why, if there is no store-consciousness, can the mindless
attainments not occur? This is because [in the absence of the
store-consciousness] the consciousness of one who has attained
either unconsciousness or cessation would have issued forth from
that person's body. And if [such a person's consciousness] does
issue forth [from the body in that way] then he would simply die.
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For the Lord has said: 'Consciousness does not issue forth from his
body [i.e., the body of one who has attained unconsciousness or
cessation].'
I shall return to a more detailed consideration of this argument in the
next section.

3.3.8 The Impossibility of Death
Death is in part defined by our text as the separation of consciousness from the body. The question is asked: which consciousness is
separated from, the body at death? The answer given is that it cannot
be one of the intentional sense-consciousnesses, since these always
have a particular object and at death, when consciousness departs
from the body, there are no objects because there is no conscious
experience. Thus the only kind of consciousness which can properly
be said to depart from the body at death would be the store-consciousness since this can operate without objects (this is not stated
but implied) and thus without necessitating the occurrence of conscious experience. The store-consciousness is also, of course, as we
have already seen, that which appropriates a new body at the moment of rebirth; it therefore makes sense that it should be the consciousness which departs from the old body at death.
3.4 CRITIQUE OF THE

YQGACARA

POSITION

The Yogacara position on the emergence of consciousness from
the attainment of cessation should now be clear, at least in outline.
Bearing in mind my earlier discussions of the options on this question
(see especially Sections 1.5, 2.3 and 2.4), the position amounts to this:
(1) For the occurrence of any given event, Y, there exists a necessary condition, X, which is immediately antecedent to and
phenomenologically similar to, Y
This view was also held (with some modifications) by both the Theravadins and the Vaibhasikas. I showed in Section 2.4 that the problems in explaining emergence from the attainment of cessation arise
if one also assents to:
(2) It is possible that, in a given continuum of events, C, at a given
time, T, there be a complete absence of mental events while
physical events continue
(3) It is possible that, in C at T-plus-n, mental events may begin
again
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for assenting to (1), (2) and (3) immediately raises the question of
what the immediately antecedent and phenomenologically similar
necessary condition, X, for the re-emergence of mental events after
their cessation in C, could possibly be. In the debate on this matter
in the Treasury of Metaphysics, three major positions were outlined:
The first position, the Vaibhasika position, accepted (l)-(3) and
stated that X must be the last moment of consciousness before entering the attainment of cessation. This weakens drastically the 'immediately antecedent' part of (1). The second position outlined in the
Treasury, that of the Sautrantikas, also seemed in principle to assent
to (l)-(3) and used the metaphor of seed to suggest that X must be a
(mental) seed somehow located in a continuum where [as in (2)] there
are actually only physical events. This seemed problematic because
the status of such seeds remained unclear: are they mental or physical?
If mental, how can they be located in a purely physical continuum?
If physical, then the 'phenomenologically similar' requirement contained in (1) must be weakened or removed. The third position extensively discussed in the Treasury was that of Vasumitra, who boldly
rejected (2) and thus identified X with an 'unmanifest thinking consciousness'. The problem here was that, if the only model of consciousness available is an intentional one, then any and every instance of consciousness must have an object and must, as we saw
that Ghosaka insisted, entail the occurrence of all kinds of mental
events which the canonical definitions of the attainment of cessation
rule out as impossible.
The Yogacara contribution solves many of these questions by making two moves: the first is to develop a new model of consciousness,
to suggest that not all consciousness need be intentional in the way
that the six sense-consciousnesses are and thus to avoid Ghosaka's
criticisms of Vasumitra's position. The second is to develop and systematize the Sautrantika image of seed by specifying a (mental) locus
within which (mental) seeds can subsist as part of a continuum which
is largely physical (as in the attainment of cessation). The device used
to achieve both these ends is, of course, the store-consciousness. The
store-consciousness is an instance of consciousness (vijhana), and yet
it is one that does not allow for the occurrence of any conscious
experience. The store-consciousness is not conscious of anything;
one cannot experience anything with it. This, in a sense, is just the
point of postulating its existence, since it is required to function in
conditions (the attainment of cessation, the transition from death to
rebirth and so forth) in which there can be no conscious experience.
The store-consciousness is thus not intentional in the sense in which
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the other six sense-consciousnesses are: it has no object and directly
produces no experience (though it does, of course, bear the seeds
from which various kinds of experience are produced indirectly
through the medium of the sense-consciousnesses). It can thus do
the job of Vasumitra's 'unmanifest thinking consciousness' without
being open to the same criticisms that were brought against that idea
in the Treasury and its commentaries. Historically it seems clear that
one of the main reasons which prompted the Yogacarin theorists to
devote so much intellectual energy to the question of the store-consciousness was just this need to account for entrance into and emergence from the attainment of cessation. And, in order to give such an
account, they had to synthesize the" suggestions of the Sautrantikas—
about seeds—and that of Vasumitra—about an 'unmanifest' (noninttntional) consciousness.
It should be stressed once again that the Yogacarin theorists are,
when thinking ontologically, idealists. That is, if asked what there is
in the world they will answer 'only mind' or 'only representation'. The
problem for the Yogacarin theorists is, therefore, not to show how
mental events can re-emerge within a continuum in which there are
only physical events (for since there are no physical events any continuum which consisted only of physical events would simply be one
in which there were no events at all, a non-existent continuum; this
is part of the point of the seventh argument outlined in the preceding
section), but rather to show what kind of mental events can continue
in the attainment of cessation. It was for this purpose that the category of the store-consciousness was created and elaborated.
In sum, the theorists of the classical and commentarial period of
Yogacara thought in India dealt with the dilemma of the attainment
of cessation by assenting to (1), rejecting (2) and by entailment (3) and
explaining the attainment of cessation as a condition in which there
is a cessation only of intentional mental events, not of all mental
events. That which remains is the store-consciousness, a non-intentional objectless mental entity which acts as the receptacle or locus for
the (mental) seeds from which the intentional sense-consciousnesses
re-emerge. Thus the store-consciousness is also the immediately antecedent and phenomenologically similar condition for the re-emergence of consciousness from the attainment of cessation. It can be
immediately antecedent because it is present during every moment of
the practitioner's existence in the attainment of cessation; and it can
be phenomenologically similar because it, like the re-emerging consciousness of which it is the necessary condition, is a mental phenomenon.

CHAPTER FOUR

THE ATTAINMENT OF
CESSATION AND THE
MIND-BODY
PROBLEM
In this study I have examined a set of debates about a particular
altered state of consciousness, a state produced by specified meditational techniques in which, as the canonical texts of the Indian Buddhist tradition tell us, there are no mental events whatever. I have
shown that certain propositions relating to the question of the physical and the mental and the relationships between them were held
and argued for by all the Buddhist schools whose views on this matter have been looked at in this study, and that these propositions
underlie the debates surrounding the attainment of cessation. These
propositions were also, I think, held by almost all intellectual representatives of Indian Buddhism; they are, with only minor reservations, pan-Buddhist. It may therefore be useful to set them out here
as fully and. formally as possible. Almost all of them have come up
for discussion in various earlier parts of this study; the evidence for
them is given in the appropriate sections. In this concluding chapter
I shall simply present them as philosophical theses and offer a few
comments about their relevance to the question of the relationship
between the mental and the physical. First, then:
(1) For any X, if X exists X is a transitory event or can be analyzed
into such
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Proposition (1) entails many other interesting propositions, most of
which lie outside the purview of this study. Significant for our purposes, though, is:
(2) There are no substances
where 'substance' is understood to mean something like 'enduring,
independent, uncaused, individuated existent which possesses qualities'. Proposition (2) is entailed by (1), and it is important to stress it
at the outset because it makes clear that Buddhist intellectuals were
not, when discussing the mind-body problem, considering the possible relations between qualitatively different substances—as, for instance, was Descartes. They were instead considering the kinds of
causal relations which might obtain between sets of transitory
events, and this makes an enormous difference to the shape of the
debate.
Two more key propositions assented to and argued for in various
ways by the intellectuals of all three schools looked at in this study
are:
(3) Personal proper names refer only to causally connected continuua of transitory events
(4) The transitory events of which such causally connected continuua are comprised are of two basic types: mental and physical
If it is accepted that personal proper names refer to anything (or
indeed that any nouns do so), then clearly (1) entails (3): if the only
^things which exist are transitory events, then those must be what
' personal proper names refer to. Proposition (4) then simply states in
a somewhat simplified form a basic point about pan-Buddhist theories of personal identity. Given that (3) is true, it's pertinent to ask
what kinds of event go to make up the continuua to which personal
proper names are affixed, and there are fully detailed and highly
complicated answers given to this question by all Buddhist schools.
The most basic answer, that found in all Buddhist theory on the
matter from the very earliest period, is put in terms of the five 'aggregates' (skandha), a listing of which is said to provide an exhaustive
account of what it is that personal proper names refer to. Briefly,
these five are physical form (rupa), sensation (vedana), conceptualization (samjha), dispositions (a free translation of the important and
effectively untranslatable term samskara), and consciousness
(vijnana). Some of these terms have arisen earlier in this study and
have been discussed in their appropriate places; I do not wish to
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repeat those discussions here, or to enter upon new, and necessarily
highly technical, discussions of each of them. An enormous technical
literature, both Asian and Western, has grown up around each of
them, and they are understood somewhat differently by the theoreticians of each Buddhist school with which this study has been concerned. I wish here to make only the very basic point that, apart
from the first of these five 'aggregates', physical form, all terms
which refer to the constituent parts of the individual have to do with
mental events. This division between the mental and the physical is
reflected by a still more basic and simple division made much use of
in early Buddhist texts: that between 'name' (nama) and 'form7 (rupa),
where 'name' covers pretty much what is intended by the last four of
the five aggregates. It is this basic division between the mental and
the physical which (4) is intended to reflect.
Given (3) and (4) two further questions immediately arise. First,
what are the significant differences between these two kinds of
event, the mental and the physical? Second, what kinds of causal
connection can properly hold between members of each of these two
classes? This, in a nutshell, is the Indian Buddhist version of the
mind-body problem.
To take the first question first: what are the significant differences
between physical events and mental events? The basic distinction
between the mental and the physical has to do with intentionality:
transitory events categorized as belonging to the set of physical
events can be the objects of transitory events categorized as belonging to the set of mental events in various ways, but not vice-versa.
More generally still, Indian Buddhist intellectuals would probably
hold that the distinguishing characteristic of the mental is intentionality (with the appropriate exception made for the non- or only marginally intentional store-consciousness); this is not a characteristic
which can be attributed to members of the class of physical events.
Furthermore, in the case of persons (who are, remember, causally
connected continuua of transitory events), physical form consists
only in the body, whereas the other four aggregates account for
everything else: the affective emotional life, concept- and categoryformation, intentions, dispositions, volitions and cognitive acts—the
entire spectrum of the mental life. Significant also is the fact that,
with some minor qualifications, it seems to be the case that only
mental events can be ethically qualified (that is, either good or bad)
and therefore only mental events can be productive of karmic effect.
Finally, I also sense in the detailed analyses of the five aggregates
found in the scholastic texts of all schools, a fundamental awareness
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that mental events are simply phenomenologically different from
physical events, though the exact way in which this is the case is not
usually spelled out as clearly as one might wish. In sum, the answers
given by Indian Buddhist theoreticians to the first question—what
are the significant differences between the mental and the physical?
—are not very different from those given to the same question by
Western dualists of various kinds. Even for the Yogacara, that school
which rejects any ontological distinction between the mental and the
physical, the phenomenological distinction is maintained: mental
events simply have a different flavour than do physical events.
The question of the difference between the mental and the physical is naturally answered rather differently by the Yogacara, since for
them there is no ontological distinction between the two in any case.
Everything is mind. This ontological difference between the Yogacara
and the other Indian Buddhist schools makes surprisingly little difference to the way in which the philosophers of the former school discussed the problem. They preserve the fundamental phenomenological difference between the mental and the (quasi) physical and are
thus still under obligation to provide a causal account of the relations
between members of the two sets.
What kinds of causal connection, then, can properly hold between
members of each of these classes? This, as for all dualists, even for
non-substantivist dualists like the Buddhists, is the most difficult
philosophical question in theory of mind. For if the reductionist step
of identifying one class of events with another (as, for example, by
mind-brain identity theorists or by some epiphenomenalists) is
refused, and if a strong sense of difference between the two sets is
maintained, the philosophical issue of how to relate members of the
two classes becomes pressing.
The question of the attainment of cessation, an altered state in
which no mental events occur, was chosen for this study in part
because it illustrates, in a dramatic and pointed way, the range of
Buddhist responses to the question of the causal relations between
mind and body, the mental and the physical. This is true because the
canonical descriptions of the attainment of cessation require that in it
there be, for a given period of time, no mental events, and also that
mental events can, after the appropriate time-period has passed, reemerge. What, in such a case, are the causal determinants which
explain such re-emergence? This takes us at once into the realms of
Buddhist causal theory. I have shown that such theory requires assent to at least the following:
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(5) Every event has, as a necessary condition for its occurrence, a
cause which is (temporally) immediately antecedent and
(phenomenologically) of the same kind
Proposition (5) is understood rather differently by different schools.
I showed that the Theravada theorists seem at times to espouse a
stronger form of (5) which approaches a version of the principle of
sufficient reason. But, even though there is disagreement about
whether (5) should be reformulated to read:
(5') Every event has, as a necessary and sufficient condition for its
occurrence, a cause which is (temporally) immediately antecedent and (phenomenologically) of the same kind
it seems that all schools would assent to (5). Now (5), when taken in
conjunction with (4), suggests that, in regard to those continuua to
which we affix personal proper names,
(6) In a continuum wherein there are no mental events at time T,
there can be no mental events at time T-plus-one; and in a
continuum wherein there are no physical events at time T,
there can be no physical events at time T-plus-one
This is not to say that there can be no cases in which an event of one
class can act as the necessary condition for the occurrence of an
event of another class, much less that there can be no causal interactions of any kind between members of the class of physical events
and members of the class of mental events. Counterexamples to such
generalizations are frequent in Buddhist texts; paradigmatic is the
usual account of visual perception (any instance of which is a member of the set of mental events), in which a necessary condition for
the occurrence of visual perception is the existence of an external
material object (any instance of which is a member of the set of mental events). The occurrence of any given mental event, then, is usually seen as the product of a collocation of necessary conditions, of
which some may be physical and some mental; the important point
is that at least one of these necessary conditions must itself be a
mental event (or, mutatis mutandis, a physical event for a physical
event). And this explains (6): in a continuum wherein there is a complete absence of events of one kind or another, no such necessary
condition can exist for the future occurrence of events of that kind.
Such is the dilemma posed by the attainment of cessation.
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The detailed answers to this dilemma given by the Buddhist
schools have been dealt with in this study; I shall not recapitulate
them here. The important point to notice is just how radical a dualism this is. Physicalism in any form (identity theory, epiphenomenalism and so forth) is not an option: none of the schools is prepared
to assert that physical events may, in and of themselves, act as the
necessary condition for the re-emergence of consciousness from the
attainment of cessation. All of them, in various ways, try to show
either that there are in fact mental events of some kind still occurring
in the attainment of cessation, or that the appropriate kind of causal
connection can operate at a temporal distance. The most radical answer, that of the Yogacarin theorists, is to suggest that in fact there
are only mental events, that what appear to be physical events are in
fact simply a phenomenologically distinct sub-set of the set of mental
events and that the idea of a continuum in which there are no mental
events is simply the idea of a continuum in which there are no events
at all—a non-existent continuum.
It seems, then, that in looking at the Indian Buddhist debates surrounding the attainment of cessation the following conclusions can
be drawn about the basic Buddhist view of the relations between the
mental and the physical. First, the mental and the physical are
categories of event which are phenomenologically irreducibly different. Second, these events are not attributes or properties of any substance; to give an account of their causal functions and interrelations
is to give an exhaustive account of what there is in the world. Third,
certain kinds of causal interaction between the mental and the physical are envisaged, but no event of one class may ever come into
existence solely as the result of the occurrence of an event of another
class. In sum, we have a non-substantivist event-based interactionist
psycho-physical dualism.
This theory of the relations between mind and body, the mental
and the physical, seems internally coherent, consistent with the axioms (ontological and causal) which underlie it. Its major problems
have to do not with internal consistency (though that does become a
problem, as we have seen, when Buddhist theorists try to explain
limiting cases such as the attainment of cessation) but with difficulties in explaining certain observable phenomena. If (5) is true then it
seems exceedingly difficult to explain the beginnings of various
kinds of mental phenomena: how is it that visual consciousness can
begin for a man born blind who regains his sight after many years of
blindness? How is it that mental events can begin in a continuum in
which, for one reason or another, they are absent? How is it that
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affective reactions can begin for an autistic child for whom there
have previously been none? These are precisely the kinds of questions raised by the Yogacarin theorists against the Vaibha^ikas and
Sautraittikas, and it was largely in order to deal with them that the
category of the store-consciousness was developed. Another way of
putting questions such as these would be to ask whether, without a
substance-based ontology, without postulating an entity of which the
mental and physical events described by Buddhist theorists can be
predicated, it is possible to make sense of the observed facts of continuity of identity, of memory, of character traits and of beginnings
and ends? More simply, is a non-substance-based ontology explanatorily adequate to its task? This is the fundamental question
facing Buddhist theorists, and while I do not wish to propose an
answer to it—to do so would require an extended discussion of theories of personal identity and of the important Buddhist critique of
substance—I do wish to suggest that it is indicative of a significant
intellectual weakness within the tradition that the tradition itself perceived the necessity for construction of a (mental) category which is
very much like a substance: the store-consciousness. Causally connected continuua of events seem to have been found, by the Buddhist
intellectual tradition in India, inadequate to perform the explanatory
tasks required of them. It is more difficult than it seems to dispose of
mental substances, and the debates among the Indian Buddhist
schools concerning the attainment of cessation make this especially
clear.

GLOSSARY
This glossary contains the more important technical terms
discussed in the main part of this study. They are listed by English
alphabetical order in the left-hand column. The translation used in
this work is given in the right-hand column together with, where
relevant, brief expository comments. I have given the technical terms
in the language(s) in which they occurred most frequently in this
work: (S) indicates Sanskrit and (P) indicates Pali.
abhidharma (S), abhidhamma
(P)
abhutaparikalpa (S)
akasanantyayatana (S)
akimcanyayatana (S)
alayavijnana (b)
aparisphutamanovijnana (S)
arhat (S/P)

asamjnisamapatti (S)
asraya (S)
avidya (S)
ayu (S/P)
ayusankhara (P)
bija (S)
catuskoti (S)
citta (S/P)
cittamatra (S)
cittasankhara (P)

metaphysics
imagination of the unreal
sphere of infinite space, first
formless attainment
sphere of nothing at all, third
formless attainment
store-consciousness
unmanifest thinking
consciousness
left untranslated. Literal
meaning probably 'worthy
one'. Refers to one who
has attained enlightenment
attainment of unconsciousness
basis
ignorance
vitalitv
vital functions
seed
tetralemma
mind
mind-only
mental functions

Glossary

dharma (S), dhamma (P)

dhyana (S), jhana (P)

duhkha (S), dukkha (P)
karma (S), kamma (P)
kayasankhara (P)
manas (S)
manovynana(S)
mantra (S)
naivasamjnanasamjnayatana (S)
nikayasabhagahetu (S)
nirodhasamapatti (S/P)
paratantra (S)
parikalpita (S)
parinispanna (S)
prajna (S), panna (P)
prajnaptisat (S)
pratyaya (S)
pravrttivijnana (S)
rupa (S/P)
samanantarapratyaya (S)
samathabhavana (P)
samjna (S)
samjnavedayitanirodha (S)

left untranslated, can mean
generally 'doctrine', the
truth, duty, the way things
are, a category which
abolishes the fact-value
distinction; more
specifically, a uniquely
individuated transitory
existent
left untranslated, a term
designating a series of
altered states of
consciousness, usually a
fourfold series; sometimes
translated 'meditation' in
other studies
unsatisfactoriness, generally
translated 'suffering'
action
physical functions
thought
mental consciousness
magical spell
sphere of neither cognition nor
non-cognition, fourth
formless attainment
cause which ensures
homogeneity of species
attainment of cessation
relative
imagined
perfected
wisdom
existence as a designation
condition
functioning consciousness
physical form
immediately antecedent and
similar condition
cultivation of tranquillity
conceptualization
cessation of sensation and
conceptualization,
equivalent to 'attainment
of cessation'
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samtana (S)
skandha (S)
sparSa (S)
svabhava (S)
svalaksana (S)
trsna (S), tanha (P)
timira (S)
trisvabhava (S)
usma (P)
vacisankhara (P)
vasana (S)
vedana (S/P)
vijnana (S), vinnana (P)
vijnananantyayatana (S)
vijnapti (S)
vimok§a (S), vimokkha (P)
vipassanabhavana (P)

Glossary

(mental) continuum
aggregate
contact
inherent existence, literally
'own-being'
uniquely defining characteristic
thirst
partial blindness, possibly
cataracts or double vision
three aspects (of experience)
heat
verbal functions
tendency
sensation
consciousness
sphere of infinite
consciousness, second
formless attainment
representation
liberation, a series of eight
altered states of
consciousness
cultivation of insight

ABBREVIATIONS
Most of these abbreviations are for text-names. In all cases the
texts were originally written in either Sanskrit or Pali. There are
some instances in which the original does not survive and the title
given is a reconstruction either from a Tibetan translation or
transliteration or (less frequently) from a Chinese translation. Such
instances are marked with an asterisk (*). For commentaries which
have alternative titles—usually one is the name of the text
commented on plus bhasya, tika, vyakhya and the like, and the other
is the individual title of the commentary itself—my practice has been
to abbreviate the title which follows most closely the title of the text
commented upon, to give that title first, and to follow it with the
individual title in parentheses ().
AA
AD
ADV
AH
AK
AKBh
AKT
AKSBh
AKTL
AKTU
AKV
AKVr
AN
AS
AS(G)
AS(P)
ASBh

*Abhidharmamrta
Abhidharmadlpa
Abhidharmadlpavrtti (Vibhasaprabha)
*Abhidharmahrdaya
Abhidharmakosa
Abhidharmakosabhasya
*Abhidharmakosabhasyatika (Tattvartha)
*Abhidharmakosasastrakarikabhasya
*Abhidharmakosatika (Laksananusarini)
*AbhidharmakosatIka (Upayika)
Abhidharmakosavyakhya (Sphutartha)
*Abhidharmakosavrtti (Marmapradlpa)
Anguttaranikaya
Abhidharmasamuccaya
Gokhale's [1947b] edition of the fragments of AS
Pradhan's [1950] editionreconstruction of AS
Abhidharmasamuccavabhasva
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c
D
DA
Dhs
DhsA
DN
KN
KSP
MA
Miln
MMK
MN
MS
MSBh
MSU
MSA
MSABh
MSAT
MV
MVBh
MVT
N
P
PP
PTS
RGV
SA
SN
T
TBh
Taisho

Tohoku

TS
TSN

Abbreviations

Cone xylographic edition of the Tibetan
Tripitaka
Derge xylographic edition of the Tibetan
Trioitaka
Dlghanikaya-atthakatha (Sumangalavilasini)
Dhammasangani
Dhammasangani-atthakatha (AtthasalinI)
Dlghanikaya
Khuddhakanikaya
Karmasiddhiprakarana
Majjhimanikaya-atthakatha (Paparicasudani)
Milindapanha
Mulamadhyamakakarika
Majjhimanikaya
Mahayanasamgraha
Mahayanasamgrahabhasya
Mahayanasamgrahopanibandhana
Mahayanasutralamkara
Mahayanasutralamkarabha^ya
Mahayanasutralamkaratlka
Madhyantavibhaga
Madhyantavibhagabhasya
Madhyantavibhagatika
Narthang xylographic edition of the Tibetan
Trinitaka
Peking xylographic edition of the Tibetan
Trioitaka
Prajnaparamita
Pali Text Society
*Ratnagotravibhaga
Samyuttanikaya-atthakatha (Saratthappakasini)
Samyuttanikaya
Trim^ika
TrimSikabhasya
Taisho Tripitaka, the standard edition of the
texts in the Chinese Tripitaka; a number is
assigned to each text
Tohoku catalogue [Ui et al. 1934] of the texts in
the Kanjur and Tanjur of D; a number is
assigned to each text
Tattvasamgraha
TrisvabhavanirdeSa

Abbreviations

V
VM
VMT
W
Wr
YBh

VimSatika
Visuddhimagga
Visuddhimaggatika (Paramatthamanjusa)
Vigrahavyavartani
Vims'atikavrtti
Yogacarabhumi
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APPENDIX A

THE PLACE OF THE
ATTAINMENT OF
CESSATION IN THE
SOTERIOLOGICAL
PATH OF THE
ABHIDHARMAKOSA
BHASYA
The numbered stages (1-8) in the left-hand column indicate the
eight meditational attainments; in the right-hand column are placed
the cosmological spheres in which they occur. Under each of the
four dhyanas of form are given the states of mind which can occur
therein. The attainment of cessation is shown as the culmination of
the practitioner's progress through the formless sphere; it has an
analogue in the attainment of unconsciousness, which occurs after
progress through the sphere of form.
This is actually only (part of) one of the many soteriological paths
described in the AKBh. It is called the bhavanamarga or 'path of
cultivation' and is concerned, as can be seen, largely with the
practice of enstatic technique. There are other paths concerned much
more with intellectual analysis of Buddhist doctrine; attempts to
combine the two kinds of practice into a unified theory are common,
though not usually entirely successful, in Buddhist texts of this kind.

THE PATH OF CULTIVATION
(bhavanamarga)
Altered States of Consciousness

Cosmological Realms
Sphere of Desire
(kamadhatu)

1 First dhyana of form
(vitarka-vicara-prlti-sukhacittaikagrata)
2 Second dhyana of form
(adhyatmasamprasada-pritisukha-cittaikagrata)
3 Third dhyana of form
(upeksa-smrti-samprajnanasukha-samadhi)

Sphere of Form
(rupadhatu)

4 Fourth dhyana of form
(aduhkhasukhavedanaupeksaparisuddhismrtiparisuddhi-samadhi)
Attainment of Unconsciousness
(asamjnisamapatti)
Unconsciousness
(asamjnika)

5 Infinite Space
(akasanantyayatana)
6 Infinite Consciousness
(vij nanantyay atana)
Sphere of Formlessness
(arupadhatu)
7 Nothing At All
(akimcanyayatana)
8 Neither Cognition nor its Absence
(naivasamjnanasamjnayatana)
Attainment of Cessation
(nirodhasamapatti)

APPENDIX B

DEBATES ON THE
RE-EMERGENCE OF
CONSCIOUSNESS
FROM THE
ATTAINMENT OF
CESSATION IN THE
ABHIDHARMAKOSABHASYA [72.19-73.4]:
SANSKRIT TEXT,
ENGLISH
TRANSLATION AND
ANNOTATION
In this appendix I give the Sanskrit text and annotated English
translation of that section of the AKBh dealing with the re-emergence
of mind from the attainment of cessation (Pradhan [1975:72.19-73:4]).

Appendix B

This debate occurs in the second chapter of the AKBh. Selected
extracts from Yas*omitra's commentary (the AKV, extant in Sanskrit)
and from Sthiramati's commentary (the AKT, extant only in Tibetan)
are also given. The debates presented here are extensively discussed
in Section 2.3. Sectional divisions and section headings are provided
by me.
<1 THE VAIBHASIKA POSITION>
How can mind arise once again
from a mind long since
brought to cessation? The

katham idariim bahukalam
niruddhac cittat punar api cittam
jayate \ atitasyapy astitvat isyate

Vaibhasikas claim that there is

vaibhasikaih

an immediately antecedent and
similar condition [for the
arising of mind from
mindlessness] because of the
[continued] existence of what is
past.

samanantara-pratyayatvam \ \

(1) Yas*omitra prefaces his commentary here with a summary
statement of the positions of the schools on the issue of whether
mind (citta) exists in the nirodhasamapatti: 'On this matter the
Vaibhasikas and others attribute mindlessness to the attainments of
cessation and unconsciousness, together with [the state of]
unconsciousness; the elder Vasumitra and others say that these
attainments possess mind—an unmanifest mental consciousness; the
Yogacarins, among others, say that these attainments possess
mind—the store-consciousness. Such is the division of the schools.'
(tatracittakany eva nirodhasamjhisamapatty asamjnikaniti.vaibhasikadayah |
aparisphutamanovijnanasacittakamti sthaviravasumitradayah \
alayavijhana-sacittakanlti yogacarah \ iti siddhantabhedah \ [AKV
245.21-23].
(2) The key term samanantarapratyaya, translated here as 'immediately
antecedent and similar condition', is standardly glossed as a
karmadharaya: samai cayam anantaras ca pratyaya iti
samanantarapratyayah [AKBh 98.10-11]. According to Vaibhasika
theory, every mental event both has and is a samanantarapratyaya, an
immediately antecedent and similar condition. For discussion, see
Section 2.3.
(3) Sthiramati comments: ' "Because of the continued existence of
what is past"—if something continues to exist, in what sense is it
past? The Vaibhasika answers: what is past does not possess
function, but its essential nature is not lost [and in that sense it
exists]. Therefore, the Vaibhasikas claim that both something which
ceased immediately before [what follows it] and something which
ceased long before can be immediately antecedent and similar
conditions.' ('das pa yang yod pa'i phyir zhes bya ba 'byung ste \ gal te
yod na ji Itar 'das pa yin zhe na \ byed pa 'gags pa'i 'das pa zhes bya ba'i
rang gi ngo bo yongs su btang ba'i phyir ni ma yin no \ de'i phyir 'gags
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ma thag pa lar 'gags nas yun ring du Ion pa yang bye brag tu smra ba
mams mtshungs pa de ma thag pa'i rkyen nyid du dod do \ [AKT TO

265b6-8]). Yasomitra's commentary here rejects the Vaibhasika view
that if something which has just ceased can be said to still exist,
then the same must be true of something which has long ceased
(yadi samanataraniruddham astlty abhyupagatam bahukalaniruddham apy
astlti kim nabhyupagamyata iti vaibhasikaih \ [AKV 245.25-26]), and

offers the standard Sautrantika view that nothing which has ceased
(i.e., become past) may be said to exist in the present, though a past
event may provide part of the causal nexus which allows an
immediately following present event to occur. The standard image of
the ascent and descent of a balance-beam (tuladanda—something like
a see-saw) is used to describe the temporal relations of cause and
effect. The debate between Sautrantika and Vaibhasika in the AKV
thus centres upon whether causal action at a temporal distance is
possible.
<2 THE SAUTRANTIKA VIEW>
But other former teachers ask
how it is that physical form
arises again for those, born in
the formless realms, whose
physical form has long since
ceased. Their answer is that in
such a case physical form
arises only from mind and not
from physical form; similarly,
mind [for one in the attainment
of cessation] arises only from
the body with its senses and
not from mind. For the mind
and the body with it senses
mutually seed one another.

apare punar ahuh katham tavad
arupyopapannanam ciraniruddhe
'pi rupe punar api ruparn jayate \
cittad eva hi taj jayate na rupat
evam cittam apy asmad eva
sendriyat kayaj jayate na cittat \
anyonyabijakam hy etad ubhayam
yad uta cittam ca sendriya§ ca
kaya iti purvacaryah \

(1) Yasomitra [AKV 246.15] and Sthiramati [AKT TO 265b&-266al]
agree that the 'former teachers' mentioned here are the Sautrantikas.
(2) It will be remembered that existence in the formless realms is, by
definition, existence without physical form, existence consisting of
mental events only. Since it is generally admitted that those born in
the formless realms can be later reborn in the realms of form, the
question here is that of what, in such a case, acts as the
samanantarapratyaya, the immediately antecedent and similar
condition, for the arising of physical form. Clearly, the question is
structurally similar to the issue of what causes the re-emergence of
mind from a mindless condition. The (Sautrantika) answer given is
that mind and body 'mutually seed one another' (anyonyabljaka),
which Yagomitra explains as meaning that there is a seed of the
body with its senses in the mind and a seed of the mind in the body
with its senses (citte 'pi sendriyasya kayasya bijam asti kaye ca sendriye
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cittasyeti [AKV 246.1&-19]). Sthiramati offers the following comment:
If [as the Sautrantikas claim] consciousness can arise from the body
with its senses without reference to the cause which assures
homogeneity of species, then, when there exist both basis and
object, consciousness would occur simultaneously everywhere. But
if, on the other hand, mind arises subsequently by way of
connection to that state of mind which existed prior [to it], then,
since there is no immediately antecedent and similar condition for
the second [i.e., subsequent state of mind] the conclusion is that,
even when basis and object exist, there could be no simultaneous
arising [of the relevant consciousness]. And if it is asked how, in the
absence of mind, [mind] can arise from a seed by means of the
mindless body with its senses, [the answer is] that this is not
possible because there is no distinct cause [for such a thing to
occur/ (gal te ris mthun pa'i rgyu la ma bltos par dbang po dang bcas pa'i
lus las mam par shes pa skye ba yid yin na \ rten dang dmigs pa cig car
gnas pa na yul thams cad la mam par shes pa skye bar 'gyur ro \ sems
snga ma gang yin pa de la rag las pas sems phyi ma skye bas na \ gnyis pa
la mtshungs pa de ma thag pa'i rkyen med pas rten dang dmigs pa yod
kyang cig car mi skye bar thai bar 'gyur ro \ gal te sems yod pa ma yin
yang sems med pa'i dbang po dang bcas pa'i lus kyi sa bon las so zhe na \
'di yang mi rigs te \ khyad par gyi rgyu med pa'i phyir ro \ [AKT TO

266a2-4]). The philosophical implications of this position are
discussed in Section 2.3.
<3 THE DEBATE BETWEEN VASUMITRA AND GHOSAKA (1)>

The Bhadanta Vasumitra, on
the other hand, says in the
Pariprccha: 'This [i.e., the
question of how mind arises
from mindlessness] is a
problem for one who thinks
that the attainment of cessation
is mindless; in my view,
though, this attainment
possesses mind [so there is no
problem].'
The Bhadanta Ghosaka says
that this is incorrect since the
Lord has said: 'When
consciousness exists there is
contact, which is the
conjunction of the three.
Further, sensation,
conceptualization and volition
are conditioned by contact.'
Hence, [if consciousness does
exist in the attainment of
cessation as Vasumitra

bhadantavasumitras tv aha
pariprcchayam yasyacittaka
nirodhasamapattis tasyaisa doso
mama tu sacittaka samapattir Hi \
bhadantaghosaka aha tad idam
nopapadyate \ sati hi vijhane
trayanam samnipatah spar§ah \
spar§apratyaya ca vedana samjiia
cetanety uktam bhagavata \ atah
samjnavedanayor apy atra nirodho
na syat \
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suggests] sensation and
conceptualization could not
cease therein.
(1) The identification of this Vasumitra is not entirely certain.
YaSomitra [AKV 246.18-19] says that this Vasumitra also wrote the
Pahcavastuka and other works; this Pahcavastuka may be the work
commented upon by Dharmatrata [Taisho 1555]. There is also a
Vasumitra whose opinions are frequently referred to—usually with
the greatest reverence—in the Mahavibhasa. However, both YaSomitra
[AKV 245.21-22] and Sthiramati [AKT TO 266a7-8] say that the
Vasumitra referred to in the AKBh holds that an 'unmanifest
thinking consciousness' (aparisphutamanovijnana) endures in the
attainment of cessation, and this alone is enough to make it likely
that the Vasumitra under discussion here is not the one reverentially
quoted so often in the Mahavibhasa, since in that text a very different
view on the nirodhasamapatti is attributed to Vasumitra, one that is
essentially the same as the standard Vaibhasika view (for some
discussion of texts from the Mahavibhasa to support this see La Valise
Poussin [1971:1.212 n.2] and Hakamaya [1975:36-37]). Both La Vallee
Poussin [1971:I.xlv] and Lamotte [1970-81:273 n.77] have suggested
that the Vasumitra referred to here, while not the Vasumitra of the
Mahavibhasa is probably a Sautrantika. I can find no hard evidence to
support this view, and much to suggest that it is incorrect, not least
the fact that neither YaSomitra nor Sthiramati identify this Vasumitra
as a Sautrantika and both attribute to the Sautrantikas a view
different from that expressed in this passage. The question of this
Vasumitra's scholastic affiliation therefore remains open.
(2) This verse from the Pariprccha is also quoted in Vasubandhu's
KSP. Hakamaya [1^74:19 n.6] givec the Tibetan text, from which it is
easy to see that, although there are minor discrepancies between the
AKBh version and that in the KSP, both rest on the same Sanskrit
original. The philosophical point here, discussed in more detail in
Section 2.3, is that the problem of how mind re-emerges from the
attainment of cessation is only a problem if mental events do indeed
come to a complete halt in that state. Since Vasumitra thinks that
they do not, he has no problem.
(3) Ghosaka is the probable author of the *Abhidharmamrta, an
influential pre-AKBh Sarvastivadin text.
(4) The definition of 'contact' (sparsa) given here ('the contact of the
three') occurs with variants in many Buddhist texts. The AKBh
provides a detailed discussion at 143.2ff. See also La Valise Poussin
[1971:II.95ff]. Yas"omitra's comment makes clear that the 'three' are
sense-organ, sense-object and consciousness: trayanam samnipiala Hi |
indriyavisayavijnananam | [AKV 246.23]). Sthiramati's comment reads:
'A detailed explanation of the words: 'Sensation and so forth are
conditioned by contact . . .' has been given [in the sutra]. Since the
result follows automatically when an unobstructed cause exists, then
in accordance with contact [which is the unobstructed cause of
sensation and conceptualization] the cessation of sensation and
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conceptualization cannot occur in the attainment of cessation.' (reg
pa'i rkyen gyis tshor ba dang zhes bya ba rgyas par 'byung ba la | gegs
byed pa med pa'i rgyu yod na 'bras bu gdon mi za bar 'byung bas 'gog pa'i
snyoms par 'jug pa'i rdzas 'di la 'du shes dang tshor ba dag kyang 'gog par

mi 'gyur te \ [AKT TO 266b2-3]). The general philosophical point
here is that since the existence of consciousness requires the
existence of (at least) sensation and conceptualization, Vasumitra's
view that there can be an unmanifest (asparisphuta) consciousness in
the attainment of cessation requires that there also be sensation and
conceptualization—and this is ruled out by the alternative name of
the attainment: samjnavedayitanirodha.

<4 THE DEBATE BETWEEN VASUMITRA AND GHO$AKA (2)>
It may be suggested that
[sensation and
conceptualization] could [cease
in the attainment of cessation
even when consciousness exists
therein]. [This might be
suggested because], just as
desire is described as
conditioned by sensation, and
yet it does not arise for an
arhat when sensation arises for
him, so also when contact
occurs sensation and so forth
may not necessarily follow. But
this case is different because of
the specification of that
[sensation which conditions
desire]: desire is described as
occurring in dependence upon
sensation which results from
contact with ignorance. But
there is no such specification of
contact with regard to the
arising of sensation.
Therefore, the Vaibha§ika
states that the attainment of
cessation is mindless.

athapi syat yatha vedanapratyaya
trsnety uktam satyam api tu
vedanayam arhato na trsnotpattir
evam saty api sparse vedanadayo na
syur iti \ na \ tasya vi&sitatvat |

(Pradhan reads. . . . syur iti \
tasyavises.itatvat \ I follow
Tibetan: khyad par du byas pa'i
phyir de ni ma yin te [P GU

88b7-8] and Chinese (Sakurabe
[1969:327-8 n.7]))
avidyasamspar§ajam hi veditam
pratityotpanna tr$nety uktam na
tu vedanotpattau smrso vi§es_ita
ity asamanam etat | tasmad
acittaka nirodhasamapattir iti
vaibhasikah 11

(1) The argument here centres upon the interpretation of the
bahuvrihi compound x-pratyaya. It may be taken to mean that
whatever is qualified by this compound (in our case trsna) has x as a
sufficient condition. This was Gho§aka's interpretation: his argument
suggests that an occurrence of consciousness (vijnana) acts as
sufficient condition for an occurrence of contact (sparSa) which in
turn acts as sufficient condition for an occurrence of sensation
(vedana). A counterexample is offered here in the shape of
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vedanapratyaya trsna: Ghosaka's opponent (probably still Vasumitra,
though unnamed by the commentaries. See La Valle'e Poussin
[1971:1.213], who follows the Japanese editors of the Chinese text
that he was using) argues that the relationship of sufficient
conditionality as an interpretation of x-pratyaya does not apply here
since an arhat may have sensation and yet not experience desire.
Suppose, the opponent suggests, the relationship of sufficient
conditibnality also does not apply in the case of sparsapratyaya
vedana?

Ghosaka's reply (also the standard Vaibhasika view) suggests that
the sufficient-conditional interpretation of x-pratyaya holds and that
the counterexample is not genuine. If the x-term of the compound is
made more specific—as it is here, avidyasamsparsajavedana instead of
simply vedana—then the relationship of sufficient conditionality still
applies, though restricted to the more specific definition of the
x-term. Finally, argues the Vaibhasika, in the case of the relationship
of sufficient conditionality between sparsa and vedana there is no
such more precise definition of the x-term, and (Vasumitra's)
counterexample does not apply.
(2) The conclusion simply restates the Vaibhasika position that the
attainment of cessation possesses no mental events. This is not
because Vasubandhu necessarily agrees with this view; indeed, to
judge from his discussions of the same issue in the KSP, he does not
agrfce and holds something much closer to the Sautrantika position.
But it is Vasubandhu's intention in the AKBh to expound the
Vaibhasika position whether or not he happens to agree with it.

APPENDIX C

THE EIGHTFOLD
PROOF OF THE
STORE-CONSCIOUSNESS IN THE
ABHIDHARMASAMUCCAYABHASYA
[11.18-13.20]:
SANSKRIT TEXT,
ENGLISH
TRANSLATION AND
ANNOTATION
The Sanskrit text given here is taken from Nathmial Tatia's [1976]
edition of the ASBh. There is no doubt that this text represents also
that which originally stood in that section of the YBh called
Vini&ayasamgrahani, though this text is now available only in Tibetan
translation. The Tibetan translations of both ASBh and YBh are close
to identical and Sthiramati, the probable author of ASBh, explicitly
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refers to the Vini§cayasamgraharii in his text. I have profited greatly
from the Tibetan texts and Japanese translation of this passage given
by Hakamaya [1978].
The eightfold proof begins with a terse summary verse (uddana)
intended for mnemonic purposes (not included here), proceeds with
a brief statement of each of the eight arguments (included here as
'introduction') and then gives a detailed presentation of each
argument. In what follows I give, numbered by argument (one
through eight), the Sanskrit text of each argument together with
English translation. Following the text/translation of each argument I
give explanatory annotations and, where relevant, references to
other texts.
<INTRODUCTION>
The existence of the
store-consciousness may be
demonstrated in eight ways.
Namely, without the
store-consciousness: (1) There

a$tabhir akarair
alayavijhanasyastita pratyetavya \
tadyatha 'ntarenalayavijnanam
(1) airayopadanasambhavatah
( 2 ) adipravrttyasambhavatah

fphTsSKiS) S i . is no

<3> sp^tapravntyasa^havato

initial functioning [of
consciousness]. (3) There is no

( 4 ) bijatvasambhavatah
(5) karmasambhavatah

manifest functioning. (4) There

(6 )

is no condmon of being a
seed . (5) There is no action.
(6) There is no physical

kayMnubhavasambhavato

>cittakasamapattyasambhavato
; ' ..
,, ' •
•.
( 8 ) vijnanacyutyasambhavataS ca \ \

(7)

experience. (7) There are no
mindless meditative
attainments. (8) There is no fall
of consciousness.
This brief statement of the purport of each of the eight arguments
will be clarified by the more detailed presentations to follow.
<1 THE IMPOSSIBILITY OF APPROPRIATING A NEW BODY>
Why can there be no
appropriation of a [physical]

kena karanenafrayopadanam na
y^jyate \ aha paficabhih karanaih

basis? This has been said to be
for five reasons, namely:

| tathahi \

(i) The store-consciousness is
caused by prior formations
whereas the functioning
consciousness—for example the
visual consciousness—are
caused by present conditions.
In more detail, the functioning
of the six

(i) alayavijhanam
purvasamskarahetukam \
cak§uradipravrttivijnanam punar
vartamanapratyayahetukam \
yathoktam
indriyavi$ayamanaskaravaSad
vijnananam pravrttir bhavatiti
vistarena \ idam prathamam

karanam 11
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sense-consciousnesses has been
described as occurring on the
basis of sense, sense-object and
attention [which are present
conditions]. This is the first
reason.
(ii) Further, the six categories
of [sense]-consciousness are
experienced as good and bad.
This is the second reason.

(ii) api ca kusalakuSalah sad
vijhanakaya upalabkyante \ idam
dvitiyam karanam \ \

(iii) Also, the set of what may
be comprised in the maturation
of what is neutral [i.e., neither
good nor bad]—this is not
experienced among the six
categories of
[sense]-consciousness. This is
the third reason.

(iii) api ca sannam vijnanakayanam
sa jatir nopalabhyate ya
'vyakrtavipakasamgrhita syat \
idam trtiyam karanam \ \

(iv) Also, the six categories of
[sense]-consciousness function
with determinate physical
bases. And it is not proper to
say either (a) that a particular
sense-consciousness
appropriates only that physical
basis in virtue of which it
functions and that there might
be no appropriation of the
remainder; or (b) that there
might be appropriation in the
absence of consciousness.

(iv) api ca pratiniyata§rayah sad
vijhanakayah pravartante tatra
yena yenferayena yad vijnanam
pravartate tad eva tenopattam syad
ava§istasyanupattateti na yujyate
upattatapi na yujyate
vijnanavirahitataya \ idam
caturtham karanam \ \

(v) Further, the error [of
postulating] the repeated
appropriation of a physical
basis is refuted [only if the
store-consciousness is
postulated]. For the visual
consciousness and the rest [of
the sense-consciousnesses]
sometimes function and
sometimes do not. This is the
fifth reason.

(v) api ca punah punar
asrayasyopadanadosah
prasajyate \ tathahi
caksurvijnanam ekada
pravartate ekada na pravartate
evam avasistani \ idam
pahcamam karanam \

Thus, [appropriation of a
physical basis] is not possible
[without the
store-consciousness] because
of: (i) causation by previous
actions [in the case of the
store-consciousness] and by

iti purvakarmapravarttamana
pratyayahetuto (Tatia reads

pratyahetuto; I follow Hakamaya
[1978:8] and Tibetan) 'pi
kusalakuialato 'pi taj jaty
anupalambhato 'pi
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present conditions [in the case
of the sense-consciousnesses];

(ii) [the experience of the six
sense-consciousnesses] as both
good and bad [and that of the
store-consciousness as
exclusively neutral]; (iii) the
non-experiencing of what
belongs to the set [of the
neutral by the six
sense-consciousnesses]; (iv) the
determinate physical bases
[belonging to the six
sense-consciousnesses, and the
lack of such belonging to the
store-consciousness]; (v) and
the fault of repeated
appropriation [of a physical
basis by the six
sense-consciousnesses unless
the existence of the
store-consciousness is
postulated]:

pratiniyata§rayato 'pi punah punar
upadanadosato 'pi na yujyate \ \

,

This first argument is divided into five sub-sections. Section (i)
points out that an exhaustive categorization of the causes of the
pravrttivijhanani can be given by listing present or immediately
preceding events, and that this leaves no place for causation by long
past events. It is the alaya which provides the locus for, and thus
accounts for, this second kind of causation. See TBh ad T XIX (Le*vi
[1925:37.21ff]). Sections (ii) and (iii) state a fundamental
presupposition of Buddhist theories about karma and causation: that
the causal principle which brings about the maturation of karmic
effect is in itself neutral. Since the six 'functioning consciousnesses'
are not neutral in this way but consist in experience which has both
affective and moral tone, Sthiramati argues that the alaya must be
postulated in order to allow for the maturation of karmic effect
which in itself has no moral or affective tone. See La Valle"e Poussin
[192&-29:152ff; 292-296]; MV 1.10 and MVBh and MVT thereto
(Pandeya [1971:26.9ff]. Sub-argument (iv) points out that the
appropriation of a new physical body at the moment of a new birth
would not be possible without a vipakavijhana, a 'maturation
consciousness' which can only be the alaya. This is because the other
six consciousnesses cannot appropriate the physical body as a whole
since each of them has its own specific physical basis or locus (visual
consciousness is located in or based on the eye and so forth). Each
one of the six pravrttivijnanani therefore appropriates only its own
specific physical basis. Something more is required to appropriate
the whole of the physical body at once, and this, according to the
argument, can only be the alaya. On the meaning of 'appropriation'
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(upatta) see AKBh 23:13-17. Generally on the argument from rebirth
see MS 1.4-5 (Nagao [1982:10-11,83-89], Lamotte [1934:177-185], and
Lamotte [1973:57-58]). MS 1.35 (Nagao [1982:38,199-200]; Lamotte
[1973:57-58]). Compare La VallSe Poussin [1928-29:193-194].
<2 THE IMPOSSIBILITY OF ORIGINATION AND
SIMULTANEOUS FUNCTIONING OF THE
SENSE-CONSCIOUSNESSES>
Why can there be no initial
functioning [of consciousness]?
Suppose someone should
suggest that if there is a
store-consciousness the result
will be the simultaneous
functioning of two
consciousnesses. This is the
proper reply: what you think
of as an error is no error, since
it is precisely the case that two
consciousnesses function
simultaneously. Why? Because
it is incorrect to say that
someone who wants
simultaneously to see, hear,
taste, touch, smell and think
about [an object] has, from the
beginning, consciousnesses
which function one after the
other. For in such a case
attention, sense-organ and
sense-object are not distinct.

kena karanenadipravrttisambhavo
na yujyate \ sa cet ka&id vaded
yady dlayavijnanam asti tena
dvayoh vijhanayoh yugapat
pravrttir bhavisyati \ sa idam syad
vacaniyah \ adosa eva bhavan
dosasamjhi \ tathahi bhavaty eva
dvayor vijnanayor yugapat
pravrttih \ tat kasya hetoh tatha
hy ekatyasya yugapad
drastukamasya (Tatia reads
dradstukamasya; I follow
Hakamaya [1978:10] and
Tibetan) yavad
vijnai ukamasyadita
itaretaravijhanapravrttir na
yujyate \ tathahi tatra manaskaro
'pi nirvisista indriyam api visayo

On the general point about the simultaneous functioning of more
than one sense-consciousness, see La Vallee Poussin
[1928-29:411-412] and compare Lamotte [1934:239-248]. If, as
standard Buddhist causal theory suggests, there can be only one
samanantarapratyaya in any one continuum at any one time, then,
without the alaya there can be only one kind of consciousness in any
one continuum at any one time. The alaya, however, can act as
samanantarapratyaya for all the various sense-consciousnesses at once
(see TBh ad T XV, LeVi [1925:33.18-34.11], and compare La Vall<§e
Poussin [192&-29:398-400]) and thus allow for both their
simultaneous functioning in a single mind and for the first moment
of a particular kind of consciousness in a given mind. The point
about the non-distinctness of attention (manaskara), sense-organ
(indriya) and sense-object (visaya) merely suggests that the body of
necessary and sufficient conditions for the occurrence of any instant
of sense-consciousness (which is simply equivalent to attention,
sense-organ and sense-object) is simultaneously present for all of the
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varied sense-consciousnesses. There is therefore no reason why they
should not operate simultaneously (as in fact they do according to
Yogacara theory).
<3 THE IMPOSSIBiLITY OF CLEAR MENTAL
CONSCIOUSNESS>
Why is it that, if [different]
consciousnesses do not
function simultaneously, there
is no clarity in that mental
consciousness which follows
upon the visual consciousness
and so forth [i.e., the rest of
the sense-consciousnesses]?
The reason is that at just the
moment when one remembers
an object experienced in the
past, mental consciousness
functions in an unclear
manner. But the manner in
which the mental
[consciousness] functions when
its object is present is not
unclear in this way. Therefore,
either there is simultaneous
functioning [of the
sense-consciousnesses] or the
mental consciousness is
unclear.

kena karanenasatyam yugapad
vijhanapravrttau manovijhanasya
caksuradivijhanasahanucarasya
spastatvam na sambhavati \
tatkahi yasmin samaye 'titam
anubhutam visayam
samanusmarati tasmin samaye
'vispasto manovijhanapracaro
bhavati na tu tatha
vartamanavisayo manahpracaro
'vispasto bhavati | ato 'pi yugapat
pravrttir va yujyate 'vispastatvam
va manovijnanasya \ \

This argument is straightforward and has been adequately explained
in Chapter Three. On the mind as a sense, see AKBh ad AK 1.17 and
1.23.
<4 THE IMPOSSIBILITY OF MUTUAL SEEDINO
Why do the six groups of
[sense]-consciousness not
mutually seed one another?
What is not good arises
immediately after what is good;
what is good arises
immediately after what is not
good; what is indeterminate
arises immediately after both;
what belongs to an
intermediate realm arises
immediately after what belongs
to an inferior realm; what

kena karanena bijatvarn na
sambhavati sannam
vijnanakayanam anyonyam \
tathahi ku§alanantaram akusalam
utpadyate akukdanantaram
kusalam tadubhayanantaram
avyakrtam hinadhatukanantaram
madhyadhatukam
madhyadhatukanantaram
pramtadhatukam evam
pranitadhatukanantaram yavad
dhinadhatukam sasravanantaram
anasravam anasravanantaram
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belongs to a superior realm
arises immediately after what
belongs to an intermediate
realm; what belongs to an
inferior realm arises
immediately after what belongs
to a superior realm; the
undefiled arises immediately
after the defiled; the defiled
arises without interval after the
undefiled; the transcendent
arises immediately after the
mundane; the mundane arises
immediately after the
transcendent. It is not proper
to predicate the quality of
being a seed in this manner of
those [six types of
sense-consciousness]. Further,
a mental continuum which
ceased to function a long time
ago functions again after a long
time and it is not proper to say
that it comes from that
[long-ceased mental
continuum].

sasravam laukikanantaram
lokottaram lokottaranantaram
laukikam \ na ca tesam tatha
bijatvam yujyate \
dirghakalasamucchinnapi ca
samtatiS cirena kalena pravartate
tasmad api na yujyate \ \

The idea that the six sense-consciousnesses can mutually 'seed' one
another is a Sautrantika view, similar to that discussed in Section
2.3.2. It is rejected here in favour of the idea that the alaya acts as
the receptacle for all 'seeds'—future possibilities of action and
sensation—even when these seeds have mutually incompatible
qualities. See La Valtee Poussin [192&-29:182-189]. Compare MS
I.28ff.
< 5 THE IMPOSSIBILITY OF ACTION>

Why, is it that if [different]
sense-consciousnesses do not
function simultaneously action
does not occur? This is, in
brief, because action is
fourfold: (i) that which appears
as receptacle [i.e., the material
world]; (ii) that which appears
as basis [i.e., the physical body
of oneself and others]; (iii) that
which appears as T; (iv) that
which appears as object [of
cognition]. These [four kinds

kena karanenasatyam yugapad
vijnanapravrttau karma na
sambhavati \ tathdhi samasatas
caturvidham karma \
bhajanavijnaptir a§rayavijnaptir
aham Hi vijnaptir visayavijnaptis
ceti | eta vijhaptayah ksane ksane
yugapat pravartamana
upalabhyante \ na caikasya
vijhanasyaikasmin ksane idam
evam rupam vyatibhinnam
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of] appearance are experienced
as functioning conjointly in
every moment: thus it is not
possible that action analyzed in
this [fourfold] manner should
be attributed to a single
[sense]-consciousness in a
single moment.
This fourfold analysis of karma is paralleled in MVBh and MVT ad
MV 1.4 (Pandeya [1971:14.3ff]). There the term pratibhasa is used
instead of vijhapti and the four categories are artha (for bhajana),
sattva (for asraya), atma (for aham) and vijhapti (for visaya). Despite the

differences in terminology, the general point remains the same. All
experience in every moment, according to the Yogacara, has these
structures. The fact that they continue in this manner can only be
adequately explained if they have a continuing locus other than the
transient sense-consciousnesses.
<6 THE IMPOSSIBILITY OF PHYSICAL EXPERIENCE>

Why can there be no bodily
experience if there is no
store-consciousness? This is so
because, for one who is
thinking or pondering
correctly; for one who is
thinking or pondering
incorrectly; for one whose
mind is concentrated; or for
one whose mind is
unconcentrated—[for all these]
those bodily experiences which
occur would neither be nor be
experienced as manifold and
variegated [as in fact they are].
Thus there is a
store-consciousness.

kena karanenasaty alayavijhane
kayiko 'nubhavo na yujyate | tatha
hy ekatyasya yonik) va 'yoniso
cintayato va 'nuvitarkayato va
samahitacetaso va 'samahitacetaso
ye kaye kayanubhava utpadyante
'nekavidha bahunanaprakaras te na
bhaveyur upalabhyante ca \
tasmad apy asty alayavijhanam | |

This argument has been adequately explained in Section 3.3.6.
< 7 THE IMPOSSIBILITY OF MINDLESS ATTAINMENTS>

Why, if there is no
store-consciousness, can the
mindless attainments not
occur? This -is because [in the
absence of the
store-consciousness] the
consciousness of one who has
attained either unconsciousness

kena karanenasaty alayavijhane
'citta samapattir na sambhavati \
tatha hy asamjhisamapannasya va
nirodhasamapannasya va vijhanam
eva kayad apakrantam syat \
nanapakrantam tatah kalakriyaiva
bhavet \ yathoktam bhagavata
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or cessation would have issued
forth from that person's body.
And if [such a person's
consciousness] does issue forth
[from the body in that way]
then he would simply die. For
the Lord has said:
'Consciousness does not issue
forth from his body [i.e., the
body of one who has attained
unconsciousness or cessation].'

vijhanam casya kayad
anapakrantam bhavatiti \ \

Compare with the discussion of the difference between the
attainment of cessation and death from Theravada sources set forth
in Section 1:2. See also La Vallee Poussin [1928-29:204-214] and MS
•1.50-55 (Lamotte [1973:71-77]; Nagao [1982:48-50,231-246]).
<8 THE IMPOSSIBILITY OF DEATH>
Why, if there is no
store-consciousness, can death
not occur? This is because the
consciousness of one who is
dying abandons the body,
growing cold [gradually] either
from the top [down] or from
the bottom [up]. But there is
never a time when the thinking
consciousness is not
functioning [with an intentional
object]. So it is because of the
departure of the
store-consciousness—which
acts as appropriator of the
body—that the coldness of the
body and its lack of sensation
are experienced. It is not
[because of the departure] of
the thinking consciousness.
Therefore, [death] cannot occur
[without the
store-consciousness].

kena karanenasaty alayavijhane
cyutir api na yujyate \ tathahi
cyavamanasya vijhanam
urdhvadeham va sltikurvan
vijahati adhodeham va \ na ca
manovijhanam kadacin na
pravartate | ato 'py
alayavijhanasyaiva
dehopadanakasya vigamad
dehasitata upalabhyate
dehapratisamvedana ca \ na tu
manovijhanasya \ ato 'pi na
yujya^
I I

The spatial metaphor—of the body cooling at the moment of death
either from the top down or from the bottom up—relates to
standard Buddhist ideas about the future destiny of the dying
individual. The person will go either 'upwards', to one of the
heavenly realms, or 'downwards', to one of the hells, depending on
spiritual condition and the weight and flavour of his accumulated
karma. In the former case, the person dies from the feet upwards as
the store-consciousness ascends through the top of the head on its
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way to rebirth in a higher cosmic realm; in the latter, the person
dies from the head downwards. This is made clear in MS 1.42
(Lamotte [1973:62-63]; Nagao [1982:41,210-211] where this point is
explicitly made. The basic point of this eighth argument—discussed
in detail in La Valise Poussin [1928-29:195-199]—is to show the
following. (1) Death is defined as the departure of consciousness
from the body. (2) All the possible types of consciousness with the
exception of the store-consciousness are straightforwardly
intentional; i.e., they have distinct objects and definite modes of
functioning. (3) A full explanation of the process of death requires
the postulation of a type of consciousness that is not intentional. (4
Death can only be explained by postulating the existence of the
store-consciousness.

NOTES TO
INTRODUCTION
ir
The phrase 'altered state of consciousness' is close to being accorded status as technical term referring to a discipline by those—largely in
experimental and theoretical psychology—who are concerned to develop psycho-physiological methods to measure and assess the apparently enormous range of discrete 'states' of modes of operation of the
mind. The pioneering works in this field were those of Tart [1969;
1971; 1972; 1975a; 1975b]; for a more recent review see Rawlinson
[1979].
2

La Vallee Poussin [1917:110-112].

3

It is this view which lies behind the fairly frequent characterization
of the dhamma—Buddhist doctrine in this context—by the term ehipassika literally 'come and see' [DN 2.217; 3.5; 3.227]. Buddhist doctrine is
supposed to be verifiable by experience, although it remains unclear to
what extent the Buddha actually held the strongly empiricist view suggested by this term, and it is still less clear whether such a view of
Buddhist doctrine is philosophically defensible. Recent defenders of
the view that 'early Buddhism' was a strict empiricism have been K. N.
Jayatilleke and his pupils, notably D. J. Kalupahana and Gunapala
Dharmasiri. Discussions may be found in Jayatilleke [1963]; Kalupahana [1975]; and Dharmasiri [1974]. Frank J. Hoffman [1982] has provided a recent critique of this view—which has become almost an
unquestioned orthodoxy among the Sinhalese scholars of Kalupahana's generation—as also has A. D. P. Kalansuriya [1981].
4
Jayatilleke, for example, appears to think that the (apparently)
theoretical constructs of Buddhist philosophy are actually both produced and verified by experiences gained during the practice of meditation. He gives a particularly clear statement of this view in his discussion of the function of inference in Buddhism: 'Inductive inferences
in Buddhism are therefore based on a theory of causation. These inferences are made on the data of perception, normal and paranormal
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(by 'normal' perception Jayatilleke means sense-perception, and by
'paranormal' he means experiences produced by various meditative
techniques). What are considered to constitute knowledge are direct
inferences made on the basis of the data of such perceptions. All the
knowledge that the Buddha and his disciples claim to have in "knowing and seeing" (v.supra, 741), except for the knowledge of Nirvana,
appears to be of this nature/ [1963:457].
5
The precise nature of the relationship between any given instance
of virtuoso religious experience and the conceptual scheme or worldview within which it came to birth has been extremely well discussed
by Steven Katz [1978, 1982, 1983] and Gimello [1978, 1983]. Katz comes
to the following conclusion after surveying a broad range of so-called
'mystical' experiences in their cultural and intellectual contexts: '. . the
experience of mystics comes into being as the kind of experience it is
as a necessary consequence of the linguistic, theological and socialhistorical circumstances which govern the mystical ascent.' [1983:43].
6

Tsychotropic', like 'altered state of consciousness' is a term in current usage among those who study altered states of consciousness
from a psychological perspective. It is usually used as an adjective to
describe any technique or method which results in the alteration of the
psyche's condition, and thus can be appropriately applied to Buddhist
meditation.
Pali equivalent is sahhavedayitanirodha and the standard Tibetan
translation is 'du shes dang tshor ba 'gog pa. The Sanskrit also occurs in
the form samjhaveditanirodha. In this work I shall use the Sanskrit forms
unless there is a particularly good reason for doing otherwise, as when
texts which exist only in Pali or Tibetan are being discussed.
Especially in the accounts of the Buddha's last moments in the
Mahaparinibbanasutta of the DN and the parallel account in the SN. It's
interesting to note that the SN account—in every other respect parallel
to the DN account—omits mention of the nirodhasamapatti while Buddhaghosa's commentary on the SN account [SA 1.223] treats it as
though the nirodhasamapatti were present. The DN account reads: atha
kho bhagava pathamajjhanam samapajji \ pathamajjhana vutthahitva dutiyajjhanam samapajji \ dutiyajjhana vutthahitva tatiyajjhanam samapajji | tatiyajjhana vutthahitva catutthajjhanam samapajji \ catutthajjhana vutthahitva akasanahcayatanam samapajji \ akasanahcayatana-samapattiya vutthahitva
vihhanancayatanam (One would expect vihnananahcayatanam, though

the contracted form given is much more common in the suttas; Buddhaghosa calls this the 'customary term' rulhisadda [VM 712.3(10.31)];
Rewatadhamma gives rulhl-) samapajji | vihhanahcayatana-samapattiya
vutthahitva akincahhayatanam samapajji \ akihcanhayatana-samapattiya
vutthahitva nevasahhanasahhayatanam samapajji \ nevasahhanasahhasamapattiya vutthahitva sahha-vedayita-nirodham samapajji \ atha kho ayasma
anando ayasmantam anuruddham etad avoca \ parinibbuto bhante anuruddha
bhagava ti \ na avuso anando bhagava parinibbuto sahha-vedayita-nirodham

samapanno ti \ [DN 2.156.4-19]. The process is then reversed, from the
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attainment of cessation down to the first jhana and then reversed
again, from the first jhana to the fourth; after entering the fourth jhana
the Buddha attains parinibbana. The SN account [SN 1.158;.3-11] is
identical except that the cessation of sensation and conceptualization is
not mentioned and Ananda's question is therefore also omitted. Buddahaghosa's comment on the SN version, however, treats it as though
the attainment of cessation is mentioned, and gives extensive discussion to Ananda's question. He explains that Anuruddha knows that
the Buddha has not died but is instead in the nirodhasamapatti because
he has himself, on at least one occasion, accompanied the Buddha as
far as the exit from the stage of neither conceptualization nor nonconceptualization (nevasahnanasahhayatana) and thus is aware of the
difference between death and the cessation of sensation and conceptualization: katham pana so ahhasi \ thero kira satthara saddhim yeva tarn tarn
samapattim samapajjanto yava nevasannanasannayatana-vutthanam tava
gantva idani bhagava nirodham samapanno anto nirodhe ca kala-kiriya nama na

atthi ti annasi | [SA. 1.223.i9-23]. The textual problems involved here
cannot be pursued in this study, but it's noteworthy that they occur;
even in this locus classicus, it seems, a mention of the attainment of
cessation was felt to be problematic.
9

yatha-bhuta-hana-dassana (Skt. yatha-bhuta-jhana-darsana), a frequently

occurring compound of key importance in Buddhist soteriological
theory, and more especially in those areas of such theory which prize
the intellectual/analytical methods of practice. Literally, 'knowledge
and vision which is in accord with what has become' (taking hanadassana as a dvanda and the entire compund as a kammadharaya, with
yatha-bhuta qualifying nana-dassana; this is, I think, the most likely interpretation, though others are possible), more freely the meaning is
something like knowing that things are the way they are and perceiving in accordance with that knowledge. Translating the compound in
this way allows the useful philosophical gloss 'knowing that' (for hana,
here understood as knowledge capable of propositional formulation)
and 'seeing as' (for dassana, here understood as an active transformation of the perceptual faculties in accordance with the propositional
knowledge denoted by nana). The. frequent occurrence of this compound—and many cognates—illustrates splendidly the importance of
the intellectual/cognitive/verbal modes of human existence to the
analytical modes of meditational practice and the soteriological goals
that go with them. The contrast with the concentrative mode could
scarcely be more marked: neither nana nor dassana could possibly occur
in the attainment of cessation.
10
I take this to refer to a style of reasoning developed within the
Indian Buddhist tradition and represented within the texts of that tradition from about the first century BC to the tenth century AD. It is a
heavily analytic style, very precise and lucid, concerned with definitions and argument-forms. How it operates will ^become clear in the
course of this study. It is important to notice that the phrase 'Indian
scholastic Buddhism' crosses the traditional boundary between
'Hlnayana' (lesser vehicle) and Mahayana Buddhism.
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The commentary referred to here is Dhammapala's Paramatthamah-

jusatika (VMT).
12

The name of this school means 'school (or doctrine) of the elders'
and it is the term applied to their own system of beliefs by the Buddhist intellectuals of South and South-East Asia, especially Burma,
Thailand, and Sri Lanka. A more detailed discussion will be found in
Section 1.1.
13
The name of this school—also one of the so-called Hinayana
schools, different from the Theravada in that it is no longer a living
tradition—is usually derived from the title of a text (or texts; there are
several Indian abhidharma texts now extant only in Chinese translation
which bear this name or a variant of it. See the brief essay under
Mahavibhasa in the Bibliography) which defined orthodoxy for the
school. The Vaibhasikas, then, are 'the followers of the [Great Book of]
Options (lMaha]Vibhasa). A more detailed discussion of the tradition
may be found in Section 2.1.
14

Etymologically this term means 'followers of the sutra' (viz: sacred
texts supposed to be the words of Ihe Buddha rather than commentarial exposition). The history of this school remains obscure, as does the
issue of whether it should even be called such; there are no specifically
Sautrantika sacred texts as is the case with the Theravada, Vaibhasika
and Yogacara traditions. Historically there is little doubt that, like the
Vaibhasika, this group originated from within the Sarvastivada tradition. Refer to Section 2.1 for a more detailed discussion.
15

I refer to the Abhidharmakosabhasyatika (AKT) called Tattvartha,

which is almost certainly a work of Sthiramati's, and to YaSomitra's
Abhidharmakos'avyakhya (AKV) called Sphutartha.
16

Literally, 'practitioners of spiritual discipline (yoga)'. Refer to Section 3.1 for a detailed discussion.
17

Classically expressed by Berger and Luckmann [1966].

18

Notably Wittgenstein [1953] and Quine [1969]; the (still continuing)
industry that has grown up around the posthumous publishing of
Wittgenstein's multi-coloured notebooks, while not yet fully digested
by the philosophical community, adds to the development of which I
speak.
19

See, revealingly, Carrithers [1983:95] and for some subtle and
nuanced discussions Geertz [1983]. Sperber [1985] provides what is, to
my knowledge, the most philosophically sophisticated discussion of
relativism yet produced by an anthropologist.
20See Kuhn [1962; 1970a; 1970b] and Feyerabend [1974].
21

I refer here especially to the pervasive influence of Derrida on hermeneutical theory; for an application of his method to philosophical
texts, see de Man [1978].
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Most recently see Coward [1985] and Rouner [1984]; a debate on
the significance of this approach to questions of religious truth may be
found in Hick [1981]; Griffiths and Lewis [1983]; and Hick [1983].
23

See Barnes and Bloor [1982].

24

Since the publication of Gadamer's Truth and Method in English in
1975 (translated from the second German edition), a reading of his
hermeneutical theory has become de rigueur among American historians of religion and literary critics. It does not seem to me that his
influence has been entirely beneficient, largely because of his muddled
thinking on questions of truth and judgement.
25
There has been, of course, an enormous amount of superficial and
uncritical normative judgement passed upon foreign (to the individual
undertaking the judging) conceptual systems: for example that by
(some) Christian missionary intellectuals on what was taken to be
truth in the religious systems adhered to by potential converts to
Christianity. There has also been an enormous amount of careful
scholarly work, in the exegetical mode, of the internal dynamics and
structures of foreign (to the scholar doing the studying) conceptual
systems: for example, most of the work undertaken by scholars from
the Chicago School of the history of religions. But a meeting of careful
scholarship in the exegetical mode with a critical spirit concerned to
ask questions about truth, coherence and so forth, has been, in the
English-speaking academies of the twentieth century, rare in the extreme. This is beginning to change, I think, only amongst those few
Western philosophers who have gained some degree of familiarity
with non-Western philosophical traditions, and who, having been
trained in the analytical tradition take questions of coherence, interpretive adequacy and truth to be of paramount importance. See for example Yandell [1974]; Betty [1976; 1978; 1983a]; and Sharma [1984]. Compare the recent debate between Betty [1983b] and Loy [1983]. The most
pressing need is for more philosophically acute minds prepared to
devote serious analytical study to non-Western philosophical systems.
26
See M. Monier-Williams [1899:xxxvi] for the basic system; modified
only for the vowels r and ri and the two sibilants s* and s.

^Explained by Wylie [1959].
2

»See Nelson [1974].
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This is true, for example, of some of the texts which now form part
of the KN. The story is a complex one. See Norman [1983:57-96] for an
outline account of the problems and Aronoff [1982] for a detailed discussion of the problems surrounding the canonicity of the prose sections of the Jatakatthavannana.
2

By 'primitive' here is meant simply pre-ASokan Buddhism, the life
and thought of Buddhist communities in Northern and Central India
from around 450 BC to around 250 BC. This early formative period is
witnessed only by the texts under discussion here—together with their
analogues preserved in other languages—and by scattered (and largely
later) inscriptional and other archaeological evidence. Anything said
about this period, either from the perspective of the history of ideas or
from the sociological and institutional perspective, is necessarily highly speculative.
3

It is no part of my purpose in this monograph to explain or defend
this approximate dating of the material in the Suttapitaka (the Pali
name for the first part of the canonical collection) of the Pali canon, or
indeed of the entire canon. It is not in any case a terribly controversial
matter; a full discussion of the historical issues may be found in the
first two chapters of Griffiths [1983a]. Standard works with useful historical discussions of the problem of primitive Buddhism and the formation of the canonical collection are Schayer [1935]; Keith [1936]; Bareau [1955a; 1955b]; Regamey [1957]; Lamotte [1958:136-209] and
Frauwallner [1956]. Frauwallner's work has been especially influential
in its discussion of the date and significance of the Skandhaka section of
the Vinayagitaka (the second section of the tripartite canonical collection) though it has not been received without criticism—see Prebish
[1973]. It's significant, I think, that the heated debates on the nature of
'primitive' or 'pre-canonical' Buddhism which were such an importanat part of the Western scholarly study of the Buddhist tradition
from its inception until the second world war, have almost dropped
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out of sight. Here, as so often, the methods and goals of the study of
Buddhism mirror those involved in the study of Christianity: when the
quest of the historical Jesus was in full swing and the Protestant obsession with origins dominated historical research into the Christian tradition, much the same was true for the study of Buddhism; and when
the search for origins became unpopular in the theological universe,
the same happened among those professionally concerned with the
study of Buddhism. Allowing for a certain time-lag, a 'new quest' for
the historical Buddha can be expected at any moment—perhaps the
first signs of such an enterprise are already visible in Bareau [1963;
1971].
4

The five Collections or Nikaya are Dighanikaya (DN), Majjhimanikaya
(MN), Samyuttanikaya (SN), Anguttaranikaya (AN) and Khuddhakanikaya

(KN). References to these texts will be to volume, page and line of the
Pali Text Society editions, unless otherwise noted. Full details of these
editions will be found in the Bibliography. The Pali version of these
texts is only one among several surviving collections; a complete collection of substantially parallel texts survives in Chinese translation,
though this is a translation based upon versions of these texts originally preserved in Indie languages other than Pali; there are some
parallel texts in the Tibetan canonical collections and there are fragmentary survivals in other Indie languages. The Pali versions possess
no particularly privileged historical position other than that bestowed
upon them by their completeness, the fact that they form the basis of
a living tradition and that they are easily accessible in the West in
(moderately) well-edited versions. Complete English translations of
the material in DN, MN, SN and AN are also easily available, although
these vary tremendously in quality. Details are given in the Bibliography. The best recent review of the literature is Norman [1983].
5

There are, as is almost always the case in attempting to date any
historical figure in India, severe historical problems connected with the
dating of Buddhaghosa, and no final agreement has been reached on
the issue, though the fifth century seems the most likely date. Discussions may be found in Adikaram [1946:2-8]; Rahula [1966:xxiv-xxvi,
98]; Nyanamoli [1976:xv-xxvii]; Buddhadatta [1957:142-157] and Norman [1983:120-130].
6

Exactly what Buddhaghosa wrote, what he redacted and what he
translated remain subjects for debate. Even if there were indeed Old
Sinhala versions of the standard commentaries to the Nikaya, as is
suggested by Buddhaghosa himself, and even if Buddhaghosa was
dependent upon the material contained in those commentaries, it still
remains true that the Pali commentaries which we know today must in
large part be credited to him. To the works cited in the previous note
compare Geiger [1956]; Law [1974] and Norman [1983:11^-120].
'The problem of Dhammapala's date centres upon the issue of
whether the person who composed atthakatha (commentaries) upon
texts from the KN is the same as the person who wrote tika (subcommentaries) upon works of Buddhaghosa's. The tradition attributes
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both sets of works to a 'Dhammapala'. Other external evidence suggests that the atthakatha may date from the sixth century or so and the
ttka from the ninth and tenth centuries. This creates obvious problems
in attributing both sets of works to the same individual, and the usual
solution is to suggest that there were two Dhammapalas. Discussions
may be found in Buddhadatta [1957:189-197], Saddhatissa [1965:2ff],
Cousins [1972], Pieris [1978] and Norman [1983]. A subsidiary problem
concerns whether the later of these Dhammapalas (or the only one for
those who think there was only one) is the same as the Indian Dharmapala (to use the Sanskrit form of his name) who was mentioned by the
Chinese Buddhist pilgrim Izing as being active in Nalanda around the
seventh century. The thesis that Dhammapala, author of the ttka literature, and Dharmapala were one and the same was examined and rejected by Hardy [1897] long ago, though recently resurrected and powerfully argued for (along with the thesis that there is only one
Dhammapala, thus reducing a possible three individuals—Dhammapala author of the atthakatha, Dhammapala author of the tika and
Dharmapala, monk from Nalanda—to one; this is at least economical)
by De Silva [1970:ii-lxxxiii]. Despite De Silva's arguments and the seductive delights of Occam's razor (why postulate three individuals if you
can get away with one?), it seems to me that the historical evidence,
while by no means decisive and evidencing some confusion from within
the tradition, suggests that we should separate the two Dhammapalas
both from one another and from Dharmapala. I shall assume, then,
though not without some misgiving, that my Dhammapala (author of
VMT) was active not earlier than the ninth century AD.
8

Stephan Beyer approaches rather closely to this odd view about the
proper functions of the Western student of Buddhism: '. . . a Buddhologist does not deal with Buddhism so much as he deals with Buddhists.' [1973:xvi]. It's hard to know quite what this view means or
how it could be defended. Certainly, Buddhists are an appropriate
object of study, but so, presumably, are the texts which make up at
least part of what is usually considered 'Buddhism'.
9

For some discussion of this terminology, see Smart's [1965] classic
study of the interpretation and assessment of accounts of mystical
experience and Yahdell's [1981] extensive critique of Smart's approach.
By the phenomenological method here, I mean nothing more complex
than the method outlined in Husserl's early works.
10

A substantially parallel passage may be found at SN 4.293-295.

u

yvayam avuso mato kalakato yo cayam bhikkhu sanna-vedayita-nirodham
samapanno imesam kirn nanakaranan-ti \ yvayam avuso mato kalakato tassa
kayasankhara niruddha patippassaddha \ vacisankhara niruddha patippassaddha | cittasankhara niruddha patippassaddha \ ayu parikkhino usma vupasanta
indriyani viparibhinnani \ yo cayam bhikkhu sanna-vedayita-nirodham samapanno tassa pi kayasankhara niruddha patippassaddha \ vacisankhara niruddha
patippassaddha \ cittasankhara niruddha patippassaddha \ ayu aparikkhino
usma avupasanta indriyani vippasannani \ yvayam avuso mato kalakato yo
cayarn bhikkHu sanna-vedayita-nirodham samapanno idam tesam nanakarananti | [MN 1.296.11-23].
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12

The two offences cited here—killing of parents and killing of arhats
—are two of the most serious possible according to the Theravadin
ethical code. Their commission requires expulsion from the monastic
order. On the parajika offences, see Vinayapitaka 1.172; 2.101; 2.242.
13

The hermeneutical principle cited here is intended to argue against
a literalistic exegesis which draws absurd conclusions from the form of
words found in a text. It stresses instead the importance of penetrating
to the meaning of a text, which is clearly regarded as to some extent
independent of the words in which it is framed. The Pali patisarana—
here translated, following Edgerton [1953:372] as 'point of reference'—
is equivalent to the Sanskrit pratisarana, and the sentence from the MA
under discussion here is very similar to the first of the four 'points of
reference' which are frequently discussed in Buddhist Sanskrit texts. A
full discussion of this formula would take me beyond the scope of this
work; it must suffice to say that this fourfold formula is at the root of
most Buddhist hermeneutical philosophy. Extensive discussion may
be found in Lamotte [1949] and Thurman [1978]; further Buddhist Sanskrit sources are listed in La Valise Poussin [1971:V.246-248]. Compare
Gregory [1983] for an account of a Chinese discussion of a similar issue.
14

The phrase 'those things with which they come into contact' translates ghattentesu rather freely. A more literal translation would be
'those things which cause obstructions to them'. The general point is
that external objects (arammana) are conceived by Theravadins as obstructing or getting in the way of the clarity and sensitivity of the
sense-organs; this is what causes the phenomenon of perception.
15
The Pali term pasada (Skt. prasada) generally means 'clarity', 'brightness' or 'purity'. Here it refers specifically to the capacity of the senseorgans to clearly perceive external objects. Note the reference to the
'five [sensory] clarities' (panca pasada) towards the end of the translated
extract. 'Clarity' in this sense is usually conceived by the abhidharmikas
as a kind of subtle physical form; the AKBh gives the standard gloss:

rupa§abdagandharasasprastavyavijnananam a§rayabhuta ye pahca rupatmakah
prasadas te yathakramam caksuhsrotraghranajihvakaya veditavyah \ yathoktam
bhagavata caksur bhikso adhyatmikam ayatanam catvari mahabhutany upadaya
rupaprasadah Hi vistarah | (Pradhan reads . . . mahabhutany upadaya rupaprasadaS ca caksuradayah. I follow AKV [31.3] and Tib. 'byung ba chen po
bzhi dag rgyur byas gzugs dad pa'o zhes rgyas par gzungs pa Ha bu'o | [P GU

31b2-3]).
l6
kayasankhara ti assasapassasa \ vacisankhara ti vitakkavicara \ cittasankhara ti sannavedana | ayu ti rupajlvitindriyam \ viparibhinnani ti upahatani
vinatthani \ tattha keci nirodham samapanassa cittasankhara va niruddha ti
vacanato cittam aniruddham hoti tasma sacittaka ayam samapatti ti vadanti
te vattabba vacisankhara pi fssa niruddha ti vacanato vaca aniruddha hoti tasma
nirodham samapannena dhammam pi kathentena sajjhayam pi karontena nisiditabbam siya | yo cayam mato kalakato tassapi cittasankhara niruddha ti
vacanato cittam aniruddham bhaveyya tasma kalakate matapitaro va arahante
va jhapentena anantariyakammam katam bhaveyya \ iti byanjane abhinivesam
akatva acariyanam naye thatva attho upaparikkhitabbo \ attho hi patisaranam
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na byahjanam | indriyani vippassannani ti kiriyamayapavattasmim hi vattamane bahiddha arammanesu pasade ghattentesu indriyani kilamanti upahatani
makkhitani viya honti vatadihi uddhatarajena catummahapathe thapitadaso viya
| yatha pana thavikaya pakkhipitva mahjusadisu thapito adaso anto yeva virocati
evam nirodhasamapannassa bhikkhuno antonirodhe pahca pasada ativiya virocanti | tena vuttam indriyani vippasannani ti \ [MA 2.351.14-352.4].
17

Compare: assasapassasa kho avuso visakha kayasankharo vitakkavicara
vacisankharo sahha ca vedana ca cittasankharo ti \ [MN 1.301.20-22]. It

seems more likely from the definitions, both in the canon and in the
MA, that we are supposed to regard the process of respiration (assasapassasa) as an example of physical activity rather than an exhaustive
account of it. The same is true for the other definitions/examples. In
the CulavedalUzsutta we are told that respiration is regarded as physical
activity because inbreathing and outbreathing are activities which are
'physical and bound up with the body' (kayika ete dhamma kayapatibaddha [MN 1.301.25]). Similarly, reasoning and deliberation are said to be
verbal activities only because after such activities speech occurs (vitakketva vicaretva paccha vacant bhindati . . . [MN 1.301.26-27]), and sensa-

tion and conceptualization are mental activities simply because they
are 'mental and bound up with the mind' (sahha ca vedana ca cetasika ete
dhamma cittapatibaddha tasma sahha ca vedana ca cittasankharo ti | [MN

1.301.2&-29]).
18
To properly understand this example of reductio ad absurdum, it is
important to realize that sentience—the possession of citta—is, for the
Buddhist, an enabling condition for the performance of action, since
action depends primarily upon volition (cetana) which is in turn dependent upon the existence of mind—citta. Buddhaghosa chooses the example of killing parents or arhats since these are instances of the worst
possible class of moral offences in Buddhist ethical doctrine and thus
provide the most striking illustration of the reductio.
19

ayu pan'avuso kim paticca titthatiti \ ayu usmam paticca titthatiti | usma
pan'avuso kim paticca titthatiti j usma ayum paticca titthatiti \ idan'eva kho
mayam avuso ayasmato sariputtassa bhasitam evam ajanama | ayu usmam
paticca titthatiti \ idan'eva kho mayam ayasmati sariputtassa bhasitam evam
ajanama \ usma ayum paticca titthatiti \ yatha katham pan'avuso imassa
bhasitassa attho datthabbo ti \ tena h'avuso upamante karissami upamaya p'idh'ekacce vihhu purisa bhasitassa attham ajananti \ seyyatha pi avuso telapad"ipassa jhayato accim paticca abha pahhayati \ abham paticca acci pahhayati \
evam eva kho avuso ayu usmam paticca titthati usma ca ayum paticca titthatiti
| te va nu kho avuso ayusankhara te vedaniya dhamma udahu ahhe ayusankhara
ahhe vedaniya dhamma ti \ na kho avuso te va ayusankhara te vedaniya dhamma
| te ca avuso ayusankhara abhavimsu te vedaniya dhamma na-y-idam sahhavedayitanirodham samapannassa bhikkhuno vutthanam pahhayetha \ yasma
ca kho avuso ahhe ayusankhara ahhe vedaniya dhamma tasma sahhavedayitanirodhaam samapannassa bhikkhuno vutthanam pahhayatiti \ [MN

1.295.23-296.6].
20
Buddhaghosa, in the MA, simply explains that 'vitality' is to be
identified with the 'life-faculty' (jivitindriya) and 'heat' with the 'energy
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generated by action' (kammajateja) and stresses that the one cannot
exist without the other.
2l

eko puriso jalapavatte ukkanthito udakena paharitva jalam appavattam
katva charikaya angare pidhaya tunhl nisldati \ yada fssa puna jalaya attho hoti
charikam apanetva angare parivattetva upadanam datva mukhavatam va talavantavatam va dadati \ atha jalapavattam puna pavattati \ [MA 2.350.26-

31]/
^riipajlvitindriya, here I think to be understood as equivalent to both
vitality and heat, since both the canon and Buddhaghosa have already
said that these two are radically interdependent.
^charikaya pihitangara viya rupajlvitindriyam \ purisassa puna jalaya atthe
sati charikapanayanadini viya bhikkhuno yathaparicchinna-kalapagamanam \
aggijalaya pavatti viya puna arupadhammesu uppannesu ruparupapavatti. . .

[MA 2.351.2-6].
2

Hattha ka nirodhasamapattl ti \ ya anupubbanirodhavasena cittacetasikanam dhammanam appavatti \ [VM 1665.10-11(23.18)].
25

anupubbanirodhavasena ti vipassananugata atthasamapattiyo arohantena
tarn tarn patipakkhanirodhamukhena tinnam sankharanam anupubbato nirodhavasena | yathaparicchinnakalam ya cittacetasikanam appavatti ayam nirod-

hasamapattl ti attho | [VMT 1665.23-25].
26The story occurs in VM 1676.9-18(23.36).
27

The term 'enstatic' is derived from the Greek en-stasis meaning
'standing within', and etymologically is the opposite of 'ecstatic'—
'standing without'. The term has, since the publication of Mircea
Eliade's important study of the methods of yoga, become standard in
studies of this kind (Eliade [1969:339 and passim]). It is used to denote
techniques designed to withdraw the practitioner from contacts with
the external world, to establish autonomy and ultimately to empty
consciousness of all content. The locus dassicus in Indian texts for a
description of this type of technique is Bhagavadgita 11.58, describing a
person whose 'wisdom is firm' (sthitaprajha): When he entirely withdraws his senses from their objects like a tortoise his limbs, then his
wisdom is firmly established, (yada samharate cayam kiirmo 'nganiva sarva
sah | indriyanindriyarthebhyas tasya prajha pratisthita \ \ ) . See Zaehner
[1969:151]; Van Buitenen [1981:78-79]. Eliade sometimes uses 'enstasy'
as a translation for samadhi (not a practice that will be followed here;
my standard translation for that term will be 'concentration', which is
both etymologically and semantically preferable), and there are many
errors, some of them egregious, in his comments on Buddhist psychotropic technique (for a discussion of some of which see Gombrich
[1974]). But the basic distinction between enstatic technique and ecstatic technique remains invaluable.
28

Poussin states the problem succinctly: 'On peut, sans imprudence,
discexnej dans les sources bouddhiques . . . deux theories opposes
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. . . la th£orie qui fait du salut une oeuvre purement ou surtout intellectuelle; la th£orie qui met le salut au bout des disciplines, ascetiques et
extatiques/ [1937c: 189-190]. There has been a reasonable amount of
scholarly effort devoted to the issue in recent years, of which the most
notable items are the following: Sopa [1979] has provided a brief study
of a similar issue, the relationship between analytic and enstatic meditation from the perspective of his school of Tibetan Buddhism. King
[1980:Chapters 3-5], while outlining the issue effectively, does little
more by way of resolution than repeat the Theravadin orthodoxy as
expressed by Buddhaghosa. Barnes [1980], in an article based upon his
Oxford MPhil thesis, also contains some useful material, especially
when he draws upon parallels from the Mahabharata. My own [1981]
study sets out the problem rather more fully than is possible here,
though I there attempted no resolution of the issue. More recently,
Nathan Katz [1982:55-95] is thorough and suggestive. Finally, in a fascinating, and at the time of writing still unpublished manuscript,
Bronkhorst [unpublished] analyzes the issue in detail and illuminates
it by adducing parallels from Jaina material. I am indebted to Dr.
Bronkhorst for personal discussions and for allowing me to see a copy
of this work.
29

'Unsatisfactoriness' is, in general, not a bad translation for the basic Buddhist term dukkha (Skt. duhkha) more often translated as 'suffering'.
^I'm indebted for some of these ideas to Stephan Beyer.
31
See especially Rgveda 1.164, where the poet as knower is celebrated, even if in somewhat obscure terms. O'Flaherty provides a useful discussion of this hymn as well as the best translation currently
available in any Western language [1981:71-83]. Rgveda VI.9 also
makes an explicit connection between knowledge and immortality.
32
aham, annam aham annam aham annum \ ahamannado 'hamannado 'hamannadah \ aham §lokakrd aham §lokakrd aham slokakrt \ aham asmi praIhamaja rtasya \ purvam devebhyo'mrtasya nabhayai \ yo ma dadati sa ideva
ma 'vah \ aham annam annam adantamadyi \ aham vi§vam bhavanamabhyab-

havam | Limaye and Vadekar [1958:60-61]
33

This is, of course, a very schematic and imprecise analysis which
leaves a great deal unaccounted for. I do not intend to claim that the
view of salvation expressed by the Taittirlya Upanisad is identical with
that expressed in those Buddhist texts which stress the importance of
analytic technique and of knowledge and power. The Buddhist version
is, of course, characteristically Buddhist and differs in many philosophical essentials from the Upanisadic. I intend simply to point out
that there are some fascinating and deep rooted parallels between this
Upanisadic view and the Buddhist view and to indicate that neither the
Buddha nor Buddhists developed their views of salvation and soteriological method in isolation from what had preceded them in India. The
stress on power as part of the soteriological goal is by no means for-
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eign even to Theravada texts and is still more obvious in Mahayana
works. The great importance given in Theravada texts to the attainment
of various supernatural powers (for which there are a number of terms;
the later standard became abhihha, Skt. abhijha) as a result of the practice of analytic techniques is the obvious example, but the effort put
into describing the nature and range of the powers attributed to Buddhas and Bodhisattvas in later Mahayana texts also illustrates the significance of power as an integral part of the Buddhist soteriological goal.
M

The unit of tradition describing this fivefold set of practices and
resultant altered states of consciousness occurs in completely stereotyped form throughout the four Nikaya, though in many different contexts. The text given in this note is from the Mahaslhanadasutta of DN,
and the context is a description of the eightfold series called the 'liberations' (vimokkha): sabbaso rupasahhanam samatikkama patighasahhanam atthagama nanattasanhanam amanasikara ananto akaso ti akasanahcayatanam
upasampajja viharati . . . sabbaso akasanahcayatanam samatikkamma anantam
vihhanan ti vihhanahcayatanam upasampajja viharati . .sabbaso vihhanahcayatanam samatikkamma n'atthikihcitiakincahhayatanam upasampajja viharati ... sabbaso akihcahhayatanam samatikkamma nevasahhanasahhayatanam
upasampajja viharati . . . sabbaso nevasahhanasahhayatanam samatikkamma
sahhavedayitanirodham upasampajja viharati \ [DN 2.71.2-17].
35

cattaro ariipa, see, for example, the list at DN 3.224.10-19.

^Later Buddhist scholasticism goes into very elaborate detail in its
discussions of the attributes of the divine beings who inhabit the different formless realms; while these distinctions are very important for
a proper understanding of Buddhist cosmology, they will not concern
me further in this study. The standard Indian Buddhist treatment of
the issue may be found in the third chapter of the AKBh, translated
and annotated extensively by La Vallee Poussin [1919 and 1971].
37
This is indicated by the use in the description of the attainment of
the first three formlessnesses of a ti clause in the Pali original—ananto
akaso ti and so forth. This has been indicated in translation by the use
of single quotation marks.

most significant occurrences in the four Nikaya are DN 2.71,
2.112, 2.156, 3.261-262, 3.266, 3.288 and 3.290; MN 1.159-160, 1.174175, 1.203-204, 1.207-209, 1.398-400, 1:454-456, 2.12-13, 3.25-26 and
3.42-45; SN 1.158, 2.210-212, 3.255-256, 4.217, 4.226-227, 4.262-265
and 5.318-319 and AN 1.41, 4.409, 4.418, 4.456 and 5.207-208.
39/
Meditation' is frequently used in secondary sources as a translation for jhana (Skt. dhyana). This is either too general and vague (for
those to whom its connotations are vaguely 'Eastern' and its denotation any set cf psychotropic techniques) or too specific and misleading
(for those to whom its denotation and connotation are precisely and
specifically Christian). A good discussion of the problems involved in
translating this term may be found in Cousins [1973]; compare
Gunaratana [1980:5].
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stereotyped formula describing the four jhana occurs very
frequently (86 times in clear and full form) throughout the first four
Collections. I have provided elsewhere a detailed form-critical analysis
of this unit of tradition together with a discussion of the meaning of
the key terms involved [Griffiths 1983b]; compare Schmithausen
[1976a], a study in which a somewhat similar approach. Gunaratana
[1980] has provided a comprehensive survey of material on the four
jhana as it occurs in the Collections. The standard unit of tradition describing these altered states of consciousness runs thus: '(i) [The practitioner], separated from desire, separated from negative states of mind,
attains to and remains in the first jhana which possesses both reasoning and deliberation, originates from separation, and possesses both
joy and happiness, (ii) Suppressing both reasoning and deliberation
[the practitioner] attains to and remains in the second jhana which
possesses inner tranquillity and one-pointedness of mind, originates
from concentration, is without reasoning and deliberation, and possesses both joy and happiness, (iii) By detachment from joy [the practitioner] remains in equanimity; mindful and aware he experiences
physical happiness and attains to and remains in the third jhana which
the noble ones call 'remaining in equanimity, mindfulness and happiness/ (iv) By the abandonment of both happiness and sadness and by
the disappearance of previous joy and sorrow, [the practitioner] attains to and remains in the fourth jhana which possesses neither happiness nor sadness and which is characterized by that purity of mindfulness which is equanimity/ Text: (i) vivicc'eva kamehi vivicca akusalehi
dhammehi savitakkam savicaram vivekajam pitisukham pathamajjhanam upasampajja viharati | (ii) vitakkavicaranam vupasama ajjhattam sampasadanam
cetaso ekodibhavam avitakkam avicaram samadhijam pitisukham dutiyajjhanam
upasampajja viharati | (iii) pitiya ca viraga upekkhako ca viharati sato ca
sampajano sukham ca khyena patisamvedeti yam tarn ariya acikkhanti upekkhako
satima sukhavihari ti tatiyajjhanam upasampajja viharati | (iv) sukhassa ca
pahana dukkhassa ca pahana pubbeva somanassadomanassanam atthagama
adukkham asukham upekhasatiparisuddhim catutthajjhanam upasampajja

viharati j | [SN 5.307.1-16 and passim.]
41

The Pali terms are anupubbanirodha [DN 3.266; 3.290] for the successive attainments and anupubbavihara [DN 3.265; 3.290] for the succesive
abodes. It seems likely that these classificatory terms are a later development since it occurs only in the late proto-abhidharma list-suttas of
the Long Collection.
42
Thus the final stage of the ninefold series, the cessation of sensation and conceptualization, is described in the following terms: idh-

'ananda bhikkhu sabbaso nevasahhanasanhayatanam samatikkamma sanhavedayitanirodham upasampajja viharati | idam kho ananda etamha sukha
annam sukham abhikkantataran ca panitatarah ca | [MN 1.400.11-14].
43

nirodho avedayitasukhavasena sukham nama jato \ pahcakamagunavasena
hi aithisamapattivasena ca vedayitasukham nama \ nirodho avedayitasukham
nama Hi vedayitasukham va hotu avedayitasukham va tarn nidukkhabhavasankhatena sukhatthena ekam sukham eva jatam | [MA 3.115.7-12].
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•"It is difficult to fully understand the eight liberations (vimokkha Skt.
vinwksa) without considering them in their relationship to two other
important sets of techniques and altered states: the eight 'spheres of
mastery7 (abhibhvayatana) and the 10 'spheres of totality' (kasinayatana
Skt. krtsnayatana). In later Buddhist systematic works—though this is
by no means so clear if we consider only material drawn from the
Nikaya—these three sets form a group, and when they are considered
in this way the contention that the vimokkha are, in part, a set of visualization exercises, becomes clearer. Discussion of these three sets may
be found in almost all systematic Indian Buddhist texts, for example,
the eighth chapter of the AKBh, the AS (D 112a2-112b7/P 132b3-133b3/
Pradhan [1950:95.4-96.14]) and the ASBh (Tatia [1976:124.18-127.26]).
Compare the treatment given in the MS and its commentaries [Lamotte 1973:391]. Lamotte [1970-81:1281-1310] gives a collection and
French translation of many of the significant Sanskrit texts; a partial
study of these sets of practices in their Yogacara context has been
made by Hakamaya, Keenan and Griffiths [unpublished manuscript],
and Hurvitz [1979] has devoted some effort to a study of the eight
liberations as these are presented in Pali, Sanskrit and Chinese abhidharma texts.
45

'Pericope' is a term derived from the Greek perikope meaning literally 'that which is cut around'; it has been a standard term in biblical
studies since the end of the nineteenth century and is used to denote
the individual units of tradition which the larger texts of the bible—or
in this case of the Buddhist canonical collection—comprise. I have discussed this method and its possible applications to the Pali canon elsewhere [1983a and 1983b]. The important point is simply that the individual discourses which make up the Collections as they now stand are
themselves for the most part composite works, patchwork affairs comprising numerous individually circulating pericopes.
additional material consists in the words: panhaya c'assa disva
asava parikkhina honti{MN 1.204 and passim]; there are occasional variants. It's significant that a common commentarial gloss on this pericope is maggapannaya cattari ariyasaccani disva cattaro asava parikkhina

honti [MA 2.163.15-16 and passim]. The idea that the object of the
practitioner's wisdom is the four truths makes very clear that this pericope moves firmly within the realm of analytic practice.
47

There is, naturally enough, a clear awareness within the canonical
collections themselves of the tension between these two types of practice and the soteriological goals that go with them. One of the several
attempts to resolve the issue can be seen in the development of the
categories of cetovimutti (liberation of the mind), panhavimutti (liberation by means of wisdom) and ubhatobhagavimutti (liberation in both
ways). The problems surrounding these categories and the more detailed classifications of the types of liberation and of liberated persons
in the context of which they are usually expounded (see, for example,
the Kitagirisutta, MN 1.177ff) are complex; all I can say here is that the
category of pahhavimutto, one who is liberated by means of wisdom,
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seems to envisage the possibility of the attainment of nibbana without
complete mastery over the enstatic practices, and that the category of
cetovimutto, one whose mind is liberated, centres especially upon mastery of the enstatic practices. To give a single example, AN 1.161 defines cetovimutti as consisting in freedom from passion and pannavimutti as consisting in freedom from ignorance (ragaviraga cetovimutti
avijjaviraga pahhavimutti)f a difference which is not unexpected in the
light of the remarks made earlier about the different perceptions of the
basic human problem belonging to the enstatic and the analytic soteriological techniques. More detailed discussions of the issue may be
found in De Silva [1978] (I am grateful to Mr Bruce Burrill for bringing
this piece to my attention); Gunaratana [1980:363-387]; Katz [19827&83]. De Silva is especially good on this, drawing heavily upon the
commentarial literature and decisively correcting the common misapprehension that ubhatobhagavimutti is simply a combination of cetovimutti and pannavimutti. The 'both' refers instead to the physical (rupa)
on the one hand and the mental (nama) on the other: ubhatobhagavimutto ti dvihi bhagehi vimutto arupasamapattiya rupakayato vimutto maggena

namakayato vimutto ti [DA 2.514]. See De Silva [1978:141-143];
Gunaratana [1980:369 Note 1 where the reference is given incorrectly].
^It isn't possible to give a comprehensive review here of all the
textual evidence in the Collections which leads to the stated conclusions. The main text-places have already been listed in Note 38. Briefly, there is an invariant core to the tradition describing the fivefold set
of practices leading to the attainment of cessation; this invariant core
has been translated in Section 1.3.2, and the text given in Note 34. This
invariant core occurs in combination as part of both the ninefold series
(anupubba-vihara or anupubba-nirodha, though these terms are not al-

ways used) and the eightfold series (vimokkha). In none of the major
instances in DN [2.71; 2.112; 2.156; 3.261-262; 3.266; 3.288; 3.290] does
it occur in conjunction with the pahha pericope, the text of which is
given in Note 46. The major occurrences in MN [1.159-160; 1.174-175;
1.203-204; 1.207-209; 1.398-400; 1.454-456; 2.12-13; 3.25-26; 3.42-45]
are more mixed, though most of the occurrences of the fivefold attainment-of-cessation unit do include the pahha pericope (all, in fact, except 1.398-400; 1.454-456; 2.12-13). The SN's lengthy discussion of the
techniques leading to the attainment of cessation frequently uses the
invariant core of the tradition without the pahha pericope [e.g., SN
1.158; 2.210-212; 4.226-227; 5.318-319], as also does the AN [e.g.,
1.41].
49
Many of the canonical Pali texts divide those who have begun the
practice of the path into four classes (cattaro ariyapuggala): the first of
these is the sotapanno (Skt. srotrapanna) or 'stream-enterer', an individual whose eventual enlightenment is guaranteed; the second is the
sakadagami (Skt. sakrdagaml), the 'once-returner' who has only one life
to undergo subsequent to the present one before attaining enlightenment; third, there is the anagami, the 'never-returner' who will attain
enlightenment without a subsequent earthly birth (though the person
may well have to undergo another life, or part thereof, in some devaloka); and finally the arhat, who attains enlightenment before death in
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this present earthly life. The standard sutta text describing these four
noble individuals occurs very frequently, usually in stereotyped form
(see, for example, Sampasadaniyasutta in DN). These four noble individuals were later often multiplied into eight by dividing each stage into
two: path and fruit. See, for example, AN 4.292-293.
W
I omit, as of no great philosophical significance, Buddhaghosa's
detailed description [VM 1676.1-1679.7 (23.35-42)] of the kinds of
preparatory duties that need to be done by the practitioner between
attaining the sphere of nothingness (the third formless state and the
seventh attainment) and that of neither conceptualization nor nonconceptualization (the fourth formless state and the eighth attainment,
that altered state which immediately precedes the attainment of cessation itself). These are interesting because they illustrate with what seriousness the possibility of reaching cessation was taken: the practitioner is instructed, and must ensure, before entering cessation (i) that
nothing borrowed from another will come to harm (from rats, fire or
flood) during the temporary unconciousness; (ii) that the monastic
community will not require the practitioner's presence for the taking of
a communal decision during the trance; (iii) that the Buddha will not
require the presence of the practitioner while unconscious (not perhaps an especially pressing consideration during these degenerate
days when there seems to be a striking lack of Buddhas) and (iv) that
the practitioner is not likely to die while in the attainment of cessation.
Sl
kathahcassa samapajjanam hoti ti \ samathavipassanavasena ussakkitva
katapubbakiccassa nevasahhanasahhayatanam nirodhayato evamassa samapajjnam hoti j yo hi samathavaseneva ussakkati so nevasahhanasahhayatanasamapattim patva titthati \ yo pana vipassanavaseneva ussakkati so phalasamapattim patva titthati | yo pana ubhayavaseneva ussakkitva pubbakiccam katva
nevasahhanasahhayatanam nirodheti so tarn samapajjati ti ayam ettha sankhepo
11 ayam pana vittharo | idha bhikkhu nirodham samapajjitukamo katabhattakicco sudhotahatthapado. vivitte okase supanhattamhi asane nisldati pallankam
abhujitva ujum kayam panidhaya parimukham satim upatthapetva \ so
pathamam jhanam samapajjitva vutthaya tattha sankhare aniccato dukkhato
anattato vipassati 11 . . . nevasahhanasahhayatanam samapajjati \ athekam va
dve va cittavare atikkamitva actittako hoti nirodham phusati \ kasma panassa
dvinnam cittanam uparicittani na pavattantl ti | nirodhassa payogatta \ idam
hi imassa bhikkhuno dve samathavipassanadhamme yuganaddhe katva atthasamapatti-arohanam anupubbanirodhassa payogo na nevasahhanasahhayatanasamapattiya ti nirodhassa payogatta dvinnam cittanam upari na pavattanti \

[VM 1673.8-1674.9; 1679.2-7 (23.31-32; 43)].
52

The term 'attainment of fruition' (phalasamapatti) refers to another
altered state of consciousness classified by Buddhaghosa as one of the
'benefits of cultivating wisdom' (pahhabhavananisamsa) in the final
chapter of the VM. Both Buddhaghosa and Dhammapala explain this
in detail [VMT 1654.7-1664.24]; the only point that needs to be noted
here is that this altered state differs from the attainment of cessation in
that it has an object—nibbana—and therefore is not devoid of all mental
events. The attainment of fruition also differs depending upon the
stage of development of the individual reaching it; it is open to anyone
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of the four (or eight) classes of ariyapuggala (for a discussion of which
see Note 49).
^samathavipassanavasena ti yuganaddhanam viya ahhamannupakaritaya sahitanam vasena { . . . nevasanhanasahhayatanasamapattim patva titthati
taduddham suddhasamathavipassanaya abhavato \ yo vipassanavaseneva ussakkati sace ariyo phalasamapattatthiko so attano phalasamapattim patva titthati |
. . . nirodham phusat'i ti acittakabhavam evaha \ nirodhassa payogatta ti cittanirodhaya payogabhavato baladvayasambharanadipayogassa cittanirodhatta ti
attho | samathavipassanabalasamannagamo hanasamadhicariyavasabhavo ccttha ahhamahhanativattanavaseneva icchitabbo ti aha dve samathavipassanadhamme yuganaddhe katva ti \ anupubbanirodhassa payogo ti pathamajjhanadinam tadanupassananahca anupubbato nirodhanassayam payogo \ [VMT

1673.23; 1674.16-19; 1679.15-19].
^Scholars who have made in-depth studies of these matters are not
in agreement. Among contemporary expositors from within the tradition there is ambiguity, if not open contradiction, about the value of
enstatic practice and the soteriological goals that go with it. Vajiranana
comes close to contradicting himself on the issue [1962.18 and 343].
Compare Rahula [1967:68] and Nyanaponika [1962:102]. From outside
the tradition, Winston King presents a fairly strong case for the integral
unity of the jhanic and vipassanic (as he prefers to call them) modes of
practice [1977; 1980:103-115] in the production of the nirodhasamapatti,
while I have myself stated a much more negative view of the possibilities of combining the two modes into a coherent system [1981].
55
The works of Nyanaponika [1962] and Vajiranana [1962] are perhaps the best examples of late twentieth-century Sinhalese Theravadin
orthodoxy on the problem of meditational practice. These works reflect
splendidly the stress placed on satipatthana ('mindfulness', a species of
observational analysis, dramatically opposed in both theory and practice to enstatic practice) on the one hand, and the synthesis of Buddhaghosa on the other. An interesting review of the practical methods
employed by some contemporary Theravadin meditation-teachers may
be found in Kornfield [1977]. This work also shows that the majority of
meditation-teachers stress vipassana at the expense of samatha though
there are exceptions and many of the teachers do try and create some
sort of synthesis.

discourse in question is the Culasaropamasutta. The answer to
the question katame ca brahmana dhamma nanadassanena uttaritara ca panItatara ca [MN 1.203.24-25] is a listing of the four jhana of form, the four
formless attainments and the attainment of cessation [MN 1.203-204].
57
katham ime pathamajjhanadidhamma nanadassanena uttaritara jata ti \
nirodhapadakatta \ hettha pathamajjhanadidhamma hi vipassanapadaka ime
nirodhapadaka tasma utturitara ti veditabba \ [MA 2.234.25-28].

5«See AN 4.454 and MN 1.209.
1.456.
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samapajjanti ti \ sankharanam pavattibhede ukkanthitva ditthe va
dhamme acittaka hutva nirodham nibbanam patva sukham viharissama ti sam-

apajjanti [VM 1673.5-7(23.30)].
<*sukham ti niddukkham [VMT 1673.22]. Compare MA 3.115.7-12
(commenting upon MN 1.398-400) where the attainment of cessation is
described as possessing that happiness which consists in absence of
sensation.
62
ucchedaditthi, usually opposed to sassataditthi, the 'eternity view'.
SN 2.20, 3.98 and passim.

^There are a number of dialectical soft-shoe-shuffles which can be
used to get round this. The most common in Buddhist texts is to say
that this view—that all views about Nirvana (or in some schools about
anything at all) are false—is not itself a view but (something like) a
meta-linguistic and meta-philosophical pointer to the truth, which,
naturally, transcends views and verbalization. If this move is to work
—and ultimately I don't think it can—we need some fairly tight criteria
for what 'views' are and why such things as the proposition 'all views
are false' isn't one. Such criteria are not usually given in Buddhist
texts. If an attempt were made to generate some criteria which would
exclude 'all views are false', the probable result would be to empty
such statements of all philosophical power. Suppose we suggest as a
necessary (and possibly sufficient) condition for any proposition P to
be considered a 'view' that P and its contradictory cannot both be true;
if the proposition 'all views are false' isn't a view given this condition,
then it's hard to know, what it is or why anyone would want to assert
it or even what it could mean to assert it. Can one assert a proposition
P which does not logically exclude not-P? Some related issues springing from the question of ineffability have been usefully discussed by
Keith Yandell [1979]. But the whole issue needs much more space than
can be given it here.
relevant Pali terms are anupadisesanibbana (Nirvana without
remainder) and sa-upadisesanibbana (Nirvana with remainder). The historical problems involved in assessing why this distinction came to be
thought necessary and what its effects should be on our view of the
nature of Nirvana are immense, and there is as yet no scholarly orthodoxy on the issue. The literature on the meaning of Nirvana is
immense. A good place to start is with Welbon's [1968} historical study
of the understandings of Nirvana which have been common in the
West. Two more recent discussions of specific issues close to that
which has arisen in our study are Masefield [1979] and Kalansuriya
[1979].
65

nibbanam patva ti anupadisesanibbanam patva viya \ [VMT 1673.22].

formula occurs frequently with only minor variations in the
Pali canonical texts. The standard form is imasmim sati idam hoti \ imassa
uppada idam uppajjati

\ \ imasmim asati idam na hoti \ imassa nirodha idam

nirujjhati 11 [MN 1.262-264; SN 2.28; passim]. I agree with C. A. F.
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Rhys-Davids [1908-26:672] and Kalupahana [1975:90] that although the
Pali version (and many Buddhist Sanskrit versions) uses one and the
same pronoun throughout (in die neuter nominative and locative) it is
nevertheless appropriate, indeed required, to translate by two different terms (x and y in my version) when using English. It's perhaps
also worth noting that the grammar of this standard formula does not
permit us to distinguish between a constant conjunction view of causality and one that postulates a stronger metaphysical relationship. The
ablative case (uppMa and nirodha) will support either interpretation.
is JayatiMeke's view (1963:449]. Kalupahana [1975:96-109]
thinks, in contrast, that we do not have an instance of parallelismus
membrorum here, but that the second halves of both the first and second lines—those that talk of 'arising' and 'ceasing'—add something to
the first halves, and that this something is 'a deliberate effort to include the idea of productivity in the statement of causation.' [1975:96].
This interpretation is linked with Kalupahana's view that, according to
early Theravada Buddhism (by which he usually means pre-Buddhaghosa Theravada), this verse and other more extended statements
of the universality of causality stggest that it consists not merely in the
facts of the constant conjunction of x and y but also in some kind of
(metaphysical) relationship between them, a relationship which can,
moreover, be directly perceived. It doesn't seem to me that this view of
the causal process—as an additional fact over and above constant conjunction in the Humean sense—is clearly expressed in the pre-Buddhaghosa Pali texts of Hieravada Buddhism, though neither, it must be
admitted, is a strict Humean view. On the exegetical level, then,
Kalupahana thinks the texts are less ambiguous than I take them to be.
Whether his view can be justified philosophically, whether it is a defensible view of causality and what exactly it might mean to directly perceive a causal relation between x and y, are different and large questions
which, fortunately, are not of direct relevance for this study. See also
Silburn [1955:165-228] for a more detailed discussion of early Buddhist
notions of causation.
universality of application of the principle of causation is clearly implied by the famous formula: sabbe sankhara anicca \ sabbe sankhara
dukkha \ sabbe dhamma anatta [SN 3.132-134; AN 1.286; passim]. La-

motte [1962:165 Note 51] has collected references to this formula in
Buddhist Sanskrit literature. I take dhamma here to be a universal category and all things to be included under the rubric of paticcasamupannadhamma (causally arisen things). There is a problem, as so often,
with the status of Nirvana, but leaving that aside there can be no
doubt that the universality of principle (1) is intended by the texts.
• ^Kalupahana [1975:99].
70

Leibniz [1714:paragraph 32].

71
1 am dependent here on the formulations of William L. Rowe
[1984:362-364]. Compare Hill [1982] for a somewhat different perspective. Much useful discussion pertaining to this issue will be found in
Swinburne [1979].
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See, for some preliminary discussion, Jaini [1974} and Biihnemann
[1980].
73

sahnavedayitanirodhasarnapattiya vutthahantassa bhikkhuno evam hoti |
aham sahhavedayitanirodhasamapattiya vutthahissanti va \ aham
sahhavedayitanirodhasamapattiya vuttahamiti va \ aham sahhavedayitanirodhasamapattiya vutthito ti va \ atha khvassapubbe va tatha cittam bhavitam hoti yam tarn tathattaya upanetiti | | [MN 1:302].
7

*katham thanam ti \ evam samapannaya pan'assa kalaparkcheda-vasena
c'eva antarafyukkhayasanghapatiTnanamsatthupakkosanabhavenaca thanam
hoti | katham vutthanam ti \ anagamissa anagamiphaluppattiya \ arahato
arahattaphaluppattiya ti evam dvedha vutthana hoti \ [VM 1681.6-9(23.4&-

49)] My translation is based partly upon Dhammapala's glosses [VMT
1681:18-19], which are here merely formal.
for example, Henepola Gunaratana's paraphrase of Buddhaghosa [1980:360] and Vajiranana [1%2:46^466].
76
Thus I take Buddhaghosa's description of the practitioner's mind
tending towards Nibbana upon leaving the attainment of cessation,

vutthitassa kimninnam cittam hoti ti nibbananinnam | vuttam hetam
sahnavedayitanirodhasamapattiya vutthitassa kho avuso visakha bhikkhuno
vivekaninnam cittam hoti vivekaponam vivekapabbharam ti \ \ VM 1681.10-

12(23.50)], as simply unpacking what is meant by experiencing the
fruitions-of Arhatship and Non-Returnership. Dhammapala's comment supports this view: vivekaninnam ti nissaranavivekaninnam pageva
sankharavimukhitaya phalacittuppattiya ca ti veditabbam \ [VMT 1681.2021].

most influential summaries of the meanings of dhamma from
within the tradition are those by Buddhaghosa [see especially DhsA 33
and DA 1.99]. In these summaries five senses of the term are distinguished. The first is desana, or 'teaching', meaning simply the Buddha's doctrine. The second is pariyatti, referring to the canonical texts
in which that doctrine is set forth. The third sense is dhamma as guna or
'good quality', something which causes people to 'attain a good destiny' (dhammo papeti sugatim—DhsA 33 and DA 1.99, quoting Theragatha

304), in other words, to get a good rebirth. Buddhaghosa also refers to
another meaning of dhamma considered as guna, the Buddha's unique
good qualities. The fourth, dhamma (plural) refers to all non-sentient
and non-living existents; these are the basic existents/events of the
Theravada metaphysical system. The fifth is hetu or 'cause', here dhamma is considered under its aspect as producing results. The two most
thorough examinations of the semantic range of this term in the Pali
literature are Geiger and Geiger [1920] and Carter [1978]. The two
works complement one another, that of the Geigers being more
thorough in its analysis of the textual material, and Carter's covering
in addition material from the non-Pali Sinhalese tradition. See also
Hirakawa [1980:163-167] for a brief discussion. A. K. Warder's sevenfold listing of possible meanings [1974:398-399] overlaps somewhat
with Buddhaghosa's list, though he appears to have revised his list
later [1971; 1980]. Fumimaro Watanabe [1983:9-17], basing himself
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largely upon Warder, distinguishes four basic meanings/uses for dhamma.
78
For example in Buddhaghosa's discussion of the importance of ascertaining that one's life has at least seven days to run before one
enters the attainment of cessation, an important matter since imminent
death will apparently force premature withdrawal from the attainment. [VM 1678.13-20(23.42)].
is certainly implied in the extract from VM translated earlier in
Section 1.5.
standard account of the perceptual process in Theravada
shows clearly that a form of mind-body interactionism is envisaged:
'Visual consciousness occurs in dependence upon the eye and material
objects; the meeting of these three is 'contact'. Sensation is conditioned
by contact, and what one senses one conceptualizes; what one conceptualizes one reasons about; what one reasons about one proliferates
intellectually . . . cakkhuhca paticca rupe ca uppajjati cakkhuvihhanam \ tinnam sangati phasso \ phassapaccaya vedana \ yam vedeti tarn sahjanati \ yam
sahjanati tarn vitakketi | yam vitakketi tarn papahceti . . .[MN 1.111 pass-

im]. Interesting and often conflicting interpretations of this may be
found in Sarathchandra [1958:4ff]; Jayatilleke [1963:435ff] and
Nanananda [1976:3ff].
81
It is not quite true that there is no suggestion of a purely physical
cause for the re-emergence of consciousness. Such may in fact be suggested by the possibility of the practitioner's death (a physical event)
directly causing the re-emergence of consciousness (on which see Section 1.5). But this is not a possibility treated with much seriousness by
the tradition.
82

This fundamental division is indicated by the division of the individual person into nama (literally 'name', a term used to denote all
mental functions including the four khandha); vedana (sensation), sahha
(conceptualization), vihhana (consciousness) and sankhara (volitional ac-

tions). Opposed to nama is rupa, physical form. This division is the
most fundamental among all the Buddhist analyses of the person, all
the others depend upon it. See Chapter Four.
standard Theravada discussions of bhavanga are found in Buddhaghosa's DhsA [72, 140, 212, 276] and in VM 1020.1ff(14.111ff). See
also Sarathchandra [1958:75-%] for a valuable discussion.
^Though the term is used in an early post-canonical work [Miln
299ff].
85

The rebirth process and the links between the terms bhavangasota,

bhavangacitta and patisandhivihhana are discussed in detail at VM
1021.1ff(14.114ff).
teimina bhikkhuna addhanaparicched% sukusalena bhavitabbam \ attano ayusankhara sattaham pavattissanti na pavattissanti tiavajjitva va samapajjitabbatn
| sace hi sattahabbantare nirujjhariake ayusankhare anavajjitva va samapajjati
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nassa nirodkasamapatti maranam patibahitum sakkoti \ antqnirodhe maranassa natthitaya antara va samapattito vutthati | [VM 1678.13-18(23.42)]
S7

antonirodhe maranam natthi carimabhavangena miyanato . . . [VMT
1678.25].
^Some discussion of these problems may be found in Griffiths [1982
and 1984] and White [1983].
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The much-discussed historical problems surrounding the origin of
the Buddhist schools in India and exactly what is meant by a 'school'
cannot be entered into ; n any detail here. Briefly, my views on this
matter are heavily dependent on those of Frauwallner [1952 and 1956]
and Bechert [1961]; I follow these scholars in thinking that, given that
there are no vinaya rules about the matter, the very concept of a schism
in the pan-Indian Buddhist samgha was not present at least until after
the A£okan period, and that the references to samghabheda in the socalled 'schism edict' of ASoka are primarily to splits in specific monastic communities caused by (or manifested in) a failure of the members
of such a community to celebrate uposatha jointly and therefore have
nothing to do with the situation of the pan-Indian monastic community, the 'bhikkhusamgha of the four quarters'. Of course there were
fundamental intellectual disagreements among the doctrinal systems
developed by the various schools, and many polemical tests were produced by the intellectual elite of each. However, it seems likely that
these disagreements were in many cases due simply to independent
intellectual developments based upon geographical separation. Discussions of the complex materials upon which any history of scholastic
Buddhism in India must be based may be found in all the standard
surveys. The most useful general studies are Lamotte [1958] and Bareau [1947; 1954; 1955a; 1955b]. Bechert [1973] contains some useful
methodological remarks.
2

Chinese pilgrims began to make journeys to India in search of
teachings and texts from the third century AD onwards. The travelaccounts that some of them left us suggest that it was commonplace
for monks of differing philosophical persuasions to share the same
samgharama and to celebrate uposatha together. See, for example, Legge
[1965:45-47].
3
These dates are, of course, somewhat arbitrary; they reflect at the
lower limit the probable date of the Mahavibhasa and at the upper limit
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the probable date of the AKBh and the /orthodox' Vaibhasika responses to it. I take the former text to define the Vaibhasika tradition
as a sub-school within the Sarvastivada and the latter group of texts to
provide a comprehensive and subsequently normative statement of
Vaibhasika doctrine.
4

The name 'Sarvastivada' means 'the doctrine (vada) that everything
(sarvam) exists (asti)' and refers to one key idea of the school, namely
that there is a sense in which any existent, simply in virtue of its
capacity to be the referent of a proposition, exists always, i.e., in past,
present and future. For an excellent recent exposition of the philosophical dynamics of this position, see Williams [1981]. All major
works of the Sarvastivadin tradition contain a discussion of the meaning of this key doctrine, and it has received a great deal of attention in
the West. Perhaps the most easily available English translation of one
such discussion (from the AKBh) may be found in Stcherbatsky [1923].
The Sarvastivada, like the Theravada (see Section 1.1), possessed its
own tripartite canonical collection, and the Vaibhasika school—which
may appropriately be regarded as a sub-school of the Sarvastivada—
bases itself upon the third part of the Sarvastivadin tripartite collection,
namely the Abhidharmapitaka, a collection of seven semi-systematic
philosophical works. While the early history of the Sarvastivadirv canon remains obscure, the tradition itself claims that the texts were written
down (in Sanskrit) at the time of Kaniska and that they are based upon
earlier orally preserved traditions. These canonical texts largely exist
only in Chinese translations. More detailed discussions of the Sarvastivadin canon may be found in Banerjee [1952; 1957] and Frauwallner
[1964:70-99 for the seven canonical works; 1971:69-102 for the early
post-canonical works, especially the *AH (which Frauwallner likes to
reconstruct as *Abhidharmasara); and 1973 for a systematic overview,
including a detailed study of the AKBh's structure]. See also Takakusu
Junjiro [1904-5] for a systematic survey of the abhidharma literature of
the Sarvastivada.
5
Details of editions and translations of this text—in fact there is more
than one work bearing the name—may be found in the short essay
devoted to it in the Bibliography.

*As, for example, in the AKBh itself: 14.4; 31.8; 32.18.
Ttetails of editions and translations of these texts may be found in
the essays devoted to them in the Bibliography. Frauwallner
[1971:73ff] has some useful comments to make about the influence of
the *AH upon the AKBh. De Jong's [1980a] critical review of the two
translations of the *AH is also useful.
8
The two texts by Samghabhadra are the *Nyayanusara and the
*Samayapradipika, both extant only in Chinese, and that by the anonymous author is the Abhidharmadipa (AD), uniquely extant only in Sanskrit. For further details on these texts, refer to the relevant bibliographical entries.
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I use Vasubandhu's name here as author of the AKBh in accordance
with the unanimous witness of the traditions, Indian, Tibetan and Chinese. There is, notoriously, an intractable set of historical problems
connected with the date of the AKBh and with the precise identity of
the person denoted by the name 'Vasubandhu'. A comprehensive
review of the issues would run to monograph length itself and I do not
intend to attempt this here. Very briefly, then, I follow the traditions,
both Tibetan and Chinese, which identify the author of the AKBh with
the (half)-brother of another famous Indian Buddhist intellectual,
Asanga. The earliest and most important source which contains an
unambiguous statement of this position is Paramartha's Life of Vasubandhu (written in Chinese but translated into English by Takakusu
[1904]), written in the mid-sixth century AD (on the dates of Paramartha, see Ch'en [1964:134-135] and more recently Paul [1982 and 1984],
but it is confirmed in essentials by the standard Tibetan chos 'byung
[Obermiller 1932:142-147; Chattopadhyaya and Chimpa 1970:155ff].
This is not, of course, very much help in establishing anything other
than a relative dating for Vasubandhu, and the complex evidence from
Chinese sources which is often used in an attempt to give an absolute
date is, to say the least, ambiguous and difficult to assess. The best
review of the Chinese evidence remains Pe"ri [1911], although his conclusion—that Vasubandhu should be placed in the fourth century AD—
cannot, for a variety of reasons, any longer be followed. Essentially,
the Chinese evidence contradicts itself, and these contradictions led, in
the early part of this century, to two contradictory conclusions: that
Vasubandhu, author of the AKBh and many Mahayana works, lived in
the fourth century (especially Pe*ri [1911]) and that he lived in the fifth
century (especially Takakusu [1905 and 1929]). Frauwallner's [1951]
radical answer was to suggest that there were in fact two different
Vasubandhus, one ('the elder') from the fourth century, Asanga's (half)brother and the author of the Mahayana works in question, and the
other ('the younger') from the fifth century, the author of the AKBh.
Frauwallner^s thesis is not finally persuasive (for his own later
thoughts, see Frauwallner [1961]) and has been criticized from a number of perspectives since the publication of his monograph [1951] on
the issue. See especially Jaini [1958; 1977a introduction], Way man
[1961:25ff], Anacker [1970], Hirakawa et al. [1973:ivff], Dowling [1976]
and Hall [1983:13-21]. Neither the contradictory Chinese evidence nor
the putative references to a Vasubandhu other than the kos*akara
found in the AKV (for more detailed discussions of which see Griffiths
[1983a:184-187] and Hall [1983:19-20]) require, or even strongly support, Frauwallner's radical conclusion. This is especially the case when
it is realized that YaSomitra's attribution of certain views to a Vasubandhu who may be someone other than the author of the AKBh is not
always followed by other commentators to the AKBh. To take just one
example, in his comment on a discussion about what causes the nonexistence of existents, Yas*omitra tells us that the opinion that a given
existent ceases to exist because its 'durative cause' (avasthanahetu) no
longer exists was held by 'those headed by the Elder Vasubandhu'
(sthaviravasubandhuprabhrti, AKV 571.15). Frauwallner [1951:21] took
this as one piece of evidence for the existence of a Vasubandhu other
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than the ko§kara. Despite the fact that this text (and the others that
Frauwallner quotes) is not unambiguous, it becomes even less convincing when we look at Sthiramati's comment on the same passage
and see that he identified this opinion as one belonging to slob dpon
dpal len/acarya Snlata [AKT P THO 124a7-8], quite a different person! It
is true that in other cases [AKV 45.29/AAT TO 71al] there is agreement
between Yas*omitra and Sthiramati in attributing a view to a 'previous
teacher' Vasubandhu (see also Purnavardhana, AKTL JU 42bl), but the
agreement is not universal. Much more could be said; the issue is not
finally resolved:—full consideration of evidence from the commentaries
to AKBh will help to resolve it—and is not in any case of key importance for the philosophical purposes of this work. The provisional perspective of this study, not fully argued for in this note, will be that the
AKBh is the work of a Vasubandhu active in the fifth century (c. 400480), a man active under, and probably patronized by, the Gupta monarchs Vikramaditya and Baladitya; that this Vasubandhu clearly possessed an encyclopaedic knowledge of the abhidharma traditions of the
Sarvastivada/Vaibhasika; and that he was very probably the (half-)
brother of Asanga and also the author of a substantial number of
Mahayana works.
10
Stcherbatsky [1923:3-5] supports this statement with his descriptions of the use of the AKBh in some key monastic institutions of Central and Inner Asia (including Mongolia) in the late nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries. I have myself benefited from a reading of
portions of the sixth Dalai Lama's commentary to the AKBh under the
direction of Geshe Lhundup Sopa at the University of Wisconsin—
Madison in 1982. There is a caveat here: it appears to be the case that
very frequently the Tibetan and Central Asian scholastics were content
to approach the AKBh through the medium of commentarial digests
rather than by a direct reading of the text itself; the Western investigator therefore needs to use the very valuable materials preserved by
these thinkers with some care. There is also, of course, the linguistic
problem. Tibetan scholastics do not, for the most part, have more than
a nodding acquaintance with Sanskrit; native Tibetan commentaries on
the AKBh therefore need to be used with the care appropriate to all
discussions of a work in translation.
n
Of primary importance among the seven is Yagomitra's AKV which
survives in full in both Tibetan and Sanskrit. The other six survive only
in Tibetan translation, with the possible exception of Samghabhadra's
(or Vinitabhadra's) AKSBh (P 5592/Tohoku 4091) which may be the
same as Taisho (1563). The longest and most important of these is
Sthiramati's AKT. The others are Purnavardhana's AKTL (in two versions, one long and one short: P 5594/Tohoku 4093 and P 5597/Tohoku
4096), Dignaga's AKVr (P 5596/Tohoku 4059) and Samathadeva's (possibly Santisthiradeva'sj AKTU (P 5595/Tohoku 4094). Further details on
these texts may be found in the Bibliography.
12

This statement needs the modification only that the AKV survives
in Sanskrit as well as Tibetan and that some other commentaries to the
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AKBh also survive partially or entirely in other Central Asian languages—as, for example, the Uigur translation of Sthiramati's AKT, for
which see Tekin [1970]. But the generalization holds for practical purposes.
13

kasmlravaibhasikanltisiddhah prayo maya'yam kathito'bhidharmah \ yad
durgrhltam tadihasmadagah saddharmanltau munayah pramanam \\ 40 \\
prayena hi kasmlravaibhasikanam nitya (Pradhan reads nityadi; I follow
Tibetan . . . tshul du grub pa [P NGU 93b2-3] and AKV [1187.3]) siddha
eso'smabhir abhidharma akhyatah \ yad atrasmabhir durgrhltam so'smakam
aparadhah \ saddharmanltau tu punar buddha eva buddhaputras ca \ [AKBh

459.16-460.3]. Yasomitra's comments have some historical interest and
provide an excellent illustration of the commentarial style: 'A detailed
exposition of the words 'established according to the interpretations of
the Vaibhasikas of KaSmir' follows: 'KaSmlr' means those who live in
KaSmfr. 'Vaibhasikas' means those who praise the Vibhasa—this has
already been explained. There are [Buddhist] inhabitants of Kashmir
who are not Vaibhasikas, for example, experts in the texts on monastic
discipline and Sautrantikas such as the Bhadanta [Vasumitra]. There are
also Vaibhasikas who are not inhabitants of Kas'mir, namely those
Vaibhasikas who are called 'outsiders'. Such is the specifying function
of each term [in the phrase 'Vaibhasikas of KaSmir']. It is the metaphysical system established by their interpretation which for the most part I
[viz: Vasubandhu, the author of the AKBh] have taught here [in this
text]. What has been said here [YaSomitra now speaks with his own
voice] explains the meaning [of the words used by Vasubandhu; in
reality Vasubandhu] has also taught [in the AKBh] doctrines established according to other interpretations [than the Vaibhasika]. '—
kasmtravaibhasikanltisiddhah iti vistarah | kasmire bhavah kasmirah \ vibhasaya dlvyanti vaibhasikah iti vyakhyatam etat \ santi kasmira na vaibhasikah
ye vinayavidadayah sautrantikah bhadantadayah \ santi vaibhasika na kasmira
ye bahirdesaka vaibhasikah ity ubhayavisesanam \ tesam nitya yah siddho'bhidharmah sa prayeneha maya de§itah \ arthad uktam bhavati \ anyamtisiddho'pi
deSita ita \ [AKV 1186.21-26].
14

See Hirakawa [1980] and Watanabe [1980 and 1983]. There are also
extensive discussions in the major Japanese works on adhidharma
known to me: Sasaki [1958], Sakurabe [1969] and Yoshimoto [1982].
15
ko 'yam abhidharmo nama \ prajha 'mala sanucara 'bhidharmah tatra
prajna dharmapravicayah | amale'ty anasrava \ sanucare'ti saparivara \ evam
anasravah pancaskandhako 'bhidharma ity uktam bhavati \ esa tavat paramarthiko 'bhidharmah \ samketikas tu tatpraptaye ya 'pi ca yac ca sastram \ ya 'pi
ca srutacintabhavanamayi sasrava prajno'papattipratilambhika ca sanucara |
yac ca sastram asyah praptyartham anasravavah prajhayas tad api tat
sambharabhavad abhidharma ity ucyate | nirvacanam tu svalaksanadharanad
dharmah \ tad ayam paramarthadharmam va nirvanam dharmalaksanam va
pratyabhimukho dluirma ity abhidharmah | [AKBh 2.2-11]. YaSomitra in the

AKV makes still clearer what is meant by defining a dharma as 'that
which bears its defining characteristic' when he glosses 'defining characteristic' (laksana) thus: ' 'Defining characteristic' means particular defining characteristic, as in the hardness of earth, and general defining
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characteristic, as in impermanence and unsatisfactoriness [which
apply to all existents]/ (dharmalaksanam veti \ svasamanyalaksanam khakkhatalaksanah prthividhatuh anityam duhkham ity evam adi \ [AKV 12.29-

30]. The term laksana therefore includes both the uniquely individuating characteristic of any existent and the characteristics which, in virtue of being an existent, it shares with all other existents. It should be
noted that svabhava and svalaksana are frequently used interchangeably
in the AKBh. For example, in a discussion of the nature of kaya, Vasubandhu says svabhava evaisam svalaksanam [341.11-12], and Yasomitra
frequently glosses svabhava with svalaksana and vice-versa. If there is any
distinction (and certainly there's no consistently held or precisely
defined difference between the two), it might be that a dharma's svalaksana is more closely connected with what it effects—with its karitra,
its efficacy—and its svabhava with what it essentially is. Support Tor
this tentative suggestion is found in the fact that when Vaibhasika
theorists speak of a dharma as existing in the past, they frequently
designated it as sasvabhavamatra ('merely possessing svabhava') but
never as sasvalaksanamatra [see Williams 1981:236ff]. This seems to be
because a past dharma does not possess causal efficacy (karitra) even
though it exists, and it at least sugggests that there is a closer connection between the possession of svalaksana and causal efficacy than
there is between the possession of svabhava and such efficacy. However, I have not yet located a specific statement to this effect, and it's
clear that svabhava and svalaksana are frequently synonymous.
l6
dharmanam pravicayam antarena nasti klesanam yata upasantaye 'bhupayah \ klesais ca bhramati bhavarnave 'tra lokas taddhetor ata uditah kilaisa
sastra \ \ yato na vina dharmapravicayenasti (AKV 15.1: yato vina dharmapravicayena nasti; compare Tibetan gang gi phyir chos rab tu rnam par byed
pa med pa [P GU 29a3]) klesopasamabhyupayah \ klesas ca lokam bhramayanti samsara maharnave 'smin | atas taddhetor tasya dharmapravicayasyarthe
sastra kila buddhenabhidharma uktah \ na hi vina 'bhidharmopedesena sisyah
sakto dharman pravicetum iti \ [AKBh 2.20-3.2].

17
What follows is based mostly upon the extracts from Samghabhaclra's *Nyayanusara translated from Chinese into French by La Valle'e
Poussin [1937a:27ff]. See also Williams [1981].
18
This exact term frequently used by Samghabhadra to describe the
kind of existence that dharmas have (at least this is so if La Valle'e
Poussin's reconstruction of the Sanskrit from the Chinese is correct,
something which is by no means certain; see La Valle'e Poussin [1937a:27
Note 1]), does not occur in the AKBh, though there are close analogues. See Kirakawa et al. [1973:193]. Refer especially to the discussion between Vaibhasikas and Sautrantikas on the question of
whether, and in what sense, atoms (paramanu) are substantial (dmvya)
[AKBh 53.19ff].
19

I follow here (with some slight alterations) La Vallee Poussin's
French translation of the relevant section of the *Nyayanusara
[1937a:28].
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20

This requires the qualification that it applies only to conditioned
(samskrta) dharmas and not to the three unconditioned (asamskrta)
dharmas,

akaSa,

pratisatnkhyanirodha,

and

aprdtisamkhyanirodha,

expounded at AKBh 3.21^.22. These do not possess the four general
characteristics (samanyalaksana) of jati (origination), jam (decay), sthiti
(endurance) and anityata (impermanence): etani hi samskrtasya catvari
laksanani \ yatraitani bhavanti sa dharmah samskrto laksyate \ viparyayad
asamskrtah [AKBh 75.20-21]. The 'general characteristics' (samanyalaksana) are also called 'conditioned characteristics' (samskrtalaksana)—see AKBh

ad II.23b. For more on the unconditioned dharmas, see La Valise
Poussin [1930b], wherein the Mahavibhasa's discussions of these
dharmas are translated into French. Compare AS(G) 21.16-20: katham
samskrtam kati samskrtani kirn artham samskrtaparlksa \ yasyotpado 'pi prajhayate vyayo 'pi sthityanyathatvam api tat sarvam samskrtam dra$tavyam \
sarvani samskrtani sthapayitva dharmadhatvayatanaikadekim | anityatmabhinive§atyajanartham (Gokhale reads anityabhinivesatyajanartham; I follow
AS(P) 18.8 and Tibetan bdag mi rtag pa . . . [D 59a4]) 11 katham asamskrtam katyasamskrtani kim artham asamskrtam parlk$a | samskrtaviparyayenasamskrtam \ dharmadhatvayatanaikadesah \ nityatmabhinive§atyajanartham \ \
21

The best recent account is Williams [1981]. See AKBh ad 11.46 and
AK V.24-26.
^Vasubandhu here adds the illustration 'like the wielder of a club'
(dandikavat) to point to the fact that ksanika is an adjectival form—'momentary'—rather than a nominal form.
2%? 'yam ksano nama \ atmalabho 'nantaravinasi \ so 'syastiti k$anikam
(Sastri [1981:569.1] reads ksanikah) . . . sarvam hi samskrtam atmalabhad
urdhvam na bhavatxti yatraiva jatam tatraiva dhvasyate \ [AKBh 193.1-2].

The context here is the beginning of a debate as to whether physical
motion is a logical possibility. It should be noticed that momentariness
is predicated in this extract only of 'conditioned things'. In Vaibhasika
theory this means everything except three things, the three asamskrtadharmah defined and described in the first chapter of the AKBh.
24

See especially the lengthy Vaibhasika-Sautrantika debate on the
nature of momentariness and the philosophical problems involved
therein in AKBh ad 11.46, especially: . . . athapyevam bruyat esa eva hi nah
ksano yavataitat sarvam samapyata Hi [AKBh 78.24]. YaSomitra comments:
esa eva hi nah ksana iti karyaparisamaptilaksanah na tutpattyanantaravinasalaksana ity arthah \ [AKV 264.21-22].
25

balavat purusacchatamatrena pahcasastih ksana atikramantity abhidhar-

mikah [AKBh 176.13-14]. The abhidharmikas here are probably the Vaibhasikas. The whole of the debate immediately following this brief attempted measure becomes extremely complex and is indeed, as
Stcherbatsky put it, a series of 'mere attempts to seize the infinitesimal'
[1923:37].
27

Standard expositions of Vaibhasika thought which also contain
easily accessible lists of the 75 dharmas together with comments on
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them are Stcherbatsky [1923], Hirakawa et al. [1973] and (for a rather
more extensive summary of the content of the AKBh without much
interpretive discussion) Chaudhuri [1983].
27

sarva ime dharmah panca bhavanti \ rupam cittam caitasikfe
prayuktah samskara asamskrtam ca \ [AKBh 52.20-211.

cittavi-

28

On this (avijhapti-rupa) see especially Dowling [1976].

29

I refer here to the 'four stations of mindfulness' (smrtyupasthana),
given classical expression within the Theravada tradition by the Mahasatipatthanasutta of the Long Collection. See Nyanaponika [1962] for a

detailed discussion; also Griffiths [1981] for some philosophical
suggestions.
standard definition of vijhana is found in the first chapter of
AKBh: 'Consciousness is a specific communication. That is, the aggregate of consciousness is described as apprehension which is communication relating to specific sense-objects/ (vijnanam prativijhaptih \
visayam visayam prativijhaptir upalabdhir vijhanaskandha ity ucyate \ sa punah sad vijhanakayah caksurvijhanam
yavan manovijhanam
Hi \ [AKBh

11.6-^8 11 P GU 36a2-3]). Yagomitra glosses upalabdhi with vasiumatragrahana [AKV 51.25], thus stressing that vijhana apprehends bare particulars, and contrasts this with sensation (vedana) and conceptualization (samjna), which, respectively, react affectively to, and classify conceptually, the bare particulars cognized by consciousness.
31
The distinction made here is not in fact rigidly followed by the
tradition. It is notorious that Vasubandhu himself not infrequently explicitly states that citta and vijhana (not to mention manas, another key
term not mentioned here) are synonymous, for example in AK 11.34:
cittam mano 'tha vijnanam ekartha. . . . Compare Vasubandhu's VVr ad V
1. Nevertheless, the distinction will do as a generalization: there is no
doubt that for the most part citta is a wider concept than vijhana, and
the description given will be heuristically useful.
32

I base this judgement largely upon the standard (though folk)
etymology given to riipa by which it is derived from the root rup-,
meaning 'to strike, break, injure'. Vasubandhu's long discussion of
this [AKBh 9.10-10.6] stresses that this root rup- should be understood
to mean 'oppression, restriction' (root badh-) and 'resistance' (pratigha)
—largely in the mundane sense that form gets in the way of things.
There is also considerable emphasis on changeability (compare here
AS', gzugs kyi phung po'i mtshan nyid ci zhe na \ gzugs su yod pa rnam pa
gnyis kyis gzugs su yod pa'i mtshan de \ reg pas gzugs su yod pa dang \ yul

dpyad pas gzugs su yod pa'o | [D Sems-Tsam RI 45a5-6]), but since this
is a characteristic snared with the other four (non-physical) aggregates,
it need not be dwelt upon here.
33

The three asamskrtadharmah are aka§a (space), pratisamkhyanirodha

(cessation caused by realisation) and apratisamkhyanirodha (cessation
not caused by realization). These are defined and discussed at AKBh
3.21-4.22.
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terms are aryapudgala and prthagjana. The Vaibhasika definitions of these terms do not differ significantly from the.Theravada ones,
already discussed in Chapter One.
35
asamjhisamapattau kasmad ucchedabhayam na bhavati | tatra rupasadbhavat | ritpe hyatmasamjham abhiniveSya ta samapadyante \ nirodhasamapattau
tv ariipyabhumikatvad rupam api nastiti sarvatmabliavabhavam pasyanto na ta

samapattum utsahante [AKV 237.1&-20]. The non-existence of the body
in the attainment of cessation is not so clearly stated in the texts of the
Theravada tradition examined in Chapter One. Indeed, some stories
about it—such as that of the elder Mahanaga quoted in VM (see Section 1.2 and notes thereto)—make it very clear that the body of one in
the attainment of cessation apparently does continue to exist. Nevertheless, what is said by Ya£omitra here is not in contradiction with the
more precise and scholastic statements about the continued existence of
ayu, usma and jlvitindriya for one in the attainment of cessation.
36

All quotations from AK, AKBh, AKT and AKV in what follows are
taken from the translation given in Appendix B. Readers are referred
to that translation for the full debate, for technical clarifications and for
the text.
37

See also the extract from the Mahavibhasa translated by Hakamaya
[1975:36-37] which makes this point unambiguously clear.
the notes to the translation of this section of the AKBh in Appendix B. Vasubandhu's explanation of samanantarapratyaya as a karmadharaya compound reveals a folk etymology rather than a true one.
If samanantara were really derived from sama-plus-anantara, samanantara

rather than samanantara would be expected. Ya£omitra recognizes this
and says samanarthe samsabdah [AKV 342.16]. The Tibetan translators
standardly translate the sam- prefix to samanantara as though it were
sama- or samana-, using mtshungs pa.
39

'With the exception of the last [thoughts] of an arhat, all arisen
mental events and events associated with mind are immediately antecedent and similar conditions . . . why are the arhat's final mental
events and events associated with mind not immediately antecedent
and similar conditions? Because they are not followed by other mental
events.' (arhatah paSciman apa§yotpanna§ cittacaittah samanantarapratyayah
. . . kasmad arhata§ caramas cittacaitta na samanantarapratyayah \ anyacittasambandhanat (AKV reads sambandhat) \ [AKBh 98.10; 99.16]). YaSomitra comments: kasmad arhataS caramah iti \ acaramah iti vacanadayam pra§na
agatah \ anyacittasambandhad iti \ yasmat tadanantaram anyacittam na sambadhnanti \ [AKV 346.18-19].

^See Section 2.2 and the excellent discussion in Williams [1981].
41

The complete tetralemma as given in the AKBh reads thus: 'Do
those dharmas which have a mental event as their immediately antecedent and similar condition also occur without a temporal interval between [themselves] and that mental event? There are four alternatives:
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(i) That consciousness which emerges [from the mindless attainments]
together with the second and subsequent moments of those attainments [which possess X and not Y]; (ii) The characteristics of origination and so forth which belong to the first moment of the [mindless]
attainments and to all those conditions characterized by mind [which
possess Y and not XJ; (iii) The first moment of the [mindless] attainments and those conditions characterized by mind [which possess
both X and Y]; (iv) The characteristics of origination and so forth which
belong to the second and subsequent moments of the [mindless] attainments and to that consciousness which emerges [from those mindless attainments, which possess neither X nor Y ] / (ye dharmas* cittasamanantarfe cittanirantara api te \ catuskotikah \ prathama kotir acittakayah
samapatter (AKV [347.13] reads samapattivyutthanacittam) vyutthanacittam
dvitiyadaya§ ca samapattiksanah \ dvitiya kotih (AKV [347.17] omits koti;
Tibetan: mu gnyis pa ni [P GU 115b8]) prathamasya samapattiksanasya
sacittakayas cavasthaya (AKV [347.19] reads sacittakavasthayam ca; the
Tibetan translators apparently read a genitive: sems dang bcas pa'i gnas
skabs kyi [P GU 115b8]) jatyadayah \ trtiya kotih prathamah samapattiksanah
sacittaka cavastha \ caturtho kotih (AKV [347.25] omits kotih; Tibetan mu
bzhi pa ni [P GU 116al]) dvitiyadinam samapattiksananam (AKBh [99.26]
adds jatyadayo here; I follow AKV [347.26] and Tibetan [P GU 116al])
vyutthanacittasya ca jatyadayah | [AKBh 99.21-26].
^katham idanlm durantaravicchinnam vyutthanacittam samapatticittasya
samanantaram ity ucyate | cittantaravyavahitatvat | [AKBh 100.1-2].
43

This extract is taken from Vasubandhu's KSP, extant only in Tibetan (see the entry on this text in the Bibliography): de yang ci'i phyir
mtshams 'byor \ snyoms par 'jug pa'i sems ni de'i de ma thag pa'i rkyen yin
pas de las mtshams 'byor ro zhe na \ [KSP 193.8-10].
image of the tuladanda, used by YaSomitra at AKV 245.25ff., is
a common one in Buddhist texts. See, for example, Prajnakaramati's
Bodhicaryavatarapahjika, ed. La Valle"e Poussin [1904-1914:483], where
the rise and fall of a tuladanda is used to explain the temporal relations
between death and rebirth.
45

See, for example, the text from the KSP (Lamotte [1935b:235-236]).
Lamotte, in his translation of this section attributes it to the Dar§tantikas, but this is simply a synonym for 'Sautrantika'.
for example, the discussion of sabhagata in the AKBh: atha
keyam sabhagata | sabhagata sattvasamyam \ sabhagata nama dravyam \ sattvanam sadrsyam nikayasabhaga ity asyah 'sastre samjha \ sa punar abhinna
bhinna ca \ abhinna sarvasattvanam sattvasabhagata | pratisattvam sarvesu
bhavat \ bhinna punas tesam eva sattvanam dhatubhumigatiyonijatistrlpurusopasakabhiksusaiksasaiksyadi bhedena pratiniyata dharmasabhagata | [AKBh
67.13-18]. There follow extensive debates on the details surrounding
this category.
A7

kha cig na re de'i sa bon dbang po %zugs can la gnas pa las te \ [KSP

193.14]
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mpa
gnyis ter^ cfegcig/ni de'isatynrwrns^bsfigspfi
yin nq
| gnyis pani de'i dtnigs pa flang j rnam pa dang \ bye brag tha daclpa dag gis
sna tshog$p(tyin no l;$em$ gnyis pa ma tstiang ba'i phyir sem$,med pa yin je
| dper nakftri rkangpa gcig pa la rkangpa gzhan ma ishang bafiphyir | rkarfg

pa medpfizhes byabalta bu'o \IXSP 197.2(^25]; See afeo the notes to tHe
translation of the AKBh on. Vasumitra's view in Appendix:$'«
49

For the starui^fd exposition/ see AKBh 143.2ff and the clear discussion by Stcherbatsky |l962:2.311^3i2].'
y
abMvasya \AKBk 193.17]. The context here is a debate
between Vaibha§ikas and Vatsiputriyas as to whether motion (gati) is
possible, and whether the destruction of existents is spontaneous
(akasmiha) ox the result of causes (hetu).
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The term Yogacara means 'practitioner of spiritual discipline'. It
was used to describe a definite school with well-defined philosophical
positions by Vasubandhu in the AKBh (for example at AKBh 197.5,
where an opinion on a scriptural text which describes three kinds of
riipa is attributed to the Yogacarins) and thus had become established
as a school-name by the fourth century AD at the latest, and probably
much earlier than that. Alternative names for this school are vijnanavada (consciousness doctrine), vijhaptimatrata ([the doctrine that] there is
nothing but representation) and cittamatrata ([the doctrine that] there is
nothing but mind).
2

There is, naturally, a much more complex dynamic underlying the
development of Yogacara thought than I have indicated here. There
are, for example, links to and reactions against the satyadvaya doctrines
of the early Madhyamaka, for discussions of which see Nagao [1978a;
1978b; 1979; 1982]; there are also important connections with early
Tathagatagarbha thought, brought out especially by Takasaki [1966]. An
excellent discussion of the issues raised in what I am calling the 'presystematic' and 'early systematic' phases of Indian YogacSra may be
found in Keenan [1982].
3

The usual version of this (in Sanskrit) is cittamatram idam yad idam

traidhatukam.
4

For the early uses of the phrase in the *Bhadrapala$utra, see Schmithausen [1976b:246ff] and Willis [1979:26ffj The next substantial occurrence i§ in the Da&bhumikasutra, see Rahder [1926:49,74]. the most
important passages of the San^dhinirmocanasutm may be found in Lamotte's edition [1935a:9(*-91]. Compare May [1971:279tf] for a discussion of a relevant passage in the Samadhirajasutra; also Re*gamey [ 1938:92 Note 202]. Matilal [1974] has some illuminating comments to make
on these passages and provides an (English) translation of trie relevant
passages from the Samdhinirmocana,
.
.
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are, of course, many other works which could be considered
as representative of this stage of the Yogacara tradition, including
especially the RGV, for a study of which see Takasaki [1966]. But a
dose and careful reading of these works will provide, I think, a reasonably adequate picture of the world-view developed by Yogacara thinkers in India circa 350 AD.
6

There is a detailed entry on the YBh in the Bibliography.

date of Asanga is, as might be expected, problematic. Paramartha's Life of Vasubandhu tells us that Asanga was Vasubandhu's eldest
brother (Takakusu [1904:273-274]), and that Asanga was instrumental
in converting his younger brother to the Mahayana (Takakusu [1904:290-292]). Xuanzang's account of his travels in India repeats many of
these motifs and adds specifics as to the texts received by Asanga from
the celestial bodhisattva Maitreya (Beal [1981:1.226-227]). Similar details
are given by the Tibetan historians (see, for example, Taranatha's account in Chattopadhyaya and Chimpa [1970:154ff]. Following the almost unanimous witness of the traditions (which is not without its
problems but, without entering upon a full-scale historical study, will
do for the purpose oi this investigation), the perspective taken here will
be that Asanga was an elder (perhaps half-) brother of Vasubandhu; that
he was born towards the end of the fourth century AD in Gandhara;
that he entered the Buddhist samgha as a young man, possibly within
the MahiSasaka school (for more on this see Wayman [1961:25ff]; Willis
[1979:5ff]; Bareau [1955a:182]); that he later became enamoured of the
emerging doctrines that we now call Yogacara or Vijnaptimatrata; that
he composed a number of seminal treatises in this area and that he died
around the middle of the fifth century AD.
8
I follow here Schmithausen's important study [1969b]: Schmithausen thinks of the YBh as an 'allmahlich gewachsenes Schulwerk'
[1969b:812]., The details, though fascinating, are too complex to enter
into here.
9

The standard Buddhist accounts of Asanga's life from both the
Tibetan and Chinese traditions make much of Asanga's encounters
with the celestial Maitreya. The Tibetan tradition, as I have suggested,
even attributes five books to Maitreya, making Asanga merely the
recipient and transcriber of these works (though it appears that this
view is quite a late development even within the Tibetan traditions,
since in the earliest Tibetan catalogues of Buddhist texts—as for example the Man kar ma catalogue—the texts which later became the 'five
books of Maitreya' are not so classified. The question of Maitreya's
historicity has provoked a great deal of debate since the beginning of
the twentieth century; the earliest writers on the issue (for example, Ui
[1929] and Tucci [1930]) were inclined to demythologize Maitreya and
see him as a human teacher rather than a celestial Bodhisattva with
semi-divine powers. La Valle"e Poussin [1930a] early expressed doubts
about this rationalist interpretation, and Demie'ville [1954:381n.4] argued that the attribution of the five books to Maitreya was simply an
attempt to authenticate the basic works of the Yogacara school, an
attempt to ground them in the sacred rather than the profane. Tucci
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appears to have changed his mind on the basis of Demieville's arguments [1956:14 note 1] and Wayman [1961:33] also follows Demieville
here. For contrasting views see Willis [1979:53 Note 42] and Shukla
[1973:lxi]. It does not seem to me that the historical data are such as to
allow a definite resolution of this question without detailed internal
analyses of the style and content of the works in question: only in this
manner (and Schmithausen is really the only Western scholar who has
yet begun this undertaking) can some useful data on the relations between these texts be arrived at.
10

There are important commentaries to the MSA by Vasubandhu
(though this attribution is far from certain), Sthiramati and Asvabhava.
Both Vasubandhu and Sthiramati also wrote commentaries to the MV.
Further details will be found under Texts' in the Bibliography.
n

Both the MS and the AS are extremely important texts. For further
details, see the Bibliography under 'texts'.
12

For further details on V, VVr, T, TBh and TSN, see, Bibliography
under Texts'. It should be noted that the attribution of MSABh and
MVBh, referred to in passing in this paragraph, to Vasubandhu is not
uncontroversial.
13
Neither Asvabhava's commentary to the MSA (MSAT) nor that to
the MS (MSU) have been fully translated into any Western language.
Some bibliographical details on these texts will be found in the Bibliography under Texts'.
14

The text of V and VVr 1-2, upon which much of the discussion in
the next few pages is based, reads as follows (the verses of V are
translated in upper case and the prose commentary of VVr is translated in lower case): 'In the [doctrine of] the Great Vehicle the threerealmed [cosmos] is established to be nothing but representation, for a
sacred text says: 'O Sons of the Conqueror, this three-realmed [cosmos] is nothing but mind.' The terms 'mind', 'mental consciousness'
and 'representation' are synonyms [so any of them could have been
used in the sacred text quoted]. The term 'mind' [in the sacred text
quoted] refers also to what is associated with mind. The term 'nothing
but' [in the sacred text quoted] indicates the denial of external objects.
THIS [THREE-REALMED COSMOS] IS NOTHING BUT REPRESENTATION BECAUSE OF THE APPEARANCE OF NON-EXISTENT OBJECTS; IN JUST THE SAME WAY A MAN WITH FAULTY VISION
SEES SUCH THINGS AS UNREAL HAIRS AND MOONS. (1) Here it is
asked: IF REPRESENTATIONS ARE WITHOUT [CORRESPONDING]
EXTERNAL OBJECTS THEN THERE COULD BE NO: (i) LIMITATION [OF THEIR APPEARANCE] TO [ONE] PLACE AND TIME; (ii)
NON-LIMITATION [OF THEIR APPEARANCE] TO [ONE] MENTAL
CONTINUUM; (iii) PERFORMANCE OF FUNCTION. (2) What does
this mean? If representations of things such as physical form occur
without external objects consisting in physical form, then [such representations] do not occur because of [the presence of] external objects
consisting in physical form. [If this is so then the following questions
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arise]: (i) Why do [such representations] arise in a particular place and
not just anywhere? (ii) Why do [such representations] arise in that
place at a particular time and not at just any time? (iii) Why do [such
representations] arise in the continuua of all those who are in a particular place at a particular time, and not just in one (as is the case, for
example, for the appearance of such things as hairs in the continuua of
those with faulty vision, since [such things do not appear in the continuua] of others)? (iv) Why do such things as hairs and insects seen
by those with faulty vision, not perform the functions of [real] hairs
and so forth? For it isn't the case that other things [i.e., real hairs and
so forth] do not perform [their proper functions]. Also, things seen in
a dream—for example food, drink, clothing, poison, weapons—do not
perform their proper functions (viz., of being eaten and so forth),
whereas other [real instances] of such things do perform [their proper
functions]. The same is true, for example, of an unreal city, such as
that in which the Gandharvas live: this does not perform the functions
of a city, whereas other [real cities] do perform [such functions]. So, if
there are no external objects [corresponding to representations] it
would not be proper to assert (i) limitation to [a single] time and place;
(ii) non-limitation to [a single] continuum; and (iii) performance of [the
appropriate] function/ (The text that follows is cited from Le*vi [1925:3.1-16]; this is a Sanskrit reconstruction, made by L£vi with the help of
the Chinese and Tibetan versions. I have not had an opportunity to
check these myself and so have simply translated the Sanskrit that
follows): matey am traidhatukam vijhaptimatram vyavasthapyate \ cittamatram bho jinaputra yaduta traidhatukam iti sutrat \ cittam mano vijhanam
vijhaptis ceti paryayah \ cittam atra sasamprayogam abhipretam \ matram ity
arthapratisedtertham 11 vijhaptimatram evaitad asadarttevabtesanat | yatte
taimirikasyasatkesacandradidarsafiam 11 1 11 atra codyate | yadi vijhaptir
anartha niyamo desakalayoh \ samtanasyaniyamas ca yukta krtyakriya na ca
11 2 11 kim uktam bhavati \ yadi vina rupadyarthena rupadivijhaptir utpadyate na rupadyarttet \ kasmat \ kvacid desa utpadyate na sarvatra \ tatraiva ca
dese kadacid utpadyate na sarvada \ taddeSakalapratisttenam sarvesam samtana
utpadyate na kevalam ekasya \ yatte taimirikanam samtane kesadyabteso nanyesam \ kasmad yat taimirikaih kesabhramaradi drsyate tena kesadi kriya na
kriyate na ca tadanyair na kriyate \ yadannapanavastravisayudtedi svapne
drsyate tenannadikriya na kriyate na ca tadanyair na kriyate \ gandharvanagarenasattvan nagarakriya na kriyate na ca tadanyair na kriyate \ tasmad
arthabhave de§akalaniyamah samtananiyamah krtyakriya ca na yujyate \ |

It will be noted that I disagree with Kochumuttom's recent translat i o n o f mateyane traidhatukam vijhaptimatram
vyavasttepyate
as: ' . . . i n
the Mahayana system it has been established that those belonging to
the three worlds are mere representations of consciousness . . / [1982:165]. Kochumuttom agrues (rightly) that traidtetuka is an adjectival
form and (wrongly) that it is meant to qualify cittacaitta. It is clear from
the many other contexts in which this phrase occurs that traidtetuka is
meant to qualify an (understood but not expressed) loka—world or
cosmos. For translations of the same passage as quoted in the MS, see
Lamotte [1973:1.93] and Nagao [1982:288].
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For an extremely detailed exposition of (one of) the standard Indian Buddhist cosmologies, see the third chapter of AKBh; also Kloetzli
[1983].
16

It's significant that Vasubandhu uses here the Sanskrit term asadartha, clearly indicating that he intends objects which simply do not
exist.
17

Such, for example are the eight vimok$ah, the eight abhibhvqyatanani
and the'10 krtsnayatdmni. The four smrtyupastliatiani can also be .Understood under this rubric. See Griffiths [1983a], Hurviti [1979] and
Schmithausen [1978a] for ;S6me'discussion along these Iines^ All the
standard Works on Buddhist meditation contain some discussion of
these techniques.
18

My account here is heavily dependent upon Schmithausen's excellent discussion of the relationship between 'spiritual practice' and
'philosophical theory' in Buddhism [1976b]. There he says: 'Thus, the
result of Our examination of the oldest materials of the Yogacara school
clearly speaks in favour of the theory that Yogacara idealism primarily
results from a generalization of a fact observed in the case of meditationobjects, i.eiy in the context of a spiritual practice.' Schmithausert
[1976b:241].
19
See, for example Maiilal who thinks that it isappropriate to apply
the term 'idealism'—meaning a denial of the common-sense view that
material external objects exist independently of the mind [1974:139}—
to this variety of the Yogacara, Compare May [1971:266], who has
more reservations. A constrasting view is held, for example, by Ueda,
who differentiates Yogacara thought on this question into two 'streams'.
He defines one as a 'theory of"'reality'- [1967:164-165], in which the
duality of subject and object (grahaka/grahya)4s abandoned and all there
really is is the non-duality of subject and object This Ueda identifies
with that introduced into China by Parafna'rtha; based uponi the texts
of what I am calling the 'classical period' of; Indian Yogacara. Ueda's
'second stream' is the more strictly 'idealistic' view made popular in
China by Dharmapala and Xuanzang, Alex Waymarv [ 1961] and his
pupil Janice Dean Willis [1979] are both wary of applying the term
'idealism' to Vasubandhu's version of Yogacara, Wayman apparently
because he thinks that the Yogacara theorists of the classical period do
not deny the object and affirm the subject (as, presumably, an idealist
would), but rather stress the constructively deceptive activities of the
mind while acknowledging that ultimately every thing is emptiness (§unyata). Willis is more circumspect, admitting that Vasubandhu in his
philosophical moods sounds like a idealist but wanting to explain such
texts as the VVr as diagnostic rather than strictly philosophical
[1979:33ff]. Kochumuttom [1982] has recently tried to show that the
classical Indian Yogacara is not idealistic in any meaningful sense, and
that we find in, say, V, is a 'critique of the correspondence theory of
knowledge' [1982:228ff]. I cannot follow Kochumuttom in this view,
though to demonstrate exactly why would extend this note into a
monograph in its own right.
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20

svapne drgvisayabhavam naprabuddho 'vagacchati \ \ evam vitathavikalpabhyasavasananidraya prasupto lokah svapna ivabhutam artham pasyan na
prabuddhas tad abhavam yathavan navagacchati \ yada tu tatpratipaksalokottaranirvikalpajhanalabhat
prabuddho
bhavati
tada
tatprsthalabdhasuddhalaukikajhanasammukhlbhavad
visayabhavam
yathavad
avagacchatiti

samanam etat \ [VVr ad V 17cd. Le*vi, 1925:9.12-16]. Kochumuttom
[1982:187] gives both an incorrect text and an incorrect translation.
21

The Sanskrit term trisvabhava is more often translated 'three natures'. It is the same term, as I have shown in Section 2.2 and the notes
thereto, as that used by the Vaibhasika theoreticians in their discussions of the sense in which dharmas may properly be said to exist. To
translate svabhava in the context of classical Yogacara theories of consciousness as 'nature' or 'essence' or 'own-being', though, would connote an inappropriately substantialist view. As I hope the following
exposition will make clear, we are in fact dealing here with a set of
categories designed to explain how consciousness functions, the three
modes under which it operates. This is in part an epistemological notion
and in part a descriptive-phenomenological notion, and 'aspect' therefore seems an appropriate translation for svabhava. Stephan Beyer also
used this translation in a privately circulated typescript translation of the
TSN.
22

kalpitah paratantras ca parinispanna eva ca \ trayah svabhava dhlranam
gambhtram jheyam isyate | | yat khyati paratantro 'sau yatha khyati sa kalpitah
I pratyayadhlnavrttitvat kalpanamatrabhavatah \ \ tasya khyatur yathakhyanam ya sadavidyamanata \ jheyah sa parinispannah svabhavo 'nanyatha
vatah \\'TSN 1-3. Tola and Dragonetti [1983:249].
for example, in TSN 4-6, where 'what appears' is identified
with the 'imagination of what is unreal', and this in turn is said to be
'mind'. Mind in turn is described as twofold: the 'store-consciousness'
(discussed at length in Section 3.2.3) and the 'functioning consciousnesses': tatra kirn khyaty asatkalpah katham khyati dvayatmanata \ tasya ka
nastiti tena ya tatradvayadharmata \ | asatkalpo 'tra ka§ cittam yatas tat kalpyate yatha \ yatha ca kalpayaty artham tathatyantam na vidyate 11 tad dhetuphalabhavena cittam dvividham isyate \ yad alayakhyavijnanam
pravrttyak-

hyam ca saptadha \ \ TSN ^-6. Tola and Dragonetti [1983:249].
2A
gal te mam par rig pa tsam don snang ba'i gnas gzhan gyi dbang gi ngo
bo nyid yin la | de ji Itar na gzhan gyi dbnag yin la \ ci'i phyir na gzhan gyi
dbang zhes bya zhe na \ rang gi bag chags kyi sa bon las skyes pa yin pas de
Ha bas na rkyen gyi gzhan dbang yin no \ skyes nas kyang skad cig las lhag par
bdag nyid gnas par mi nus pas na gzhan gyi dbang zhes bya'o \ \ MS II.15A.

Nagao [1982:73]. Lamotte [1973:2.107].
25

bag chags zhes bya ba 'di ci zhig I bag chags zhes brjod pa 'di'i brjod par
bya ba ni ci zhe na \ chos de dang lhan cig 'byung ba dang \ 'gag pa la brten
nas de 'byung ba'i rgyu mtshan nyid gang yin pa de ni brjod par bya ba ste \
dper na til dag la me tog gis bsgos pa til dang me tog lhan cig 'byung zhing 'gags
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kyang til mams de'i dri gzhan 'byung ba'i rgyu mtshan nyid du 'byung ba dang
| 'dod chags la sogs pa la spyod pa mams kyi 'dod chags la sogs pa'i bag chags
'dod chags la sogs pa dang lhan cig 'byung zhing 'gags kyang sems ni de'i rgyu
mtshan nyid du 'byung ba dang \ mang du thos pa mams kyi mang du thos
pa'i bag chags kyang thos pa de yid la byed pa dang lhan cig tu 'byung zhing
'gags kyang sems ni de brjod pa'i rgyu mtshan nyid du 'byung ste \ bag chags
des yongs su zin pas chos 'dzin pa zhes bya ba Itar kun gzhi mam par shes pa
la yang tshul de bzhin du blta bar bya'o \ \ MS 1.15. Nagao [1982:23].
Lamotte [1973:2.33]. Compare the useful discussion of bija and vasana
in La Valise Poussin [1928-29:100-123].
2e
abhutam asmin dvayam parikalpyate 'nena vety abhutaparikalpah \ abhutavacanena ca yatha 'yam parikalpyate grahyagrahakatvena tatha nastiti pradarsayati \ parikalpavacanena tv artho yatha parikalpyate tathartho m vidyate
iti pradarsayati \ evam asya grahyagrahakavinirmuktam laksanam paridipitam
bhavati \ \ MVT ad MV 1.2. Pandeya [1971:11.30-34].
27

kah punar asau \ atitanagatavartamana hetuphalabhutas traidhatuka anadikalika nirvanaparyavasanah samsaranurupas cittacaitta avisesenabhutaparikalpah \ visesena tu grahyagrahakavikalpah \ tatra grahyavikalpo 'rthasattvapratibhasam vijhanam \ grahakavikalpa atamvijhaptipratibhasam \ \
MVT ad MV 1.2 Pandeya [1971:1L34-12.2]
28

See TSN 4cd and compare TSN 25: tato dvayabhavabhavo nispanno 'tra
pravisyate \ tatha hy asav eva tadasti nastiti cocyate \ \ Tola and Dragonetti
[1983:250]. See also MSABh ad MSA XI.13: satatam dvayena rahitam tattvam parikalpitah svabhavograhyagrahakalaksanenatyantam asattvat \ bhranteh
samnisrayah paratantras tena tatparikalpanat | anabhilapyam aprapahcatmakam ca parinispannah svabhavah \ tatra prathamam tattvam parijheyam
dvitiyam praheyam trtiyam visodhyam . . . Bagchi [1970:59.16-18]. That
the perfected aspect of experience is not accessible to language is an
important point which there has not been space to discuss in the body
of this study.
29
gal te de gtan med pa'i mtshan nyid yongs su grub pa'i ngo bo nyid yin na
| de ji Itar na yongs su grub pa nyid yin la \ ci'i phyir na yongs su grub pa
zhes bya zhe na \ gzhan du mi 'gyur ba'i phyir yongs su grub pa'o \ mam par
dag pa'i dmigs pa yin pa dang \ dge ba'i chos thams cad kyi mchog yin pa'i phyir
mchog gi don gyis yongs su grub pa zhes bya'o \ \ MS II.15C. Nagao [1982:74]. Lamotte [1973:2.107-108]. For more on the parinispannasvabhava,
see La Valise Poussin [1928-29:527-533] and the extensive discussion
in the second chapter of MS, immediately following the extract quoted.

what follows I am indebted to the sensitive and learned treatment of Nagao [1983:llff]. See also Kochumuttom [1982:111-119].
31
See, for example, MSABh ad MSA XI.15ff, Bagchi [1970:59.27ff];
MVT ad MV 1.2, Pandeya [1971:11.30].
32

mayakrtam mantravasat khyati hastyatmana yatha \ akaramatram tatrasti
hasti nasti tu sarvatha \ \ svabhavah kclpito hasti paratantras tadakrtih \ yas
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tatra hastyabhavo 'sau (Tola and Dragonetti read 'sau here) parini$panna
isyate \ \ asatkalpas tatha khyati mulacittad dvayatmana \ dvayam afycmtatd
nasti tatrasty akrtimatrakam \ \ mantravan mulavijhanam kasthavattathata
mata \ hastyakaravad estavyo vikalpo hastivad dvayam 11 TSN 27-30; Tola

and Dragonetti [1983:250-251].
^'Reality' here translates tathata, one of the many important Buddhist termini technici denoting the way things really are (yathabhuta). A
more literal (and in fact quite common) translation would be 'suchness'.
Nagao [1983:12-13]; Kochumuttom [1982:115ff]. MSABh ad
MSA XL 15-17 (Bagchi [1970:60.1-14]) gives a full description and discussion of this image.
35

I have devoted some philosophical discussion to this question elsewhere: Griffiths [1982; 1984]. See also White [1983].
especially Jaini [1959b];-La Vallee Poussin [1934:151-152; 192829:100ff].
37
See notably MS 1.2-3 and MSBh and MSU thereto: Lamotte [1934:175-176]; Nagao [1982:10,111-116]. MS 1.14 and MSBh and MSU thereto: [Lamotte 1934:221-225]; Nagao [1982:22-23,133^135]. KSP 33: Lamotte [1935b:198-199,247-249]. TBh ad T 2cd: L<§vi [1925:18.22-19.2].
This TBh passage reads (verses in upper case, prose commentary in
lower case): "HERE THE MATURATION [OF ACTION] IS THAT
CONSCIOUSNESS WHICH IS CALLED 'STORE': IT HOLDS ALL
SEEDS(2cd) . . . here, the term 'store' is used because [the store-consciousness] acts as a receptacle for the seeds of all defiled things.
'Receptacle' and 'store' are synonymous. Alternatively, the term
'store' [in the expression 'store-consciousness'] means: (i) that considered as effect, all things are stored in or dependent upon that; (ii)
considered as cause it is stored in or dependent upon all things . . .
The term 'maturation' is used because [the store-consciousness] has
the quality of effecting the maturation of good and bad actions in all
cosmic spheres, destinies, wombs and births [viz., in every possible
kind of rebirth]. The term 'holds all seeds' is used because [the storeconsciousness] possesses the quality of being the basis for the seeds of

all things." (tatralayakhyam vijndnam vipakah sarvabijakam | . . . tatra sarvasamklesikadharmabtjasthanatvad alayah \ alayah sthanam iti paryayau \ atha
vallyante upanibadhyante 'smin sarvadharmah karyabhavena \ tad vatiyate
upanibadhyate karanabhavena sarvadharme§v ity alayah | • . . . sarvadhatugatiyonijatisu kusalakusalakarmavipakatvad vipakah \ sarvadharmabh
jasrayatvat sarvabijakam \).

^Much of the first part of the first chapter of MS (1.1-13) and its
commentaries is devoted to an exploration of the scriptural witness to
the existence of the alayavijhana.
39
This is especially clear in KSP 34, where it is asked (rhetorically)
how rebirth can be explained without postulating the alaya: gal te de
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yang mi 'dod na gzhan gang zhig lus zin par 'gyur | de las gzhan pa'i rnam
par shes pa ni ji srid 'tsho ba'i bar du lus mi gtong ba 'am khyab par 'dug pa

ni med do | Lamotte [1935b:198]. MS 1.4-5 and its commentaries may
usefully be compared. In MS 1.34—42 a detailed argument is presented
to explain why janma-samklesa (defilement by (re)-birth) would not be
possible without the store-consciousness. The basic point is that
rebirth with the appropriate karmic inheritance would not be possible
without the store-consciousness, since it is only this which can carry
the seeds and tendencies which make such rebirth possible: Nagao
[1982:36-41,191-212]; Lamotte [1973:2.54-63].
a detailed presentation of this argument, see MS 1.30-33:
Nagao [1982:32-36,179-188]; Lamotte (1973:2.49-54].
41
Classically by the tenth century Naiyayika Udayana in his Atmatattvaviveka, Dvivedin and Dravida [ 1907-39:778ff].
42
See, for example, MSU ad MS 1.2 in which the difference between
the (impermanent) ailaya and the (permanent) pradhana of the Samkhya
theorists is underlined by Asvabhava (Lamotte [1934:174-175]). TBh ad
T 4d is also relevant here: there the image of the alayavijhana flowing

like a stream is used: tac ca vartate srotasaughavat \ tac cety alayavijhanam
eva sambadhyate | tatra sroto hetuphalayor nairantaryena pravrttih \ udakasamuhasya purvaparabhagavicchedena pravaha augha ity ucyate \ yaya hy oghas
trnakasthagomayadlnakarsayan gacchati evam alayavijhanam api punyapunyanehjyakarmavasananugatam sparsamanaskaradinakarsayat srotasasamsavam
avyuparatam pravartata iti | Levi [1925:21.26-22.5].
43

This relationship of cause and effect is clearly stated in TSN 6: tad

dhetuphalabhavena cittam dvividham isyate | yad alayakhyavijhanam pravrtty-

akhyam ca saptadha 11 tola and Dragonetti [1983:249].
^Thus, for example, in AKBh ad AK 1.16a the vijhanaskandha is defined as an apprehension or representation of specific objects (visayam
visayam prativijnaptir upalabdhir vijhanaskandha ity ucyate \ [AKBh 11.7]).

It is interesting that Sthiramati in his TBh says, in similar vein, that the
alayavijhana is called 'consciousness' because it cognizes (vijanatiti vijhanam, LeVi [1925:18.26]).
45
Thus, for example, Vasubandhu in the KSP (KSP 36, Lamotte
[1935b:199]). Sthiramati in the TBh explicitly asks how something with
undefined (aparicchinna) objects and modes of functioning can properly
be called 'consciousness'. His answer to this interestingly uses the example of the attainment of cessation: he says that the consciousness
belonging to the store-consciousness has indistinctly cognized and
undefined objects, but that in this it is not different from that consciousness which exists in the attainment of cessation. Sthiramati
clearly also thinks that both reason and scripture demonstrate that the
attainment of cessation is a state in which there is consciousness of a
sort, and, though he does not say so at this point in the TBh, he also
identifies this consciousness with the alayavijhana: sa(i.e., alayavijhana)
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apy aparicchinnalambanakarapravrttatvad asamviditety ucyate \ katham vijhanam aparicchinnalambanakaram bhavi$yatiti \ anyavijhanavadinam api nirodhasamapattyadyavasthasu tulyam etan na ca nirodhasamapattyadyavasthasu
vijhanam naivasfiti §akyate pratipattum \ yuktivirodhat sutravirodhac ceti \
Le>i [1925:19.22-25].

terminological clarification at this point is appropriate: I am
translating citta by 'mind', manas by 'thought' and vijhana by 'consciousness'. In the Theravada and Vaibhasika traditions, no consistent
distinction was made between these terms; see, for example, AKBh
and AK II.34cd. The nicer distinctions made by the theorists of the
classical Yogacara are precisely set forth in Asariga's AS and Sthiramati's ASBh. In the AS, citta is identified with alayavijhana, manas with the
object (alambana) of the alaya and vijhana simpliciter with the six senseconsciousnesses: vijhanaskandhavyavasth&nam katamat \ yac cittam manovijhanam api \ tatra cittam katamat | skandhadhatvayatanavasanaparibhavitam
sarvabijakam alayavijhanam \ vipakavijhanam adanavijhanam api tat tadvasanacitatam upadaya \ manah katamat \ yan nityakalam manyanatmakam alayavijnanalambanam caturbhih kleSaih samprayuktam atmadrs,tyatmasnehenasmimanenavidyaya ca | tac ca sarvatragam ku§ale 'py akusale 'py avyakrte 'pi
sthapayitva margasammukhtbhavam nirodhasamapattim asaiksabhumih ca yac
ca $annam vijhananam samanantaraniruddham vijhanam \ vijhanam katamat

| sad vijhanakayah | Gokhale [1947b: 19.12-17]. Sthiramati's commentary on this passage of the AS contains his version of the eightfold
proof of the existence of the alayavijhana, to be discussed in Section 3.3.
47
The version in the YBh, extant only in Tibetan, may be found in P
Sems-Tsam ZI2bl-4a4. The version in the ASBh, extant in the original
Sanskrit, may be found in Tatia [1976:11.15-13.20]. The only study of
which I am aware in any Western language is McDermott [1973]. The
standard study in Japanese is Hakamaya [1978]; I am heavily indebted
to Hakamaya's work in the remarks that follow and would like to
express here my gratitude to him for his gracious willingness to communicate to me his profound learning in this area. A complete text and
translation of the eightfold argument will be found in Appendix C.

example, the first chapter of the MS contains detailed arguments for the existence of the alaya, many of which overlap with the
eightfold form found in ASBh and YBh. I shall draw upon these where
relevant. See also La Valle'e Poussin [1928-29:182-220] for some detailed sets of proofs.
A9

mahata udakaughasya vahatah saced ekasya tarangasyotpattipratyayah
pratyupasthito bhavaty ekam eva tarangam pravartate | saced dvayos trayanam
sambahulanam taranganam utpattipratyayah pratyupasthito bhavati | yavat
sambahulani tarangani pravartante \ na ca tasyodakaughasya srotasa vahatah
samucchittir bhavati \ na paryupayogah prajhayate \ evam eva vi&lamate \ tad
oghasthanlyam alayavijhanam samnis'ritya prati$thaya saced ekasya vijhanasyotpattipratyayah pratyupasthito bhavati | evam eva caksurvijhanam pravartate | saced dvayos trayanam sacet pahcanam vijhananam utpattipratyayah

pratyupasthito bhavati \ LeVi [1925:33.26-34.1].
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^I refer here to the important technical term dhatu, which in Buddhist theory refers both to psychological realms—altered states of consciousness—and to cosmological realms, places in which the practitioner can exist or be reborn. To attain a particular altered state of
consciousness is also to (temporarily) exist in the corresponding cosmological realm and (if other things are equal) to be reborn in that
realm. There is thus an intimate link between the psychological and
the cosmological, a link which sounds odd to most Western ears.
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BIBLIOGRAPHY:
TEXTS
Here are listed, alphabetically by title following English alphabetical
order, all the texts given significant mention in the body of the
monograph or in the notes. I have not included details of texts
merely referred to once or twice in passing without being quoted.
I give initially information about editions and follow this with information about translations, and, in some cases, useful studies. Unless some other language is mentioned, reference to a translation
should be understood as reference to an English translation.
All references given, whether to editions, translations or studies, are
given simply by author (editor/translator) and date; full bibliographical details will be found under 'Works Cited'. In no case
should it be assumed that the bibliographical information given
here either is or is intended to be exhaustive.
Where appropriate, abbreviations for text-names used in the notes
are given with the text-titles. A full listing of abbreviations is given
separately. Personal or text-names preceded by an asterisk (*) are
reconstructions into Sanskrit from some other language.
Abhidharmadlpavrtti (Vibhasaprabha)
ADV
A lengthy orthodox Vaibhasika text whose main goal is the refutation of the Sautrantika views expressed by Vasubandhu in the
AKBh. The work was originally written in Sanskrit in the standard
verse-plus-commentary form. Strictly speaking, the title AD refers
only to the karika; the prose commentary is called the Vibhasaprabha.
Uniquely, there are no surviving translations of the AD into
either Chinese or Tibetan or evidence that any were made. The
work survives only in one incomplete Sanskrit manuscript, discovered by Sankrtyayana in 1936 (Sankrtyayana [1937:54]) and edited by Jaini [1977a]. The single manuscript appears to represent
about 40 percent of the original work—62 leaves from an original
150 (Jaini [1977a:l-3]). There is no clear indication of the author's
name. Jaini [1977a: 129-136] suggests that it might be Vimalamitra;
De Jong [1966] tentatively identifies the Dlpakara with ISvarasena,

Bibliography: Texts;

a pupil of Digiiaga. The text has not been translated in its entirety
into arty modern language. The most useful studies are those of
Jaini [1959a; 1959b; 1977a; 1977b] Cin specific philosophical issues in
Vaibha$ika theory, drawing heavily upon the AD, and those of
Yoshimoto [1982; 1983], which approach most closely to a systerriatic study of the text as a whole.
*Abhidharmahrdaya

AH

A short systematic proto-Vaibhasika text, whose author was probably named *Dharma^ri. The creative organizational structure developed by this author was to be highly influential upon subsequent Vaibhasika thinkers. The text was originally written in
Sanskrit but now only extant in Chinese translation (Taisho 1550).
Both the title and the author's name are somewhat tentative Sanskrit reconstructions from the Chinese. Translated into English
(Willemen 1975) and French [Arrhelin 1978]. Both these translations
contain useful critical introductions. De Jong's critical review of
these translations [1980a] and Frauwallner's remarks on the influence of this text on subsequent intellectual developments within the1
school [1971:73ff], are both useful.
AbhidharmakoSabhasya

AKBh

This work consists of a series of mnemonic verses ' (AK) together
with an extensive prose commentary (AKBh), originally composed
in Sanskrit. The verses circulated independently of the prose commentary, though the prose commentary does not appear to have
circulated independently of the verses. Prior' to Sankrty ay ana's
journeys to Tibet in the mid-1930's, only fragmentary manuscripts
of the verses Were available, one of which was described by La
Vallee Poussin [197l:I.iii], but in 1936 a virtually complete manuscript of AK (missing only 16 verses from a total of 613) was discovered and photographed in Ngor monastery by Sankrtyayana.
The find was reported by him shortly after the discovery [1937:54],
and the manuscript was shortly thereafter edited by V. V. Gokhale
[1946 & 1947a]; this edition of the AK remains the most reliable
and useful. A complete manuscript of the Sanskrit text of the
AKBh was similarly discovered and photographed by Sankrtyayana [1937:18,53-54]. This is the only complete Sanskrit manuscript of the AKBh now extant. The photographs of both it and the
manuscript of the AK are in the Bihar Research Society Collection
in Patna Museum. An edition of the manuscript of the AKBh was
published by Pradhan in 1967 and reprinted with some alterations
and a slightly different pagination in 1975. References in this
study to the AKBh are to page/line of Pradhan [1975] unless otherwise noted. There is also an edition of both AK and AKBh included
in the edition of AKV by Sastri [1981].
The AKBh was translated into Chinese twice, first by Paramartha in.
564-567 AD (Taisho 1559) and then by Xuanzang in 651H654 AD
(Taisho 1558). A single Tibetan translation survives, produced by
Jinamitra and Dpal brtsegs [Tohoku 4090 Mrigon-pa KU 26bl-KHU
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258a7; Peking 5591 Mngon-pa GU 27b6-NGU 109a8; N Mngon-pa
GU 29a7-NGU 110b4; C Mngon-pa KU 26bl-KHU 97b5]. Reference
to this Tibetan translation will be made on occasion and will be to
folio and line of the xylographs just noted. The only complete
modern translation of the AKBh into any language is that into
French by La Valle*e Poussin [1971]. This translation was made
before the recovery of the Sanskrit text and is based largely upon
Xuanzang's Chinese version, though including Sanskrit reconstructions and occasional reference to the Tibetan translation.
The most valuable critical tool for the study of the AKBh is the threevolume index to the entire text (Sanskrit-Tibetan-Chinese; Chinese-Sanskrit; Tibetan-Sanskrit) edited by Hirakawa Akira and
others [Hirakawa et al. 1973; 1977; 1978]. Another useful study is
that of Chaudhuri [1983], which provides a synopsis of the content of the entire text (in English). Among Japanese scholars Sasaki [1958] and Yoshimoto [1982] provide much useful background
information, though neither of them are concerned exclusively
with AKBh. Kimura [1937], though dated and difficult to read, is
still useful. Oshio [1934] produced some beautiful and useful
charts representing visually the complex organizational and doctrinal schemata of the AKBh. Sakurabe [1969] published a very
accurate and useful translation (into Japanese) of the first two
chapters of the AKBh and more recently [1981] a complete translation of the AK together with his own commentary, based upon the
AKBh.
*Abhidharmako$abhasyatika (Tattvartha)

AKT

A very long and extemely useful commentary to the AKBh by
Sthiramati, originally written in Sanskrit but now extant only in
Tibetan translation (P 5875, Ngo-mtshar TO lai-THO 565b8;
Tohoku 4421, Sna-tshogs THO Ib2-426a7). References are to folio/
line of P or D.
*Abhidharmakosasastrakarikabhasya

AKSBh

A commentary to AKBh by Samghabhadra (or possibly Vinitabhadra;
the Tibetan 'dul bzang is not unambiguous), originally written in
Sanskrit and now extant in Tibetan translation (P 5592/Tohoku 4091)
but with a possible partial Chinese version (Taisho 1563).
AbhidharmakoSatika (Laksananusarini)

AKTL

A lengthy commentary upon AKBh by Purnavardhana, originally
written in Sanskrit but now extant only in Tibetan translation (P
5594/Tohoku 4093). There are many connections between this text
and AKT; lengthy parallel passages, verbally identical and common to both texts, are common. There is also a shorter version of
this work (P 5597/Tohoku 4096) which I have not consulted.
Abhidharmakosatika (Upayika)

AKTU

A commentary to AKBh by Samathadeva (or possibly Santisthiradeva; Tibetan zhi gnas lha) originally written in Sanskrit but
now extant onlv in Tibetan translation fP 5595/Tohoku 4094}.
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Abhidharmakosavrtti (Marmapradipa)
AKVr
A relatively short summary of the content of the AKBh by Dignaga,
originally written in Sanskrit but now extant in Tibetan translation
(P 5596/Tohoku 4095).
AbhidharmakoSavyakhya (Sphutartha)
AKV
A long commentary to AKBh by YaSomitra, largely concerned to defend the Sautrantika positions often enspoused by Vasubandhu in
the text against the neo-Vaibhasika orthodoxy of Samghabhadra et
al. This text is unique among the Indian commentaries to AKBh in
that it is fully extant in both Sanskrit (several manuscripts) and
Tibetan, though not in Chinese. The Sanskrit text has been edited
in bits and pieces several times (see Narendra Law [1949] for the
first three chapters; Law and Dutt [1957] for the fourth chapter;
Stcherbatsky et al. [1970] for the first two chapters; La Valise
Poussin [1919] for the third chapter) and in its entirety twice
(Wogihara [1932-36] and Sastri [1981]). I shall refer to page/line of
Sastri's edition unless otherwise noted. References to the Tibetan
text are to folio/line of P or D (P 5593/Tohoku 4092). .
There is no complete translation into any modern language, although many extracts have been translated and studied in a variety of critical works; La Valle"e Pousin [1919] provides a complete
translation of the third chapter.
*Abhidharmamrta
AA
A short proto-Vaibhasika text attributed to Ghosaka. Originally written in Sanskrit, now extant only in Chinese translation (Taisho
1553). Translated into French by Van Den Broeck [1977]. It remains
unclear whether this text was written before or after the AH and
whether the Ghosaka who wrote it is the same as the Ghosaka
frequently quoted in the AKBh. Van Den Broeck [1977:81] thinks
that Ghosaka was consciously revising *Dharmas*ri's work; Frauwallner [i971:71] also considers that the AA is later than the AH
Both Sakurabe [1969:57-59] and De Jong [1980b:279] think that the
order should be reversed. This latter view is probably correct since
the AH shows evidence of a more systematic organization than
does the AA. But such judgements must remain to some extent
subjective. The text has also been re-translated from Chinese into
Sanskrit by Sastri [1953]; this rendering is interesting but unlikely
to be an accurate guide to the lost original.
Abhidharmasamuccaya
AS
A short, tersely phrased text by Asanga. A single incomplete manuscript of the Sanskrit original was recovered by Sankrtyayana
[1937] in 1936. Descriptions of this manuscript have been given by
Gokhale [1948] and Pradhan [1948], and an edition of the fragments
was published by Gokhale [1974b]. This is still the most reliable
way of access to what we have of the original. I quote it as AS(G)
by P a 8 e anc * line. Pradhan's [1950] edition/reconstruction is not
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reliable. There are translations into Tibetan (Tohoku 4049), Chinese (Taisho 1605) and French (Rahula 1971).
Abhidharmasamuccayabhasya
ASBh
A lengthy commentary to AS, probably by Sthiramati. The question
of authorship is discussed by Pradhan [1949]. I quote the text by
page and line of Tatia's [1976] edition of the sole surviving Sanskrit manuscript.
Anguttaranikaya
AN
I have used the standard PTS romanized edition of the Pali text
produced by R. Morris, E. Hardy, Mabel Hunt, A. K. Warder and
C. A. F. Rhys-Davids [1885-1910]. References are to volume, page
and line of this edition. The standard translation is that by F. L.
Woodward and R. M. Hare [1951-55].
Dhammasangani
Dhs
I have used the standard PTS romaM^fei^ edition of the Pali text,
edited by Muller [1885]; references are to page and1 line of this
edition. There is also an edition by Bapat and Vadekar [1940] to
which I have not had access, though it is reputed to give a better
text. The standard English translation is that by C. A. F. RhysDavids [1900].
Dhammasangani-atthakatha (Atthasalini)
DhsA
I have used the edition by Bapat and Vadekar [1942] in the Bhandarkar Oriental Series; references are to chapter and paragraph number of this edition, which is considerably more reliable than the
1897 PTS edition. The standard translation is that by Pe Maung
Tin [1920-21].
Dighanikaya
DN
I have used the standard PTS romanized edition of the Pali text
produced by T. W. Rhys-Davids and J. Estlin Carpenter [18901911]. References are to volume, page and line of this edition. The
standard translation is that by T. W. Rhys-Davids and C. A. F.
Rhys-Davids [1899-1921].
Dlghanikaya-atthakatha (Sumangalavilasini)
DA
I have used the standard PTS romanized edition of the Pali text
produced by T. W. Rhys-Davids, J. Estlin Carpenter and W. Stede
[1886-1932]. References are to volume, page, and line of this edition.
Karmasiddhiprakarana
KSP
This work is almost certainly attributable to Vasubandhu. It discusses the central theoretical problems connected with the mechanisms of karma. It exists only in Tib?tan and Chinese translations.
I have used the edition of the Tibetan text by Lamotte [1935b]; this
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work also includes a translation (largely based on the Chinese)
into French.
Madhyantavibhaga

MV

The MV itself is a verse-text. There are two important Indian commentaries: the MVBh (probably by Vasubandhu) and the MVT
(probably by Sthiramati). I have usually quoted Pandeya's edition
[1971] of all three texts, though this is not the most reliable.
Yamaguchi's [1934-37] has not been available to me.
*(Abhidharma)Mahavibhasa

The largest and most comprehensive single text in the Vaibhasika
Abhidharma tradition, that from which the name Vaibhasika is
derived. Originally written in Sanskrit but now extant only in Chinese, translated by Xuanzang (Taisho 1545). There are two other
texts in the Chinese Tripifaka (Taisho 1546-1547) which bear the
name Vibhasa; it is probable that 1546 is an earlier translation (by
Buddhavarman) of the same Sanskrit original, though there are
substantial differences between Buddjhavarman's version and
Xuanzang's, consisting largely in the fact that Xuanzang's version
is longer and contains more detail on key doctrinal issues. Taisho
1547 is an altogether different text, though the exact nature of the
relationships between these three texts remains obscure. There is
no complete translation; of the Mahavibhasa into any Western language, though short sections have been translated and commented upon by La VallSe Poussin [1930b; 1932; 1937a; 1937b]. There is
a great need for further study and clarification of this important
text.
Mahayanasamgraha

MS

Asanga's most important prose work, perhaps the most influential
systematic exposition of Yogacara theory produced in India. Extant only in Tibetan and Chinese translations. I have usually quoted
the edition of the Tibetan text produced by Lamotte [1973]. There
are important commentaries by Vasubandhu (MSBh) and Asvabhava (MSU); these too are lost in their original Sanskrit versions.
Mahayanasutralamkara

MSA

A Yogacara verse-text of central importance. Commentaries by
Vasubandhu (MSABh though there is some debate about this;
some Japanese scholars think that Asanga wrote this text) and
Asvabhava (MSAT). Only the MSABh survives in its original Sanskrit; I have quoted Bagchi's edition by page and line. The commentary by Asvabhava is extant only in Tibetan (Tohoku 4029).
Majjhimanikaya

MN

I have used the standard PTS romanized edition of the Pali text
produced by V. Trenckner, Robert Chalmers and C. A. F. RhysDavids (ed), [1888-1925]. References are to volume, page and line
of this edition. The standard translation is that by I. B. Horner
[1954-59].
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Majjhimanikaya-atthakatha (Papanca^udan!)

MA

I have used the standard PTS romanized edition of the text produced by J. H. Woods, D. Kosambi and I. B. Horner [1922-1938].
References are to volume, page and line of this edition. There is
no English translation.
Milindapanha
Miln
A fairly early and very influential post-canonical Theravada text.
There are numerous translations into other Buddhist canonical languages and into modern languages. I have referred to the romanized edition by Trenckner [1880] and to the translation by Horner
[1963-64].
*Nyayanusara

A lengthy attempted refutation of the AKBh by Samghabhadra, reproducing many of the verses of that text but usually explaining
their meaning differently. The work was originally written in Sanskrit but is now extant only in Chinese translation (Taisho 1562).
The most useful discussion of the epistemological aspects of Samghabhadra's work is Sasaki [1958:343ff].
*Samayapradipika

A shorter digest of Samghabhadra's views, less obviously polemical
than the Nyayanusara. Extant only in Chinese (Taisho 1563) and
scarcely worked on as yet by Western scholarship. The Sanskrit
reconstruction of the title given here is far from certain.
Samyuttanikaya

SN

I have used the standard PTS romanized edition of the Pali text,
produced by L£on Feer [1884-1904]. References are to volume,
page and line of this edition. The standard English translation is
that by C. A. F. Rhys-Davids and F. L. Woodward [1917-1930].
Samyuttanikaya-atthakatha (Saratthappakasini)

SA

I have used the standard PTS romanized edition of the Pali text,
produced by F. L. Woodward [1929-37]. References are to
volume, page and line of this edition. There is no complete English translation.
TrimSika

T

Vasubandhu's work in 30 verses expounding the key tenets of Yogacara ontology and psychology. This work survives in its original
Sanskrit, together with Sthiramati's prose commentary (TBh). I
have quoted the edition by L£vi [1925].
Trisvabhavanirdes'a

TSN

Vasubandhu's short verse-text expounding the Yogacarin three-aspect theory. The edition/translation by Tola and Dragonetti [1983]
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is convenient and accurate. I quote the text either by verse number
or by page and line of Tola and Dragonetti.
V
Vasubandhu's 20-verse text together with his own prose commentary (VVr). Most of this work survives in Sanskrit; I quote the
edition by L£vi [1925].
Visuddhimagga
VM
A systematic presentation of Theravadin orthodoxy in the form of a
synthetic presentation of the doctrines contained in the tripartite
canon. Written by Buddhaghosa in Pali and still extant in that
language. The most commonly used edition in the West is the
romanized one by Warren [1950]. While I have consulted this edition, I have relied mostly upon the Devanagari edition produced by
Rewatadhamma [1969-72] and included by him as part of his edition of VMT. References in the notes are given initially to page/
line of Rewatadhamma followed by chapter/section of Warren for
ease of cross-reference. There is also a romanized edition produced by the Pali Text Society [C. A. F. Rhys-Davids 1920-21]
which I have not used. There are two complete translations into
English: Pe Maung Tin [1923-31] and Nyanamoli [1976]. The latter
is by far the best, both in terms of accuracy and English style; I am
greatly indebted to Nyanamoli's renderings for my understanding
of much Theravadin technical terminology.
Visuddhimaggatika (Paramatthamarijusa)
VMT
An extensive and often illuminaHng commentary to VM. The only
complete edition of this text available to me has been Rewatadhamma [1969-72] (see previous entry). There is no translation into
any modern language.
Yogacarabhumi
YBh
The YBh was originally written or compiled in Sanskrit and appears
to have had five major divisions. The first of these, called Bahubhumikavastu, is the basic division, approximately equal in length to
the other four parts, and is itself subdivided into 17 sections, corresponding to the 17 stages of the practice of a Bodhisattva according to the Yogacara school. A manuscript of the Sanskrit text of
this first division was recovered by Rahula Sankrtyayana during his
second search for Sanskrit manuscripts in Tibet [Sankrtyayana
1937:6], and some parts of this manuscript have appeared in editions of varying quality since then: see Vidushekara Bhattacharya
[1957J for stages 1-5; Wayman [1960] for stages 8, 9 and 14; Shukla
[1973] for stage 13 (for a very critical review of this edition, see De
Jong [1976]); the fifteenth stage, that of the bodhisattva is of special
importance and appears to have circulated independently both in
Inida and later in China and Tibet; there are also independent
Sanskrit manuscripts of this part of text. It has been edited in
Sanskrit by Wogihara [1971] and Nalinaksha Dutt [1978] (for some
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observations on Dutt's edition and an edition of the first chapter of
this section see Roth [1976]). Wayrnan [1961] gives an analysis of the
^ravakabhumi section. Schmithausen [1982] provides some remarks
on the concluding sections of this same section. Demteville [1957]
gives a French translation of the chapter on dhyana; Willis [1979]
translates the tattvartha chapter. Finally, the YBh is extant in Chinese in a translation by Xuanzang (Taisho 1599) and substantially
in Tibetan (Tohoku 4035-4042). The only significant study of any
portion of the YBh outside the Bahubhumikavastu is Schmithausen
[1969a].
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